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ABSTRACT 

' r \ * » 

vThe Communist Party of Canada's\(CPC) attempts -to operate the 
* \ * 

Lted Front tactics laid down by Lenin and the Comintern in 
192y-22 foundered on the CPC's failure to come to terms with 

• u 
the profound character of labour's post-war defeat or with 

its'own\marginality. , The task of creating a majss party 
\ '" capable of leading, in the n6t-too-distant future, a ' 

\ x -

revolutionary struggle fox power encouraged the CPC to ignore 

the laborious^and,modest process of building support around 

small workplace issues and to prefer working through a ' 
V 

spurious united front organization, the Trade Union Education̂ --
« 

al League, which was little more than a mouthpiece for a 
succession ofi abstract propaganda campaigns. - When none of 

I " • 
these propelled the party to mass status, but rather drove 

a wedge betweeh.it and the Trades'Sand Labour Congress, the 

ground was prepared for acceptance\pf the diametrically 

opposite tactics of the "Third Period", which with much 

justice have been criticised for their political stupidity. 

The tardifiess with which the CPC applied them underlined the 

fact that,. however much the leaders' <5f the labour movement 

might have "betrayed" the rank and file, it was hard to see 

them as "social fascists" who had -to be* combatted with even 

more vigour than that usually reserved for the bosses.> From 
the beginning, when they terminated an interesting alliance 

J * 
between the CPC and national unionism, to the end, when they 

retarded the C»C'"S recognition of the possibilities opened 

up by the emergence of the CIO, these tactics had negative-

http://betweeh.it
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consequences. Yet they alsfe helped bring limited political 

gains for the CPC, -*hich entered the latter half of the 

1930s stronger than it had ever been, and organizational 
* i 

advances for the Canadian working*c^ass,"in the shape of at 

least the first few bricks in the foundations of'mass 

industrial unionism. In>addition, the complementary 

unemployed* movement mobilized .tens of thousands of workers ',' 

and their families against the asperities of the depression. 

By 1936,the CPC had 'undeniably*car\tBd"*out for itself, a 

decent niche in„the labour movement. 
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INTRODUCTION . '. 

Posterity has not been kind to -the' Communist Party ̂ f Canada 

(CPC). ,A tiny organization with an aging membership, it 

remains one of the few CP*s in the advanced capitalist 

countries to hold loyally to the "Moscow line" - despite all 

the strains imposed by events since 1956. As the Soviet 

system has been discredited, so the CPC has been pushed 

further out to the periphery of Canadian politics. Judging 

from the historiography of Canadian communism, it-, seems-that 

the present irrelevance of the CPC has been written into the 
« 

past. Despite recent indications of sympathetic interest, 

Canadian historians of communism have been for the most part 

unimpressed by the contribution of "the Party" to working 

. class life or openly hostile to the tradition it once 

represented. Even as fairminded a historian as Ross 
' . * ' * 

McCormack could write off its contribution in the 1920s with 

I , i 
a single, >dismissive footnote. It could be argued that three 
histories (four, if v© count the "official" version) of $ir 

* 

organization that at its peak never had more than 20,000. 
- ? 

members are more than enough. The existing studies, however, 

all have definite limitations,, not least of which i>s a failure 

to exAne systematically the primary activity of the CPC for 

the period examined here: trade union*and industrial work. 

v , '* -
''. William Rodney's thorough study of the CPC in the 1920s 

is' particularly useful in laying bare the party's relationship 

.with the Communist international (Comintern) and the impact of 

i 

r 
t 

1 

•vr, 
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that celatiohshirJ.on the emergence of CPC tact*Ces. Conversely, 
* "* " * *•-• 

it is, at its weakest in locating the CPC in its class and |> 
" * - «-

national contexts: the rest-of the^abour movement ̂ and the 
. * . * * •- • 

working cla'ss scarcely* appear in Soldiers. of the Revolution. 

" ' ' , • - . - . • " * • r 

Moreover, -the book's spmbre, dispassionate tone not* only', 
* * . - % 

fails Nto convey the feel of the period, but continuously 
k '• 

gives the impression that its subjects are "being judged rather 
• * » 

than analysed or understood. 'Nevertheless, it remains a 
, J ""- 3 " * --. 

valuable account. - " " *„-*^ • 1 

"Ivan Avakumovic's The Communist Party in Canada has ̂ hf 

virtues of assembling a mass of useful irtfeirmation and covering , 

the entire history of the party in less than 300. pages, "and the 
V . * >• * 

'— 3 corollary vice-impressionism. In some respects, Avakumovic's " * 
> ' » * ^ ' • 

hostility to the' CPC, which comes out most clearly in his jise " . 
. •> • * 

of innuendo andv anecdote, is shared by -Ian Angus, author̂ cof 
> , * * ' 

the^most recent "CPC history. A Trot sky 1st,. Angus draws a neat 
"dividing-- line in his study,of the CPC "up to 1932 at 1927. 

* • . 

' Pre-1927 'the party, free from the factional, wrangles that . 

bedevilled political life in the Russian party after *1923r2^ ,. - -
A * I 

w *• J 

^ was on the upgrade; post-1927, with the party marshalled into , 

the Stalin camp by Tim qpck, it sank into the morass""^ blind 

obedience to the Stalinized Comintern, its downward 

trajectory culminating in the sectarian fiasco of 'the "third' 

period". Angus very correctly slates the "ultra-leftism" of 
the Workers' Unity League, but' goes well beyond his evidence 

* < * 
to argue that the WUL's sectarianism continued unchanged 

t 

throughout its lifetime, which was not the caseJ * "Red Unionism". 

4. 

#•*• 
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was Tby no means the total disaster he suggests. Although 

some of Angus's judgments (of which there are many) bear a 

closer relationship to his politics than to his'evidence, 

Canadian Bolsheviks is a lively and useful work, and his 
T — ; — 

demolition of-Tim Buck*«s revolutionary myth is a major con-
^ 5 tribution. 

My jXain-- intention ilere is to examine the industrial 

' * I '' • " * 
politics of the CPC between 1922 and 1936, paying special 
attention to the Workers' Unity League period. In doing so, 

I will /attempt to fulfil methodological requirements set out 

by Perryj Anderson and-E. J. Hobsbawm in separate, essays on 

, t?ae writing* of communist history. For Hobsbawm the essential 

t prerequisite of an adequate history of any CP is to 

"recapture the unique and, among secular movements, 

unprecedented temper of bolshevism, equally remote from the 

liberalism of most historians and the permissive and self-

indulgent actJBism of most contemporary ultras." Both historians f 
ji%e 

accept as a given the study of the International nexus: both 
•» 

also insist that while paying due attention to the role of 
*•* " 

the Comintern', a role that most CPs - and certainly 'the CPC -

* * -i 

- now find embarrassing, historians should not "bend the stick 

^ too far" in the direction of standard anti-communist works 

"which tend to present each national communist party as if it 

. "were just a puppet whose limbs were manipulated mechanically 

by strings pulled -in Moscow:" To counterbalance* this 

tendency, Anderson argues, historians must take into account 

the "national balance of forces") showing in detail the 

i * 

/ 
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relationship' between the CP, the working class, and other 

classes and social groups which go to make up a "national 

political culture". Obviously, my particular monographic 

perspective will limit the extent to which I can meet these 

requirements, but the attempt will be made. 

The dissertation is divided into three parts, each having 

three chapters. Part One covers the development of the 

party's industrial politics from î ts foundation to the eve 

of the Great Depression, a period whicfh falls into three 

distinct but overlapping phases: first, the/classic period 

of the united front, 1921-27, during which the-,CPC operated 

almost exclusively as a left wing faction inside Canada's 

.dominant trade union federation, the Trades and Labour Con-
* 

gress (TLC); secondly, the "national unionism" period, * 

1926-29, when the party attempted unsuccessfully to combtTY*? 

work in the TLC with a major intervention in the All-Canadian 

Congress of Labour (ACCL); and thirdly, the transitional 

phase in 1928-29 when the party slowly came to terms with 

what was known as the "New Line". 

Part Two is also chronological, covering the lifespan*of 

the WUL from its. rather murky beginnings in 1930 to its 

"liquidation" in the early months of 1936. As with the study 

of the 1920s, an attempt is made to reveal local and regional 

.variations within Canadian communism, or in other words to' 

show it as a national phenomenon in 'all its variety. Simply 

to keep the study manageable, h6wever, certain issues and 
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events which might have Vheen~examined* are dealt with only in 

passing. Again, this period falls into three phases:' the 

first, 1930 to early 1933, is defined by economic slump and 

political repression; the second, 1933 to early 1935, by 

economic upturn, the growing confidence of the working class 

and the growing maturity of communist organizers; and the • 

third, 1935 to early 1936, primarily by ̂ changes in the inter-
v 

„ national situation. 

f 
Part Three contains thematic chapters on three particularly 

\ 

significant areas of communist intervention. Chapter 7 ' 

examines the communist contribution to pre-CIO attempts to 

organize an industrial union of automobile workers.* This was 

^chosen in order to examine the WUL's mode of operation in one 

of the major mass production industries; to scrutinize the 

view that communists contributed more than any other *group to 

laying the foundations of industrial unionism in the auto 

industry; and to challenge Irving Abella's treatment of the 

coming^of. the United Automobile Workers fUAW) to Canada. 

Chapter 8 looks at communists as factionalists and organizers 

in the garment trades, specifically in the International 

Ladies' Garment Workers' 'Union (ILGWU) and-"Amalgamated 

Clothing Workers' Union (ACW-) , and in their own "third 

period" creation, the Industrial Union of Needle Trades' 

Workers (IUNTW). This was chosen partly because of the con

trast offered by the experiences of J.co*m**unists in the garment 

junions in the United States and Canada, and partly because of 

the availability of a substantial body of relatively untapped 
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information. Chapter 9 deals with the C^C's role in 

organizing the urban unemployed in the early depression years. 
. { 

< Two historians of Canadian labour have recently argued that 

„ in the early 1930s "Unemployed associations sprang up, almost 

all of them carefully controlled by their Communist fraction, 

affiliated to the Workers' Unity League. Their [various 

% activities], gave members a sense of dignity and a feeling that 

8 ' 

they were not helpless victims." This chapter examines the 

quality and extent of communist "control" in a movement that 

was of seminal importance in preparing Canadian workers for -* 

the industrial union struggles that ensued in the late 1930s 

and 1940s. , 
i f 

( I began by suggesting that the Canadian historical pro-

fession has lacked basic sympathy with the Communist tradition, 

but that there have been recent signs ̂ f willingness to take 

seriously its achievements and shortcomings: I place myself 

in the latter tendency. Like 'every responsible historian I 

of obje search for the grail of objectivity. I do not, therefore, pro-

ceed from the prior judgment that communism was as irrelevant 

to the Canadian working class in the 1920s and 1930s as the 

CPC is today. Its failure to build a revolutionary movement 

and its supercession by another form of class politics proves 

neither that the original project was doomed from the start ' 

nor that the ascendancy of parliamentary socialism was pre-

ordained. ' Such assumptions may allow social democratic 

historians to dismiss the CPC as a roadblock delaying the 
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emergence of the CCF-NDP • tradition, but they are fatal to a 

valid reconsideration of Canadian left wing politics in the 

decade^after the CPC's formation, when for good or ill the 

' 9 CPC was the national left. When the CPC was being-launched,, 

it was by no means' clear that the revolutionary path would 

prove so difficult. , 
' * 

Although it was the CPC's misfortune to^emerge -after the 

postwar tide of working class insurgency had ebbed, Canadian 

revolutionaries still had every reason to expect that the 

political and economic stabilization of capital would prove 

temporary and that there,,would be fresh opportunities to com-

plete the work left undone in 1919-20. During those two • 

years, when every major capitalist country was shaken by class 

st/ruggle and when revolutionaries took an international 

perspective as naturally as breathing, events in Canada were 

among the most impressive anywhere. In two of.the better-

Lknown flashpoints of the international upsurge, Glasgow and 
« 

Turin, there was expectant admiration for the Canadian 

struggle. John MacLean saw "the great Canadian strike" as a 

major step towards a working class bid for "political supremacy" 

throughout North America. Antonio Gramsci went further. "In 

Canada", he asserted, "the industrial strikes have taken on 

the character of an overt bid ,to install a Soviet regime." 

And the bolsheviks themselves saw 1919 as a major turning-

point for Canadian labour, a ntement when it became "not only 

formally independent of the American unions,. nut also 
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i n t e l l e c t u a l l y independent of t he b o u r g e o i s i e . " 

* 

By 1921 the hopes contained in these assessments had been 

dashed - a fact the Comintern recognized when it formulated 

its United Front strategy 'in 1921. But 1919 had happehed -

and it could happen again. Having seen Canadian -workers 

embrace the. mass strike, the CPC accepted the Bolsheviks' 

insistence on the centrality of politically-directed 

industrial intervention ip the expectation that when its time 

came, it would-prove more resolute and effective than the 

Socialist Party of Canada in 1919. The communists' task, . 

therefore, was to build as r.apidly as possible the kind of 

party - the "party of anew type" - that would neither shrink 

from nor fail to exploit a new wave of mass strikes. They 

were not privy to Hobsbawm's historical insight that) the 

problem of the revolutionary left in "stable industrial 

societies' is not>that its opportunities never came, but that 

the normal conditions in which it must operate prevent it 
i > 

from developing} the movements likely to seize the rare 

moments when they are called upon to behave as, revolutionaries. 

Part One]will now examine the CPC's attempts to cope with this 

dilemma. 

V) 
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Gregory S. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
\ 

THE-UNITED FRONT i 

"Comrades, in an article which was written immediately 

after the founding Congress of the Communist International 

and bears the title-'The Prospects of the International 

Revolution*, I said with some over-enthusiasm that perhaps 

only a year would pass before we forgot that in Europe a 

struggle had been waged about Soviet power, since this 

" struggle would already have ended in Europe and been trans

ferred to the remaining countries. ••*. it will probably take 

not one year, but two* or three for the whole of Europe to 

become the Soyiet Republic." ( . ,, 

]> G. E. Zinoviev, opening speech to thfe Second World Congress 

of the Communist International, July 1920 

"The first period of post-war revolutionary development ... 
« s 

seems in essentials to be over. The self-confidence of the 
. * * / 

bourgeoisie as a* class and) the outward stability Of their 

state organs have undeniably been strengthened ... The 

leaders of '.the bourgeoisie ... have gone over to an 

offensive against the. workers in all countries both on the 

economic and on the political front." 

Theses on the World Situation, Third World Congress of the 

Communist International, Juhe-July*1921 



•J2-

"... it would appear that a state of widespread 

unemployment has as its corollary an indisposition on the 
\ 

part of workers to use the strike weapon." \ 

Report of the Deputy Minister of Labour, Province of 

British Columbia, 1921 • 

"We are, as a matter of principle, against the creation of 

1 new trade unions. In all capitalist countries, the trade-

union movement developed in a particular way, resulting in 

the creation and progressive development of a specific great 

organization which embodied the history, the tradition^, the 

customs and the ways of thinking of the great majority of 

the proletarian masses. Every attempt made'to organize 
** t * 

revolutionary union members separately has failed in itself, 

and has served only to reinforce the hegemonic positions of 

the reformists in the major organization." 

Antonio Gramsci, "Our Trade Union Strategy", October 1923 

(emphasis in the original). 

m 

I 

^ y 
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Conditions could scarcely have^been less- propitious for'the 

launching of the Communist Party of Canada in 1921. , The 

massive upsurge of(class struggle that had peaked in 1919 

was now all but over. As early as September of that year, 

at the National Industrial Conference in Ottawa, Canadian 

capital gave a strong hint that its defeat of the Winnipeg 

General Strike would only be the first blow struck against 

the organizational gains made by the trade unions during the 

World War. The next four years saw union membership suffer 

a sharp decline as several well-established organizations 

were picked off one by one. Between 1920 and 1924 the 

International Association of Machinists (IAM) and United 

Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners (UBCJ), two of 

Canada's most influential unions, lost respectively 38 per 

cent and 54 per cent of their members. Nationally, the 

affiliated membership of the international union centre, 

the Trades and Labour Congress (TLC), fell by 30 per cent, 

* 2 from 173,463 to 121,842. This slump was mirrored in the 

strike level and the general mood of the working class. 

With the unique exception of the coal industry, which con-

tributed no less than 52.5 per cent of strike days in the 

1920s, no important sector of capitalism was seriously 

troubled by industrial conflict. In industries other than 

coal mining the number of workers involved in strikes fell 

from the 1919 peak of 139,000 to 48,000 in 1920, then fell 

( 
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3 
in each succeeding year to 10,000 in 1925. 

Thousands,of trade unionists participated in a mass 

migration to the United States in the early 19"20s: in 
4 

1924 200,000 Canadians moved south. Some were responding 

to the effects of the prolonged depression that followed 

the Union government's deflationary policy of 1920. 

Others were driven out by victimization. Several hundred 

militant steelworkers and miners were forced by the black-

list to leave Cape Breton after the unsuccessful attempt 

5 
to unionize the Sydney steel plant in 1923. In the same 

year, but on the other side- Of the country, the smashing ^ 

of the. International Longshoremen's Association (ILA) by 

the British Columbia Shipping Federation had a similar 

impact. * ' 

~~^N Tradition and experience had taught Canadian trade 

unionists that when labour market conditions were as 

adverse as in the 1920 to 1925 period, it was a time for 

consolidation. When Samuel Gompers suggested to delegates 

at the American Federation of Labor Annual Convention in 

• Montreal in 1920 that labour should "hold itself in 

leash", lie found a ready response among Canadian 
7 

followers. Through the 1920s Canadian labour emphasized 

its faith in conservati**e trade unionism by rallying round 

its established leadership. Of the 50 executive positions 

i » 
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on the TLC opep for election, no fewer than 40 were filled 

by three unions, the IAM, UBCJ and International . 

Typogranittical Union (ITU)". For the entire decade Tom 

Moore *<UBCJ) and Paddy Draper (ITU) were returnee! as 

President and Secretary-Treasurer, and between 1926 and 

19.29 they were joined by the same three Vice Presidents, 

Jimmy Simpson (ITU) and R. J. Tallon and J. T..Foster 

(IAM). At the practical level, it was a period of 

collaboration rather than confrontation. The Union Label, 

apprenticeship schemes, legislative petitioning and union-

management cooperation were the preferred alternatives to 
9 

the strike weapon. 'As one Carpenters' business agent put 

it, to strike for wage increases "before,we have built up 

the-organization" was to invite "the disruption of the 
' • v. 

organization." The test of a true trade unionist was to — 

stick with the union through the'inevitable bad times, 

I 
just as the "Old Guard" had always done*- "We might", he u 

stressed, "be somewhat bruised and broken from past 

* * 10 ' 
experiences, bat we are st^^. in the ring." Many 
unionists, however, reactedMp their organizations' 

unwillingness or incapacity to resist attacks by simply 

throwing in the towel, exhibiting, In the words of a 

Calgary'railway "worker, "a sort of fatalism ... a chronic 

apathy for organization work." In short, Communists 

turned "To The Masses" in a period of acute working class 

1 
s 
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demoralization; their call for the f renovation*1 of the 

* " 12 
trade union movement came not a moment too soon. 

According to Ivan Avakumovic, '"the decision to work 

in the international unions had already been taken in 

Moscow" when the Workers' Party of Canada held its founding 

13- V convention in February 1922. Although, this is true, it 

A-as not the case .that this decision was* simply "Made in' 

Moscow*.' There is no doubt that Lenin's treatise on 

revolutionary strategy and tactics 'Left Wing' Communism: 
4 
An Infantile Disorder had a major impact on its Canadian 

audience from the moment it beganr to appear in serialized 

form in the B.C. Federationist o&trly in 1921. But well 

before its arriva| and forceful declamation of the view -

that a refusal to work in "reactionary trade unions" was 

"so unpardonable â blurider that it is tantamount to the 

greatest service Communists could render to the 
t 

bourgeoisie1*, the native Canadian left had already * 

articulated a simiiar policy. 

Here we could jpoint to the disproportionate influence 

in the,early CPC of former members of the tiny Socialist 

Party of North America (SPNA), which had actually broken 

{ 
from the Socialist Party of Canada during the World Wa" 

specifically over the issue •fthe necessity of carrying 

out political work inside the unions. The SPNA insisted 
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"that any member joining our party must also join the 

trade union movement if he was not already a member, pro

vided he worked in an industry*br trade which made it 

possible."''" SPNA members 3?im Buck, Tom Beil and Florence 
Hi 

Custance took this unconsciously Leninist approach into 

the leadership of the fledgling Communist movement.-

Support for political unionism, however, extended*well 

beyond the narrow ranks of the SPNA. Although the vast 
* 

majority of Eastern Canadian trade unionists kept One Big 

Unionism at arms length^during the 1919-1920 upsurge, a 

substantial number of them were sufficiently inspired by 

the militancy of the period to demand that.the TLC* which 

they still considered the dominant trade union centre, 

pursue a radical, interventionist'course of action in .the 

ongoing class struggle. This group was particularly 
f 

influential in Toronto (much less so in Hamilton), where 

in 1920, led by future CPC Chairman and General Secretary 

Jack MacDonald, they succeeded in having the District** 

Labour Council endorse a far-reaching platform of demands 

for presentation at the forthcoming TLC Annual Convention 

in-Windsor. Arâ ng its planks were demands for Irish self-

determination and the withdrawal of Canadian troops from 

the Allied armies of„intervention in Russia, as well as 

demands of more immediate relevance to the Canadian working 

class: acceptance .of the industrial union principle as 
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the basis of future trade union growth; and the convening 

at the earliest possible date of a unity conference 

embracing the international unions, the One Big Union (OBU) 
« 

and the tiny Canadian Federation of Labour (CFL), with a 

view to creating a single, new trade union centre, free of 

17 American influence and committed to industrial unionism. 

As events transpired, the Toronto platform died at 

Windsor, partly because of a shameless bureaucratic 

manoeuvre by the TLC Executive, but primarily because the 

Convention was as usual stacked with die-hard moderates 

who heartily endorsed the Executive's repudiation of any 

18 
kind of1 working class political action. The fate of the 

platform, however, is for present purposes less important 

than the fact that some of the basic elements of what 

would become communist industrial politics - industrial 

unionism and Canadian autonomy - were already current in 

the native movement when the international movement was 

just beginning to consider them. In fact, when the 

Communist International (Comintern) examined the Canadian 

situation for the first time, its resultant recommendations 

were no more than a restatement of the Toronto platform. 

The speed with which the CPC duly applied the tactics of 

the "united front" and "boring from within" was thus 

based no less on Canadian experience than on the awe in 

which it held Moscow's pronouncements. 



»v 
The essence of the united front ̂ .ine in industry was 

the-struggle for immediate working class demands and a 

clean break from both anarcho-syndicalism and "ultra-left 

abstentionism" - the view that partial demands were on 

principle reformist and had to be shunned. As the "Theses 

on Tactics" proposed by the Third World Congress of the 

Comintern put it: "The task of the communist, parties is 

to extend, to deepen, and to unify this struggle for 

concrete demands »«. These partial demands, anchored in 

the needs of the broadest masses, must be put forward by 

the communist parties in a way which not oniy leads the 

masses to struggle, but by its very nature organizes 
19 ^ 

them." For the pursuit of these goals it was necessary 
for communists to reenter, the mass reformist unions, to 4J 

\ 
work in the words of Lenin's 'Left Wing' Communism 

r 

"systematically,*»perseveringly, persistently and 

patiently ... [wherever] the proletarian or semi-' 

20 proletarian masses are to be found." 

For the CPC, the immediate significance of the united 

front tactic lay in its relationship with the One Big 

Union (OBU). By early 1922 that relationship was one of , 

open warfare. The process leading to that state of 

affairs reveals again the interaction of international and 

national forces in moulding CPC practice. One thing is 
/ 
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certain: the decision to attack the OBU was not taken 

wholly, or even mainly, by the Russian communists. Moscow, 

in fact, held a rather high opinion of the OBU, or more 

precisely of the revolutionary moment it was thought to 

21 represent. This view prevailed through the First 

Congress of the Red International of Labour Unions (RILU) 

in July 1921, and was reflected in the Congress's 

Resolutions and Decisions. These explicitly distinguished 

Canadian needs from those prevailing in the United States. 

Thus while the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) 

delegates were unambiguously'urged to return to the AFL, 

OBU delegate Joe Knight (who joined the CPC immediately 

on his return 'from Moscow) found the Congress willing to 

concede legitimacy to his organization. While making no 

direct mention of the OBU, the Canadian resolution called 

on all forces sympathetic to the RILU to build a "general 

organization of Canadian labour unions, a».d ... at all 

costs free themselves from the influence of the American 

22 Federation of Labour." Although not altogethef clear, 
i 

this formulation seemed to leave the door open to 
i • 

cooperation between the OBU and CPC. Why, then, were the 

two .organizations at''each other's throats within six 

months? 

The answer seems to be that they Canadian communists -
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r' ' - ' • • 
with a little help from their American comrades - decided 

that the RILU resolution was simply unworkable. As yet,"-

in the autumn of 1921, the CPC was ̂ still almost] wholly an 

Eastern Canadian organization. Its members lacked any real 

political or emotional commitment to, the OBU/ and already 

had a habit of discussing it in arrogantly dismissive 

23 ^ , 

terms. Since, moreover, the OBU had^manifestly passed 

its peak both in terms of influence and militancy, and 

since, which was even more important, the absolute 

impossibility of working with both the TLC and OBU had* 

been established at the 1920 TLC Convention, Communists 
24 had every practical reason to consider the OBU dispensable. 

By October 1921 Joe Knight, touring Western Canada as a 

representative of the Soviet Famine Relief Committee, was 

privately informing selected OBU members that the correet 

1 

revolutionary line was to rejoin the international unions, 

while publicly maintaining that the RILU recognized the OBU 

as the legitimate representative of organized labour in the 

West. To those who wanted proof of the RILU'.s position 

Knrght suggested they wait for the publication of the First 

Congress proceedings. When this finally became available, 

however, it did not contain the resolution on Canada. 

Where had it gone"? „ 

The edition of the RILU Resolutions and Decisions 

which came into Cafcadian hands was. published in Chicago by 

^ 
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the Voice of Labor press. The Voice of Labor was the 

mouthpiece of William Z. Foster's Trade Union Educational 

^eague (TUEL). And Foster was the leading trade union 

• militant in the CPUSA, an established protagonist of 

"boring-from-withm" the international unions, and the 

tactical mentor of the emerging Canadian leader, 'Tim 

27 Buck. It takes little imagination to infjsr that the 

omission" of the resolution on Canada owed more than a • 

little to a collaborative decision to side-step an . 

embarrassing debate on an issue that had already been 

28 decided. A number of sources did in fact reveal the • 

discrepancy, but by then the CPC, which maintained a 

diplomatic silence throughout, was steadily working to 

pull OBU militants back into the international-unions. 

When OBU spokesman Bob Russell attended the founding con-

vention of the Workers' Party of Canada in February 1922, 

' " / *-only to be roundly abused as an obstacle to woiking dJSrss 

advance, the last slender possibility of an amicable 

29' coalescence of the two organizations evaporated. 

One consequence of the CPC--OBU split was a lasting 

residue' of bitterness. Forty years after the event, Bob 

Russell described the return of OBU members to the AFL 

30 unions as "just like a dog going back to his vomit." 

Several of the OBU's front line leaders, including Russell, 

Carl Berg, William Pritchard, Victor Midgley and Dick 
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Johns, although remaining for the most part'cdmmitted 

socialists, remained outside the CPC. In general, however, 

the CPC had considerable success in stripping away an 

impressive group of propagandists and organizers: Beckie 

iuhay ana Alex Gauld in Montreal, Hugh Bartholomew and 

lax Dolgoy in Winnipeg, Tom Ewan in Saskatoon, Jan Lakeman 

ln^Sdmonton, and JacW Kavanagh in Vancouver, to name only 

a few of the most prominent. All were experienced trade 

union militants, and some, such as Bartholomew and 

Kavanagh, were "much more widely known than any ... who* 

were in the existing leadership of the Party up to that 

time." Collectively, they gave "the new party national 

visibility - especially important in the West - and the 

groundworks of a national organization rooted in the^trade, 

unions. 

Ideally, "the CPC's orientation on workplace and] union 

struggles would have been accompanied by an organizational 

shift to workplace branches or "cells". As the Third 

World Congress's theses on ^he Organization and Con- v 

struction of communist Parties" made clear, this key 

feature of bolshevik organization was considered of general 

32 application throughout the communist movement. But it 

was not, as yet, a practical proposition in Canada, partly 

because of the CPC's relatively small size and scattered 

membership and partly because of an inherited federal 
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structure within which the large Finnish and Ukrainian 

"language sections" had a preponderant influence. Party 

membership, as reported at the Second WPC Convention in 

February 1923, stood at 4808, including 2028 Finns and 

880 Ukrainians. The two groups thus made up 60 per cent 

33 

.of the entire membership. Until 1925 the party leader

ship made no real attempt either to challenge federalism 

or to build workplace branches, choosing instead the 

easier options of intervening through the Trade Union 

Educational League (TUEL) and the Trades and Labour 

Councils. ' , 

In June 1922 Tim Buck, Canadian director of the TUEL, 

offered an explanation of its structure and goals: 

Imagine a group of active spirits, in every local 
lodge, sinking all their political differences in* 
their trade union activities, working to only one 
end, the consolidation of the movement as a whole 
and their own union in particular, all thevlocal 
groups in a town or city connected, all the groups 
in certain industries connected, then a central 
office supported by voluntary donations, sales of 
literature, etc.... No initiation, no dues. 

Just give us, he asked, "mutual cooperation among all who 

realize that it is necessary, and the TUEL is bound to 

34 

grow. " The TUEL, therefore, was apparently a non

partisan trade union auxiliary, interested only in the 

"renovation" of a declining trade union movement. Even 

Tom Moore would have experienced difficulty in finding 

f&V|t with this kind of united front. On closer inspecti 
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however, the TUEL appeared rather more abrasive. In its 

"Principles and Program", drawn up by its founder William 

Z. Foster in March 1922, Buck's "group of active spirits" 

became "a minute minority of clear-sighted, enthusiastic 

militants scattered throughout the great organized mass of 

sluggish workers." The TUEL was, to be sure, "an auxiliary 

of the labor movement, not a substitute for it." But its 

members were ho ordinary trade unionists; they were "the 

brain and backbone of the organized masses ... the ones 

who furnish inspiration and guidance ... do the bulk of 

the thinking, working and fighting of the labor struggle" 

and, by building up "rudimentary class consciousness in 

the masses", demonstrate that "the only solution of the 

35 labor struggle is the abolition of capitalism." Concerned 

trade unionists who might have been tempted to join Buck's 

TUEL would have had to think a lot harder before joining 

Foster's. 

Although Buck's attempt to mask the TUEL's underlying 

politics was doomed to failure, for a time there did 

appear some possibility that the TUEL would integrate 

"progressive", elements around its first propaganda 

campaign: for trade union amalgamation. This was another 

of the CPC's main themes. Communists generally believed 

that one of the main hindrances to the development of 

political class consciousness was the "craft mentality" of 
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i 

the skilled worker, which not only built sectional 

barriers inside the class but seriously hampered workers' 

fighting capacities. Amalgamation, Jack MacDonald 

explained in 1920, "simply meant ... that all the crafts 

in one trade should be organized and governed by one 

central body to ensure united action in a crisis." It 

was considered appropriate in all industries where there 

was a multiplicity of unions with contending jurisdictions, 

such as clothyig, building and metal working. Above all, 

however, the case for amalgamation was considered most 

compelling on the railroads where ho fewer than 17 unions 

37 had sizeable memberships. 

A strong case for\ railway union amalgamation was made 

by Foster in his 1921 pamphlet The Railroaders' Next JStep. 

Foster argued that the existence of so many unions in the 

industry (where he had spent 10 "»%ars of his working life) 

perpetuated the "craft point of view" .at a time when 

monopoly capitalism was fast making crafts redundant. 

Only mass industrial unions, with their "enormous increase 

in economic power coming from the greater scope of 

activity, intensified solidarity and clearer vision" could 

resist capitalist encroachments on workers' control. 

Arguments to the contrary, he maintained, were the 

"bewhiskered" special pleas of union bureaucrats, whose 

fear of losing privileged positions was "the most serious 
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hindrance" to the implementation of amalgamation 

proposals. 

Although Foster did not shirkythe political conclus

ions of his case - namely that industrial unions were a*t 

only organs of defensive struggle but a means "to end' the 

wages system forever and set up the long-hoped-for era of 

social justice". - his pamphlet was well received by 

Canadian unionists. In April 1921 the Western Labor News, 

mouthpiece of the Winnipeg Trades and Labour Council, 

commenced a fourteen-part serialization, and Robert 

McCutchan, Vice President for Canada of the Boilermakers' 

Union, commended it to union "live wires" as "one of the 
m 

best contributions ever penned" on the subject. The 

TUEL benefited from its popularity after Foster made a 

personal visit to Winnipeg-, under TUEL auspices, in July 

1922. Speaking on the issues of amalgamation and the 

anti-OBU drive to an audience of railwaymen, Foster 

generated so much enthusiasm and discussion that the 

"League", until then of minimal importance, spread "like 

wildfire" throughout Western Canada. "The shopmen [metal 

craftsmen working in the repair shops], who are among the 

best fighters on the North American continent, have 

seized upon [amalgamationism] enthusiastically ... [and] 

are financing organization work from cost to coast." 

Several leading union officials, including McCutchan and 

\ 
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Robert Hewitt of the Railway Carmen, were willing to share 

amalgamationist platforms with CPC members, while the 

journal of the federated shopmen's unions, the Bulletin, 

opened its pages'to wide-ranging debate, including on one 

occasion a lead article by Edmonton communist Jan 

41 Lakeman. To all appearances the united front was bearing 

fruit. By the spring of 1923 it had collapsed. 

In assessing the popularity of amalgamationist ideas, 

the CPC was clearly guilty of wishful thinking. When 

activists took copies of The Railroaders' Next Step out to 

the locomotive yards and repair shops they did not discover 

massive, rank and file support. Quite the contrary. 

Lakeman found that craft ideas, particularly among boiler-

makers and machinists, were stronger than ever, and that 

the existing practice among the shop crafts of bargaining 

as industrial groups known as "systems' federations" was 

42 already much resented.. The traditionally skilled crafts 

contended that this limited degree of united collective 
0 

bargaining had been responsible for a levelling of craft 

privileges, detrimental to them but greatly to the 

advantage of the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen (BRC), 

ironically a quasi industrial union incorporating 

carpenters, - upholsterers, pattern-makers', painters, car 

checkers, cranemen and airbrakemen, which had grown 

massively and dramatically improved its conditions of work 
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during the world war, to a point where it boasted formal 

craft status. Machinists, in particular, felt that any 

further surrender of autonomv was out of the question. At 

their Canadian convention in March 1923, Western delegates 

demanded almost to a man that "machinists be regarded ever 

and always as machinists", that the IAM consider with-

dravial from the AFL Railway Employees' Department, and 

that at the very least its financial contribution to the 

* 44 

shop crafts' federation be'sharply reduced. The follow

ing year, the IAM Grand Lodge Convention finally withdrew 

from the combined»body in order to devote greater 
•%• 45 

attention "to the interests of its own membership".-

1 Communists responded to these unpleasant developments 

in two ways': they attributed the revival of craft senti

ment to the "failure of the leadership to lead" and issued 

increasingly shrill warnings to railwaymen that the choice 

before them was "Amalgamation or Annihilation", a slogan 

first proposed in The Railroaders' Next Step. They sub

stantiated this contention by pointing to the fate of the 

shopmen's strike on the American railroads in 1922, when 

the four Running'Trades' Brotherhoods scabbed on the 

strike, leaving the vast majority of shopjnen to be starved 
46 

into submission and forced back to non-union shops. 

> 

Both arguments were unconvincing. Attacks on "sell-
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out" labour bureaucrats were rebutted by the bureaucrats 

themselves, who incontrovertibly pointed out that they had 

supported amalgamation and pushed it at union conventions, 

to the accompaniment *>f massive rank and file apathy. One 

delegate at a Winnipeg Trades and Labour Council meeting, 

fed up with communist criticism of the bureaucracy, 

bluntly declared that "the most reactionary leader in the 

labour movement is miles ahead of the rank and file." 

Robert Hewitt, perhaps feeling that the CPC had "betrayed" 

him, confirmed his support for amalgamation but chided the 

CPC for an approach which seemed "too much like a holdup 

man saying 'your money or your life'." Communists, he 

stressed, had to realize that there was strong rank and 

file suspicion of &j&lgamation, that rank and file ideas 

tended" £o change slowl£, and that only s]«ow, painstaking 
'•"• > 

educational work would move the amalgamationisl; platform 
47 

forward. 

>> 

The erroneous nature of the ••"Amalgamation or 

Annihilation" slogan was exposed by the divergent paths of 

class conflict in the United States and Canada. The 

Canadian shopmen avoided confrontation with-the railroad 

companies but still managed to preserve union conditions 

and prevent wage reductions by means of adroit- manipulation 

of the Industrial Disputes' Investigation Act and tflte good 
h » 

48 o f f i c e s of Priffte Min i s t e r W. L. Mackenzie King. * K ing ' s 

& 
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subsequent appointment of Tom Moore to the board of 

directors of the Canadian National Railway (the "people 

railroad") was presented as further vindication of the 

slow but sure methods of the trade union establishment . 49 

/ 

Apart from the specific shortcomings of the CPC's 

analysis of the amalgamationist movement, the party's role 

in the movemenj: revealed the generic flaw in their whole 

,approach to woijfcplace struggles: their abstract 
i 

j ' * *• * 

propagandism. '"Amalgamation!" and "Amalgamation or 
i 

Annihilation*," were proposed as non-aegotiable, "correct" 

demands - which unfortunately werejoroved "incorrect" in 

practice. They were not the "partial" demands on which the 

Comintern placed so much emphasis, demands that arose 

directly out of workers' struggles and related to the 

existing level of workers' consciousness, but were 

essentially political demands arising out of the communists' 

desire to accelerate the formation of class consciousness. 

Reluctance to deal seriously with partial demands remained 
I a persistent fact of party life. In 1926 The Worker 

' inquired: "Must the, working class be let down so that it 

"I thinks only through the stomach?" It then answered its 

\ question with a ritualistic statement that it of course 

supported every effort to improve the daily lives of the 

working'class but believed in emphasizing the ideal of 

struggle and the fact that workers could achieve 
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fundamental improvements only through revolution. The 

CPC was aware of its shortcomings. Its educational program 

for 1923, for example, stated that while "left wing or 

revolutionary unionism" depended for its homogeneity on 

"slogans of dominion wide and quite general interest", the 

fundamental features of grass roots organization were 

orientation around the best and most militant elements in 

the workplace and the formulation with them o£ achievable 

51 demands. Yet, the CPC never acted on this insight; nor 

did it ever make the>organization of the TUEL as a 

crystallizing point for the left a serious priority. Even 

in places where the party had some degree of industrial 

influence the TUEL was slow to appear: September 1922 in 

the Toronto needle trades, May 1923 in the Alberta coal

field, and in the Cape Breton coal*field, according to' the 

testimony of the area's leading party member, the TUEL was 

never organized, in all probability because the party was 

so central to working class life that the TUEL would have 

52 been viewed as superfluous. 

Burdened by its failure to build the TUEL, the CPC 
4 

remained reliant on a succession of abstract slogans)'.each 

of which was to be the key that would transform workers' 

consciousness. In autumn 1923 the slogan of Canadian 

Trade Union Autonomy was resurrected for the first time 

since 1920. Oddly enough, earlier in the year, the party 
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had explicitly reje cted this slogan at its second 

national convention. "National autonomy", the party 

resolved, "is an illusion; international unity is the 

53 need." Rejection of national autonomy, however, suggests 

that a sizeable number of party numbers had been discussing 

it. By August it was being promoted by delegates from IAM 

Local 235 - Tim Buck's' union" branch - on the Toronto 

District Labour Council (TDLC)., And after the latter voted 

to endorse an autonomy resolution for presentation to the 

forthcoming TLC annual convention, £he TTffEL assumed 

34 leadership of the autonomy campaign. 1 . Canadian autonomy, 

a TUEL leaflet explained, was »rfiftarily designed to stem 

the decline of trade unionism in Canada. This would be 
» 

achieved by means of a transformation of the TLC into an 

organ of industrial intervention, financially and politic

ally independent of the AFL, Vand having the centralized 

authority to call and finance strikes and "participate in 

any political activity in the interests of the working 

class regardless of how it may strike the capitalistic 

minds of the Grand Lodge Moguls across the line." 

Autonomy did not "necessarily" mean the severing of J-

industrial ties; this was rendered out of the question by 

ĵfche mobility of labour, the menace of international 

scabbing; and the need for the exchange of cards." But 

the fundamental reality for Canadian workers was that they 
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operated in a system* which, "regardless of American 

economic penetration^, was politically unique. Since their 

main' enemies were the- national bourgeoisie and the 

national state, Canadian workers had to forge the 

appropriate national weapons: ̂ Canadian unionism must 

55 parallel Canadian capitalism." 

The autonomy slogan represented a genuine initiative 

by'the CPC, one consistent with Lenin's advice in 1920 

that "communists in every country should quite consciously 

take into account ... the concrete features which [the] 

struggle assumes in each country, in conformity with the 

specific character of its economics, politics, culture, and 

56 

national composition ... and so on and so forth." More

over-, it was an initiative the CPC had actively to defend 

before the RILU World Congress in 1924 and the Seventh 

Plenum of* the Comintern Executive Committee in 1926. This 

was due to strong opposition from the CPUSA, which despite 

endorsements of the Canadian position by both Moscow 

meetings Retained an almost proprietorial attitude towards 

its sister party. Only in March 1927 did Foster publicly 

acknowledge that "the system of holding the Canadian , 

Unions bound 'air-tight' is utterly antiquated, if it ever 

was correct ... the left wing in both Canada and the United 

57 States must be made to understand this fact." 
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The home-grown origins of the slogan, however, were no f-

guarantee of its political utility. Quite clearly, the 

idea of Canadian autonomy was capable of mobilizing a sub

stantial layer of trade union activists; it had, after all, 

been endorsed by the TDLC. Buto for the majority of 

Canadian trade unionists, it represented too"great a 

rupture with tradition. Support for autonomy never 

exceeded the level it "achieved at the 1923 TLC convention 

in Vancouver, when just under a third of the delegates cast 

their vote for it . Before the convention Tom Moore 

denounced autonomy as "a repetition of the policies on 

which the OBU was founded" and an attempt to commit the 

TLC. to political action and political strikes, neither of 

59 which were in line with Congress's established practices. 

At Vancouver, and on later occasions when autonomy 
> 

resolutions were presented, other trade unionists voiced a 

/ 

number of specific criticisms. 'Spokesmen for the UBCJ and 

ITU, for example, argued that the balance of accounts 

between the international offices of their unions and the 

Canadian locals stood overwhelmingly in the latter's 

favour. In particular, international support of the four-

year long Toronto printers' strike (1921-24) seemed to 
provide compelling proof of the necessity of maintaining 

close international links. Robert Hewitt argued that 

there were too many inconsistencies and unproven contentions 
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in the autonomy case: it called for Canadian independence 

of American unionism while simultaneously calling for 

affiliation to the RILU; it asked for national autonomy 

but proposed strict limitations on individual trade union 

autonomy; and it argued for greater political freedom for 

Canadian ""labour when Canadian labour had never demonstrated 

any real desire to pursue an independent political line. 

Plumbers' Union official John W. Bruce .simply contended 

that trade union internationalism had brought North 

American workers too many benefits to be summarily over-

turned. Most organized workers agreed! 

If the autonomy campaign revealed the influence of 

native traditions on the formation of CPC policy, the 

party's next campaign unmistakeably bore Moscow's imprint. 

It can be dated precisely from the" moment Tim Buck* 
» 

returned from the Third RILU World Congress in 1924 and , 

immediately set in motion preparations for the upgrading of 

the TUEL into a fully-fledged rank^and file organization in 

the ,style of the British National Minority Movement (NMM), 

which had been launched in August.- In November the party 

brought out the first issue of The Left Wing, labelling it 

"The Official Organ of the Canadian Trade Union Minority", 

a force already "promising to become the dominant factor in 

Canadian unionism". . •. 
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The mvigorat ion of the TUEL did not stem primarily 
4 

from recognition of the need to make good*past failures. 

Ratiher it was an integral part of a renewed "bolshevization" 

drive in the international communist movement. As noted 

earlier, bolshevization of the movement had been 

emphasized since the Third Comintern Congress., After 

Lenin's death, however, and the onset of the Stalin-Trotsky 

factional fight, all Lenin's appeals for a "modest" approach 

by the Russian communists in their relations with non- * 

Russian comrades and for' a balancing of what was clearly of 

universal application in the bolshevik experience - • 
i , 

* « 

democratic centralism, Soviets, orientation on workplace 

struggles - with the integrity of particular natafonal 

experiences were forgotten. With Stalin's victory in 1924, 

* bolshjevization became the "watchword" of the leading 

Russian group "and a central directive to every individual 

party. Parties threatened by heresies and deviations were 

instructed to bolshevize (purify) themselves. The 

implications'were perfectly clear. Since Trotsky had been 

accused by the Russian party majority of not being a true 

bolshevik, the parties were put on notice to expunge 

similar deviations and to align themselves unquestioningly 

with the 'correct' tendency in the Russian party." 
/. 

Although initially the CPC refused to join in the 
universal condemnation of Trotsky even after the Comintern 
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referred darkly to "ideological confusions" in the 

Canadian leadership (one suspects that the luxury of 

neutralism"was made possible only by the CPC's peripheral 

status); every other aspect of bolshevization was endorsed 

in 1924-25. After the launch of The "Left Wiî l the party 

began to emphasize the need for a fully centralized 

organization based mainly in the workplace; for much more 

systematic rank and file trade union work; and for 

immediate recruitment of several thdusand industrial 

workers, ehosen on the'basis of militancy rather than 

prior theoretical sophistication, as a means of placing 

67 

the party on a genuine.mass proletarian basis. Running 

parallel with this frantic drive for mass party status was 

a searing attack on the role of the Finnish and Ukrainian 

language organizations, with some critics claiming that the 

Ukrainian Labour Farmer Temple Association (ULFTA) and 

Finnish Organization of Canada (FOC) were no better than 

social clubs and that party members who worked exclusively 
r 

within them were shirking their real revolutionary duties. 

Even those English-speaking comrades who considered this 

view a gross slander, Hugh Bartholomew for example, agreed 

that the "ethnic" comrades had to be integrated more' 

effectively into general party worJĉ and supported the 

dissolution of the party's language fractions. 
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Another feature of the bolshevization period was a 

growing emphasis on the theme of international trade union . 

unity. In its early days the CPC had followed the contra

dictory line of combining a call for revolutionaries to 

return to the reformist international unions and the TLC 

with one calling for those same unions to affiliate to the 

RILU and reject affiliation to the Amsterdam-based 

International Federation of Trade Unions (which it labelled 

70 

the "Yellow" International). Now, following the Russians' 

diplomatic success in establishing reciprocal relations 

between its Ail-Union Central Council of Trade Unions 

**x (AUCCTU) and the British Trades Union Congress (TUC), and 

especially after the formation of the Anglo-Russian Trade 

Union Committee (ARTUC) in April 1925, the line became one 

of working for the eventual fusion of the RILU and IFTU. 

Russian trade union head Mikhail Tomsky actually mooted the 

prospect of the RILU's immediate dissolution, but this was 

too unambiguous and precipitate a policy to win Comintern 

approval* All the Comintern would consider was the con

vening of a unity conference of the two trade union centres 

and eventual creation of an entirely new centre "on the 

basis of freedom of agitation and strict discipline in all 
71 actions against the bourgeoisie." Much of The Left Wing 

was given over to the international unity debate, and # 

especially to the views of RILU Secretary Lozovsky, -whose 
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pamphlet The World's Trade Union Movement it commended as 

the key to communist advance on the industrial front. 

According to Halifax communist Joe Wallace: "We don't 

know ouuj course, we don't know our speed, we don't know 

72 our goal." Lozovsky had the answers. When Alfred 

Purcell, one of the British trade union leaders most 

prominent in the ARTUC, vi'ŝ Lted Montreal and Toronto in 

November 1925 (he had been the TUC's fraternal delegate to 

the AFL convention), the CBC" called on Canadian workers to 

seize the chance to hear one of the foremost representat-

> ' 73 

ives of the new left trend in European trade unionism. 

The party carried the.international unity issue into ̂ -̂ -

work in the Trades and Labour Councils, winning a f 

significant number of endorsements for it as part of a 

broad TUEL platform set out in the first issue of The Left-

Wing. Members spent much of the next ten months 

organizing to push the platform at the 1925 TLC convention 
74 

in Ottawa. However, as in the past, it was one thing to 

have resolutions submitted to the TLC convention ana quite 

another to have them passed by labour's "parliament". The 

Ottawa meeting accepted watered-down versions of TUEL 

resolutions on coal mines' nationalization and opposition 

to the use of the military during strikes, but rejected the 

others by decisive margins. In the debate on international 

trade union unity, Tom Mopre left the Presidential'chair to 
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speak against the motion, an action the party considered 

symptomatic of an event that had become labour's "annual 
7.5 

humiliation and betrayal". 

What, then, of the CPC's efforts to make^ the TUEL a 

"mass movement on the same lines as the British Minority 

Movement" and to place itself on a mass basis? Results 

were dire. Buck spent considerable space in The Left Wing 

discussing the implications of a Canadian Minority Move-

ment, but the unconsciously plaintive title of one of•his 

articles - "Why Not Organize the Canadian Minority?" -' 

suggested the gap between his grandiose plans and the 

reality of a weak and mcreas-jngly divided party. While 

Buck discussed undertaking "the formulation of wage 

demands ... [and] organization of the unorganized" and 

claimed that the finances necessary- for such action could 

"easily" be raised without direct membership dues (which he 

considered likely to provoke "expulsions ,fr6m the inter

nationals, on the grounds of "dual" unionism), The Left 

Wing itself was rapidly going under from lack of funds. 

Its November 1925 issue carried the first of many 

unsuccessful emergency appeals. The paper finally folded 

77 78 
in August 1926. The TUEL effectively foundered with it . 

If anything, the attempt to root the party in the work-

place was even less successful. During the most frantic 
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period of the bolshevization drive a number of 

industrial branches were formed and several "shop papers" 

launched. But this early impetus was never sustained, as 

can be seen from the party's organizational structure in 

Toronto early in 1927: 'of 36 party units only 8 were shop 

79 
groups. All the drive against the Finnish and Ukrainian 

language fractions achieved was a further distancing of the 

party from these two important groups. Indeed, the FOC 

formally broke its institutional ties with the party in 
s 

80 
1925. This is not to say that bolshevization was in 

principle the disaster it proved in practice. Given the 

CPC's overwhelmingly industrial orientation, it is hard 

to see how it could have avoided major organizational 

restructuring if it wished to intervene seriously in class 

struggle. It was the intrusion of the methods of , 
4 

bureaucratic fiat, then becoming customary in the Russian 

rty and Comintern, that effectively shattered any 
M I 

J 81 
bspect of a successful grafting of bolshevization . 

Various non-communist labourites and socialists 

suggested from time to time that communists adopt a more 

patient - and much more tolerant - approach to industrial 
#» 

activity. The CPC's failure to abide by the accepted 
- - V 

rules of discourse became, ia fact, a favoured argument on 

behalf of its elimination as a force in the labour move

ment. Over the bolshevization question, however, a voice 
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from within the party made a similar case. Hugh -, 

Bartholomew's objections to the tenor of Anglo-Canadian 

criticisms of the ethnic contribution to Canadian communism 

have already been noted. , In his view, far from having 

nothing to offer the revolutionary movement, when the 

language organizations stressed the importance of 

political education they spoke directly to*the CPC's need 

to raise the "ideological standard" of the membership. 

Bartholomew agreed with the aims of bolshevization, but 

felt,that the industrial implantation of the party would 

be a long-term process. Most certainly, it would not be 

accelerated simply by passing "frantic resolutions of an 

idealized character". The immediate need was not mass 

recruitment but the consolidation of the existing member-

shop through a thorough-going programme of ipolitical 

education. Such a programme, emphasizing the necessity of 

concrete research and analysis of Canadian society (he felt 

too many leading cadres owed their reputations to .their 

.erudition on France and Germany), would make "vital and 

direct contact between theory and practice" and lay the 

82 
groundwork for long-term party advance. Bartholomew's 

T 
to develop a strategy compatible with the low ebb 

of class struggle was never seriously considered, as the 

party continued its fanefiful pursuit of overnight mass 
83 

status. 

< I 
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Bartholomew's case for building the membership's 

knowledge, confidence and morale- was made particularly 

pressing by the onset of an anti-communist drive "in 1925. 

In the wake of the TLC convention of that year, Communists 

were expelled from the Quebec Section of the Canadian 

Labour Party (CLP), refused delegate status to the 

Hamilton TLC and depraved of the use of the Toronto Labour 

Temple, actions tjhat encouraged the Canadian correspondent 

of The Times to report that "exclusion will nOw -be the 

settled permanent policy of the Labour (organizations in 

84" Canada." Although his prediction was premature, it was 

supported by a growing number of articles in the labour 

press. Typical Was one in the Canadian Congress Journal 

which favourably compared organized labour's tolerance 

towards the "reds" with the treatment of ?counter-

revolutionists" in Russia, then hinted that in future 

Communists would only be free to carry on their activities* 

>. - 85 
•outside the unions. 

There were many more signs of anti-communism and 

declining CPC influence in 1926. The Toronto branch of the 

Jewish fraternal organization, the Workmen's Circle, 

" * 86 expelled its communist members. In Halifax, the, inter-

national unions on the local TLC conducted a strange 
v 

campaign against the council's communist faction. Having 

tried and failed to have its members, most Of whom came 
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from the International 'Hod Carriers, Building and Common 

Labourers' Union, declared "not iti good standing", they 

refused to stand a presidential candidate in the January 

1926 council elections and allowed the left to elect its 

leading spokesman, veteran communist Hugh Pynn. 

Immediately, however, one union after the other, as if by 

premeditation, disaffiliated from the council. By the 

middle of the year it represented nothing but a sheepish 

group of communists.' The following January, the 

establishment resumed control, Pynn having quietly left 

87 Halifax for the USA. Circumstances in the Vancouver TLC 

were less bizarre, but there tQo left wing influence 

declined. Party member Jack Flynn of the Operating 

Engineers' Union lost his position as council "trustee, and 

the council refused to give any aid to a recently formed 

Women's Labour League (WLL) branch. This decision was 

instructive, for although the WLL was undeniably by then a 

party front (its National Secretary was*CPC leader 

Florence Custance), at the same time as it was appealing 

for assistance, the council's journal was complacently 

criticising the failure of Vancouver's working women to 

unionize: encouragement of women's unionization was one of 

88 

the WLL's main priorities. Effectively, the Halifax and 

Vancouver experiences demonstrated the willingness of the 

international unions in the mid-l920s to weaken working 
/ 

•a 
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class organization rather than concede a hearing to the 

left. i 

In some communist bastions this period saw a sharp 

decline in party fortunes. By the winter of 1926-27 

public activity was a thing of the past for communists m 

the Crow's Nest Pass coal districts. When the American 

communist Scott Nearing inquired if there were any party 

members in the area: "The answers were always the same: 

'Not if they get caught at it!' 'Not a man who knows when 

he is well off!' 'Find them if you can!' 'Yes, in clink 

89 
with Kid Burns!'" The party's sorry condition stemmed 

from its participation in a number of unsuccessful strikes, 

following which even some of its best militants became 

90 demoralized^ An almost identical situation existed in 

the Cape Breton coal fields. Once an area of unequalled 

communist influence, after a long, ruinous strike in 1925 

its support for the left evaporated. By January 1927, with 

the mines working on half-time and a "wave of reaction" 

prevailing, there were "only a few members" remaining in 

the party: "the ones that have left don't seem to have any 

' 91 

inclination to come back." Only in Winnipeg, where five 

years of consistent electoral activity at the municipal 

level produced the election of William Kolisnyk to city 

council in November 1926, was the CPC not clearly on the 
92 retreat. 
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One of the more ingenious ways in which the party had 
% 

gained influence in local trades and labour councils was by 

organizing locals of the International Hod Carriers, 

Building and Common Labourers' Union.'*This was done 

widely and often enough to indicate a conscious national 

tactic. Such locals were organized in Calgary, Saskatoon, 

Windsor and Halifax, and possibly also in Toronto. 

Communists used this union to organize small groups of 

unorganized and/or unskilled workers and gam represent-

at ion on the labour council. Tom Ewan's Saskatoon local: 

went out on an organizational drive, and in no 
time at all lifted the local membership to 300 
or more. We had needle trade workers, steno-1 

graphers, every classification of industry we 
could recruit where they had no union of their 
own. Most of them, including some of their 
officers, wouldn't have known what a hod was 
if they fell over one, but that didn't matter. 
We were concerned with the objective, not the 
form.... [On the TLC] we were able to win 
substantial moral and financial aid for the 
big miners' strikes ... Locally we won 
scattered concessions for our diversified 
membership." 

After the Halifax Trades and Labour Council engineered the 

collapse of the IHBCr.U local, there was a general right-

wing reaction against this form of communist "infiltration". 

The fate of the Saskatoon local is not known, but 

communists were banned from joining a reorganized looml in 

Calgary and thrown off the Trades and Labour Council in 

94 Windsor, in 1927 and 1929 respectively. 
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In the unions themselves 1927 saw the first 

communist expulsions, beginning with a sizeable rank and 

file group in the garment unions then proceeding through a 

95 selective cull of leading militants. At this juncture it 

is worth considering the lateness and limited extent of 

these expulsions in relation to the American experience- In 

the American locals of several unions, notably the 

carpenters, machinists and ladies' garment workers, mass 

expulsions began as early as 1923. Hpw can this 

difference be explained? 

One possibility is that the parochial character of the 

/international union milieu in Canada, the closeness of 

relationships even between political rivals, may have pro

tected communists from the knife of administrative action. 

Labourites were often exasperated and embittered by the 

communists' penchant for claiming "a monopoly of all the 

honesty, sincerity and good sense in the labour movement", 
» 

but were not convinced that sectarian intolerance was a 
97 -* 

capital offence. Even Tom Moore, the perpetual butt of 

communist attacks on bureaucratic "fakinsm", while holding 

the view that challenges to "British" constitutionalism . 

deserved to be met "by the whole armed force of the State 

if necessary", still felt that the best way to curb "the 

activities of vicious minorities" was by "pitiless" 

esgposure of their aims and methods and "by removal, so far 
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as is practicable, of conditions which give the glaze of 

98 

plausibility to their extremist claims." Some who con

sidered CPC union tactics reprehensible were inclined to 

explain communists' "back-door methods" as a direct con

sequence of the sincerity of their commitment to the 
99 working class. 

Leading cdmmunist trade unionists were often held in * 

high personal esteem both by members of their own unions 

and the labour movement at large. Members of the London 

local of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union defied attempts, 

allegedly orchestrated by the union's Boston office, to* 
V 

discipline Albert-Graves,-a communist member of the local 
» A' 

executive. Similarly, IAM local 235 resisted the inter

national office's persistent attempts between 1925-28 to 
101 * % * 

have Buck expelled . In the words of one prominent non-

communist left winger in the Toronto District Labour 

Council, Buck was personally honest, "physically ... 

inoffensive, and a gentleman in all his social mter-
102 course." When Jack MacDonald was ejected from the 1928 

TLC convention, the staunchly conservative Toronto Labor 

Leader reported the event with a note of regret: "We must 

express a little sympathy, however, for Jack MacDonald, the 

Scottish leader of our.local Communists. We don't like 

MacDonald's'politics, and never did, and we give him credit 

for causing more trouble for the Labor movement than'any 
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other six men in Canada. Nevertheless,* he has been honest 

t about it all, and everybody knew exactly where MacDonal*d 

stood all the time - he was a Communist, and that was all 

" ""103 there was to it. A fighter from the drop of a hat'," 

Even Jan Lakeman, a scourge of the union bureaucracy, had 

in the view of Robert Hewitt "done more than anyone else in 

the west to consolidate the [Brotherhood of Railway] 

104 Carmen." Only in 1929,4after years of hurling defiance 

at the class collaborationism of- railway union leaders, was 

105 " Lakeman expelled from l}is union. 

Other possible explanations lie, rather ironically, in 

the nature|*of the relationship between the TLC and its con-

*stituent unions, and between the TLC and AFL. Since 1923 

the CPC had argued for the TLC to adopt a directive 

approach in initiating political and industrial action. 

It would have been difficult for the TLC to explain the 

adoption of a position similar to the AFL, which actively 

promoted anti-communism, having argued all along for the 

autonomy of individual unions in their internal 'affairs. 

The TLC's practical support of the AFL position was 

limited to the reprinting of attacks on the left previously* 

published in the American labour journals. ' At the same 

time, the TLC may have been reluctant to appear at. the 

AFL's ciphet in a period when there was a resufgence of 

nationalism in the Canadian labour movement. A 1929 
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article by Tom Moore in the American ̂Federationist was 

certainly marked by a concern to underscore the TLC's 

"Canadian-ness". Moore pointed out that the TLC constit

ution explicitly assured "the public that the Congress, 

dealing with Canadian affairs only,' is a really" national 

organization and truly reflects Che opinions of Canadian 

workers." And again, the TLC was "an autonomous body ... 

real.ly a movement within a movement, operating 

independently in looking after the interests of Canadian 

wbrkers as they are affected by conditions." Any 

organization so attuned to Canadian labour opinion 'would 

have had to recognize that the CPC, despite its 

pretensions, was by the late 1920s no more than a minor 

irritant to the labour establishment. 

It is inconceivable that the CPC's parlous state was 

not\ general knowledge. One observer at the 1927 TLC con

vention dismissed the communist intervention-in a sentence: 

"Our Communist friends were in evidence as usual, but very 

weak in numbers, artd their numerous objections to the pro-

ceedings were not taken very seriously by the delegates 

108 • 
present." The party was losing members in^droves. In 
1925 it still claimed a membership of 4500; by 1929 that 

109 figure had slumped to 2876 . A sure sign of the party's 

low ebb was an upsurge of gallows humour. In Montreal one 

garment union activist lamented, "the revolutionists 
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refuse-to revolute and there is-no sign of encouragement 

110 for the poor organization." As the leadership had 

already been forced to admit, a "partial liquidation" of 

the post-war\ economic crisis had occurred, while the mass 
••*£ 

of the working class remained chained to bourgeois 

politics ("The tariff", Maurice Sp^ctor remarked, "is a 

siren song thc*£ still captivates the workers.") and was 
<•—- . Ill 

subject to all kinds of false consciousness. The boom 

of 1928-29, moreover, further increased "bourgeois . 

influence and illusions in a new country where capitalism 
112 still experiences organic growth." 

Apart from the party's intellectual and tactical 

failings and the difficulties of the objective situation, 

factors that persisted throughout the 1920s, one important 

reason for declining communist fortunes in the latter part 

of the decade was the erosion of working class belief in 

the Soviet Union. The young CPC inherited not only the 

kudos of the first successful socialist revolution, a gift 

that helped it win over many OBU militants, but also to " 

some extent the broad wave of solidarity with which Canadian 
* " i l l 

workers welcomed the Russian events. As late as 1922 the 

May Day celebration* of the Toronto sections of the. 

Canadian Labour Party amounted virtually to a bolshevik 

support rally, with Jack MacDonald sharing speakers' duties 

with Jimmy Simpson and the "premier- labour woman in Canada", 
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Rose Henderson, and with mass choruses of "The Inter-

114 nationale' and 'Red Flag*. By then, however, 

solidarity with the bolsheviks had received its first major 

blow. The reports filtering through from Russia on the 

1920-21 Great Trade Union Debate made clear that,"despite 

Lenin's defeat of Trotsky's extreme proposals for the 

"militarization" of the trade unions, the latter's 

independence had been sharply curtailed. The B.C. Labor 

News puWently observed: "The Communist Executive Committee 

and thej party tribunal have taken the place of the Czarist 

115 
police. Another fist, but. the same whip." A further 

erosion of support may have resulted from the campaign 

waged between 1922-25 against the bolsheviksr suppression^ 

of political dissidents, a policy that seemed less and less 

supportable as the memory of the civil war waned. In 1925 

the former Menshevik leaden Raphael Abramowitch visited 

Toronto, Montreal and Winnipeg on a North American tour 

sponsored by the Workmen's Circle, seeking support fof an 

appeal to the bolshevik government for the release of his 

comrades. Although CPC members broke up his meetings, it 

seems probable that his appearance planted fresh doubts 

pbout the fate of the revolution. The mid-19203, saw an 

apparently permanent entrenchment in Russia of the New 

Economic Policy (HEP), which to many was little more than a 

restoration er£ capitalism. At^Ire^same time there was a 
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palpable degeneration of political life in the Russian 

Communist Party, as the anti-Trotsky struggle approached 

117 its climax . 

Scarcely a hint of criticism surfaced in the CPC, of 

course. The Nova Scotia communist Roscoe Fillmore, who 
•a 

took his horticultural -̂ skills to Russia in the spring of 

1923, reported after three months travel and work that 

there -were "lots o£ discouraging things" and certainly "no 

millenium". But these could be explained by the ravages of 

the civil war and were rapidly being put right. "All in 

al̂ .", he concluded, Russia was slowly but surely "getting 

on her feet as a Workers' ReptflPIc ... the class-

conscious worker who travels over Russia ... knows in his 
118 bones that the Revolution is a success." Party 

publications underlined the advances under socialism of 

national minorities, women, and - bourgeois lies 

notwithstanding - industrial workers. Among several low-

priced pamphlets on Soviet labour unions available to 

Canadian- workers, one, claimed categorically that "even now 

[1929] the workers in the Soviet Union enjoy conditions and 

power to determine conditions which workers in capitalist 

119 countries scarcely dream to attain." Not every 

Canadian worker was convinced. 
*» *- » 

i , , 

i V A sense of the doubt beginning to surface is 
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commumcated in an*article by Scott Nearing. On one of 

his periodic tours of Western Canada he found "prodigious 

interest in Russia": *> 

Whatever economic issue was up for discussion, 
four-fifths of the questions would be about 
Russia ... They wanted to know how the 
factories are beina run in Russia, what is 
the standard of lining, whether it is true 
that the people are hungry and cold. They 
want to know what is happening as the 
result of the Russian revolution. They ... 
[askecQnnot once or twice, but a thousand 
times . 

No doubt Nearing gave his interrogators positiye answers. 

Whether they proved persuasive is less certain. One * 

socialist who had formed a definitely negative view df the 

Soviet Union was John Bruce. He had never agreed with the 

bolsheviks' break, as he saw it, with classical marxism, 

nor had he any time for their Canadian followers (although 

as late as 1926 he shared a platform with Jack MacDonald 

121 
at a rally on behalf of the British General Strike). In 

1927 Bruce rounded on the CPC, declaring his outrage at 

the prohibition of dissent in the communist movement, best 

exemplified by the expulsion from the party and banishment 

122 from Moscow of "the great Trotsky". Even if Bruce was 

shedding crocodile tears, there must have been more than a 

few Canadian communists who objected to the party leader

ship's sudden reversal of neutralism in the factional 

debate, if only because-by endorsing Trotsky's banishment 

the CPC left itself open to comparable disciplinary 
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123 measures at the hands of the labour leadership. 

At the very least, it can be argued that the most 

predisposing factor to growth in the early years of the 

CPC - the Russian connection - had been neutralized by the 

late 1920s. Buck admitted as much when he reported in 3-©25* 

that the thdme" of international trade union unity had 

failed to generate interest even in party ranks; and then 

againJpn 1928 when he informed a party meeting that the 

party's slogans on the imminence of capitalist war on the 

124 Soviet Union had left the masses totally unmoved. Some 

definite change of direction was clearly needed if the 

party was to stem its drift into lrrettevance. 

# 
From 1921 to 1928 the CPC channelled its meagre 

resources into a losing struggle to pull Canadian labour 

away from "reactionary labour bureaucrats" and place it "on 

125 the side of the proletarian revolution". These two aims 

underscored the central contradiction "of its united front 

strategy: on the- one hand, it recognized both the 

necessity of dealing with labour's weakened state after the 

ebbing of the 1919-20 tide and the existence within 

labour's ranks of widely varying degrees of class con

sciousness and organization; on the other hand, the 

strategy was predicated on the expectation of a sharp turn 

in the balance of class forces, further destabilization of 

/ 
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capitalism and the emergence of a fresh revolutionary wave. 

The Canadian party was not alone in lacking the acumen to 

balance out the long- and short-term requirements of unity 
126 • 

and independence. Nor, in certain circumstances, was it 

incapable of exercising initiative within the Comintern, as 

its positions on the OBU and trade union autonomy 

demonstrated. Its main failure lay in ignoring abundant 

evidence of labour's defensive mood - something the 

apathetic and cynical TLC leadership fully appreciated -

and in failing to prepare itself for the moment when the 

working class would rediscover its confidence. The develop

ment of a cadre and the rooting of the organization in the 

workplace could - should - have proceeded in concert. 

Instead, the party undervalued theoretical work, adopted an 

"adventurist" approach to industrial struggle (as Malcolm 

Bruce remarked in 1930, during the 1920s "it was an 

accepted'principle to wait for something 'dramatic' to 

happen, and then to 'exploit* it.") and never really came 
127 to terms with workplace politics. . Always it searched 

for the tactic, the slogan that would be the key to trans

forming the political situation. Its orientation on 

national unionism after 1926 was another case in point. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

NATIONAL UNIONISM AND THE TURN TO THE LEFT 
/ 

The apparently abrupt "left turn" in the CPC's industrial 

tactics in 1928-29 actually had its beginnings in the 
* 

events of 1925-26, when one could argue without exaggeration 

that the party was in crisis. As the 1925 TLC Convention 

had shown, any influence the party once had had virtually 

disappeared; and as party members, via the bolsheviz'ation 

• t debate, turned on each other, political opponents con-

fidently predicted the party's unarrested decline. Yet an 

escape route from ipternecine wrangling and demoralization 
« *» 

remained. In 1924 a par*y delegation led by Maurice 

Spector won the RILU's" approval for the slogan of Canadian 

trad£ union autonomy. Henceforth, the CPC was to devote 

more attention to\the "tasks of organizing the 

unprganized sections"vosf the working class -, on a national 

basis. The' RILU unequivocally ordered sceptical American 

Communists, who were also to initiate work with the 

unorganized, to give assistance to the Canadians but'̂  

"under no circumstances */ to set up international unions 
/ * ' 1 

imitative "of the practices of the reactionary^ AF of L." 
This return to the\ platforms of 1920 and 1923 set "definite 

1 
targets for the party. 

# t 

Initially, the CPC hoped that it would be able to 

coax the TLC in̂ o" leading an organization drive, but that 

i / 
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prospect-disappeared in 1925. Immediately, however, the 

prospect of constructing an independent, left-wing trade 

union centre was raised. In a letter to The. Worker Alex 

Lyon, a prominent member of the independent Amalgamated 

Carpenters* Union (ACU) and a, founder memiber of the CPC, 

asked aloud who was "big enough" to take the- lead in 

launching preparations for such a prdject,, Canadians had 

to have the right to control their own movement, decide ons 

^ e % " - * •* * 
internRional affiliations, "consider solidarity on an 

..intelligent basis" and recognize "the development of 

*• v \ 2 * • 

capitalism" in planning their industrial pol\itids, At 

that moment the CPC was not prepared to abandon the TLC. 

Launching a new trade union centre would aleak-lŷ i-* fraught 
with'complications-, ndt the least of which was the issue 

o*f dual-unionism: it was more*-than coincidental that 
' " "1 

Lyon's ACU. was "in sharp' rj|vâ ry with <:he UBC J, Con* 

sequently', the'CPC tried to' avoid * the, Certain diviseness 

of an organizational splî : and continued to" call for. the. 
• «> 

TLC to reverse its position of non-cooperation with 
• . - • y . . - : . 

natidhal- unionism. Even after the TLC 1926 Convention, 

refused yet again to, consider unity talks With the national 

unions, the party,affirmed its continued'support for united 
• * • . * 

front .work in the internationals. At the same time, 

however,- it called on th^ national unions to "unite their 

* forces in another trades congress to become a Sufficiently powerful (fact for even Moore and;Jimmy Simpson to" see 

i ". ' 

-3 

\ 
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In .March 1927 the All-Canadian Congress of Labour (ACCL) 

was formed. 

The new trade union centre was not the most imposing of 

labour organizations. International unionists wrote it off 

as a puny mixture of "reds", opportunists and disgruntled 
4 

failures. And with the exception of the Canadian 
_ » 

Brotherhood of Railway Employees, its only well-established 

affiliate, this assessment was not too wide of the mark. 

Yet Communists" viewed the ACCL as a hopeful development, 

specifically because it promised to help them fulfil their 

task of organizing the unorganized: 
t 

THE GREAT work facing the new Congress, and that 
which would bring its strength up to that of the 
older organization, is the organization of the 
unorganized. Here it has the chance of 
organizing thousands of unorganized workers into 
a Metal Workers* Union, a Textile Workers' Union 
etc. The "Internationals have left this field 
untouched, hamstrung as they are by jurisdictional 
prejudices. * 

Moreover, thoughrmost of the unions which made up the ACCL 
/ / '. 

'were weak, they at least.showed signs of greater 

receptivity to radical organizing methods and political 

outlooks^ Communists had played a crucial Darjt in forming 

the Mine-Workers' Union of Canada (MWUC) in/1925, as a 

breakaway.fixim the discredited qMWA in Alberta, and Finnish 

Communists controlled the Lumber Workers' .Industrial Union 

(LWIU), resurrected towards the >efid of 1926 during a strike 

' 6 • * '' ' ' ' 
in the Lakehctad. • Thê  comments ,df leaders of the 
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Communication Workers* Union of Canada (CWU), which broke 

from the international Commercial Telegraphers' Union in 

December 1925, suggested that here was another "class 

struggle union". Vancouver official W. T. Burford, who 

became ACCL Secretary-Treasurer and editor of the Canadian 
as 4 

Unionist in 1927, attributed the split to the American 

leadership's "bureaucratic degeneration" and promised that 

the CWU would be a "fighting organization of working 

people, not a closed corporation", "Six-figure funds", 

Burford noted, were "desirable accessories": 
but the union that fights anyhow - on a shoe-string 
if necessary - is more likely to be animated by a 

t true purpose than one in which the monetary impulse 
is predominant. Big bank accounts and bejhking and 
insurance institutions, controlled by unions,, are 
mere trimmings on the labour movejnent. To let 
them assume exaggerated importance is to invite 
stagnation. -Bureaucratic excrescences bespeak 
conservatism <• 

Above all, there was the "progressive" leadership provided 

by CBRE President Aaron Mosher both to his union and the 

ACCL, 'bf which he was also President.* This was best 

represented by his actions at the CBRE Annual Convention in 

1927, when he ruled out of order a motion to ban Communists 

from holding office in the union and supported resolutions 

protesting Mackenzie King's severing of diplomatic relations 

with the Soviet Union and calling instead for the extension 

' 8 of trade credits. The CBRE. was committed to the principle ' 

of industrial unionism and considered "struggle with 

capitalism" a vital part of its raison d*etre. If. such 
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views could be transmitted to the ACCL, the new centre 

would certainly prove a receptive medium for Communist 

. 9 
work-

The party saw the ACCL's future development running 

along parallel lines with the TLC, building strictly by 

means of organizing the unorganized workers of the open- ' 

shop mass production industries. Always, it cautioned 

against the temptation to build the ACCL by splits rrom the 

international unions. Yet tne ract remained that most of* 

the ACCL's founding members were in competition with the 

internationals and were more concerned about/their own 

expansion than with the growth of new unions. There was 

even competition between ACCL affiliates for the same 

workers. In the Winnipeg repair shops of the CNR, for 

example, the CBRE and the One Big Union, another ACCL 

affiliate, vied with the international shop crafts for the 

loyalties of the skilled shopmen. The inevitable result was 

that when manning reductions had to be made, CN management 

" 1 . 

was able to win the support of the TLC majority by 

discriminating against OBU and CBRE members. The party's 

position on this struggle was to support the international 
* . I * j 

unions as the dominant force embracing the-largest group- Of 

workers, arguing that only if all workers joined the AFL-

TLC shop crafts could lay-offs be fougbt and* that stne ' 

1 10 • 
CBRE's "senseless guerilla warfare" had to stop. The 
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CBRE remained unrepentent. Mosher entered into protracted 

public correspondence with the party (carried in The 

worker) in which he insisted that "any left wing agitation 

in the Canadian subsidiaries" of the international unions 

would always be offset/ by the "huge reactionary majorities" 

in the United States. Why, he asked, attempt the impossible 

when the CBRE - "a modern adaptable and efficient industrial 

union" - was willing and able to solve all the problems of 

labour disunity? In effect, Mosher was suggesting that the 

CPC make some hard choices, something that it was not 

prepared to do. Unwilling to cast itself adrift from the 

TLC, the1party answered Mosher by quoting "Left Wing" 
i 

Communism on the necessity of working "SYSTEMATICALLY, 

STUBBORNLY, INSISTENTLY AND PATIENTLY" inside reactionary 

unions .• 

* 

1 The CPC failed to think through the implications of 
\ <• 

its equivoqal tactics. On the one hand it seemed to be 
••. ' * 

arguing that the cofrect choice for militants was to join 

the dominant" union in their respective industries, while on* 

the other hand it explicitly refused to support "any one-

agalnVt. the other-because we recognize, as any trade 

unionist-who gives the matter serious consideration must 

. recognize, that it is folly for one existing organization, 
' • " . * < " . * 

***or .group of organizations, to think of destroying a l l the 
.12 

rest.1 Neither side could be satisfied with such a 

A 
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formulation". The difficulty7 of" riding two mounts at once 

was sharply exposed in October 1927, when- the Toronto locals 

of the UBCJ struck\ to obtain the elimination of the ACU from 

union contracts, an action that, represented the culmination 

"' 13 

of a long-standing feud dating back to 1911 . In that year 

the ACU's antecedent, the Amalgamated Society of 

Carpenters, a North American offshoot of the British , 

Amalgamated Society of Woodworkers, was expelled from the 

AFL after refusing to merge with the UBCJ. Two years later 

the TLC reluctantly also .expellbd the ASC, most of whose 

members began to enter the international union. As late as 

1924, however, there were royal ASC branches in Vancouver 

and Toronto, but their fate was thrown into question when' 

the British union decided to terminate its residual 

interests in.North America, and' encouraged its remaining 

members to join the UBCJ". Instead, in February 19"25 the 

ACU was formed on a "Canada for Canadians" platform, arid 

the two unions began'competing for members, their rivalry 
15 • ' 

be^ng particularly sharp in Toronto. ' 
t 

In-1926 the construction industry finally began to 

reviv# in Toronto (nationally tj"fe*value of new contracts 

awarded rps*a by 25 per cent Over the 1925 .figure), and 

the UBCJ responded by/.lodging a dem-jfld xfbr,an hdurly 

union .rate of, #1.10, up fromSOjfi. •Immediately, however, 

^the ACU signed ,â  union contract with the Toronto Building ^ 

«*. 
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Exchange fpr 85^ an hour during the last six months of 
* 

1926, rising to 90jf in 1927, justifying this apparent under-

e/c cutting of the UBCJ demand with the/claim that the inter-

national junion had only really been interested Nin 

"squelching" its rival. The UBCJ then signed a similar 

agreement, but was only deferring the moment when it planned 

to eliminate the ACU. In April 1927 it recommenced 

^ independent negotiations with the Building Exchange for a 

dollar an hour and employment only of "journeymen workers 

of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners or 

other workers, non-union or otherwise, who would agree to 

join ... within a month*J time." Negotiations broke down in 

late September and Brotherhood members walked off the job on 

4 October.17 • " * 

The carpenters' strike placed the CPC in a quandary. 

It agreed with the UBCJ's assessment that the presence of( . 

two competing unions was not in the interests of the 

•worjkers, but refused to take sides on the grounds that the t 

* two unions were of approximately equal strength in Toronto 

(a claim that was at variance with.other accounts) 'and that 

the UBCJ leadership was less concerned with the wellbeing of 

the rank and file" than'with their own jobs (which,- even had 
* ** 18 

it been true, was irrelevant).- Although it never. ' 

explicitly"!endorsed the ACU, its call for the .two sides to ' 
1 V * * •' ' 

form Joint Councils,, with the rank and file taking more of * 

*" 

• - - > J 
-- * > \ " ' . • 

. . * - A "* • 
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•» + 

a lead, was consistent with the ACU's stand: the ""- ' 

national union was willing to throw the factional issue 

open .for debate and to submit the dispute to tri-partite 

talks, provided its continued existence was not at stake. 

The-UBC J was in no doubt .that the party favoured the ACU, 

the carpenters** Monthly Bulletin claiming that The Worker's 
« -

reporting of the strike had exposed "the Communists for 
19 what they are, nothing but a union-breaking organization." 

Heavy pldy,was made of the ACU's "revolutionary allies", a 
« 

tactic that may have helped bring about the over-ruling of 

an injunction obtained by the Building Exchange to forestall 

a threatened general sympathy strike by the TLC Building 

20 • 
Trades' Council. , In the event, plans for a general 

strike fell through, and* a curious compromise settlement 

was reached, whereby the dollar an hour rate was granted, 

the UBCJ alone was allowed to sign the contract, but the 

* 21 
closed shop was rejected. *A. month later, when the heat 

V ' ^-'-. 
had died down, the Building Exchange' signed an agreement 

1 / 23 
with, the ACU which seemed fco give it preference. 

The main impact ,of the dispute*- was to push the CPC 

into closer' contact with the national -*?hions. ̂  The party 

may have felt that its approach had been even-handed, but 

it seriously misjudged the, mood in the international 

unions. They had won nothing from the strike J but were* 

nevertheless enthused By the quashing of the Building 
v " ' - ' * ' 

; • -
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Exchange's injunction-against sympathy strikes. Brick

layers^ leader William Genovese observed that Justice 

Logie^sYdecision that the Toronto Building Trades* Council 

was acting legitimately in defence of its members' interests 

was "pleasing and far-reaching as it means that any body of 

organized workers can strike-against a dual-union, just as 

if they were a bodyj/>f non-union men." More than ever, 

the possibility of dialogue between natiohal and inter

national unions had been foreclosed. Sooner or later it was 

-inevitable-that other parties would make the decisions the.i, 

CPC seemed reluctant to make. 

The international unions' move against leading * 

communist militants tended to strengthen the national-' 

communist bond and give further impetus to anti-cOmmunism in 

the internationals. , Many small links developed between the 

ACCL and CPĈ . In 1927 the ACCL invited the WLL Federation's 

affiliation, and despite the decision of the latter's^ 

executive to make no decision until a referendum of the " 
n 

membership could be arrange'd (this never took place), 

relations between the two organizations remained amicable; 

*in 1928 Florence Custance directed an educational programme 
1 * 24 * 

for the ACU's Women's Guild. In Calgary the communists 
excluded from the IHBCLU local formed the first local of 

i r 25 • 

tfhe ACCL's General Workers' Union . From March 1928 
. * • - ->• 

i * » 

~ onwards there were collaborative attempts to launch 

' ) • * " / * 
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ind^strial unions in the automobile, woodworking and textile 
f ' 26 s 

industries. And when communists single-handedly created 
the Industrial Union of Needle Trades Workers in August 

* 

1928, the party gave every indication that it planned to 
27 affiliate the union to the ACCL. 

The best example of*shifting communist allegiances was 

provided by the party's secessionist campaign in UMWA 

District 26. As early as 1925 the party leadership was con

sidering an effort to split District 26 away from the inter

national and ally it to the Mine Workers' Union of Canada 

(MWUC). Two reasons lay behind its tactical shift in Cape 
o 

Breton. First, in 1924 the party locally had elected two 

of its members, John W. McLeod and A. A. "Sandy" McKay, 

President and Secretary of District 26. Very rapidly, 

however, the two men shifted to the right and, according to 

J. B. McLachlan, "repudiated everything we stood for." 

McKay (and probably McLeod) was 'expelled from the Glace Bay'j 
28 branch early in 1925. secondly, it was felt that the 

UMWA would never recover from its disastrous conduct of 

the 1925 strike - although McLachlan for one admitted that 

there was little Opposition to the district executive'"s 
29' 

tactics of "begging and being Respectable*. ' The 
-• * * 

i. 

alternative to the UMWA remained problematic. As McLachlan 

wrote to Buck: * - - . 

{ 
* \ 
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The thing to do now is to allow BESCO to drive 
the Lewis machine out and be prepared to keep 
the men organized in some fashion. As you say, 
perhaps a little weak local affair to start 
with. 

Yet as McLachlan fully appreciated, other alternatives were 

company unionism or the OBU, which had a small but nagging 

30 presence.in the district. An immediate link-up with the 

MWyC was ruled out by the Alberta union's communist 

secretary John Stokaluk, who refused to comply with Buck's 

urgmgs that he invite Nova Scotian representatives to its 

first convention on the grounds that such action would 

31 make him vulnerable to-charges of outside interference. 

The Cape Breton communists were left with no alternative 

but to appeal for unity in the face of Besco's 
% m 

provocations' while continuing to persuade rank and file 

miners that the UMWA would nave to be replaced at some 

point.. 

Further consideration of secession was delayed until 

the nearly months of 1928, when the party sent Joe Gilbert 

in'to organize the Progressive Miners' Committee (PMC), in 

effect a Canadian extension of the dissident campaign then 

being conducted against UMWA President John L. Lewis in the 

United States'. Gilbert's first reports to the centre were 

full of optimism.: early PMC meetings had been 

enthusiastic and h«^had received so many^ threats of 

physical violence t*»a* it was clear that .the UMWA leaders 

y - - • 
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33 were rattled. The reality was rather different. At this 

time the CPC was in the middle of the worst period in its 

histqry in Cape Breton.- In March 1928 the Glace Bay branch 
•a 

was down to' 8 members who had not met since the branch was 

34 evicted from its rooms four months earlier . There had 

been a brief revival of militancy in the mines in the 

summer of 1927, over longwall mining, lay-offs and unfair 

dismissals, which the party managed to convert into a 24-

hour strike in protest against the execution of Sacco and 

Vanzetti. At one mass meeting J. B. McLachlan rekindled 

memories of different times with ""one of his old time fiery 

[̂ speeches] in which he used some very strong terms of speech 

referring to Governor Fuller and the employers of labour in 

35 the State of Massachusetts." When over 4,000 miners 

answered the strike call, the unj.on executive quietly set 

aside earlier threats of disciplinary action. These 

events, however, have to be set against the easy victory of 

the entire right-wwig slate in union elections held a few 
t 

days earlier and the overwhelming endorsement of a new con-

.37 tract with Dosco in April 1928 . Left wingers had argued 

J against the contractJ the main feature of which was a 

dubious profit-sharing scheme, but as a delighted-Sydney 

Post observed: "The negative vote was so small ... as to 

sî ggest that the dissidents represent only the dying 
r * 

S . 

residue of the radical element, now thoroughly discredited 

• r ^ 
in all the collieries." The pap'er looked forward to a new 
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era in "healthy industrial relations".38 

In its propaganda the PMC made heavy play of John L. 

Lewis's betrayal of the rank and file, in collaborating 

with the coal operators to eliminate over 250,000 miners* 

jobs throughout North America, and added a nationalist 

element in alleging that District 26 received nothing in 

return for the #350,000 in dues sent annually to 
A) J** 

Indianapolis. But it Was not until several weeks into the 

campaign that it openly advocated splitting from the UMWA 

39 < and allying with the MWUC. Towards the end of. May the 

PMC began to issue literature elaborating the anti-Lewis, 

pro-MWUC line over the signature of two militant miners, 

John Miller and Mickey F. McNeil, the latter President of 

Reserve No. 11 local. The literature carried a call for 

militants to attend a "special convention" in Sydney on 

3 June, two weeks before the official District 26 con

vention. No sooner had this call been issued, however, 4 

than the Glace Bay Gazette reported that Dosco would end 

union recognition if the miners voted to join the MWUC and 

added that the UMWA would expel any miner who attended the 

"outlaw" convention . On 1 June the large and traditionally 

militant Phalen local voted against sending delegates to the 

PMC'Convention, a sure sign that rank and filers were not in 

favour of secession or were fearful of the consequences. In 

the event, the convention was a muted affair. Whether it 

\ 

S 
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was because they recognized its unrepresentative 
/ i 

character or chose to protect the 50 or so delegates from 

victimization, the organizers immediately decided to concert 

the convention into a protest rally, and after speeches by 
4^ 

McLachlan, McNeil and Gilbert, the meeting was abandoned. 

By 18 June, when the official delegates'convened in 

Halifax, both McNeil and Miller had-been expelled and a V 

number of other militants from Springhill, Stellarton» 

Thorburn, Inverness and elsewhere had been suspended. / 

Despite substantial resentment at this treatment, which led 

to the convention's voting for the expelled men's immediate 

reinstatement, the district executive's prompt action had 

achieved its purpose. The left put up a fair showing at 

the convention, particularly in quizzing John L. Lewis's 

right-hand man Philip Murray, whose presence indicated the 

seriousness with which Lewis viewed events in Nova Scotia. 

But the" incumbent leadership ended in firmer control thah 

ever: the last act of the convention was to vote a 10 per 

**"**• 43 
cent inarease in executive salaries. 

. According to party .organizer Bill Sydney the .campaign ( 

had virtually sunk the party in Cape Breton; only J. B. 
V 

McLachlan retained any credibility, while his own task of 

44 
soliciting Worker subscriptions was out of the question. 

Harry Campbell, the last party member~~still selling the 

paper in his workplace, had to give up. Management had 

\ 
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threatened^him with dismissal if he persisted, and it was 
0. f • 45 

highly unlikely that the tfnion.would defend him. A head

line in the Worker of 7 July read "Nova Scotia Miners 

Organizing for Fight to the Finish". To all appearances, 

the left in District 26 was already finished. The pro-
v 

gramme Gilbert left behind as he bade goodbye to Cape 

Breton - election of progressives to union office; » 

Canadian unity; on̂ e industrial union for coal and metal 

miners; solidarity with the,anti-Lewis forOes in the USA; 

and organization-of the unorganized - was for the distant 

future. 

Nationally, the secessionist campaign in Cape Breton 

added ofte more case to' the international unions' growing 

charge-sheet. It was no surprise, therefore, that when the 
1 i 

TLC executive at the 1928 Convention announced ites rejection 

of Jack MacDonald's delegate credentials, Tom Moore 

explained the decision as stemming in part frdm "the 
* ft* 

necessity to clarify public opinVn as to the attitude of 

the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada regarding 

Communism" but mainly as the appropriate punishment for 

someone^ whose contributions to dual-unionism were ' 
47 unrivalled. 

Oddly, Moore's juxtaposition of anti-communism and -

anti-national unionism, designed to justify expulsions from 

the TLC and its affiliates, had the same effect on the ACCL. 
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The very last thing the new trade union centre wanted was 

to be tainted by revolutionism at a time when the CPC was 

facing growing state repression, Spring 1929 having seen 

Chief Constable Dennis Draper of Toronto launch his attempt11*' 

48 * to drive the party off the streets. From the ACCL's 

birth, its leaders had faced the allegation that their's 

*was, A Tom Moore's phrase, the "All-Red Congress". In a 

Senate speech) Gideon Robertson, erstwhile labour leader 

and past and-future Minister of Labour, warned the King 

"government to be watchful against inadvertent recognition of 

• • " 49 

this Collection of "festering spots". TLC Vice President 

Jimmy Simpson announced that ACCL supporters were "nothing 

better than rats 1.. they are inspired in everything by 
50 M»scpw%. ' And to the ACCL leadership's consternation the 

government seemed to accept these views. The first report 

of the ACCL's formation m the Department of Labour's 

Annual Report on Labour Organization in Canada drew its 

account -entirely from The Worker. An internal ACCL memo-: 

.randum stressed that this attribution should be changed in 
51 future editions. 

/* ** 

In 1927-28 Aaron Mosher was happy to use Communists to 

build the ACCL (just as John L. Lewis would do in the late 

1930s). By winter 1928-29, however, the party connection 

was viewed as a liability. ACCL officials lined up to ' 

disavow the alleged relationship and pledge their 
« A 

.i 
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% organization's loyalty to constitutional government. The 

. Toronto National Labour Council made the point that most 

Communist trade unionists were in TLC unions,, adding that 

several TLC leaders, notably Jimmy Simpson and John Bruce, 

had done as much as any man to promote "the class struggle" 
p 

52 in Toronto. In categorically denying that the ACCL wass 

y/ in any way "controlled by Moscow", Mosher observed that it 

\ would be curiously" inconsistent to accept Russian control 
\ 53 

while fighting against control from the United Stages. 

To its credit, even as it tried to distance itself from the 

vCPC, the ACCL continued to lobby the federal government on 

'bWialf of several of its Communist members who were facing 

deportation orders stemming from incidents during the 

Toronto "Free Speech" fight. When MWUC-member Joe Farbey 

and LWIU member Sam Langley were convicted of "vagrancy" (a 

standard catch-all charge) after one run-in with the "Red 

Squad", Mosher a/id Burford wrote to Minister of Immigration 

Rohtert Forke: "Whilevthe purpose for which the meeting was 

faeld in Toronto was not directly of concern to this 

organization, the Executive Board ... is deeply interested 

in seeing that the elementary democratic rights of workers 
54 in this country should not be abrogated." The Executive 

Board also pressed for an investigation into the mysterious 

circumstances surrounding the deaths of two Finnish LWIU 

55 organizers, Rosvall and Voutalainen . Gradually, 

however, the ACCL came to the position that "Bolshevism" 
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had to be fought. In June 1929 the Tordnto National Labour 

Council declared that "the Toronto police generally show 

tact and forbearance in carrying out their duties" and 

that one young Communist injured in a clash with the police j 

"had got all that was coming" to him. The Canadian 

Unionist, on the other hand, held that the way to beat the • 

Communists was by ignoring them; police brutality ohly gave 
v. 

""a fresh lease of life to a movement which needs oniy to be . 

' 57 
left alone to bore itself to-extinction." By then, the 

i , 

LWIU .and AWJU had been expelled frOm the ACCL for non

payment of dues. The CPC's brief flirtation was over. 

It is almost certain, in any case, that 1929 would 

have seen the end of the CPC's sojourn in the national 

union movement. The previous year had seen the Sixth , 

Comintern Congress launch the "new line" of "class against 

class", based upon the thesis- that Western Capitalism 

stood on the brink of a new "third period" of economic 

and political crises during which Communist Parties had tc 

be prepared to lead and direct an inevitable upsurge of 

58 class struggle . , One of the main ways in which Communists 

were to prepare was to assert greater independence in trade 

union activity, although precisely what form independence / 
/ 

would take remained unclear. By August 1928, the CPC was / 

already sufficiently attuned to the "new line"«to proceed 
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with the formation of a National Left Wing Committee, a.r 

sort of super-charged version of the TUEL. The ;party 

planned to announce this organization with some fanfare, by 

means of local conferences and specially printed letterheads 

bearing the names of all the Committee's prominent members. 

This idea did not go down too well, however, it being -

pointed out that since most rank -and file trade unionists 

knew who the-local left-wingers were, the likeliest, con-

59 sequence of open publicity would be victimization. The * 

National Left Wing Committee went no further. 

By the early months of 1929 the CPC had internalized 

most of the "third period "^analysis. Buck restated its 

arguments in Canadian terms in -an incisive article in the 

Canadian Labour Monthly, the party's shortj-lived theoretical 

journal. He began by pointing ouC how four factors - the" J 

strength of "bourgeois illusions" in the new country's 

future, the fact that Canadian capitalism still experienced • . 
j ' ' 
'"organic growth", the weakness of the trade union movemeW;, 

. * r 
and the "unprecedented treachery" of the trade union 

* 
bureaucracy - had conspired to prevent the CPC from becoming 

a mass, bolshevik party. This unfortuftate situation, \ 

however, would soon change. Noting .the stagnation of the 

pulp & paper and automobile industries (a new feature that 

was troubling even boosterish economic commentators), he 

predicted that the inescapable contradiction of jever-

t 
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increasing productive capacity and glutted markets would 

'fairly.quickly precipitate an international conflict in 

/ which*Canada would play a central role.- In the coming 

class struggles industrial work would be "th$ decisive 

factor". Hence it demanded "a break with the general 

Party tendency to drift" and, if done correctly,>would 

Inevit^ly lead to an intensification of the "already 

sharp struggle of the tirade union bureaucracy against us" 

and of the party against-the bureaucracy: 
•* 

The main orientation.of the Party is to be. upon 
the unorganized workers", and we will avoid 

' • isolation not by striving to preyent a widening 
gulf between pursel-ves and the' reformists, but 
by participating more energetically in concrete 
struggles 60 " * 

* * 

At the same time an internal document stressed that the-

party "does not aim at the creation of a third "trade union 
V 

'centre". It would create hew unions, but these could con-
ceivably be affiliated to either of the existing centres 

' • * ' - * • 

"provided they can do so without losing their own identity, 
•» 

have complete freedom of action and remain an integral part 

» of the revolutionary opposition movement." At all costs, 
r 

the-party had to1 exercise "the greatest care ".".. thati we do 

hot isolate ourselves from the workers belonging to one or 

the other centre." / 

r 

This position went as far, as the RILU appeared to 
desire, for as late as July 1929* Lozovsky was warning that 

jiew revolutionary uniontfc could only be formed "at the high* 
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tide of strikes ... when the political struggle is very. 

acujte, when considerable sections of the proletariat have 

alijeady grasped^ the social f asca_st character of the ref orm-

ist trade union bureaucracy, and when these masses are 

actively supportingjthe formation of a new union.'4' And 

even when all these conditions existed, in countries where 

there were no independent revolutionary unions their 

formation "should be 'uncrertaken onl}{ from case to cas.e, in 

object 

Lozovsky also emphasised that CPs should not/"shrink" from 

conformity with the objective situation."- Although 

splitting the unions if that was necessary in order to 

carry "out revolutionary'activity, the burden of his argu-

ment, applied to Canadian conditions, did not suggest that 

a new trade union centre was in the otfing. 62 

1 "v 
Yet the CPC must have been confused about the future'.. 

In March the National Organizer of the TUEL in the United v 

States, Philip Aronberg, invited Buck to attend the 

organization's forthcoming conventiori o*i Cleveland where 
# 

"the establishment of a new revolutionary centre" would be 
ft ^ 

» the main item of debate. It was not too. difficult to 

infer that this decision had already been taken and that ., 

. the CPC, operating in an "objective situation" at least as 

promising as that or! the Americans, would be ̂required to 

follow suit. The.arrival of Sam Carr from Moscow, wheTe he 

had been among the first.Canadian Young Communists tô  attend 
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the Lemn^School, clarified the situation. In thetmanner of 

Young Communists everywhere at this juncture, Carr's role" was 

64 " «-» to enforce the Comintern line. In tne party's pre-

coHvention discussion he scorned the possibility of working 

in.the TLC and was scarcely less sceptical about the ACCL, 

which would "sooner or later", embark on an expulsion policy 

of its own unless Communists achieved the "highly -

improbable" feat of completely changing its policies and 
i _ „ 

leadership. "He agreed-that talk of launching an entirely 
-» . - , 

new centre was "untimely and out of the question", but there 

was no doubt that he saw such a launching as at least a 
* fi 5 ' 

' medium-term prospect. Carr's impact on the debate was 

decisive. Initially, Buck stuck to support of the ACCL as -
*" > 

av master of "Leninist principle", but by the end of May'1 he-

was resigned to the new line, perhaps pushed further and 

faster than he would have wished by the fact that Jack 

MacDonald, then coming -under attack as the leader of the 

out-of-favour right-wing faction, considered Buck's suppotfc 

for the ACCL stupid. MacDonald argued that the CBRE was.the 

ACCL's only real union and declared himself in favour of* 

the immediate creation of a new trade union centre. At * 

the May-oune Sixth National Convention it was decided that 

the party's main objective in industry would be "the buiJ/ding 

'of a revolutionary Canadian center based upon industrial 

unions and linked up with the world revolutionary tradje 

union movement by affiliation to the RILU." This new • 
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centre - as yet .unnamed - would coordinate the left-wing, 

movement in the "conservative^ unions and initiate organiz-

m g drives in the unorganized industries. Organizationally, 

it was tp be kormally -independent but based on democratic 

centralism and "under the acknowledged leadership df the^ -

Communist ¥*arty", although deviation* from-these principles < 

would be permissible "as conditions dictate". The 

decision to go it alone had finally been taken. /% 

' • . . < • ' . ' : . 

It is important to establish here the CPC's~motivations 

in launching the Workers'. Unity League ,(WUL). Despite the 

expulsions from the TLC unions, it could not be argued that 

every possibility, of revolutionary activity m them had * 

been exhausted. Similarly, though the ACCL was proving 

less and less hospitable to Communists, it had not launched 

,a general purge. Thus it was not the case, as the party 

would later claim, that the decision stemmed^from a radical 

reassessment of Canadian conditions and. prospects: it was 
a hesitant adaptation to the hew li*w| emerging from the 

Comintern. The party leadership did notXbase the decision 

on a thorough sounding of rank and file opYnion. And, in 

fa.Gt*/it knew that the new line was opposed vby large 
^ . . * ' \ 

sections of the membership, particularly Finnish and 
\ 

Ukrainian comrades. The formation of the Auto Workers' 

aliunde <, industrial IndustrialvUndon had already exposed the nature 
\ * 

of their resistance, which stemmed from the political 
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urement that they Som the union ana 
ft. 

requirement that they join the union and participate 

» publicly in its activities, ^lany ethnic comrades in the 

Windsor area flatly refused t*o comply with a directive they 

considered a ,guaranteed recipe for victimization. In 

general,^as the historian of the ULFTA has observed! "The 

Ukrainians.were opposed to playing a leading role in the 
69 - escalating struggles-, fearing arrest and deportation." 

t 

If they and other Eastern European workers refused to 

follow the new'line, there was little likelihood that, new 

• industrial unions.could be built. Aware of the extent of 

opposition,'the party proceeded towards a total break with 

the ACCL very, cautiously, and as late as October 1929 it 

retained hope? that the national centre could be cured of 
70 its now pronounced "rightist" tendencies. The ACCL's 

i 

Third Convention in early November dispelled this faint 

hope, and the following month, after receiving a reminder 

from thteî Jomintern, -the, party finally - quietly - created 

the WUL . 

'One can only imagine what was going through the minds 

.of the party leadership in winter 1929-30. No matter how 

many times they might insist that the new line did not 
* 

imply a total break with trade union reformism, they must 

have known that~1:hey were about to take a leap into 

uncharted territory with only the barest survival kit. On 

the one hand, as Buck has observed, many comrades who had 
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been sceptical about- the/feasibility of the ""third period" 

policy had been won over by the dramatic collapse of the 

New York - and Montreal and Toronto - 'stock market 'A 
* 

"people who a few weeks earlier had denied that there would 

s the ever-- be another economic c r i s i s now said firtiis i 
72 ^ 

collapse of capitalism'." Yet the part*£ remained in 
* 

turmoil', manifestly* ill-equipped for the mounting tasks 
' - * -.̂  

ahead. That was the inescapable lesson to be drawn from 

its first venture into independent leadership of class . 

"struggle: the strike at national. Steel Car Company of 

Hamilton-in September-October 1929. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ 

REHEARSAL FOR REVOLUTION: THE NATIONAL STEEL CAR 

CORPORATION STRIKE, HAMILTON, 4 SEPTEMBER TO 18 OCTOBER 1929 

The National Steel Car strike in Hamilton (4 September-

18 October 1929) was of major importance to the new party 

leadership which emerged from the CPC's May-June convention 

and the subsequent July plenum of the Central Executive 

Committee. These two events had produced the ascendance of 

a leadership dominated by a left-wing faction led by Ti m 

Buck and pledged to prosecute the Comintern line of class 

against class. But within the ranks of the party itself the 

new leadership and the "left turn" commanded only minority 

support. Indeed the Buck faction only attained its position 

through its support from the Comintern, allied to the 

Ukrainian Communis tê * decision to stand aside from the 

internecine struggle when- party secretary Jack MacDonald 

refused to accept their suggestion that the party convention 

entirely exclude the left from the CEC. Their virtual 

defection from party activity led to the plenum's election 

of a 6-3 left majority on the party Political Bureau 

(Polburo), which promptly moved to launch the class against 

class line against the resistance «of a largely sceptical • 

party rank and file. When the steel erecting department at 

the National Steel Car Corporation* (NSCC) walked out, the 

new leadership seized the opportunity to vindicat^ th"e new 

line by presenting the strike as clear evidence 
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inexorable mass radicalization. The strike became, in 

2 
effect, a rehearsal for revolutionary unionism. " 

tuiie - Circumstances could hardly have been more opportu 

for the CPC's first independent intervention. Hamilton, 

only 35 miles from the .party "centre", was the undoubted 

heartland of Canadian capitalism, the home of such corporate 

giants as Canadian Westinghouse, International Harvester^ and 
rr 

the Steel Company of Canada (Stelco). In these and other 

large corporations independent trade unionism was entirely 

/absent. But if a wedge could be driven into the mono-

lithic open-shop, it was not inconceivable that the tremors 
\ "' 

of industrial unionism might ripple through the city and 

beyond. The same trend towards capitalist rationalization 

that had induced*the NSCC to complete in the six months 

before the strike a $1h million investment programme, "to 

put the plant into shape to produce high production", was 
•* 

enveloping all mass production industry, bringing in its 

wake the altered practices of work and wage payment that, 

the CPC leadership argued, would inevitably precipitate -
. 4-

sharpening class antagonism. If Communists proved their 

leadership qualities to the NSCC strikers, they could anti-/-

cipate becoming - finally - the vanguard of an insurgent 

proletariat. Within hours of the walk-out Harvey Murphy, a 

young but industrially experienced supporter of the party 

leadership, was offering his services. He'was immediately 
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elected -chairman of the strike committee, and from then until 

the moment the strike was cabled off"Communists were in 
3 

complete control. 

, ( 

Founded in 1912, the NSCC rapidly gained a reputation 

as one of Hamilton's least munificent.employers. As IAM 

Lodge 414 observed in 1923, its "wages and working con- , 

ditions ... are far below the standard in other industrial 
4 plants." It operated a standard 10-hour day, and with no" 

overtime payments 14-hour days were common. Lapking 

independent, representation, the company's maintLy semi
s' 

skilled and unskilled workforce-.(numbering around 1,200) 

accumulated a catalogue of grievances: inadequate safety 

measures (strikers claimed that there had been "at least" 

four industrial fatalities in 1929, alone), poor winter-time 

heating, monthly pay days, the employment of youths at 

"men's" jobs on "boys'" wages, and the irritating custom of 

5 * 

buying jobs from plant foremen. One or other of these 

issues had precipitated minor walk-outs inthe past, but*not 

until the 4 September strike was the company presented with 
t 6 • ' 

a genuine challenge. On this occasion the strjjcers, about 

800 strong at the peak of the strike, realized that some

thing essential was at stake. Following its investment 

programme the NSCC had attempted to. impose a sharply 

reduced piece-rate schedule on the steel car line, making it 

identical to the schedule for wooden.cars. Since only seven 
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of the former could be produced in the same time as twenty-

five of the latter, workers on the steel car line were faced 

with either, a drastic drop in earnings or an equally drastic 

^leap in time at work. Relatively well-paid riveters, 

1 estimating that they would have to work a 60-Hour week to 

earn #16, refused to submit to naked exploitation. With 
7 

their boy helpers they led the walk-out. 

Another reason why the 1929 strike was not as ephemeral 

as its predecessors was "the rapidity of the CPC's mobil-
« 

ization and\assumption of control. Initially; this was 

largely thanks to Murphy's dynamism. At the time of the 

strike there were three party members employed at the 
\ 8 " 

"NSCC, but they were largely unknown to the workforce. 

Murphy's arrival transformed this/situation. When the strike 

committee reconstituted itself aa the executive of the 

National Steel Car Workers' Industrial Union^(NSCWTU)» c p c 

member Stan Marriner was elected Secretary. Murphy, like 

most of the strikers, was a young man in his early twenties,, 

with a rough-and-ready organizing style that seems to have 

caught the strikers' imagination. He introduced himself to 

them by appearing at the plant gates, where a particularly 

detested foreman. Red Flannery, was entreating them to fibme 

back to work, and immediately moving a resolution to.tell 

Flannery to "go tcflpll". . Murphy also capitalized on his 

position ,as National Secretary of the Auto Workers' 
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' 0 s~ 

Industrial Union. (Both the office and".the union itself 

were by. then largely mythical, but the strikers were 
) ' ' 

probably unaware of this.) The AWJU experience clearly 
* . {. -A »• 

influenced the launching of the NSCWIU* as "an independent 
* 4 

union, built along*industrial lines - a union that every 
10 worker in the shop can ,jom." From the beginning, 

Communist spokesmen called on the strikers to "Remember 

Oshawai", a reference to the sell-out of industrial 

' . «" 

unionism at General Motors the previous year. The1 speed 
( 

with which the strikers took'up the idea of industrial 

unionism suggests that this was one area of party policy 

with feal resonance. 

The structure of the'strike group*- young, unskilled 

and - immigrant - facilitated Communist control. According to 

a Young Communist League (YCL) report, around 25 per cent of 

the NSCC workforce were youths in their mid-teens. They 

were easily the most exploited section in the plant, 

earning an average of 19*J an hpur. Encouraged by the YCL, 

which was given special- responsibility for youth recruit

ment to the .union and the Communist movement, they responded 

enthusiastically to the party's mass picketing techniques, 

displaying a militancy that produced several court appear-
» 

ances on charges of intimidation and "willful damage to 

12 " ' 
property". Art unknown - but large - proportion of the 
strikers were immigrants, their ethnic diversity suggested 
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by the names,-most prominent in court cases: Amunsden, * 

Derenevski, Labinski, Mueller, Holubishen, Volkosta, 

Zerenuk.* Despite his Scots-sounding name^ union President 

Andrew Lockhart was pointedly identified as a Ukrainian by 

13 ' • 

the local press. Although the "alien" community, as 

several historians have shown, was not the monolithic "red" 

bloc so beloved by the period's scare-mongering press, 'East 

European workers f usually provided a relatively congenial 
14 medium for 'Communist activity. During the strike 

organizers drew freely on the capacities of left wing *-

immigrants, particularly from the party's Hungarian section, 

while striving to combat the chauvinism of Anglo-Canadian 

workers "poisoned by the agents of the boss and the press^ 

into litelieving that the strikers - "only foreigners" -* ̂ ere 
# * * -15 

unworthy of solidarity. 

The type of* semi-skilled and unskilled work done by the 
•i -• -

strikers also.encouraged acceptance of party leadership. 

Even the riveters who considered themselves*skilled and 

therefore deserving"of better treatment from the company, 

were aware of their dispensability. Their job could be 

learned in a matter of months, and according to the Hamilton 

Spectator (admittedly staunchly anti-strike) most of the 

riveters had ..picked it up in £he last year. 'To-a hefcero-

geneous groups which had a definite sense of self-worth and 

an awareness of their lack of economic leverage the idee of 

.A 

<Y 
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industrial unionism imast have seemed eminently reasonable 

(4-t is "worth-also pointing out that the local craft unions* . 

displayed no desire to offer an alternative). Their lack of 

negotiable skill, moreover, predisposed the strikers to 

activist methods. ; Unlike some craftsmen they could not 

afford simply to withdraw their labour and wait for the-

company to capitulate. They had to carry out militant 

picketing and actively seek material solidarity, to compen

sate for the absence of an established strike fund. 

Communist tactics were self-evidently appropriate. 

According to the class against class line workers in 

struggle could rely only oh the Communist movement. 

Strikers, for example, should expect to encounter a united 

frontNof capital and its "social fascist" allies. The 

latter, especially, were to be closely watched for 

vtreacherous behaviour ("Remember Oshawal"). Communists 

hoped that the exposure of "social fascist*1 betrayal during 

class struggles would be politically educative, attaching 
" n I •> 1 

the working class ever more firmly to the party. Their 

constant problem was that in their anxiety to unmask labour 

"fakers" they employed tactics that made working class unity 

impossible and seriously hampered the likelihood of strike 

victory. This was clearly, apparent in the conduct of the 

NSCC strike. 
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The anticipated, bourgeois united front quickly 
. * ' 

materialized. Hamilton's two dailies rarely deviated from 

an anti-communist and anti-strike line. They chipped^away • 

at the strikers' morale by emphasising the weakness of 

their case, reported that a canvass of strikers' families 

divulged widespread antagonism to the strike and support 

for the .view that the strikers were "ill-advised to be led 

by a few agitators", and regularly predicted the strike's 

imminent collapse in the face of the strikers' inability to 
17 shut down production . Both papers stressed the" "foreign" 

character of the strikers and the "alien" nature of strike 

leadership. The Herald responded apoplectically to the 

news that Hamilton City Council were considering giving the 

strikers permission to hold a "tag day" collection, ̂arguing 

that it was quite inconceivable that the city should do any-

thing to assist "a party of agitators who are not even 

Canadian in their sympathies or their aims, but who act on 

orders from Moscow and whose design is to change the whole 

Character of Canadian life, so that it shall respond to 

orders from Moscow, and accept dictation from the Soviet 

18 * 

Republics." In this way the actual issues underlying the 

strike became obdcuued and the strike itself became a teat 

of Canadianism. 

Similar views predominated in the City Council and 

Board of Control. A- handful of Labour Aldermen, led by 
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veteran trade unionist Sam. Lawrence protested these pro--

posals. But the Council majority took its lead from Mayor ^ 

William Burton who claimed to have evidence that the CPC 

'planned to make Hamilton an industrialist tleground "if-

their methodsjare successful in**this instance." The 

prospect of strikes .breaking out at every plant ih the* 

city, Burton argued, was sufficient cause for Hamilton to *• 

follow Toronto's example: "We should stamp out this 

communist menace as we would a dipthferia epidemic* It is 
' 19 affecting the prosperity of the cit-gu-jf, Hamilton." Burton 

• , » * *#v / ' 

assured a strikers' delegation that he was«in "full 

sympathy" .with their plight, although he would have preferred 

that they d5ect the "communistic element" front their midst. 
- ' » > , - , 

A dependable indicator of where his sympathies really lay •-

was the role played by the City Police Department in con

trolling the picket lines. From tlie ̂ ou*taet, the police «h~ 

forced a maximum plant-gate picket of twenty strikers,, 
* * « 

surrounding them with a t j.east twice as many of t h e i r own 
21 * 

number. The Worker's observation tha t "more-than ha l f the 

Hamilton Police Force including a l l the motorcycle t r a f f i c 

. c o P . are on c o „ t i _ . t r i l M b M ( # g ~ _ . ^ ^ 
correct." . » . - » » -

* 

These responses were entirely predictable. More 

significant, though/ was. the response of' organized labour. -

Historically, the international trade unions in Hamilton had 

displayed little sympathy for the CPC and its causes. From 
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1920 when the HTLC rejected the Toronto TLC left wing 

pla*tform, through 1925 when "it became one of thefTrst 

labour bodies to expel Communist delegates on £he basis of 

their political activities, to 1928-29 when the Communists 

were in the midst of their brief flirtation with the ACCL, 

the Hamilton labour, movement had been dominatad by the 
23 ' 

right wing.*- The CPC-ACCL alliance in particular hardened 
< - * ' * 

altitudes against-£he left.. In January 1929 the ACCL's, 
Textile Workers' Industrial Union (TWIU) offered4 sideline \ * 

criticism to the conduct of a strike at Canadian Cottons by 

the Tflhited textile Workers of America (UTWA), the HTLC 

having hurriedly called in. this virtually moribund union to „ 

take control of what had been a spontaneous walk-out. 

Although the ̂ PWIU renounced, any intention of challenging 

f • * " ' 

the international union's control, on the grounds that "to 

do so would mean the splitting of your [the strikers'] 

Banks'^ it pointed out that they should be aware of UTWA 
\ 

history, which had been one df craft conservatism, sell-

outs and a "whole series of miserable failures", and should 

be prepared-for a betrayal. "WATCH YOUR LEADERS!", it 
O A. 

warned . When the strike collapsed and the UTWA 
departed, the HTLC fastened on the "disciples of Sovietism" 

/?» 

as the culprits, the Labor News observingtthat they had 
{ 

"outlived their welcome within the international trade j 
union movement". " This historluC-Hl backgrdun«Sy.nevitably 
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conditioned the HTLC'a response to the NSCC strike. 

Thanks to a letter sent to the Dominion Department of 

Labour by "its Hamilton correspondent C. I. AitchisonWit 

can be seen that the international^ labour movement was 

-willing to collaborate with capital. Aitchison reported 

* /. - • ' ' * ' 

his attendance at a meetung called (he did not state by 

whom) fojr' the explicit "purpo"se of curbing the activities 

of the strikers, or Reds as they are termed, as this 

labour trouble might spread to dtber factories." Also 

present were NSCC officials, representatives of Hamilton-

Bridge, International Harvester and Stelco, City"Council and 

Police Commission representatives - and several labour , 

spokesmen, notably Sam Lawrence and Humphrey Mitchell. 

Unfortunately, the letter contained little further detail , 

of what was a quite lengthy meeting, except to note that 
* i 

the labour men insisted that labour's right "to assemble 

and have free speech" be guaranteed, and that they 

observed, for reasons not immediately apparent, that "dual 

organizations of labour were a menace to the International 
26 - » 

Labour Movement". 

Aitchison's account was too cryptic to support other 

than a speculative interpretation of the meeting, but the 

following inferences can be tentatively suggested. First, 

the meetioCvas a clear case of class collaboration from 

* • ' Is? 
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which the international unions presumably hoped to benefit. 

It may have raised the labourites' hopes that by presenting 

themselves as the "sane" alternative to radical industrial 

unionism - just as the Trades and Labour Congress and ^ 

•> * American Federation of Labor were doing on a broader scale -

they might win some degree of recognition and freedom to 

organize cr.aft workers in the Hamilton plants. At the same 

- time, the meeting may have demonstrated to them the *\ 

profundity of capital's class consciousness, which in turn 

could have simultaneously sharpened their awareness of the 

^difficulties facing the. strikers, and aroused their latent 

class instincts sufficiently to offer at least a modicum of 

4, p resistance to the prospect of all-out action against the 

strike. Instructively, though,' this resistance remained 

almost entirely on the terrain of democratic rights. Active 

solidarity with the strikers was conspicuously lacking. A 

handful of local unions did provide financial assistance in 

*~, the strike's early stages, but this source rapidly dried 

up after the HTLC refused by "an overwhelming majority" 

even to receive a strike delegation. As the Labor News 

pointed out: "Hamilton's handful of Communists have some s 

nerve. After calling local international trade unionists 

many fancy names, they had the effrontery to ask for money 

to aid the Natioffal Steel Car strikers [who] belong to the 

Communists' National union. The international trade union 

movement has no truck with dual organizations. So the 

CM, 

<* 
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appeal for aid was rejected. 

106^ 

27 

Thezfe is an obvious irony in the News' editorial: even 

if the CPC had^not behaved obnoxiously to Hamilton 

labourites, the HTLC might still have refused to aid the 

strike and the case for "social fascist" treachery would 

have been, strengthened. . But the party's approach was 

undeniably sectarian. At an early mass meeting Jack 

MacDonald (in hip last moments of party leadership.) went to 

great lengths to stress»-the "impotency and vile treachery of 
11-

the American Federation misleadership", while a -Trade Union 

Educational League leaflet stated that the international 

labour movement'was "actually a weapon in the bosses' 

28 

hands." Given this approach, few strikers could have 

felt that the HTLC's antagonism was, entirely unwarranted. 

Any political capital made by the party was almost I 
* • 

certainly devalued by the suspicion that greater 

comradeliness might have forced a more positive response 

from the international unions. Without their help the 

possibility of victory grew more distant. -

, Closed off by design from outside influence, the CPC 

was free to implement its as yet untried techniques of "mass 

struggle". The latter involved mobilizing all available 

forces around three main areas of strike' activity - relief, 

picketing and workers' defence. Efficient organization in 

A . • V 

I 

/ 4 
% 
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these areas would, it was argued, not only increase the 

likelihood of victory but also provide the collective 

experience out of which a deepened class consciousness 

would emerge. In other words, tihe, strike was a lesson in 

class struggle which, even if defeated in the short term, 

prepared the class for future battles on an ever-
*• 

29 ascending scale. Since, however, confidence and morale 

were more likely to flOw out of victory than defeat, it was 

vital that every effort be made to win the strike at hand. 

The Hamilton strike provided an- early indication of how 

effective mass struggle tactics were likely to bey. 

From the amount of attention paid the CPC by the 

authorities, and the bourgeois press at this-time, the 

average onlooker might well have inferred that it was a 

potent, well organized body; an image that may have had a 

good deal to do with the NSCC strikers* ready acceptance 

30 and quick defence of Communist leadership . In reality 

the party was in turmoil. Factionalism was eroding its 

ethnic membership, and many of the leaders emerging but of 
t 

the internal struggle had still to prove themselves. 

Charles Sims, the new District Organizer for Southern | 

Ontario,, had rapidly risen from the ranks in Alberta but-

had not distinguished himself as party organizer in 

Windsor, where earlier in the year he had lost out in a 

clash with the Ukrainian section. Similarly, the .new 
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r • . ' -
Secretary of the party Trade Union Department, Tom Ewan, 

while he had demonstrated his abilities as a local organiser 

in Saskatoon and Winnipeg, was untested as a national 
32 strategist. At the very top of the.party hierarchy there 

i 

was a leadership vacuum, with the increasingly isolated 

MacDonald continuing as General Secretary only because Buck 

was recovering from illness . Morale ahdfinances were 

flagging, and in general there was little in the party's 

internal resources to suggest its capacity to support even 

one strike, far less a putative insurrection. 

There "was an almost improvisational quality in Harvey 

Murphy's early organization of the strike. Having ' 

. travelled to Hamilton with unquenchable enthusiasm, the 

party's blessings and little else, his first task was to 

make sure that the strike survived through the first few 

days." He did so by virtually hand-picking the strike 

committee and transforming it into the executive of the 

NSCWIU, into which he then began recruiting strikers; 
*1* 34 

within a week the union was claiming 700 members . • On the 
t 

first weekend of the strike, Murphy was assisted by the 

arrival of party leaders Jack MacDonald and A. E. Smith, who 

held several meetings with the strikers. On Sunday 9 

September a parade of strikers, 1,000 strong according to 

The Worker, marched to a mass meeting at the plant gates, 

\ r 
where they were addressed by Murphy, Smith, MacDonald and a 
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number of less well known Communists. <. MacDonald struck the 

keynote of the meeting when he identified Communism and 

industrial.unionism as the decisive issues in the strike. 

Urging the strikers not to be intimidated by the use of 

"red scare" tactics, he pointed out that these should in 

fact show precisely who were the workers' most dependable 

allies. He closed with a further exhortation, that the 

Hamilton union "must be the beginning of a nation-wide 

35 metal workers' industrial union". This early display of 

Communist strength clearly stiffened the strikers' resolve. 

The Herald, which had predicted a substantial Return-to-

work movement, had to admit that the following Monday had 
« -

seen no change in the situation, with the strikers "for 
36 the most part ... still sticking together". Murphy had 

accomplished his first task. 

This early success created its own problems. 'The 

second week of the strike saw more and more worker'st cominfî ,, 

out.- Precisely* how many were out by the end of the second 

week is hard to establish. The CLDL claimed there were*. 
«• 37 1,600 - more than the total workforce. A more dependable 

assessment was probably that of Aitchison, who on 19 

September reported that the "number on strike is around 

seven hundred with more men 'coming out daily in support of 

38 the strikers." Ten days later the anion put-the figure at 

39 635. In any event, the numbers on strike created 

") 
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considerable logistical problems for Murphy; with a rudi

mentary union structure and a mainly inexperienced rank and 

.le it was always going to be difficult to' maintain 

hi terest and control. Murphy seems to have pinned his „ 

hopes on a quick victory, for he emphasized above all the 

crucial necessity of militant mass picketing, while doing 

little forward planning for a protracted struggle. 

\ 

•Mass picketing had a dual purpose. In the short term 

its immediate objective was to shut down the plant and * * 

force company capitulation; in the long term it was one of * 

the best methods of building collective experience and 

certainly the likeliest to provoke the state into revealing 

its true class character. At Hamilton, it was quickly 

apparent that mass picketing was not going to close the 

plant. Police restrictions on the number of pickets who 

could patrol the plant gates meant .that a genuine mass 

picket of hundreds of strikers and sympathisers was 

impossible. Hence the strikers had to make tactical, 

adaptations, frequently of an unlawful nature. One 

ingenious action, designed to protect police repression, 

was a "sit-down" strike on the pavement outside police 

headquarters. According to the Spectator, this totally 
* * 40 non-plussed the officers present . There was also a good 

deal of intimidation of strikebreakers, a form of activity 
* 

that the party did ̂ nothing to discourage; the CLDL announced 
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that it would represent every striker charged with offences 

41 arising out of the strike. Tom Ewan's autobiography 

tells with relish another anecdote that underlines the 

party's readiness to meet fire with fire. Apparently, most 

strikebreakers were ferried into the plant on the Hamilton 

trolley-car system, the cars approaching the plant up a 

steep incline: -
« V 

Then someone got the bright idea that a goodly 
helping of grease on the up-grade tracks would 
slow the scab transport down a bit ... it did; 
the trolley and its load never made the top 
after that. It would stop mid-way on the up-
'grade, then slowly slide back to the bottom... 
Meantime, the scabs would be the unhappy 
recipients of the strikers' morning 'greetings'. 
After a few more tries, the City of Hamilton 
decided.to terminate that area of its transit 
service 

Yet the fact remained that militant picketing failed 

to close the plant. Efforts to maintain an all-night picket 

were hampered when the police tore down a tent erected on a 
* 43 v 

piece of waste ground near the plant . Strikebreakers 

were effectively introduced, and although the strikers 

claimed that these men were inefficient workers one party 

organizer privately admitted that by the latter stages of 

the strike production was going ahead at twice the pre-
44 strike rate . With the company obviously prepared for a 

lengthy battle, the party had to give serious consideration 

to the neglected question of relief. 
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Initially the party had not overlooked the relief issue. 

When Jack MacDonald and A. E. Smith visited Hamilton on the 

first weekend of the strike, they were accompanied by a, 

young, recently recruited woman comrade, Rose Minnie 

Shelley, who had been given the responsibility of co

ordinating the relief effort. Shelley, however, failed to 

receive any support from the local comrades, and a week 

later Sims had to write Murphy and "the Hamilton Central 

Committee a stiff reminder that relief was "an important ' 

task of pur Party ... Comrade Shelley must receive all 

support and cooperation from the entire Party and [CLD] 

45 League membership". Not until the thî rd week of the 

strike did the party begin to give material assistance to 

the strikers. 

Sims instructed the Hamilton comrades to launch an 

immediate house-to-house collection, employing as many as 

possible of the strikers themselves. Meanwhile, a more 

detailed relief plan was drawn up, examination of which 

reveals party priorities quite instructively. The first 

concern was to transform the strike relief committee 

headed by Shelley into a branch of the Workers' Inter

national Relief (WIR), another of t£-.e Comintern's front 

organizations. Together with the party the WIR would then 

launch a national campaign to mobilize working class 

solidarity with the Hamilton strikers by arranging for 

strike representatives to visit working class meetings, • 
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issuing a press service both to working class organizations 

and* the daily press - which, the union claimed was maintain

ing a vow of -silence on the strike - and launching a 

national relief effort to collect money, clothing and food. 

Tacked on at the end of the plan Were two concrete 

suggestions for .activity in Hamilton: party language 

organizations were to organize raffles and the strikers 

46 were to organize a series of concerts. Regardless of 

the necessity of a well articulated relief programme, the 

plan outlined here was a grandiose self-deception; it 

would be weeks rather than days before anything came of 

it. As Shelley's experience demonstrated, it was consider

ably easier to create a paper talisman - the WIR - than 

actually to build solidarity. 

Shelley's job was not made easier by the fact that • 

organized labour was antagonistic to the strike. She knew 

well that the lion's share of financial support would have 

to come from three sources: the party,^reformist unions-

where the left retained some influence, and the general 

public. It was not a prospect that aroused optimism. 

Little could be expected from the general public outside 

Hamilton, and even there the ban on public "tag days" and 

the atmosphere of anti-communism and nativism must have 

hiirt the strikers' .cause. Money was gathered at "house-to-

house collections and at mass meetings, but the proceeds 

r 
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were predictably low. Financially constrained workers 

could not afford to be generous. One meeting, at which the 

Worker claimed there were 2,000 in attendance, raised #40 -

2 cents a head. Militants in the reformist unions found 

money gathering no easier. Even in industrial Cape Breton, 

• where small pockets of militancy had survived the general &• 

decline in left wing fortunes since the mid-1920s, appeals . 

for assistance-met-with sceptical opposition. Murdoch 

Clarke,, a "young party member in the traditionally militant 

Phalen local of the UMWA, did manage to have the local agree 

to a #50 donation, but only after he had assured the members 

that the strike was genuine and that Rose Shelley was a 

48 trustworthy person; in fact, he had never met her. Inside 

the party itself the situation was little better. Of the 

#2,042.27 raised in the three weeks up to 16 October, more 
• , . 

49 than half came from-party sources. Yet the response would 

undoubtedly have been"much more fulsome had the party not 

been embroiled in factionalism. Donations from the 

Ukrainian and Finnish organizations were unusually low by 

their past standards. As late as 3 October the editor of 

the Finnish party weekly Vapaus informed Shelley that he was 

considering inserting a special strike donation column, his 

lack of urgency suggesting that not all party members were 
50 

convinced that'the Hamilton strike was pivotal. Some 

A members did respond positively to Shelley's appeals. 

Typically, Beckie Buhay" took time out from Tier own under-
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financed campaign for a Windsor seat in the Ontario pro-

vincial election to organize a house-to-house collection of. 
« 2, •* - 51 

money, groceries and clothes; she raised #22.35. By the 

time -Utevrelief effort had gained momentum, the strike had 

already been defeated. 

For two weeks the strikers displayed exemplary morale. 

After that point, however, company intransigence and sheer 

economic necessity began - slowly - to force them back to 

work. Murphy responded to these new circumstances in a 

manner that made a mockery of the democratic aspirations 

and political principles of "mass struggle" unionism. In a 

last gasp effort to maintain solidarity and win the strike 

Murphy, according to an internal party critique, actually 

"terrorized" workers intp spying out and proposed that the 

relief ccftoittee give strike pay only to the riveters, the 

s e c t w n with the greatest industrial leverage. Not 

surprisingly, these actions served only to destroy confid

ence in the party's leadership. Murphy had always been 

inclined to "come out to Hamilton and tell [the strikers] 

52 
that this has got to be done, and-no arguments." But 

where this approach, in itself entirely contradictory to 

the claim that the union was "controlled and led by the men 
* 

in the shops", might have worked when there were still ^ 

favourable prospects of success, it was counterproductive 

when defeat was at handI Broad discussion of the realities 
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facing the strike might have resulted in a tactical retreat, 

preserving as much of the union structure as possible. As 

late as 8 October, the company offered to take back all but 

% 53-
28 of the most prominent strike leaders . This would 

undoubtedly have hurt the fledgling union, but not so much 

as the decision to reject the offer and carry on the 

struggle. 

J. ! 

This decision was announced immediately after it 

became^known that an appeal from the union for an 

investigation of the dispute by the federal Fair Wage's , -

Officer (who had jurisdiction because the company supplied 

the CNR) had been dismissed by federal Labour Minister 
v ' 54 Peter Heenan . In itself, this appeal was a measure of 

the "union's desperation, being entirely inconsistent with 

the party's vie-* of arbitration by the artate. It did show 

that the party - very possibly in response 'to rank and 

file pressure -- was capable of flexibility if still 

incapable of judging the time to concede defeat. It 

unavailingly tried to derive some advantage fr̂ om Heenan'a* 

decision, given after a meeting with a strike delegation in 

the Royal York Hotel, Toronto. The Worker's account of 

the meeting highlighted the contrast between the strikers 

in their working clothes .and the "luxurious corridors" of 

the famous hotel, where company and state officials could 
55 rub shoulders in an atmosphere of familiarity. But the 
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implication that a deal had been done was at least partly 

undermined by Heenan's adroit manipulation of arf apparent 

compromise. He won from the_cpĵ an*it̂ an--tjffer to open its 

books provided that all Hamilton companies did likewise -

^-anighly unlikely prospect - and when neither side expressed 

willingness to deviate from their basic positions he washed 

his hands of the strike, announcing rather belatedly that 
* 56 

it 40$ a provincial responsibility.! Ten days later, the 
'""*'- ' , 57 ' 

strikers quietly capitulated. 
One final aspect of the party's striiie strategy remains^ 

to be examined: workers' defence. * The party believed that 

an organized defence effort would be vital, given that the 

clash between mass picketing and state repression would 
4 

inevitably result in numerous prosecutions. Traditional 

methods of defence were considered ineffective, since 

workers up against the capitalist state had no chance of , 

justice. Only mass pressure, with comrades of the accused 

expressing solidarity both outside the-court and from the 

public benches, would force "recognition of workers' rights, 

and even then only to a 1-bolted degree. As A. E. Smith 

later noted "We were not looking for justice* in. the courts 

Of capitalism ,%* Our task was to expose the lack of it 

At all times, the issues underlying each court appearance 

had to be exposed/ the "accused werker carrying the class, 

struggle from the factory and? from the street into the ^ 

courts. 

58 

*59 

\ 
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Picket line violence had the predicted consequences. 

There were at least 37 arrests, the vast majority of which 

produced no prosecution-but nevertheless" kept strikers away 

from the picket lines. Of the nine cases that made it to 

the magistrate's court, four were thrown out for lack of 

evidence. The cases against the accused must have been 

flimsy in the extreme, since the evidence used to convict 

the remaining five strikers was inconclusive to say the 

least. One striker was asked to, choose between a #100 fine 

or two months in jail after a ruling that, since his 

accuser had been cut during a fight betwfeen them, "the • 

accused must have had a knife." No weapon was ever found, 

and several witnesses swore that none had been used. The 

judge added for good measure that he had taken a 

particularly serious view of the assault because of 'the 

circumstances in which it had occurred: if it had arisen 

in a private quarrel, the sentence would have been less 

~ 60 seyere. 

The party's agency of "class struggle in the courts", 

the/CLDL, was in poor shape to mobilize a campaign around 

the prosecutions. It had never really established itself 

as a mass organization since its creation in 1925, and in 

1929 it shared in the party's general confusion. National 

Seoxetary A. E. Smith made a number of appearances during 

the strike, and it seems likely that the organization 

/ 
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* 

performed useful work in raising bail and winning the 

release from detention of strikers held on flimsy charges. 

To politicise legal struggles was another matter. On only 

one occasion, the trial of Stan Marriner, did the local 

press consider the presence of sympathizers in the court 

worthy of comment. Defence lawyer, Jack Counsell, Q.C., 

"a sympathizer and established financial supporter of the 

Communist Party9of Canada", tried to expose the central 

issues of the strike, but to little effect. He had one 

plaintiff admit that he, himself, had been on strike and 

had only returned to wo^k because of economic hardship. 

When questioned further he admitted that there had been a 

wage cut and that it had been "something like" 50 per cent, 

Counsell's line of questioning had to be curtailed. The 

magistrate's comment that "all I am interested in is the 
63 

charge before me" proved an effective warning. - All in 

all, the employment of mass struggle in the courts was not 

conspicuously successful. 

On 18 October the strike collapsed, leaving the party 

grasping for anything it could salvage to make its efforts 

appear worthwhile. Initially it claimed that the strike 

had been a victory for the strikers, the company having 

allegedly withdrawn the original wage cut and raised rates 
64 

in the main departments of the plant. At the same*time, 

though, the party had to admit that the 300 strikers who 



had remained solid to the end had no chance of regaining 

employment at1-the NSCC and would in all probability be 

blacklisted. The contradiction between claim and reality, 

as Aitehison reported to the Department, of Labour, was 

making the CPC ?the laughing stock of the International 

65 ~~̂"f Labor organizations in Hamilton." The CPC quickly back-
« . , 

tracked on its original claims and acknowledged that "only 

one concrete gain [had"been made] ,.,'. ̂ and that is the 
• < \ 

union", which had to be defended and' extended to every 
"J 66 plant in Canada engaged in the production of steel cars. 

„* ' • 

In fact* the union had been effectively sigAshe'aU 'The NSCC 

had raised wages, but Only as a means of buying off future *' 

disturbance. At the same time, frefr m:\the threat posed 

by the 300 staunchest unionists, it accompanied wage 

increases with drastic speed-"up and" faerce work discipline. 

One worker who remained a union supporter reported in 

February 1930$ "We can't speak tq any of the other gangs 
67 

in the plant or else we "would be fired from our jobs." 

At least as important as the short-term balance 

sheet are the political conclusions the party drew from the 

strike. In the eyes of the party, the Hamilton experience 

hacD-shown that the ComAternVs "analysis of this 'third 

period' .,. [was] quite correct." The strike was a 

"striking*vindication of the militant policy of. the 

Communist Party and the left wing and it has clearly » 

1 
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exposed the traitorous leadership" of "official" trade 

unionism. To the YCL itirinain significance was as "the 

precursor' of similar and greater mass struggles of working 

68 [class youth." The party took solace in the fact that the 

Hamilton strike had really been its^irst experience of 

independent leadership; better results could be expected 

once the.organizational apparatus of mass struggle was in 

full wording order. The major shortcoming had been the 

absence of "some organized channels through which help may 

69 be sent in immediately" to support embattled workers. 

The answer was to Jraild rapidly a Canadian section of the 

.WIR, which as Rose Shelley later explained would "activize 

all workers in such strikes and ... send relief immediately 

... strengthen the bonds of solidarity between the Canadian 

workers of the .world [sic] ... instill class consciousness , 

into larger andT .ever larger sections of the working class 

... [and] unite the workers who receive relief with those 

who give this relief in the strong bonds of Working Class 

70' ' ' * * 
Solidarity." In February 1930 the party duly formed the 
— org.hiza.ibn. 71 

' This mode' of analysis would become increasingly 

familiar as the "third period" progressed. In essence it 

said: the Comintern line is irreproachable and only-has to 

be "'correctly" applied. At Hamilton, Communists applied 

the line meticulously - with the. single exception that they 

http://org.hiza.ibn
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72 ' shied away from encouraging rank and file control. But 

was defeat simply the result of organizational inadequacies? 

The answer has to be in the negative. The crucial feature 

of the "class against class" line was the insistence on 

Communist leadership and total* exclusion of so-called 

"social fascists" during class Struggles. In political 

terms, this would only have made sense had there been any 

•alidity to the Communists' analysis of the conjuncture; ,-

that is, if these really existed a revolutionary situation 

in which the party's "vanguardist" aspirations had, a chance. * 

of-fulfilment. Determining the presence of a "revolutionary 

situation" is rather precarious, but on any'objective 

analysis off the political and economic Context of 1929 it 

is impossible to sustain the thesis that such a situation,. 

was at hand. On the economic level there were 

indications that Canadian capitalism was not completely 

healthy, but little sign that the patient .was. a terminal 

case . More importantly, despite the handful of 

examples of industrial conflict used by the CPC to 

generalize a situation of imminent woirking class upsurge, 

Canadian workers remained very much on the defensive, 

whether they were well-organized proletarians with v 

militant traditions,*the Cape Breton miners for example, or 

unorganized mass production workers encircled by new 
« » 

technology and welfare capitalism. As strike figures for 

the period 1925-1929 show, the economic upturn brought no 
\' 
\ 

\ 



152,570 
224,212 
152,080 

53,833 
88,000 
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*" "clear pattern of rising working class militancy. Moreover, 

TABLE 3(i) STRIKES "AND LOCKOUTS IN CANADA, 1925-1929 

* 
YEAR NO. STRIKES NO. STRIKERS NO. STRIKE NO. S.D.s 

DAYS COAL MINING 

1925 86 28,919 1,193,281" 1,040,276 
1926 75 23,689 266,601 35,193 
1927 72 22,264 
1928 96 A 17,491 
1929 88 *• 12,672 

Source: Labour Gazette 

* 
although trade union membership began a slow revivals in 

that period, organized labour remained deeply divided in 

its national and international sections, soon, to be joined 

by the Communists' new left-wing centre. In such con

ditions striking workers, especially those who were 

simultaneously building the foundations of union organiz

ation, desperately needed every kind of external support. 

When Communists employed tactics that virtually guaranteed 

the absence of that support, they sacrificed the immediate 
* 

interests of the strikers for the sake of dubious political 

victories. "" v 

*• -

Any possibility that the CPC might have reconsidered 

its tactical approach to organizing the unorganized in the 

light' of the Hamilton strike was comprehensively shattered 

by the epochal events that followed. On 21 October, only 

three days after the strike was called off, the Wall Street 



, -12*-. / 

I-
stock market was hit by the first tremors of what a week 

later had become "The Crash", instantly., the . / 

reverberations reached out to North America's financial 

•* 74 

centres^ sending stock values tumbling. As the collapse 

progressed, Tim Buck has claimed, it worked an amazing 

75 
transformation on Communist morale. At precisely this/ 

( ' 

moment, 'the CPC Political Committee was considering a 

letter from the Red International of Labour Unions 

apparently insisting that there be no further delay in 

launching a centre of revolutionary, unions. At its meeting 

of 13 December, the Pol-Com finally decided to create the 

Workers' Unity'League, communicating its decision to the » 

party Trade Union Department which duly' endorsed it on 
76 

Christmas Day 1929. . 

K 
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' POSTSCRIPT s» . " 

» •* * J * 
$ In his study of the relationship between the CPUSA and the 

ii 

American labour movement historian Bert Cochran titled his 

chapter on the 1920s "A Decade of- Failure". The over

whelming burden of evidence presented here suggests that a 

similar assessment could be made of the CPC's efforts. Yet 
* * «* 

.it would be a mistake and an injustice to deny that, what-* 
t» 

,ever their political 'shortcomings, Canadian communists were 

serious"revolutionaries who resolutely.accepted numerous 

-unpopular and largely, thankless tasks, pursuing working 

class interests in areas left untouched by a passive labour 

establishment. These efforts, and why communists were 

willing to make them", deserve consideration; not least 

because in understanding them, we -can gain a firmer under- '' 

standing of why communists wefe willing to take on even / 
» { 

more strenuous tasks in'the iaeoraparab^y more difficult ) 
conditions of the early 1930s. 

, , Perhaps more than any other distinguishing character-

istic, what marked communists off from their political , 

rivals was their intransigent approach to political issues 

and relationships. In a hostile capitalist environment 

they gave unreserved support to the SovietfUhion ami •» 
• * * 

* "B* 

simultaneously waged unremitting.struggle against bosses, 

labour bureaucrats and every form of'bourgeois ideology, 

file:///PMCT
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especially as manifested in the working class. This 

quality was particularly marked in members who had moved to 

*•- the party from the OBU, and who often chafed under the 

tactical constraints of the united front, usually enforced 

.. - 2 
by Buck and\MacDonald. Three examples will make the 

point: (i) March 1922,.' Johanna Knight attacked Tom Moore 

at a meeting in the Toronto Labour Temple so viciously 

that even Jack MacDonald was appalled; (ii) .September 1923. 

At the TLC Convention in Vancouver Jack Kavanagh, standing 

firmly on the terrain of international working class 

solidarity and class consciousness, attacked the majority's 

support of "Asiatic Exclusion"!and, despite threats of 

expulsion, insisted that the TLC should concern itself 

solely with the task of organizing British Columbia's 

Japanese and Chinese workers, many of ..whom, he added for 

good measure, "had a bettef understanding of working class 

solidarity than many.of the labour fakirs who continually 

attend this Congress..*; (iii) November 1923. Malcolm 

Bruce precipitated the rejection of *his application1 for 

membership in the UBCJ and the repudiation of the CPC by 

the Toronto District Labour Council by writing an 
3 

editorial for The Worker criticising Armistice Day« 

". \ 

A refusal to compromise political principles was not 

restricl^d to former-OBUers. No one was more 

intransigent than Cape Breton miners' leader J. B. 
/ ' 
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McLachlan, whose readiness to accept the bosses' gauntlet 

was only matched by his detestation of those who quailed 
4 

at the sight of it. McLachlan's co-worker in the United 

Mine Workers of America District 26, Joe Nearing; shared 

his repugnance for class collaboration, going so far as to 

describe as less than a man one miner who, signing himself 

"A Former Red", wrote to the Glace Bay Gazette to 
5 

repudiate his past and appeal for class harmony. In the 

partes early years, in fact, there was a general "catering 

to leftist sentiment" that often spilled over into overt 

sectarian personalization and, by the admission of one 

party organizer, retarded the formulation of policies 

6 
expressing immediate working class interests. At the same 

time, however, the depth of feeling that gave rise to 

intransigence apd sectarianism also drove communists into 

acts of remarkable -self-sacrifice. 

What,fthen, did it mean to be a CPC member? For rank 

and filers the implications of party membership depended on 

local "circumstances. All were expected to participate in 

trade union activity, read at least some socialist . 

literature,certainly read and if possible sell The Worker, 

display militant class conscidusness in industrial 

struggles and in expressing solidarity with workers in 

struggle elsewhere, and develop skills as public 

propagandists. If, however, like machinist George Powell, 
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» * 

* C ' * 

you were the only parU^rmember in your area (in his «ase 

Belleville, Ontario), you had less opportunity to carry out 

these tasks than, say, rank and filers in Toronto, 
7 N 

Winnipeg or Vancouver. If we consider only the issue of *-

trade union activity, we can see that the party's overall 

strategic failings did not prevent some party members from . 

actively building their unions: Jan Lakeman in the Railway 

Carmen; communisms generally in the Montreal, Toronto and 

Winnipeg garment unions; Tom McEwen in building branches of 

the Blacksmiths' .and Hod Carriers' Unions in Saskatoon; and 

Hugh Pynn in reviving the Hod Carriers' local in Halifax 

and doing "some work on the matter of organizing the 
8 /• * 

machinists and chauffeurs." ' 

CPC membership usually involved an element of risk and 

self-sacrifice-. . Victimization was a persistent hazard. It -

made no difference, for example, that R. A. MacDonald was a 

respected trade unionist who could list in his curriculum 

vitae the. presidency of the Nova Scotia Labour Party,' the 

Halifax Cooperative Society and ĥ s. branch of the IAM, 

not to mention- the secretaryship of the Halifax Trades and 

Labour Council? in 1924 the blacklist drove him back to his 
9 

native Cape Breton.. Lewis MacDonald ("Kid Burns") was 
m 

blacklisted for his part In the Alberta miners' sympathy 
(with the Cape Breton coalminers and steelworkers) strike 

in 1923 - and in 1926 received a,three year jail sentence 
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for his activities during the previous year's Drumheller 
10 . ' • 

coal strike . No doubt the 1920s saw many hundreds of 
-» • 

labour activists victimized who were not communists. But 

party membership was clearly a»'a*dded liability: in 1925 

the £ 

jobs. 

the Saskatoon City Council banned communists from city 
11 

Among the other costs of party membership were 

financial self-exploitation and the disruption of family 

life. The constant financial demands of party life must 

have weighed heavily on men and women who, as the Maritime 
12 Labor Herald succinctly put it, had "not too much cash" . 

A sense of the demands involved can be gleaned from a report 

of a Worker subscription drive in Winnipeg in November 1926: 

"The campaign ... was held under great difficulties, 

because the comrades were busy collecting money for the 

election, for the Ukrainian Labour News, for the Furriers' 

Union strike and British miners at the same time." 

''Nevertheless, #151 was raised for the ever-impoverished 
13 ' 

party paper. Financial strain and domestic strain went 

hand in"hand. In Winnipeg Jacob Penner spent so much o f 

his personal money on party work and on assisting municipal 
» .. 

constituents that his wife was "struggling ... she just 

could not make ends meet." When she pleaded with Tim Buck 

to help her situation, he "gave her one of- those 
14 paternalistic lectures on sacrifice." So great were the 

\ . v 
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time demands on party members - particularly on the 

leadership - that there was a conscious downplaying of 

domesticity. Annie Buller was almost apologetic about her 

unusually warm family life. She wrote to Joe Wallace: 

"comrades that are hard-boiled credit me with being too 

much attached to them'[her husband and son], but you are 

what you are and the things that please you, you hold on 
» 
15 to." In his autobiography Tom McEwen admitted to the 

"belated realization" that his decision to become a party 

full-timer was'taken with inadequate regard for the 
t 

"neglect, sacrifice, and of±.en extreme hardship and * 

opprobrium" that would be his young, children's lot. " One' 

of the few concession.s the party made to the contradictory 

demands of family life was to have the same duea for 

t 
married couples as for individuals;*when bolshevization . * 

. *' ' • > 1 7 

forced couples into separate branches, each-paid half-dues* 

Belatedly, at least in Toronto, the* party accepted \ .<-

responsibility for coping with domestic problems, and appointed a "troubleshooter"* to deal with them A A married 

man himself, he took his job so seriously that his own 

• » 18 r 

domestic situation suffered. 

For the party leadership these pressures were magnified. 

When rank and file members ̂ became 'full-timers they, invariably 

suffered a substantial reduction in living standards. Before 

Tom Ewan became District 7 (Manitoba/Saskatchewan) organizer 
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• * 

in "1927 he had been a highly skilled blacksmith, a multiple-

prize winner at the Saskatoon Fair and "one of the higheBt 

• 19 "X - «* 
paid mechanics in Western Canada." Tim Buck's pride „in 
his work as a skilled machinist comes through strongly in 

20 ' > 

his autobiography. And Jack MacDonald, a pattern-maker, 

worked in one of the most skilled of all the metal trades; 

his prominence as a union delegate on the TDLC and as"1 Vice 

President of the Toronto Metal Trades Councj.1 may have had 
* 21 

something to do with his reputation' as a craftsman. .All 

had to exchange craftsmen'sewages for party salaries that 

"were never high and often hypothetical. 

Even more than the rank and file, leaders had to live 

up to the requirements of membership in a "Party of Action". 
i 

Having pilloried the marxist intellectuals of the 

Socialist Party of panada (SPC) for their alleged 

reluctance to leave the ivory tower of discussion and study, 

they were obl4ged to immerse themselves in the class 
22 struggle wherever it could be found. Hugh Bartholomew, 

for example, was uprooted from his job as the party's first 

Western Canadian organizer, to go to Nova Scotia in the-

.winter of 1922-23. His tasks were to strengthen the party 

among the miners 'and assist local communists in the 

organization of the Sydney steel plant, -at the time Canada's 

largest. ' After identification by the local authorities as 
* * , 

a ..particular threat to Besco's interests, however, he was 
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23 withdrawn and replaced by Tom Bell and Malcolm Brufce. 
v 

The summer of 1923 found him on a three-week organizing 

tour of the Crow's. Nest Pass, during-which he addressed 

meetings in no fewer than eleven centres: Drumheller, - . 

Lethbridge, Coalhurst, Michel, Fernie, Belleview, Hillcrest, 
, . 24 ** 

Blairmore, Coleman, Calgary and Nordegg. Another tire-

less organizer was Beckie Buhay, whose redoubtable 

presence at picket lines and workers' meetings resulted in 

25 " the recruitment of numerous, militants. On one visit to 

Winnipeg in November 1926 she spoke atL ten meetings in 

sixteen days. The range of her topics, including such 

titles as "The New Russia", "Who Owns Your Mind?", "women • 

and Communism", and "Canada and British and American 

Imperialism", suggests the intellectual cum propagandist 

qualities expected of party leaders. 

As Tim Buck has observed, the mode of travel on such 

organizing trips was usually in keeping with the state of 

the party exchequer. Returning from Drumheller to Toronto, < 

he "rode all the way ...on one load of coal on a hopper, 

an open box car. You can imagine' what my clothing was 

like ... If you didn't try to ride pn a passenger train in 

the blind baggage, or in the "baggage car of the freight 

train ... so long as you didn't get inside anywhere", the 

, 27 
police gave you no trouble. Conversely, the most 

favoured party leaders could look forward to a trip to the 

t 
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Soviet Union and residence in the relative comfort of the 

Luxe Hotel.' Such material benefits, however, can hardly 

have compensated' for the physical and emotional * 

deprivations. 

One of the few compensations'-for all party members was 

"the immense strength which ... [they] drew from the con

sciousness of being soldiers in a single international" 

army, operating ... a single grand strategy of world 

29 revolution." ' Canadian communists temporarily depressed 

by the failure of the Canadian masses to rise could always 

look to the "Mecca" of the revolution, to have their hopes 

rekindled. Lenin and the bolsheviks, Moscow and inter

nationalism, were at the heart of much of their culture. 

In the first issue of The Worker the 51 year old Lenin was 

already "the Grand Old Man of the Revolution", the 

30 
patriarch in whose spirit all comrades had to work. The 

anniversary of his death (24 January 1924) immediately 

joined May Day and the anniversary, *of the October Revolution 

as the main holidays in the party.calendar. All three 

occasions provided opportunities to affirm the "bonds and 

obligations of proletarian internationalism, a concept 

which, as the" 

failed to inform ethnic relationships within the party. 

Nevertheless, the 800 Windsor area workers who attended the 

Ninth Anniversary celebrations of the revolution did 

bolshevization debate suggested, usually 

•i 
«*• 
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symbolize the simultaneous honouring and transcendence of 

cultural diversity that was one of the most compelling 

attractions of international coTttnunism. They heard speeches, 

poetry, music and song in Ukrainian,-Finnish, Yiddish and 

Ehglish, before these and othet languages united in the 

singing of "The Internationale". The entire audience then 

decaftpe"d to finish the evening in comradely fashion with a > 

banquet in the Jewish Freiheit Club. 31 

> If the party failed to, give sufficient emphasis to 

this ethical dimension of*party life - and belittled those 

who gave it" Importance - it was trying in other areas to 

build working class organization and consciousness with* 

'virtually no help from the official trade union movement. >» 

i / 
For example, in the early 1920s the party tried to organize 
the unemployed at the local level and"on a national basis. 

* * 

This attempt was both reformist, in that it sought 

immediate municipal relief provision and the passing of a 

federal unemployment insurance bill, and revolutionary, in 

that it sought to educate the unemployed "in regard to the 
4 

social and- economic causes of unemployment and the policies 

which must be advocated to secure even an approximate 

remedy" and to "prove a disruptive force in the vitals of 

capitalism"„. In 1925 the Unemployment Association of 

Canada, according to its Secretary A. E. Smith, had 4,000 

members. But the- c-ojfeination of a sharp economic upturn 
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and police infiltration during that year led to the 

organization's rapid decline. 

i 

The CPC also made faltering efforts to integrate 

women into the working class movement. Within the party 

itself women's work was not a priority. In'her report to 

the Fourth National Convention of the party in 1925 

Florence'Custance claimed it was,the "least understood" of 

all party activities . Custance later observed that the 

party's weakness in this area was due to limited resources, 

but it was also the case that neither of the party's other 

two leading women comrades, Annie Buller and Beckie Buhay, 

shared her enthusiasm for * special" ̂-jork with women, 

tWr despite having been feminists in tHWr pre-communist days. 

Through the 1920s the CPC failed to carry out the-Comintern's 

1922 directive to organize a special apparatus for women's 

work, which therefore depended on local initiatives. One 

^ place where there was some promising activity.was Montreal, 

where in 1925- around 8 party members were enrolled in a. 

study group reading August Bebel's Women and Socialism. 

. Members of the group were encouraged to write essays and 

speak, and "four new comrades" had been blooded on public 

platforms. The party had little^strength .among women 

industrial workers, although members were selling The 

Worker and the Kamf in'their workplaces whenever possible. 
• ' •" - ' 

It had substantially mote influence- among "bourgeois" 
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women's organizations, such as the Consumers' League and 

Mothers' League, but it& work here was restricted by a lack 

*. . 35 -
or appropriate literature. 

The question of work in,"bourgeois" women's organiz

ations reflected the. lack of an articulated strategy on 

women. Beckie Buhay, for one, was absolutely opposed to 

any such deformation of the united front. In her view 

"nothing" could be gained from it. "Let us", she"urged, 

"only work in pure proletarian circumstances." Then"rather 

confusingly.added: "Of course, the more reactionary [the 

circumstances] the more necessary our work, but in my ^ 

opinion we lean only reach the masses by keeping the work on 

strict mass lines and by giving a more Communist 
36 * 

orientation to it." Over time a working compromise was 

reached: most women's work was carried out through the 

Women's Labour Leagues, which were neither "pure 

> proletarian" nor "bourgeois". 
* a 

Women's Labour Leagues took their name from the women's 

section of the British Independent Labour Party. They 

developed' in Canada during and immediately after World 

War I, acting sometimes as agencies for-working class 

participation in the women,'s- suffrage movement, sometimes 

as Labour party auxiliaries, and increasingly as advocates 

*£pf women's specific interests both in the home and the 

workplace . Under the influence of Florence Custance, % 
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Secretary of the Toronto WLL, the 12 Leagues dotted through-

out the country agreed to form a Canadian Federation in 

1924 . From that point on.the WLL ca&ne Under increasing 

communist influence. Already, however, it had been 

identified as "a political body and a wing of the Workers' 

Parity" and refused the Trades and Labour Congress.'s 

endorsement on the grounds that "existing trade unions'made 

ample provision for membership of women workers and there

fore theiE* was no necessity for women to organize 

separate^" ; that - rather contradictorily - the TLC 

already enjoyed a fraternal relationship with the American-

based National Women's Trade Union League (NWTUL); and that, 

as'the Congress's Committee on Constitution and Law put it, 

"if women workers were taking full advantage of [the] 

opportunity to org^aize they would be represented by 

delegates of their own sex at Conventions of this "Congress." 

These arguments were as dishonest as they were com

placent. Not only did the NWTUL lack any presence in 

Canada (although it hoped to establish one), Mabel Leslie, 

its fraternal delegate to the TLC 1924 convention, urged 

the Canadian unions to find-"new ways" of .organizing women. 

Moreover, the Congress Committee that chided the apathy of 

women workers contained delegates from the carpenters' and 

moulders' unions, both of which prohibited female member-

39 shipi ' That many trade unionists rejected the TLC 
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leadership's rationalizations of non-support was shown by 

the closeness of the 1923 endorsement vote - 76 to 66 - and 

by Tom Moore's personal assurance*that "there would be no 

interference with the local TLC's encouraging the movement 

to the extent of accepting their affiliations and having 

40 delegates." Nevertheless, it was clear that the.TLC's 

general outlook was hostile and that some of the anti-

communist mud slung at the WLL had stuck. Its future, 

therefore, as#a national working women's organization was 

-always likely to prove uncertain. 

At the founding conference of- the WLL Federation the 

delegates worked out a detailed programme of aims and 

reforms. Their paramount aim was the unionization of women 

workersr of whom they claimed only 1 per cent were organized. 
. -Ma, a 

They also sought to establish the Federation as a real 

national body, a'nd to combat the image of women purveyed by 

the bourgeois press. Among the reformsVthey sought were 

equal pay -for equal, work, state non-contributory 

unemployment insurance with no discrimination between male " 

and female unemployed* two months leave of absence before 

and afj;er childbirth, the appointment of women factory 

inspectors, the extension of mothers' allowances, and 

greater state provision of maternity homes, clinics and 

41 nurseries. Although impeccably reformist, this programme 

was also hopelessly ambitious in a period when "Government, 
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, the judiciary, the church, business, and the press regarded 

42 the free enterprise system as sacrosanct." And, i£ might 

be added, when the TLC leadership had largely agreed to 

tailor its reformist programme to the snail's pace of 

43 W. L. Mackenzie King's. Part of^the WLL programme was 

taken' up by the CLP, into which .the various Leagues 

channelled muon of their energies, but the CLP itself was 

S " 44 

politically irrelevant. 

In practice,-WLL work was localized and more'modest*in 

scope. Much of it was of a Social nature,_ with numerous 

whist drives, dances, socials and "affairs".. Educational 

work was also emphasized. Once *a month the New Aberdeen 

Women's Labour Club devoted its weekly meeting to "purely 

educational work"-, usually consisting of a political talk 

by stfch notable local radicals as J. -Bk McLachlan and Joe 

45 V ^ 
Nearing. "The Montreal WLL had fortnightly, lectures with 
an emphasis on "working women's education". The Toronto 

' - • M 

WLL took a more catholic approach, its 1928 lecture 

schedule&ncluding talks by representatives of the Minimum-
46 * Wage Board and Workmen's Compensation Board. The purpose 

of political and social education Was to-% augment a general 

effort to prepare women for "an active and effective part" 
# 

In the labour movement. Club activities were organized to 

giVe women .confidence in speaking, writing and administrat

ion, thereby helping "counteract all the in^ences that J 

tend towards keeping -working women docile and therefore the 
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apt tools of the employing class and .the forces of . . 

47 * 
capitalism." 

Local Leagues participated in election campaigns, 

anti-war activities, strike solidairity, union drives and 

lobbying f W female suffrage in Quebec. One area of 

activity conrmon to* most of, the Leagues was agitation for 

improvement and enforcement#of Minimum Wage Laws in women's 

employment. As early as* 1922 .the Toronto WLL was protesting 

the inadequacy of the minimum wage schedule and accusing the 

labour representatives on the Ontario MwB of being **' 
# 

48 
unsympathetic to women workers* In December 1924 the WLL 

A organized a strike of 25 chambermaids at Toronto's King 

Edward Hotel. The Strike was unsuccessful, but Florence 

Custance later took the girls' case before the MWB in an 

49 
appeal for payment of unpaid.overtime. it is not clear 

whether Custance won̂ tliis* case, but over the next two yearp 

the WLL successfully sued on numerous occasions for payment 

of arrears. Its success, however,vproduced a dilemma. In 

the absence of effective trade unions the MWB did offer * 

some protection to young women workers; at the same time,it 
» ' '" ' * . - * , 

tended to convince many of the women workers that unions 

were unnecessary. The WLL's answer was to continue using 

the MWB while adopting a more critical attitude towards it, 

and emphasizing the Superiority of workers•" self-

organization over the ambiguous guardianship of the state. 

/ 
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Another of the Toronto League's most significant 

campaigns \Concarned the issue bf birth control. Since the 
i 

early days of. the CPC this issue had been interpreted in 

w class terms. The family, the party argued, was -for many 

workers an iridispensable barrier to the dally brutality of 
*F 

capitalism. Yet because of capital's need to reproduce its 

'source of profit,.it deprived workers of the capacity to 

.organize reproduction, setting up "a wail ... with uplifted 

hand and pious horror" whenever- the working class sought to 
• * 51 

savail itself of methods the bourgeoisie took for granted. 
* * # 

In the 1920s abortion was still a criminal act in Canada, 

carrying a maximum 7 year sentence for anyone involved, in 

procurement. Despite this, the WLL's Woman Worker claimed, 

"we all know in a vague sort of way that abortion i« one of 

the/most common practices, and women take their lives in 
^ 52 

' their hands when they permit it to their persons." The 

arrest ,of two Toronto doctors in 1927 provoked the League 

•into a major campaign for the decriminalization•of 

abortion and the organization of birth control clinics by 

• municipalities. It won the support pf the TPDLC for both ' 
m 

demands, pursued them into the Social Hygiene Council and 

lobbied provincial Minister*of Health and Labour, -Forbes 

' Godfrey, He, however, "treated the matter as a joke ... 

his remarks -gere light and frivolous - how he would like 

:KB -gere 

[Tory prot4|HfeL] Premier-Ferguson to hear us I" The 

campaign was responsible for a substantial increase in the 

file:///Concarned
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League's Toronto membership in 1927-28, but most of the new 

members fell away when the issue was dropped: "The work of 

54 tt̂ g General Labor Movement failed to hold them." 

Despite the fluctuations of.the WLL's Toronto member

ship, it appears that nationally the organization was 

growing. From 12 branches and 1,000 members in 1924, it 

claimed 56 branches and 2,500 members in 1928. There is a 

paucity of hard sociological data on the Leagues, however, 

and only tentative inferences can be offered on its social 

composition. Most of the members were working class house

wives, although in Toronto the abortion issue drew in 

numerous professional women who preferred independence to 

"the drudgery of domestic life" and who gravitated to the 

55 v 

WLL to overcome a sense of isolation. Most members were 

not CPC members: in the Toronto "Ehglish" League in 1930 

there was only one communist among twenty members; and in 

the same city's Jewish League five of forty members were 
•. EC. 

• also in the party. An increasing number of WLL members 

were Finns. Of 20 branches reporting to the Annual Report 

on Labour Organization in Canada for 1927, eleven had 

British-Canadian executives, seven were Finnish, one was 

Jewish and one had a mixed Jewish-British leadership; in 

1928, with 17 branches reporting, the fjgjures were eleven 

Finnish, four British-Canadian, and two Jewish. In 

Montreal there was a declining number of British-Canadian 
!58 members and a total absence of French Canadian women. 
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By the end of the 1920s the WLL Federation mirrored 

the women's wing of the party, predominantly Finnish and 

overwhelmingly, restricted to housewives. Its main aim of 

organizing and recruiting women workers had not been 

-. -achieved, largely because in the absence of adequate 

financial backing from the general labour movement it was 

almost entirely dependent on thef limited resources of a 

party which did not itself see the organization of women as 

* J an immediate priority. Moreover, in 1927-28 the League 

suffered two blows that severely hampered-its work as a 

national organization, in November 1927 the TDLC joined in 

the anti-communist drive by ruling, after more than five 

years' affiliation, that the WLL was*ine,ligible. And .in-

October 1928 Florence Custance, suffering from physical 

exhaustion," fell ill and was ordered to rest completely 

for three months; she never recovered and died in July ^ 

1929. On her death the National Committee of the WLL T 

Federation ceased to function - adding .support to the 

suspicion that the CPC never, gave her the assistance she 

. .60 deserved. 

* 

Brief mention should also be made of the CPC's 

disproportionate contribution in organizing solidarity for 

workers in struggle. According to J. B. McLachlan the 

party's support of the Cape Breton strikes was absolutely ' 

unparalleled. In 1922 Halifax communists used their 

influence among the unemployed'to delay the recruitment of 
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a special police force. In 1923 Drumheller communists 

led the only group of workers to answer McLachlan's appeal 

62 ' 

for a general sympathy strike. And in 1925 the CPC was 

the only body coordinating a national solidarity appeal for 

the embattled Cape Bretoners. Also in 1925, the CPC 

took the lead in organizing the Canadian Labour Defense 

League (CLDL), initially to provide legal and financial 

assistance for miners arrested during strikes for 
* 

recognition of the Alberta-based Mine Workers' Union of 
64 

Canada. Communists were also active throughout the 

British General Strike and subsequent six-months miners* 

strike. In that particular struggle the CPC's contri

bution was only one part of a generalized Canadian „ 

expression of solidarity; even the TLC offered an 

uncharacteristically militant defence of trade union inter-
f eg 

nationalism. This last qualify, however, was conspicuously 

absent during strikes called by the dissident UMWA "Save 

the Union" "movement in Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia 
>er< in 1927-28. Around these strikes the CPUSA cooperated with 

socialist militants such as John Brophy and Powers^Hapgood. 

In Canada the CPC ma*e a major attempt to generate ̂ a broad 

United front support movement; J. B. McLachlan sat on the 

central National Miners' Relief Committee. But while a 

degree of unity did develop - secretary of the Toronto , 

Miners'•Relief Committee was Jean Laing, President.of the 

IAM Women's Auxiliary and future CCF member - the party's 
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prominence at a time when the international unions were 

becoming increasingly anti-communist was a sufficient pre-

67 t*M' 
text for denying support, £' 

As we have seen," the xiecisidn*%6\form a revolutionary 

trade union centre in. Canada was taken by the Comi ntern and 

foisted on the CPC. Nevertheless, the assertion of 

independence from the* reformist labour movement undoubtedly 

came as a relief to communists who had chafed kinder the 

strain of working inside the international unions. That 

Malcolm Brupe should welcome the ""New Line" was predictable 

enough;* but eyen Jack MacDonald, allegedly the personnifi-

cation of the "right danger" in the party, saw il-/ as a 

chance to break fr̂ ee of the TLC bureaucracy's shackles. 

Communists had seen the labour movement shift from apathy 

and inertia to hostile activity - but against them, not 

capital. Their faith in the rank'and file, which in many 

instances had resisted the bureaucracy's attacks, remained 

undiminished; equally, their jaundiced view of the 

bureaucracy's irredeemably treacherous character was con

firmed. Their own leadership qualities, honed in attempts 

to organize women and the unemployed, build* solidarity for 

workers in struggle and generally sustain- a beacon of 

revolutionary socialism in the organized working class, , 

would be given full rein as organizers of the unorganized. 

There were, in short, solid domestic factors which 
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increased ̂he"~par ty f s receptivity to the "third period" 

strategy: the lather's fundamental sectarianism connected 

with\a native Canadian strain rooted in the individual 

•communist.* s. readiness to commit her/himself, body and soul, 

to the working class cause. With no labour bureaucracy 

intervening between the party and the mass of the 
» 

'-̂  unorganized working class, and in a period when workers 

not only needed support and leadership more than ever but 

were believed to be open to revolutionary politics, there 
* •&>* 

was every)prospect that the party's revolutionary virtue 
. '* * i 

would be-rewarded.• , i • 

l\ 
. \ 
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CHAPTER FOUR * ' 

TRIAL AND ERROR: THE WORKERS' UNITY LEAGUE, 1930-1933. 

t 

"History has ... decreed that Moscow will ultimately * 

triumph." Tom Ewari', The Worker. 28 June 1930 

."... so much to do and so little to do it with." 

Tom Ewan, Toronto,, 12 July 1931 

,"If you can just"curse without getting discouraged and try 

other methods and try again, then I guess that makes you a 

good Bolshevik." 

George Drayton, Vancouver, 10 July 1931 

I * 

The £irst phase of the Workers' Unity League (WUL) years 

coincided precisely with the slump years of the great 

depression. To a great extent the stea<fc* decline of the 

Canadian (and world) capitalist economy, by simultaneously 

placing tremendous power in capital's hands and depriving 

\ the working class of much of its capacity for resistance, 
\ ' - ' * * 

Idefined the,limits and possibilities of class struggle down 

.to the economic nadir of winter 1932-33. j^ftough- workers 

aggressive managerial-control, 
conditions and wage cuts, the unequal 

s forges permitted only sporadic 

Y 
t^ym^+tpM,. *Jffoi„, Hĵ t,.. 
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resistance. Communist attempts to tilt the balance back 

towards the working class were often temporarily and 

partially successful, but were ultimately defeated by 
to 

material' conditions that at best made possible the pre

paration *of a counter-offensive, not the decisive battle 

that the left hopefully anticipated. Politically, this 

phase was defined by the tension between party hopes and 

structural realities. Here ,1 examine briefly the state>6f 

the economy in the slump years, the impact of mass 

unemployment on working class attitudes; and the .efforts of 
V 

* "+ • • 
the WUL-to seize what it believed were revolutionary 

* * . 
opportunities. I try to give a broad view of the rahge of 

WUL activities, but provide two detailed case studies of 

particular interventional These are. particularly useful in 

delineating the development of WUL, tactics away from the 

extreme- "ultra-l«B*ism" of 193.0-31* 

- i 

** Th,e collapse of the wheat industry in 1929 provided * 
• -

Canadians with a glimpse into-the future. One 'economic 

analyst, writing when the agricultural situation "was still 

"somewhat uncertain1*, predicted that a erop of under''500 

'million bushels would represent disaster, in the .event, 

production fell from 566 million bushels^in 1928 to 293 

idlltoh, i*n 1929^ With the value'of wheat exports falling " 
» -

from £428 million to £21$ million,, the effect was felt "in 

so many different lines. The transportation companies had 
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' . . ' • • - 1 
so much less"\o carry; the steamship lines particularly 

T 
adapted for that trade had little business, and when they 
did get it they had nowhere to unload, as the- terminal 

** 
elevators were full* The shipbuilders and repairers had 

little business because*-the ships-were not moving. Nearly" 

every industry was in one way or-another affecteo.." 

Economic decay proceeded to permeate the entire structure of. 

Canadian "̂ .ndjlstrial capitalism, more or less unopposed by 

politicians who expected the downturn to be of tbrief 
. * '. "1 " * * ̂  

duration. Some, like former Prims Minister Robert BordenT 
• • • • ^ ' \ ' . 

welcomed the depression as °an opportunity to clean out a 
\* - ' -

system riddled'with "wastefulness ... a vice of the North" 

,and reestablish the eternal"values of hard work and thrift. 
- ' r*- ,,! * 

But over*all, Canadian, politicians and economists! were no 

more Ijl inker ed than their counterparts elsewhere, who 

almost uniformly employed.the(Standard ndstrums of balanced 
- « - • •». » . * • . - " • • i 

- budgets ana reduced public 'spending, mixing in a strong dash 
' * "* v " 

of economic autarchyT R. B*. #Be.nnett's plan to'"blest" -
Canadian products info world markets by means of an^• ' • 

? A ^ \ * ' 

increased ̂ -triff A& easy to slight, but at the time mo^e -V 
* i t . ••', ' , 

\ • than one nation was reacting„in like manner against^he " 

economic nationalism of the United States", enshrined in* the, 
• • - 3 

Smoot-Hawley tariff;bf spring 1930. 
v ' . - _. « - t 

, > Nevertheless, Bennett.'s acono*fcc policies did nothing 

to'halt <the alump of^an%economy heavily depenllent dn'over-
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\ 

«ie seas trade and raw materials' exports. One-third of 

national income in the 1920s .came from overseas trade, and 

two-thirds of that amount came from commodities which • 

proved particularly susceptible to falling prices. As 

Table 4-1 indicates, all export prices fell by 40 per cent 

-between 1929-33; the fall in farjm export prices was no less 

than 70 per bent. * * "* 

Table 4-1 * „ 

CANADIAN ECONOMIC INDICES IN THE SLUMP YEARS (1929=100) 

*-\_' 

YEAR' 

1929 

1930 

'1931 

1$32 

. 1933 

Source: 
* * 

EXPORT 
PRICES 

100 

84 

66 

60 

*60 

• 

Internatipj 
Employment 

INDUSTRIAL EMPXOY-
PRODUCTION MENT 

100 100 
» 

85 y 95 

71 86 , 

58 ' 74 ' 

61* 70 

rial Labour Office, Public 
(Montreal, 1946), 179 

NATIONAL 
INCOME 
(#m) 

t 
#5,300 

4,500 

3,600 

2,800 * • 
* 

2,700 

Investment- and 
. 

. t 

¥. 
The labour market quickly contracted. Totally reliable1 

* * • * * . , 

figures,on unemployment levels are unobtainable-, but the 

general dimensions of thjyproblem ate'clear enough. By > •* 

January 1930,"- Tprontb Political--Econcmy Professor G. _A. J ••* Pofttj 

Jackeon estimated, there,were already almost ;3Q^,Q00 jobless? 

.» . 4. 

'~J: 
".according to Harold Innis, the numbers had «_isen to 500^000 

by the middle of-1931; arid- by the ̂ arly'months of 1933, it 
. . . ' < • ' , » v. 

• * ' - J L 

A 
*H 
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is generally agreed, more than 700,000 Canadians were 

unemployed, slightly' more than .30 per cent of the total 

4 workforce. 

As always, unemployment was an effective enforcer of 

labour discipline. "The traditional unions, for the most 

part, recognized their limits, devoted their resources to 

maintaining their members in good standing, and avoided 

quixotic temptations."5 In other words, they carried on 

where they left off in the 1920s. There was considerable 

, common sense in their acquiescence: to strike when there 

were thousands of workers desperate for work was a risky 

business. Hence craft unionists - railroaders, printers, 

"building workers - could 'only grit their teeth as their wage 

rates fell in line with the economy (Table 4-1 "TJ ;\ 

, Unorganized mass production workers were in an even 

more precarious position than the unionized minority. 

Massive -reductions in prices and output»accentuated existing 

problems of excess capacity, accelerated the trend towards 

•"increasing concentration in the more efficient"lower cost 

mills" and factories, and vastly increased managerial 
' 7 ' i *' . v 

control of the workplace. To take just one example, the 

automobile industry in this period finally, became, completely 

American-owned and increasingly dominated by General 
•*"*•— 8> 

" Motors, Ford and Chrysler. Along with other mass product-
- ibn workers,*auto workers were often recent immigrants, 

•t 
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Table 4-II 

NEW CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS AWARDED IN CANADA 19*29-1933 (#n).* 

AND CHANGES IN THE WAGE RATES OF SELECTED TORONTO BUILDING 
\ 

CRAFTSMEN 1930-1933** 

1929 

f 

CONTRACTS £576m 

PLUMBERS 

BRICKLAYERS 

ELECTRICIANS 

CARPENTERS 

• 
PAINTERS 

1930 
« 

£4 57m 

1.38* 

1.35 

U.25 

1.10 

.85 

1931 

#315 

1.25 

1.10 

1.25 

1.1© 

.85 

1932 

*133m 

i'.oo 

1.10 

1.00 

.90 

.83 

Sources: * ILO. Public Investment and Full © 
** International Labour Re view. 1931' 

1933 
i 

^ 7 m 

.85 

' .90 

1.00 

.80 

.70 

% 
decline 

39 

33 

20 

27 

18 

iplovment, 185 
-137- • 

mainly semi- and unskilled, and completely unorganized; 
-,\ ' ' 

thei*"̂  Submission to rising managerial demands and worsening 

labour conditions was relatively easy to achieve, their 

f * «> 
unionization concomitantly difficult.. 

Given such unfavourable circumstances, the left's human, 

resources were always going to be stretched to the limit. 

If-the organization of the unorganized was to be realized,' < 

decisive action by a united party -would Tg(e vikai. Yet as " r 
the internal history of .the CPC' in 1928-/29 had-demonstrated, 

# . 
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the party was far from uniteo.. And so it remained in 1930. 

All.through that year the new party leadership consolidated 

its control of the apparatus against the "right danger" of 

\"MacDonaldism". This ideological struggle, in which the 

pace-setters were the returned Lenin School graduates Sam 

Carr and Stewart Smith, had the desired results. By mid-

1930 MacDonald was no longer active in the party, and by 

March 1931 Carr was able to report to the Comintern that 

"MacDonald!sm" had been .virtually eradicated. 

Unfortunately, the ideological struggle had also devoured 

the rank- and file: although the party claimed a membership 
\ * • 
\ of 4,000, the real figure was 1,300, with a further 800 in 

9 
- the Young Communist League. Nevertheless, what remained of 

the party"seemed likely to be united on the major issues. 

It is important .to note the impact of the party's 
*" — 

factional struggles on the original' leadership cadre. • 
- - * * 

Already, by the mid-1920s several of the national leader-

* ship had left Canada (Jack Kavanagh to Australia, Joe and 
. * . i n 

Joanna Knighjb to the United States, Tom Bell to .Britain). .. 
... * _ 4 • 

The-events of 1929-30 accounted foir1Spector, MacDonald, - • -

Florence"\CU«tance,' "Bill Moriarty, Fred Shoesmith, Fred Peel 
_, , . - " . . " ' • 11 

,'•;and-Michael*Buhay., all of them Canadian. "Old Bolsheviks", 
h - ,- ' » • 

'rney also, accounted for an unknown number of rank and file 
• ' * ** * f. 

•«, an^-middle level^cadres. One-group of 20 Trotskyists 
included two, needle trade's' 'workers whp were members of the % 

*• ' **. , .t ' 

A - * 
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rtment i YGL National Trade Union Department and another who was 
12 Toronto YCL Agit-prop secretary. Undoubtedly the 

expulsions deprived the party of some of; its most capable 

younger elements who might have been expected to carry the 

organizational burden through the early thirties. This 

applied with even greater force to two established * 

organizers: J. B. Salfeberg and John Stokaluk. They were 

expelled as "rightists" who opposed the class against -

class line in the unions, and in Salsberg's case as "ghe of 

the pivotal parts" of a conspiracy/to split the partyr A a conspiracy/to 

The most significant consequence of .this draining away 

of the original cadre was that the party left behind was 

almost entirely new and untried. Only a handfuf of the 

•original leadership remained: Buck, Malcolm Bruce, Annie 

Buller, Beckie Buhay and' (although never national figures) i 

Alex Gauld and Jan. Lakeman. others who had come to" the fore 

in the mid-1920s, most notably Tom Ewan, were also . s 

available. But increasingly the-political character of the 

party was shaped by an infusion of new blood from the YCL: 
\ t. 

Carr,- Stewart Smith, John Weir, Sims, Murphy, Leslie Mortis,, 

Paul PhiAips and Charles Marriott ̂/t-p name just a few of 

the j&ore prominent (some who would>later gain, leading f 

* y » , »vf*\ * "* 
i « * * •*< ** 

positions were gaining their earliest experiences «a* this 

. juncture,^for.example Bill Kashtkn,. Oscar Ryan ("and Harry.' 

Binder):' "For 1bhe moat part, the political outlook of this 
* 
• « . v- • * • A . " 

n * 
I 

* i 

ft 

' * • „ . 
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group was shaped by a relative lack of industrial experience 

and, of at least equal importance, an almost exclusive 

training in the theory and practice off the post-Lenin 

Comintern. Several had undergone or»were undergoing the 

rite of passage* from the YCL through the, Lenin School 

/ 

national party leadership, in the.course of which 

participants were literally "schooled" in subservience to 

14 ->/ 
the Comintern line. For the YCLers Comintern publications 

/ ' / 
contained everything _,of relevance to the struggle /in 

15 " **' ' 7 / 
Canada. / / 

" ! I 
Older party leaders who. wished to retain their positions ' *- - " J 

had, to listen carefyully to, the collective voice of the Lenin 

School graduates. /Tom Ewan, for example, made the mistake of 

expressing doubts/about the advantageous "objective situation 

for union organizing when he- attended the Fifth RILU 

Congress in August 1930. After "continually harping on the 

lack of forces"I* he was abruptly cut off by Otto Kuusinen, 

Chairman of the\Comintern's Colonial Commission, who 

remarked that "IN EVERY INSTANCE THE WORKERS WILL SUPPLY THE 

FORCES." A Ewan returned from Moscow believing that there 

was a "favourable objective situation"; that the PftLU trade* 

union.line had to work, since I f it failed during a 

revolutionary crisis there- was clearly no hope ever for 

A • 
revolution; and that th$ party"*simply had to redouble its / 
efforts to find -"the. link" that woul£ fuse the stagnating 

u 
4 * > V 

-a*-"'- ,\ A„ " '"" " 
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WUL to the rising revolutionary consciousness of the 

Canadian masses.17 

- * • 

* I 

The pessimistic Ewan had a tighter grip on Canadian 

reality. Before he visited Moscow and for a considerable 

time afterwards, he could see. that the WUL was bedevilled * 

, by a dire shortage"of experienced organizers, the best of ' 

whom had to be continually, shuttled round the country on a 

more or less ad hoc basis. James Litterick, for example, a 
> * - -

widely-experienced militant from Scotland who had been 
""" . ' 

organizing the Vancouver unemployed since the late 1920s, *• 4 , 

"was sent to Montreal as District Organizer early-in 1931. ;" , 

He somehow surmounted the difficulty of speaking no French » 

and was sufficiently impressive in his new post to be moved 

to Toronto as Acting National Secretary* of- the WUL when 

Ewan was swept up. in the arrests of the CPC leadership in '* 

August 1931. r Harvey Murphy was despatched from the , - V/ 

National Steel Car strike to work-M^qth" lumber, workers in - / - , 

Port Arthur, where most of the Finns whooomiriated the , • / 

Lumber Workers* Industrial Union were as ignorant of, English * f 
as he was* of Finnish. But "somehow", Murphy rememb̂ r̂ d,,,, 

• - . . ***.'• * " 
"we got on." In 1930* he wasj»crved again," this time to the '" . 

" r • "*' ""'' * ' v* ' 

crow's.Nest Pass, where he established his reputation as a * 
" * i 19 - ' . * * • ' . " ' ' *i > 

dynamic organizer. r / ft ; 

A: 

f ^ _ , . 

"*. 

% 
in many instances organisers proved inadequate- or ', "-' , ' \ 

inappropriate. It vras" frequentlythecessary to send them - I 
- I * *• -

t - • . * • . 

.*• "* * 

V 

A '/^ "' i 

J- ' •... 
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into areas or industries "of which they had no experience. 

Toronto housepainter Izzy Minster, for example, was sent to 
- - - . , . *• 

• * •* 

Winnipeg as a garment workers' organizer; he was con-
*» • 20 spicuously unsuccessful. Hannes Sula, editor of the 

Sudbury Lumber Worker was appointed WUL organizer for" 

Calgary. Sula, however, "was not a speaker ... and was 
. < 

"actually afraid to do wofrk" outside the city. He also 

tended to be rather brusque in approach, and his "lack of 

tact" led to a number of resignations from the party." Not 
» 

all party members chosen for uprooting accepted the 

decision. William Silanpaa, a Nanaimo Finn-, doggedly 

resisted all Tom Ewan's efforts to have him move to Sudbury 

as National Secretary of the Lumber Workers' Industrial 

Union, eventually forcing Ewan to look elsewhere. 

*. . New members often found themselves accelerated into 

t . positions of responsibility despite lacking any real 

grounding in marxist fundamentals or organizing methods. 

English immigrant Stan Lowe gained his first political . 

experience as a rank and file feeraber of the Vancouver 

' , „" '. r National Unemployed Workers' Association (NUWA). After a 
' •- . - • *i^<» *» 1 i . • 

'» -• j "year*s apprenticeship h^,.j©ined\the Young Communist League -
' •*• *,, ItJi ks N '•** * '" 

i. . {YCL) early in 1§32, and tthereaf toer his.rise was"meteoric: 
\ ' , - , * ' \ 

V ,. I,became the organizer after about(tw6 meetings. 'I 
' s- - didn't know a damn thing really, Iwas just 

i interested t«• They were•anxious to get *hold of 
people and I was willing and wanted to do things 
... and about two weeks, later I found^myself on' / 

•>' the Provincial Executive, and then about brie .. , / », 
. » ' * ' - •- , . • , • / i ' 

V-.O . . . : - - • • . , * . 
r> . • * . \ i " v. • • , < 

/.. '. • » 
A 
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raeeting after that Dishnitski quit and I 
became the Provincial Organizer. 

t ' *• 

Pat Lenihan came to communism via Gustavus Myer's History 

of Canadian Wealth, the Worker, and observing oommunists at 

work among the unemployed in Vancouver. But he had never 

met a party member before he joined in Calgary in the spring 

of 193*0. He was immediately pitched full-time into 

organizing for the NUWA and Mine Workers' Union of Canada 

24* (MWUC). Other-new members proved leas adaptable. One 

Quebec communist wrote to Ewan expressing what must have 

been a common predicament. The first time he arranged a 

meeting at a contact'a home, he didn't "know really how to„ 

approach him":. 

you- see, I didn't want to be misunderstood and 
lose this contact. I, hope you will understand 
my situation ... I have no training., perhaps a 

r little bit too 'timid', always afraid of"making 
mistakes.' I wondered how to apprqach^him for 
- - - - hours! ' • 

When they finally met, he was so' tongue-tied and disconcerted ,' 

25 ' 
by his contact's silence that he achieved nothing. 

In a comradely reply Ewan observed that all organizers 

26 ' 
>jexperienced*feelings of inadequacy. But he was. rather 

less understanding when leading party members- failed to'meet 

their obligations. One such was Peaiie Morrfs, who was 

removed fran the editorship of the Worker to be sent as 
• ' ' * ' 
party District Organizer to' Winnipeg,' very much -against his -. 

, * . . ' • < \ , 
will. In Winnipeg he refused to fulfil M s ̂ obligations,, 

' " * ' • • 

/ 
{ 
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which included organizing a training school (one of his 

main concerns was the absence of a national programme of 

Marxist education for new cadres), and demanded to be 

returned to Toronto. When this, was rejected, he began a 

whispering ••campaign against the national leadership, Buck 

' in particular. The outcome was his suspension from all 

party duties and the^heginning of disciplinary proceedings. 

The Aegust arrests seem-to have saved him from ignominy.-

According to Ewan, Morris was an "unscrupulous liar" who 

was willing to work only "when he feels like it, and at 

what he feels like when the notion takes him." 

unfortunately, he added in a letter to Sam Carr, there were 

others who shared Morris' outlook - Oscar Ryan for one -

which was utterly intolerable when still others were , * 

"working their damn heads off; day and night trying to 

tackle the million and one jobs, seeing ourselves unable tp 

capitalize on the favorable objective situation that can 
r 

transfer our movement into a mass movement, and making a 

%. million errors simply because we have so much to do and so ' 
« 

_ j. little to do it with,**" ,\ * 

0 On another occasion, Ewan, swamped by overwork, pointed 
* * * 

'out' to ^Winnipeg, correspondent: "This WUL office is A ONE 
* ~• ' y " ^28 

MAN BUSINESS and the energies of one man are limited." 

. Virtually all 4pat EwanScould offer organizers on the ground 

was encouragement to wdrk harder. The organizers themselves 

- • ; • ' - • • * * % • 

; 
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were thrashing around, feverishly trying one method after 

another to find "the" link", to which Ewan had referred. 

Even experienced organizers such as George Drayton in 

Vancouver (widely considered thje most advanced centre of 

WUL activity) sought "some simple directions and guide for 
* * , * 

the members as to how to form a shop group, taking 

cognizance of the shop spies, the Black-list system, the 

backwardness of the workers, the national prejudice of the 

Native born workers and British born, and all the other 
obstacles which are stacked against us. .29 

\ 

This range of obstacles prevented the WUL from becoming 

in its first year anything more than "an idealistic,v 

? *' 30 * 

imaginary centre of 'hopes'." In fact, it barely got off 

the ground. In September 1930' Ewan returned from the RILU 

, Congress to find, that noone had assumed his responsibilities 
* * -

and organizing conferences for the new centre had still to \-
31 be held in Quebec and most of Western Canada. Although 
* 

Ewan quickly rectified these omissions, by the February 1931 

party plenum'he could report little progress on the h 

' industrial front. Plenum participants admitted that trade 01 

union work remained "as always almost entirely of a 

propagandist nature.1* The WUL suffered from "a chronic lack 

of forces", admittedly, but the main reason for its parlous 

•state was the resilience of "right -wing passivity ... 

paralyzing links with, the past.*! what was needed, the plenum 

• t 

/ 
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decided, was rapid assimilation of the "united-front from , 

below" strategy, which in its industrial application meant 

bolshevization $>lus a consistent rank and file approach to 

strike organization. During strikes it was essential that 

the WUL eschew "bureaucratic methods ... the authority of " 

the Party and the 'Party Vote'"in favour of broadly based, 

democratic strike committees. , The important -thing was to-

let political lessons flow out of industrial struggle. For 

workers "still a long.way from accepting the leadership of 

the CP", Swan observed, "our read is not to try and cram 

it all down their necks at once,- but to get'them interested' 
* --• - ' ** 

in the trade union movement ... Once started and firmly 
' established, the political character of the struggle 

32 ' 
manifests itself." . , „ 

• ^ ' " . ' '' 

On,paper it all looked so easy:' first stage - economic 

struggler second stage - political struggle. But the .trans

ition from conception to practice proved much more com- . 

plicated. ' Siaply reaching the first stage- was hard enough,* 

especially when organizers undermined their own strenuous 

efforts' by adopting ultra-left positions,. The YCL leader-

ship had a well-deserved reputation for coming- ap with the 

demands it thought workers should be making, rather than 

the ones they were actually prepared to make. One 15-year" 

old worker at the Dominion Textiles plant in Montreal 

pointed out, after "discussing [it] with, a few of ay * 
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- fellow, workers" /that shqp papers and leaf lets demanding a 

35-ihour week ̂ without wage reductions were not going to be 

taken seriously by workers who normally worked a 54-hour 
33 • * 

weak. His.point was generally ignored. After the 1?31 **** 
- • - . -

__ plenum the Toronto YCL turned enthusiastically "to the v
 # 

shojSs", and having established the textile industry as -its-

primary area of "concentration", they rushed out to leaflet 

at the shop gates, collared workers as they entered and left * 

the mills, and aggressively subjected them to a series of 

questions: why not 6r.gard.ze? why not join the YCL? why. 

not join the union? **0f course", YCL leader Paul Phillips 

later noted, ."the comrades forgot that there> is no such 

thing as a textile union." As. the Winnipeg YCL found when 

it concentrated on plant-gate meetings at the Wellwood Box 
factory, public agitation was of limited utility at a time 

• / • 

when any worker seen speaking to an organizer was virtually 
asking to be fired. < 

«.' 
Impatience with the working class was typical. 

Toronto YCLers spent two years familiarizing themselves with 

the conditions and grievances of rubber workers in the Gutta* 

Percha plant, .when the latter refused to take the strike**' •' 

action demanded by the YCL, the" Young Communists concluded' 

that they were satisfied with their conditions, labelled 

them "reactionary" and pulled out of the plant: two weeks 
- ' 36 

later they were out on strike, under the TDLC'a leadership. 
One of the main reasons why workers remained reluctant to 

* • " 
* t> 

) 

http://6r.gard.ze
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• i ) 

strike or eyjeii take any kind of industrial action was the 

very real possibility that they "would lose and/or be victimized. 

Yet when Swift Canadian moved promptly to dismiss three 

alleged WUL members at its Winnipeg packing plant 

.(ironically, only one of the three was a unionist), Tom 

Ewan wrote heatedly to the organizer Of the Packing House 

Workers* Industrial League that he should have called an 

immediate strike at the'plant. Certainly, Ewan observed, 

you do not provoke a strike when-you cannot win; but when 

provoked ̂ by any action of victimization oh the part of the 

boss ... Then we have on policy ... Strike."" That was where 

"the parting of the ways" occurred between the "old" and 

the "new" unionism. Moreover, no strike was ever completely 

lost; in tl*e long run every struggle developed new forces to 

' ' 38 
carry the struggle on to a higher stage. 

* 

This approach also influenced the WUL's response to the 

demands rank and\file workers thqaaelves proposed. The 

question of "seniority", for example, which became a major 

issue in the industrial union drives of the late 1930s,, 

Ewan dismissed out of hand.*. Once, a weapon against "boss-

class discrimination", it was now simply "the henroost upon 

which all the old scabby birds seek protection while the 
39 industrial coop is being cleaned out." This view -

•» 

effectively ruled out cooperation with a whole stratum of 

experienced skilled workers. The party took a similar 

stance on the question of work-sharing. In the Alberta j 

37 
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t' . 
coalmines, where>it was known as the "stagger-system", 

worksharing was seen by many miners as a class conscious 

alternative to mass lav-offa, - As one MWUC local secretary 
# - V 

put it, his members felt that "if we must starve then let 
40 us all starve together." Some locals were even willing to 

ŝ trikeyfor worksharing agreements.' What, then, was the' 

communist viewpoint? Total rejection. Even.after Malcolm 

Bruce was "roundly criticised without exception" for 

delivering a tirade against the "stagger system" at a May Day 

• demonstration in 1931, the party stuck to its guns: work-

sharing was a "quack remedy". . As Harvey Murphy argued, the 

miners' qnly answer was to struggle for non-contributory 

unemployment insurance and a guaranteed weekly wage regard-
•* . / '" * 42 •less of employment conditions. He neglected to intimate 

how they should live while fighting for these demands.* 

Throughout this period there was a recurring tension 

between the "pure", "correct" demands of the WUL and the 

actual concerns of the unorganized workers it sought to 

t mobilize. Over time, however, there was a gradual shift 

towards -greater realism in rhetoric and tactics. Public 

agitation at shop gates was not abandoned - it remained the 

best way of showing that the union existed - but speakers 

learn-ed not to approach individual workers in sight of the 

- plant. When they suspected that a certain^ worker was-

• beginning to respond, an organizer would be delegated to 

. * <A 
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visit the worker in his/her hdme. "In most*cases", one_ 

organizer later noted, "they got nothing but fear ... but 

out of a lot of hard work they'd maybe get two or three 

* "" 43 * 
workers in the plant." Around these workers a shop group 

r 
would be formed, often using the same "social" methods of 

\ 
A work. An informal coffee party in a worker's home would-be 

an occasion for drafting into the group new people whose. 

reliability had been, patiently established. Montreal and 

Toronto Young Communists ran "Textile Workers' Social Clubs" 

with dances, socials and sports, as transitional forms of 

organization/ Though these broadened the base-of union s 

support in the industry, they remained hard to place on an 

"industrial basis". \ ' 
* '" "' ' " - * 

Organizers learned to tailor their agitational 

' literature to' immediate working class interests. They found 

that just one "Tom Thumb" article dealing specifically with 

shop conditions, e"ven surrounded by "generalities with 

which they .are not concerned", was capable of eroding some 

45 of the working class's fear and hostility. Ewan 
t • 

reprimanded the Winnipeg communists who produced the 

Shopman's Hammer for giving too much prominence to political 

issues. Its May 1931 edition actually carried a membership 

application for the CPCI "Never mind 'Join the CP'", he 

ordered, "When we get the shopmen following- us as a union, 

we will have a base for our Party." 
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* The position Ewan had taken over use of the strike \ 

weapon gradually gave way to an emphasis on winning strikes 
4* 

rather, than simply exploiting spontaneous rank and file * 
3 

militancy. Ewan himself seemed to mellow, to the point 

where he insisted that "the greatest patience and tact" had 

to be observed in,relations with workers. The WUL by no 
V * 

means lost its idealism, *and was-always willing to step 

into situations where the "official" union movement feared 

to tread: the Estevan-Bienfait lignite mines, for 
48 * • ' example. But more and more, organizers adopted 

deliberate, flexible tactics, hesitated to launch strikes 

without adequate preparation and refused to be bound by 

revolutionary purity. In British Columbia Provincial 

Organizer Arthur Evans had to convince Princeton miners not 

to strike in, August 1932, when they were working only one 

day a week, but to wait until the mines were working full. 
* - ( I 

blast. "'Be returned from Vancouver in November,- spent two , 

weeks organizing the mines and led the miners in a 

successful strike for wage increases, improved safety pro-,' 
49 visions and recognition of pit committees. - At the Bruck 

Silk Mill strike in Cowansville, Quebec, in March 1931 a 

significant feature of the WUL's intervention was the 

readiness of organizers Fred Rose and David Chalmers to 

piay down the WUL's ties with the Red international of 
Labour Unions and, following the defeat of the strike, 

reject Ewan's "criticism that they had hidden "the face of 
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' ' ' . . " . • • r 

the party" unnecessarily. In his view, the strike had ' 
, «. '» » J 

always looked l4*kely to fail, so Chalmers and Rose had no- . 

thing to lose by maintaining a high party-proflie. Rose 

thought "otherwise. The inevitability of failure was not 

something they had seriously considered; they had done what 

Seemed necessary to win the strike; their' decision to omit f 

reference to the RILU was one such necessity.' Rose was . 

sufficiently unrepentent to offer Ewan a political lesson: 

r i S0 • 
Let us take the WUL [membershipJ cards. According • » 
to a statement in the card, only those sub- w 

• scribing to the class struggle can be members of 
' the WUL. The RlLU or the Comintern have never 
put the question that way. We must learn not tq 
be so mechanical and 4n every occasion, without 
consideration of situation, raise the phrase -/• 
'there must be no hiding of the face of the ' 
party*.50 

One oftthe best examples of the WUL's growing concern i* < 
+s . """ 

for preparation is provided by the Dominion Wheel moiiiers' 

strike in St. Boniface, Manitoba, in September 1931. At 

<this plant near Winnipeg the WUL established a small local*. 

of its Steel and Metal Workers' Industrial Union (SMWSU) 

early in 1931. The union made no open response to*a wage 

cut imposed in July, but continued to recruit new^members. 

By September, when managepent announced fresh wage cuts, a 

number of lay-offs and one discharge,' around half of the ^7 

plant's 85 workers'were in the union. On 7 September, 

Michael Binlowsky, Secretary of the WUL,,District" Council, 

politely informed the company that the union could not 

accept the recent changes, suggested that all of them be 

/ 
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rescinded, -and asked that in future it deal with a union* 

shop committee, tttrough which any proposed changes in con-

/ • * ' 

** ditions of employment should be submitted for consideration 

' thirty days in advance. When the company ignored this \ 

letter, Biniowsky wrote again, this time informing Dominion 

Wheel %hat if union terms were not granted'by 11 September, 

the plant would—be struck. For the first time management 

recognized the union's'existence, but only to post a notice 
" 

in the plant suggesting that the un/Lon> "cease to function 

before September 15, 1931." Its demands rejected, the 

SMWIU proceeded to# shut .down the plant on the appointed 

date. 

( 

It immediately became obviously that the WUL had pre

pared the strike well. On the first morning around 200 

NUWA members .arrived to set up a mass picket of the plant. r . 
Th^s wa's maintained throughout the strike. " On the second 

C morning round-the-clock picketing was established, with 

small groups patrolling . the perimeter of the plant and a 

larger group massing at the main gates. Attempts to bring 

in strikebreakers were repelled by extremely militant 

action, much to the dismay of the compariV and the Manitoba 

Provincial Police. The latter had-to stand by watching 
t 

. Th« 
r 

their St. Boniface counterparts give the strikers virtually 

free rein to beat up strikebreakers, St. .Boniface's mayor, 

. David Campbell, having*refused to cede police jurisdiction 

\ 
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52 in the strike to the provincial force. 

*' \ ~ 

The union effectively integrated the strikers' wives 
W T 

and families into the struggle. Women were encouraged to 

participate in the relief Effort headed by Rose Sheldey.-

She organized a Workers' International Relief (WIR) strike 

kitchen in the Ukrainian Labour Temple, which was also used 

as temporary accOmmodatioi'r'for pickets on the night-shift. 

Women and children were aYso encouraged to participate in 

mass meetings and public demonstrations, and w^re prominent 
in a parade of strikers and sympathisers who marched from 

the Ukrainian femple to the City Hall to back up̂  the strike 

committee then in conference with Mayor Campbell. The 
A 

Manitoba Free Press was much impressed py their "orderly' 

53 deportment. 
~** 

In concluding the strike the union did not follow the 

WUL's official proscription of arbitration and conciliation 

procedures! It accepted Campbell's suggestion that his 

namesake, Dominion Conciliation Officer M. S. Campbell, be 

, invited to attempt a settlement. Within hovirs of his 

arrival on 17 September--agreement hall been reached, with 

almost all of the strikers' original demands conceded. 

The only exception was that the dismissed moulder would be 

taken back as a labourer. The union duly rejoiced at this 

* 54 decisive victory. v * * "* 
. • 
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' " An interesting sidelight on the ̂ SMWJU's tactics is the 

presentation of the strike in the Worker. The party paper <-* 

ignored the role of Mayor Campbell' and the- unusually cordial 

relationship between the strikers and the local police. It v 

also omitted to mention that the strike had been ended by 

resort to' state mediation. Insteadf it exclusively emphasized 

the issue of unemployed solidarity.* The strike "proved" 

that the contention that the unemployed would scab on-strikes-

was a-"fallacy": "the strike proved that not only .will the 

unemployed* not scab, but that they will actively help to 

55 win the strike." The paper was surely justified in making 

this point, though whether it should have generalized so 
, r 

confidently from one positive example is another matter. >If 
-* ) 

organizers elsewhere had assumed.that militancy and 

solidarity would always be sufficient to win every strike, 

they i*ould have left themselves open to defeat and 
A • i 

demoralization. As the St. Boniface strike Remonstrated, 
*- ' - v 

however, men and women with local knowledge and enough 

tactical,boldness to manipulate official guidelines could 

lead -successful strikes even in the. depths of the 

depression.. 
J- . ' 

Yet such successes were still rare. As reports from ; 
\ \ i' ' 

organizers throughout the country.made clear, the WUL 

remained a paper organization in the summer of 1931. I£s 

actual trade union membership stood at less than 7,000, qf 

which perhaps little more than a thousand had been organized 
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since the WUL"s formation, the vast bulk coming from 

unions, which were in existence before 1930- (Table 4-III). 
» 

It took a tremendous -effort of will to launch Workers' 

< ' '"J * •* 
Table *-4-*«;i / ' * 

WORKERS' tftjITY LEAGUE TRADE UNION MEMBERSHIP, JULY 1 9 3 1 

UNION"-' 

MINE. WORKERS * UNION OF CANADA* 

LUMBER"WORKERS* INDUsfelAL UNION* 

INDUSTRIAL UNION OF NEEDLE TRADES' WORKERS^ 

METAL MINERS (Ontario) , '. 

FOOD WORKERS (Winnipeg, Toronto, Port Arthur1 

DOMESTIC SERVANTS (̂ Toronto, Montreal, 

* S.S. Marie, Windsor, Kirkland Lake, Sudbury) 

STEELWORKERS (Winnipeg, Hamilton) 

RAILWAY WORKERS* OPPOSITION 

MINERS' OPPOSITION (Nova ScotiaJ . 

BUILDING TRADES' OPPOSITION (Torontdjl 

MEMBERS 

3200 

- 1400 

1200. 

250 

. 117 f 

- 114 

99 

72 • 

>9 

49. 

6570 

/ 

Source: PAO-CP*P, 3A 2310, Tom Ewan to James Sloan, 
30 July 1931 

* -*•* Unions existing before the WUL's formation 

•s)W« Unity as the League's )4nflependent mouthpiece in Juiy% The 

claim in its first editorial that it would be "hailed by 

\hundreds Of thousand's of exploited workers from mine, mill 
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and factory, as well as from that other permanent 
J . s- -

institution of capitalism -ytye bread li"*je, AS THEIR PAPER" 

was belied by the fact that months pf wheJdling from the / 
r * 

centre before its launch had failed to.raise the necessary 
56 3,000 subscribers for Post Office mailing privileges. 

There had been no automatic translation of economic 

crisis into working class militancy. In industries other, 

tĥ an coal mining 1930 saw the lowest time- loss in manrdays 

since the turn of*the century (67,614), the fewest strikes 

(52) and .the fourth lowest number of strikers (7,540). There 

was an*upturn,in struggle in 19-31, with 79 strikes, 8,609 '* 

strikers and 192,715 striker days, but most of it could be 

attributed to a relatively small number of long strikes in 

large workplaces; for example, almost 50,000 str.iker days 

were accounted for by two LWIU strikes in British 

57 ' 

Columbi&TV 1932 saw more strikes (83), many more 

strikers J[14,840) but fewer striker days (122,234). Thus ~ 

there was an upward trend in the level of struggle since 

the onset of mass unemployment, but one that hardly ^ 

represented a mass counter-offensive against capitalist 

attank. For the most part workers still lacked the con-

fidence to engage in open Struggle. They undoubtedly, also 

lacked confidence in the WUL, not just because it was a new 

and^untried*force,.but also because of the atmosphere of 

sectarianism and state hostility that surrounded the 
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communist movement. 

The arrest of the CPC's leaders in August 1931, 

followed ay their trial and incarceration under Section 98 
' " - "_& 

of the Criminal Code, was only the high-point of an 

official campaign of anti-communist repression launched in 
* * . 

58 
Toronto towards the end of 1928. This campaign was' at 

its height between 1930-1932 when it reached into every 

region of the country and took a variety*of forms,' ranging 

from the confiscation of imported reading matter such as 

the RILU Magazine to more debilitating"kinds of physical 

harassment. 59 Whatever its purpose, its function was to 

expose the riskiness of flirting with communism. 

Mos.t provincial and major city police forces Were keep

ing files on radical activities by the early 1930Sj -* 

augmenting the well-established intelligence gathering 

* *'- , ' 

resources of £he Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and 
• ' ) 

Department of National Defence (DND). Although, as one 

historian has argtled, the operational autonomy of the 

various coercive forces prevented the development of "a 

uniform approach" to the communist threat, "whenever 

communists seemed to pose a challenge to-the established 

order, national, provincial and municipal forces were 

usually able to coordinate their forces to good effect. 

The state's failure to carry out a more comprehensive purge 

« ' 

/ * ^% 
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was determined less byvthe "jealously guarded junsdid%ions" 

of the different forces than by the political context in 

which the Canadian state exercised its overall "coercion 
•*% 

function". • While total suppression of the small -

revolutionary left was physically possible, the political 

implications were too unpredictable to take conclusive 

^..'60 action. 

\ * 

It scarcely mattered which*level of the state was in 

action at any given moment: the end result was invariably 
ef 
to throw tne party on the defensive. At times it almost 

seemed as if city police forces were vying to contest the 

championship won by the Toronto force in 1928-29. In ^ 

Winter 1930-31 the Montreal Police Department imposed a * 

total ban on communist meetings and launched a massive 

campaign, ill Eugene Forsey's phrase, "to'-preserye the city's 

»' " 61 

intellectual virginity from the perils of free speech." 

The Vancouver Police Department was at the same time 

• engaged in ferocious struggles with the unemployed movement, 

still vividly recalled by participants almost fifty years 

. later. InApril 1931 a raid on the headquarters of the WUL 

and NUWA resulted in the seizure of all correspondence and 
< 

records, masses of literature and the office mimeograph 
m 

macfc&nel Similar raids- were carried out in June by com

bined city, provincial and RCMP forces in Calgary and ,-

Victoria. In all probability these were tied up with 
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'. 
64 ' preparations for the August arrests. 

a . . " 

These crack-downs successfully' intimidated party 

members. While the Vancouver Unemployed Worker hurledN* 

defiance at the state, local leaders privately admitted 

• 65* 

their reluctance to defy bans bn -public meetings. In 

Victoria^ with the best known leader of the unemployed 

movement, Ronald Stewart, in prison on '••sedition" charges, 

the movement was driven 'underground". In, Calgary oiire 

was total confusion: "everything is in the air ... every-

one is Suspicious of everyone else and comrades can't 

trust anyone." Then, o€ couAe, came the August raids, 

which had an even more trauma/tic impact on the party. The 

decapitated party prepared for mass arrests, launched an 

internal purge of "unreliable" elements and rigorously • 
6*8 * * * 

tightened discipline. 

& * 

3 
*Departajtion was another useful disciplinary weapon. * 

tin the 1925-30 period deportations averaged 2,'223 a year. T '" 
V *• j 
Between 1930-36, however, the annual average was 4,126 

deportations. . -precisely how many o# those deppjsted were > 

communists is unclear, but at least four\ prominent/French or 

British-born organizers were deported at this time/: George 

Dubois (Montreal to France), Allen Campbell (Vancouver to 

Scotland), David Chalmers (Montreal to Scotland) and Jim 

70 ' 
Barker (Port Arthur to England). The Department of 

i *" 

Immigration kept special files on foreign-born communists, 
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and there was pressure on it from various quarters to 

facilitate and expedite depdrtation proceedings, although 

all Iraraigraj-i.on' Minister Wesley A. Gordon would consent tg^ 

71 was intensified RCMP surveillance of suspected communists. 

> As various c<̂ mra"entators observed, fear of'deportation 
* " 

effectively cowed many foreign-born workers. Montreal 

policemen regularly interrupted dfcnces and Socials at 

Ukrainian and Russian left wing clubs- to interrogate those 

present on .their citizenship status. On on.e occasion the 
o ' • "' . • • y 

Toronto "Red Squad'' apprehended the communist cartoonist 
* * . ' '"' . .-

, Avron Yanovsky and threatened him with "deportation, jail 
. •> , , • 

* and 'throwing in the r\ver•" if he continued to produce his . 

irreverent drawings. • ' • ' . . 
* • 

e> If the number of active organizers, lost to the CPC 

. 'through deportatiflb was relatively small, many more, were 

temporarily lost to- the movement as a result of jail 
' •# 

sentences. Canadian courts were inhospitable places for 
* / • 

. radicals ̂.n the early 1930s. Apart from the "Kingston 8", 
• * • 

party members who served at least a year in jail included 

Harry Binder, Annie Buller, Allan Campbell, Arthur Evans-, 
* 

, David Kashtan,, Izzy Minster, Fred Rose and San Scarlett* 

. Given the.prevailing ideological climate communists could 

not always he certain of a scrupulously- fair.trial. As . 
•0* 

Stanley Hanson shows in his study of the Estevan strike 
' <•• triala, prosecution evidence was heed creatively; judges 

• - '• .t • •' 
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rarely hesitated to give prejudicial summations'; and the 

Saskatchewan Attorney-General's Department never felt 

sufficiently constrained by sub judice conventions to 

"desist from making hostile anti-communist statements. In 

most of the trials, Hanson concluded, "certain circumstances 

74 are puzzling, while others make their fairness suspect." 

MWUC organizer James Bryson was convicted on.a "vagrancy" 

charge after Judge Ousley ruled that his job did not exist, 
• • * 
t 75 

since.the MWUC was not a bona fide labour organization. 

In Montreal five prominent YCL leaders'were convicted of 

"seditious utterance" despite the admission of three 

different courts that the Montreal Police Department had 

failed to produce the specific examples of verbal sedition 
76 needed for conviction. 

Not every communist who came before the courts had no 

Chance of acquittal. As the Canadian Labor Defender (organ 
» * 

of the CLDL) shows, communists often won cases on, appeal or 

were found guilty of reduced charges. Yet it seems highly 

likely that persecution discouraged the growth of the left. 

we must then ask the question: why was there so little 

popular resistance to anti-communist attacks? One partial 

explanation is the isolation of the left brought about by 

its own sectarianism, a feature that was jcoming strongly to 

the fore precisely when repression was approaching its 

climax. 
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Thlrd period sectarianism was a phenomenon most Canadian 

Communists would prefer to* forget. One hardly gams any 

real sense of the polemical temper of the early 1930s*from * 

« . 77 
the CPC's recent official history, for* example. Nor is 
the published version of Tim Buck's memoirs *any more 

* « 

he^oful. Buck admits that- "rather serious errors" were made, 
4 

but calmly disassociates himself from any responsibility for 

them, implying that they were made during his stay in 

• Kingston Penitentiary. In fact,, the Canadian party moved 

' swiftly into line behind the, Comintern's designation' of• 

social democratic parties as the "mam threat" to the 

working class during-the period of revolutionary upsurge. 

Socialists and trade union leaders, international and 

national, became .the "fascist shock troops of the'capitalist • 

class entrusted with the task of crushing the workers by 

traitorous double-dealing, strike-breaking and support to the 

rror .t. police-terror .t. under the guise of 'combatting 
79 communism'.." Occasionally, violence of the tongue was 

matched by violence of the act. Ewan congratulated Windsor 

communists who had broken up a J. S. Woodsworth meeting: 

"Glad to see you gave Jimmy such a hot time; those bastards 

should be howled out of every working class meeting, not 

only because they are fakers but because they are the worst 

80 
type of traitor to the unemployed and employed alike." 

Those supreme "traitors", the tiny band of Canadian t 

81 
Trotskyists learned to expect physical -harassment. Some 
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„ p̂ arty members did show concern at the indiscriminate abuse 

of- "social fascists"; the vast majority considered their 
*» • 8 2 

J attacks totally justified. 
0 

i « i » * 
t. Sr 

"" * 0* 

Party leaders actually professed to welcome repression. 
* 

It proved they were a .force to be reckoned with, a 

' 83 

"definite power and a challenge". In part this was a case 

* of^piistlmg in the.dark, but it also helped preserve 

sectarian attitudes. With events apparently unfolding 

.according to Comintern predictions, it was easy to overlook 

the element of self-fulfilling prophecy in depignating non-

• communist opponents as socia^fascists then subjecting them 

to continuous vilification. After 18 months of taking one 

insult after another, even"the samtliestyof labourites 

would have had difficulty in dredging up the spirit of 

forgiveness when the iron heel fihally dropped on the 
* "X * 
party's neck.- \ 

i 

Labour's muted response to the August arrests was pre-

—xfigured in the justifiable resentment shown by some of the 

partyjs_^rlme~taxtrets. J. S. Woodsworth considered that • f 

communist tactics iiot only reflected total disregard of 
y • l 

."honour and f airplay", but sorely weakened the struggle 
, * 84 

against capiftalism and unemployment. Veteran Vancouver 

socialist Ernest Burns voiced what must have been a '**• 

particularly Verplexing complaint for many ,in the hon-party 

left:* that the closer an individual was to the party 
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politically, without actually joining it, "the more 

vigorous are" the denunciations of that particular individual 

by these self-appointed saviors of the working class." 

When the arrests took place, a sense of good-riddance must 

have clashed with the basic appeal "of solidarity. The 

Vancouver Labor Statesman may well have voiced a general 

feeling when it stated that, while every working class group 

under state attack deserved automatic support, "our 
r * 

Communrst ,friends make it next to impossible for us to give 

them any assistance." Many unions and labour organizat

ions did in fact sign CLDL petitions against the arrests and 

for the repeal of Section 98 of the Criminal Code, but that 
/ 87 

was the limit of solidarity foj» the vast majority. 
, \ *• 

Working class movements are based on the instincts of 

unity and solidarity, a fact the CPC recognized when it 

gave the Workers' Unity League i?ts name. In its practice, 

however, the WUL must have seemed to many a negation of 

these instinctive virtues. The WUL's intention was not just 

to complement the existing trade union movement by 

organizing the unorganized, but to replace it with a 

revolutionary alternative. As early as November 192F, party 

discipline had to be imposed against members in the garment 
f 

industry who had not yet abandoned^ their unions for the 
88 l 

IUNTW* A few months later, the party itself was called to 
task by the Comintern for its tardiness in settifig up a-
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89 •revolutionary rival to the 'social fascist" MWUC. The 
„ t 0 

elite of party activists chosen,for RILU training (by ' 

correspondence) early in 1930 were disabused of any residual 

doubt they might have possessed about breaking decisively ". 

with united front tactics. The RILU, they were informed,* 

had never "preated a fetish" of trade union unity. The „ 

latter was only a means to an end: "The object is the 

revolutionary class struggle of the proletariat, and the 

conquest of the majority of the working class "for thjat 

tff 90 - C 

wstruggle." And since the working class was inexorably 

moving towards communism, there was no need to prop up 

moribund uniqns any longer, * . 
n *"" 

Trade unionists who"opposed the revolutionizing of the 

trade union movement were *"objectively" class tractors. 

This meant not only the Moores and Moshers, or sceptical 

party activists like Salsberg and Stokaluk, but also rank 
and file trade unionists. The President of the MWUC 

Coalhurst local, j. Pantorolo, on voicing his opposition to 

the MWUC's proposed disaffiliation from the ACCL was 
* **. i * 

accused of having sold out the Lethbridge miners some-years 

earlier. When he then changed his mind, it was immediately-

j ' 91 

discovered that the accusation was false. The facility 

with which communists slipped into and out of character 

assassination may well have boosted their opponents' status. 

It certainly gave the left a reckless image which boded ill 
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92 for its capacity po meet the challenge of the moment. 

- ' . • . / . " . 

The struggle against reformist trade unionism caused 

numerous complications*. From the centre, th,e troubles of 

the reformist unions could be regarded with deiight/ on the 

7 
ground, communist organizers were more ambivalent. While 
Ewan considered that the inability of the railroad unions 

* "- * ^ 

* to protect conditions and maintain their memberships created 

exceptional opportunities for launching a revolutionary' 

railroad workers' union, Ben Winter reported from Winnipeg 

that the drift of members away from/the unions reflected a 

general feeling of impotence* rather than any groundswell of 

support for militant unionism'. /Ewan gave the matter some 

thought and decided on a rather complex policy: stop 
' / • ' . 
encouraging unorganized workers to -join the reformist unions; 

» - * 

discourage disaffected workers from leaving them; encourage 
93 A. 

both groups to join WUL Oppositions. On occasion, ̂ he 

party recognized the WUL's inability to organize'the 

unorganized independently. In February 1931 the party 

fraction in the WUL was deadlocked over its policy regarding 

metal miners, smelter workers and oil workers; whether to 

create a new industrial union or form oppositions in the 
94 

MWUC.(which had not yet affiliated to the WUL) and UMWA. 

The, MWUC example actually underlined how an orientation on 

oppositional work in "social fascist" unions could produce 

rewards. The party defied a direct order from the Inter-
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national Committee of Revolutionary Miners to establish a' -

new revolutionary miners' union in opposition to the MWUC '< 

a-«i by patient solicitation gradually won its affiliation" 

f ' 95 ' 

/ in May 1931. ,Yet despite ,this example, the general line 

remained one of drawing workers out of the reformist 

unions and into new revolutionary industrial unions. As > 
v 

the WUL programme issued after the organization's First 

National Convention in August 1932 stated, the object of • 

opposition work was to smash the influence of the trade 

union bureaucracy while "resolutely fighting the illusions 

^-that the reactionary trade union apparatus can be won over 
fa 

to the Class struggle and winning the workers for,the 
96 ' ' "revolutionary trade union movement." Ultimately, the 

difficulties of carrying the sectarian line inside the 

established unions produced widespread disablement, as 

numerous official statements on the "weakness" and "under-
97 estimation" of oppositional work made clear. 

.- < * 

Sectarianism lost the communist movement the automatic 

solidarity it could have expected when faced with the full 

coercive power of the state. It also masked the WUL's 

practical incapacity to organize the unorganized 

independently, and actually diverted Communists from the 

task: it was alftkajte easier to deride an opponent's failings 

than to analyse theTr own in a realistic way. Nevertheless, 

communists were capable of learning from experience, and 
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\ ' :-

when they integrated practical lessons*-with their 

unparalleled energy, they were able tp carry the struggle 

forward. Concrete examination̂ of''campaign*s in the Nova 

Scdtia mines and the British Columbia lumber industry 

demonstrates this point. 

The decline of the CPC in Cape Breton in the late 
•» f - • 

1920s-was. rioted-in the previous chapter. By January 1929 

about 10 communists were meeting occasionally, "but only 

98 as a labor club, and not very active at that." By the" 
ft \ 

middle of the year, however, Murdoch Clarke, a yOung miner 
*-

from the large Phalen local in Glace Bay had come to the 

fore as local organizer of the YCL. He began carefully to 

Seek out militants, organize left wing pit* group's and 
• 99 

rebuild the party. By the end of the year Clarke was 

working towards a new secessionist movement in concert 

with the recently appointed District Organizer, Jim Barker, y 

and a rejuvenated J. B. McLachlan. According to Barker, 

McLachlan was "the first to ujrge an open campaign of 

secession, a suggestion opposed by the majority on the 

grounds that a more patient approach would allow "the machine 

of Lewis" to discredit"itself and protect the militants 

from isolation "as disrupters, etc." When Barker's report 

was read to the CPC Political Cdramittee, the Cape 

Bretoners' analysis of the situation was rejected as 

displaying, in Malcolm Bruce*s phrase, an "attitude of 

i 
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passivity". The Political Committee duly ordered Barker to 

make a "sharp clear policy of .attack upoa-the district 

fakers" and sent him 2100 to^get .on.with the job. 

December 1929 saw the simultaneous launching of the" 

"left Wing Movement" and its Organ, the Nova Scotia 

Miner. By February the NSM was openly advocating the 

creation of. a Mine Workers' Industrial Union (MWIU) under 

102 rank-and-file control'. The party.probably wanted to t 

announce the advent of the WUL with'as big a bang as its 

resources would allow. In the first six months of the WUL, 

Table #4-IV 

W0"4KERS' UNITY LEAGUE EXPENDITURES FOR THE PERIOD 1 NOVEMBER 

1929 TO 1 JULY 1930 *, 

Industry 

GARMENT m ' 

COAL (1) NOVA SCOTIA 

COAL (2) ALBERTA 

RAILWAY SHOPMEN 

LUMBER 

OTHER (office expenses) 

4M|C 

Expenditure 

£942.25 

592.25 

236.00 

'202.00 <\. 

93.00 

639.00 

£2705.00 

Percentage 

34.8 

. 21.6 

8.9 

7.5 

3'. 5 

23.7 

• 
100.0 
* 

Source: PAO-CPP, 10C 1797-8 
4 

r 

X 

A 
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the Cape Breton drive was its second largest industrial 

expenditure (Table 4-IV). At the party's urging the Cape 

Breton comrades issued a call for the MWIU convention on 
I 

15 March-1930, comcidentblly the date on which the WUL's * 
103 existence was first acknowledged in The Worker. 

Despite Barker's and Clarke's optimistic predictions 

to the centre that the UMWA was finished, not all left 

wingers in Glace Bay were so"certain. One wrote to the 

NSM agreeing with the idea of a new union as ".a good thing 
"*"—" ».-

for everyone who is prepared to follow". In his opinion, 
104 however, very few were so prepared. But the party was 

, now committed to an immediate launch of the MWIU. Ewan 

travelled to Cape Breton to attend the convention in person, 

bearing a letter from the WUL Provisional Executive Committee 

calling for the miners to forge "new weapons of struggle" 

^against capitalist rationalization and the UMWA, an 

irredeemably corrupt organization which relied on "bribery, 

gangsterism and, betrayal" to survive. It further called 

s for a revival of the spirit of 1922 (when the Truro con- . 

vention'of District 26 voted to affiliate to the RILU) and 

organization of a union standing "squarely on a programme 

of relentless struggle and working class UNITY against, all 
10% the enemies of the working class." The Sydney convention, 

dominated by left wing delegates from the Phalen and IB 
* v-

locals, voted to give Ewan "voice and vote" and elected 
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McLaohlan and Clarke chairman and secretary ,of v 

, 1 0 6 " 
proceedings. 

It should, have- been obvious that the Sydney delegates . 

represented no-one but themselves. Only Phalen anji IB 

were oflficially represented, which meant effectively that 

the remaining 23 locals in District 26 repudiated the 

affair. It was also clear that even some of those present . 

were leery of the convention's ultra-radical tone. One 

delegate from the Glace Bay Mechanics' Local opposed the 

prominence being given to Communist Party members, on the 

grounds that the prevailing national atmosphere of anti-

communism would militate against the secession's future 

prospects. He was willing to work with Communists, but 

was most in favour of linking up with the-MWUC, and even 

"then only if the entire district was ready for a Clean • 

_bf:eak>. A small delegation from the Westville local of the 

MWUC /that organization's sole local outside Alberta) 

predictably supported this position, adding .jthat the slurg 

against the MWUC were* unjustified; it, too, was a, fighting 

organization, not the "narrow chauvinistic" body Ewan 

portrayed. The Westville intervention was immediately 

fqllowed by heated speeches from Clarke and Ewan, the former 

emphasizing that the minera had "no choice, they must fight 

if they are to survive ... Nothing can be gained by 

conciliation, as the present conditions of the miners prove", 

1* 
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* -
the*latter, adding that 'a purely class struggle policy was 

gaining in mass appeal, as the solidarity given to recent' 

strikes.of Port Arthur lumberworkers and Hamilton steel car 

workers had tfrmonstrated. 107 

At this point McLachlan intervened, noting, probably # 

* as much for the benefit of Clarke and Ewan as for the non-

Communists present: "We are not here to build a Communist ' ' 

Party." At the same time he criticised attacks on Clarke, 

who as a young miner blacklisted by Dosco needed full 

• support and who was correct in emphasizing that the new 7.. 

union should haVe no truCk with,class.coll|boration. Only 

a rank andvfile union controlled by pit committees, 

McLachlan concluded'; was" worth considering. Thus 

McLachlan expressed his suppolrt for a split, while quietly -
-. " * • „ 

suggesting that his comrades ciu?b~-their rfeetoneal excesses 

and show more sensitivity to rank and file sentiments. This 

had little impact oi> Clarke and Ewan. "As soon as the eon- % 

vention voted to launch the MWIU,'they moved to have 
% •* 

McLachlan and Clarke elected President and Secretary. 

McLachlan, however, declined thStemination, spying that he' 

would only accept union office rf the rank and file 

supported him •*• a scarcely veiled hint that he had doubts / 

• about the convention's representative character. Clarke 
i •> 

^*- « 
immediately rose to express his "entire disapproval" of 
McLachlan'a position. Missing most of McLachlan's point, 

** 
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he held that the stage had long been passed when-public 
, - . » . -

opinion was of any"account. Ewan agreed, not only because' 

McLachlan had consistently carried rank and file support 

until his removal by tj-jp "Lewis machine", but also because 
* * . * * -

. "whatever we anticipated*%ight be said by certain elements-
- 109 s in opposition to the union, would be said anyway." ' In 

the* end a con-promise was reached,* with the election of a 
** » 0 * 

threa man Provis ional Executive (MtfLachlan, Clarke and 
* * * 

** *- *.-

Rankin MacDonald, another Communist), none of the three ' 

- having, a specific office. 
0m *" 

i K * 

The' triumvirate quickly issued a,provisional con-:«/ady gtitution claiming that the MWtU already represented "the 

majority of.the rank and file miners in District 26." 
*"" 

This was- sheer fantasy. In the ensuing months the revolution-. 

ary union failed."to ge£ a single UMWA local to go over", 
• -

and when the UMWA proceeded to expel every known MWIU 

member, no maas protest developed. Instead a vigorous red-
— # * * 

.... « 
baiting assault cat the MWIU and GPC began, with the UMWA, 

Catholic church and local press*-. combining to present the 

.leaders of the new union as "men with a guft in each hip-
* * * - • 

pocket, a dagger in one hand and- a £orch .in the other to 
"*" i n 

burn all the churches, and creat>;havoc in general.-" 
x ' "' ' « - ' - • ( 

Such strong disagreements.developed between McLachlan and->J 

Barker that the centre decided t6*s9hd McLachlan on a trip 

to the Soviet Union to "save" him - although Ewan wondered 

J 
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112 ' 
whether he was* worth the t r o u b l e . Meanwhile, Barker 

-» 
was the main target for systematic police harassment. When 

0 ' * 

he asked Toronto for advice on how to respond. Buck 

suggested only*» that he console himself with the thought 

* that' attacks4 represented proof of "the,sapid sharpening of 
. . 113 

tiie struggle and the general crisis in Nova Scotia." 

Such co*Vd comfort was not good enough for Barker, who by " 

the summer had become (by his own description) the "most 
#. * 

^hated individual in Nova Scotia". Even local comrades 

preferred to send their subscriptions "direct to the 

ceht&e rather than allow me to do so." . Unemployed and 

pennniless, he decided to pull out of Cape Breton whether .. 
114 • the centre approved or not. • The MWIU adventure was over. 

v Jtf* . ft 

District Jfe ̂ remained "the most decisive [section] of " 

the miners of Canada", and hence too important to abandon. f 
0 I 

But, one comrade warned, if progress was to be made there in 
the future, it was essential that the party learn hot to 

<• 

."make the mistake ... of jumping in and laying down!a rigid 
. * Jt *\ 

bolshevik rule, saying to the miners 'accept this' oxTgp 
back to the reformists'." That.way lay the certainty of 

o ' 115 €** 

"abject defeat". Fortunately for the WUL, Its, anti-UMWA 

policy in Cape Breton was simplified by its success in 

winning over the MWUC. - In future, in any fresh attempt to 

split tha-'UMWA the WUL could offer a genuine mass organizat-^ 

ion as i W replacemeht. After the Alberta union held its 

first convention as a WULaffiliate in September i$31, the 

/ 

/ 
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WUL launched a drive to unify the two unions. 

In the year after Barker's ignominious departure, the 

party did much to restore its influence. It. revived .some 

left wing pit groups, appointed an effective-new District 

Organizer in Bill Matheson, and perhaps most important of 

all, repaired its strained relationship with J.-B. 
;>#• \. 

117 McLachlan. in June 1931 McLachlan resumed the editor-

amp of the NSM, which had folded in the aftermath of the 

MWIU fiasco. Despite shaky finances, the paper acted as 

the organizing nucleus for the left's new drive against 

the UMWA.'11,8 o 

Rank and file antagonism against the UMWA was under- -

pinned by t*ne steady decline of the Nova Scotia coal 

industry (Table 4-V). Between 1929-1933 coal production 

in the province declined by 43 per cent, and although this 

resulted in a relatively low unemployment level of 9 per 

cent, by 19.31 most of those still in work were subsisting 

on three shifts a week; in other words, underemployment 
114 was the standard experience of the Nova Scotia miner. 

By itself, however, economic hardship woulfi not necessarily 

have been a sufficiently compelling argument to support 

breaking the UMWA. McLachlan knew that unity remained a 

key concept with the average miner, and that the UMWA 

leadership would not hesitate to play on an essentially 

admirable sentiment. ' He therefore had to break the 
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authority of the UMWA district executive and convince the 
i • \ . 

miners fchat, far from endangering unity, a split would 

actually strengthen it. Successive issues of the Miner -

were devoted to these two basic task's. 

Table 4-V 

UNEMPLOYMENT, UNDEREMPLOYMENT AND COAL PRODUCTION IN THE -

NOVA SCOTIA COAL INDUSTRY, 1929-1933 

Year No. employed _̂_ Total days Per capita Annual 
worked days worked output 

(m tons) 

1929 13,060 - 3.26 m 249.6 6.34 

1930 12,708 3.00 m 235.3 6.46, 

1931 12>987 2.57 m 197,0 .4.75 
u' 

12,711 2.06 m 162.0 ** 3.77 j| 

1932 

1933 11,884 1.86 m 156.5 3.66 

Source: Province of Nova Scotia, department of Public 
Works, Annual Report on Mines. 1929-1933 

-It was a given of Communist theory that members of 

the trade union bureaucracy no longer shared the material 
ft 

interests of the working class.. To illustrate this thesis, 
f" 

MtfLachlan published a table of the annual incomes of 
• 

District 26 executive members. This disclosed that the 

average for the eleven men was $2,800, most "of which came 
"< 

from "the looted, and ravaged pay envelopes of men who have 

been earning between four and six hundred dollars during 

J 

V 

, *y 
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the same period." He cited in*particular the case of 

District 26 President Dan Willie Morrison,, viho added to 

Ms-union income*of -#3,499.10 the Glace Bay mayor's stipend 

of Si, 000. and #1,145 in expenses*"?rom the federal govern

ment for his work on the Canadian delegation at the Inter

national Labour Organization in Geneva. "Verily", 

120 McLachlan observed, "the crisis haa not reached him." 

Yet this was the man who had the temerity to "preach working 

class unity as an unbreakable principle. McLachlan agreed 

t h a t when miners were faced, wi th unemploymWCVWiort-tirae 

and deteriorating working conditions unity was absolutely 

fundamental. But unity was only meaningful when it was 

used to defend workers' interests. All the UMWA could 

offer was* compjulsory arbitration of major disputes, a form" 

of unity that played into the hands of «>sco, by leaving the 
* 

"broad rank and file": ' ~ .„•» 
ft •* *" 

unitedly chained to prevent effective action, 
unitedly gagged to prevent effective protest, 
unitedly sold by labour fakers"and Tories to 
increase the profits of the'boss. United in 
poverty] united in docility, united in slavery,< 
while the food is stolen from [their] children 
and the clothes off their backs, to enrich idlers. * 

i * 

The inescapable decision for all -miners who valued the life 
•r 

and happiness of their families was to form a fighting 

union.xzx 

While McLachlan pqlemicised against the UMWA, he was, 
\ 4* _ 

simultaneously rebuilding the party. Some of the Old islyrp: 
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vigour of the early 1920s returned to left wing life. The 

Glace Bay Workers* Educational Club revived and the NSM '** 

further assisted the dissemination of radical ideas by 

pushing sales of titles from the CPUSA*s International 

Publishers. Among titles of obvious local interest were 

Anna Rochester's Labor and Coal and Arflvhony. Bimba-'s 

The. Molly Maguires. Other titles, suchNka_ji6hn Reed's Ten 

Days That Shook The World and Nadezhda Krupskaya's 

Memories of Lenin reflected a revival of interest in the 

Soviet Union <something of a general phenomenon at this 

point), as, did the "formation of a Friends of the Soviet 

Union (FSU) branch "in September 1931, with McLachlan as 

Secretary, and the emigration of a party of eight Slavic 

miners, one with his family, to the Soviet Union's Donbas 

122 region. McLachlan, himself, finally visited Russia in 

the winter of 1931-32. He sent back several enthusiastic 

reports of- his Soviet experiences for* the NSM. and 

returned in mid-January'to provide a number.of packed 

meetings witfffglowing accounts -of the land where "Socialism 

123 lives and grows." 

' McLachlan's return from the USSR coincided with the 

climaxing of the secessionist movement that produced the 

Amalgamated Mine Worker's of Nova Scotia (AMW) in June 1932. 

The Communist role in this process has hitherto been . 

erroneously presented, as in the claim that Tom Ewan made a 
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personal trip to Cape Breton in a last-ditch attempt to 

124 stifle at birth a union it had always opposed. Ewan 

* * . ' 

was ̂ actually in Kingston Penitentiary at the time, ancU^ 

th* party was now much more sensitive to developments at 

the periphery. By March 1932 the WUL was aware that Nova 

Scotia dissidents planned to form a union that would 

reflect their sense of regional identity. This was *not 

what it wanted, now that its own MWUC was ready and 

willing to accommodate the Nova Scotia secessionists. •: < 

McLachlan urged affiliation to the MWUC and managed to 

convince several UMWA locals to invite the Alberta union's 

President, James Sloan, to make a personal appeal for 

affiliation. In April and May Sloan and new WUL Secretary 

James Litterick toured the Cape Breton coalfield and 

according to. the Nova\Sco£ia Miner were warmly received. 
The two men made a strong pitch for affiliation to the 

4is£> MWUC, but were scarcely in a position to insist that 

be done. Instead, they restricted themselves to an appeal 

that whatever name or affiliation the secessionists gave 

their union, the union itself should have a class struggle 

125 orientation and be an inhospitable place for careerists. 

The AMW never did become an affiliate of the WUL, 

despite several attempts to have it merge with the MWUC. 

Within the dissident group there was a parochial particular-

ism of which communists were disapprovingly aware, but were 
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willmg to accept simply to get rid of the UMWA., There 

were aldo political differences among the secessionists. 

Clairie Gillis, later a prominent CCFer, was accused of 

being a Tory cipher by the Nova Scotia Miner, and there 
e 

was undoubtedly a range of political opinion that had to 

be kept united. -Nevertheless, in its day to' day practice 
' " 126 

the AMW acted and—was perceived as a "red" union. 

Shortly after its formation, the AMW's communist Secretary 

Bob Stewart wrote to Litterick thanking him for the v"f< 

invaluable assistance rendered by Bill Matheson and « 

expressing "trust that the friendly relations,, between our 

organizations will continue and that in future we will be 

found fighting side by side in the common struggle." 
« The AMW subsequently proved a rather more, hospitable place 

> - V-
for communists than the UMWA had been since 1925. The 
independent union assisted CLDL and FSU campaigns, and 

sent at least moral support to WUL unions on strike. When 

it was on strike, the WUL reciprocated with considerable. 
128 "fr" 

financial support. For present purposes, the important 

point is that the WUL proved ifs flexibility and willingness 

to compromise. In doing so, it regained influence among 

' "f 
the miners and enhanced their capacity for struggle. 

When .the Lumber Workers' Industrial Union (LWIUJL was 

launched in British Columbia in 1§29 there had been no 

substantial union activity in the logging and sawmill 

"Ur 
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13A 
industries since the demise of the OBU in 1,921. As 

with every new communist union, it came into the world 

-facing an uncertain future. It had no funds and its 

single full-time organizer had to subsist on whatever dues 

'he could extract from new recruits. Yet before the union 

lay an industry of huge geographical scope and a labour 

market giving-every advantage to capital. By 1931 

unemployment in the sawmills stood at 30 per cent and in-

the logging sector, which had been particularly affected 

131 by the Smoot-Hawley tariff, at around 50 per cent. 

The enormity of the task facing"'the- LWIU can best be 

grasped by noting that union membership at the end of 1936, 

in an industry normally employing around 11,000 loggers and 

132 8,000lmill workers, stood at 77. The CPC reconciled 

this tiny figure with its thesis of imminent mass 

%-adicalizatioivby finding the union's original leadership 

guilty of "confusion and inactivity" in the face of the 

workers clearly expressed "spirit of militancy and deter-

*mina£ion to fight." The new leadership elected at the 

union's provincial convention in February 1931 immediately 

133 adopted a more forceful approach. By June it had four 

organizers' touring Vancouver Island, from where they 

reported an enthusiastic response from loggers "broke for 

the most part ... [but] becoming more radical and looking 

134 
to the revolutionary leadership of the CI." But despite 
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this burst of activity in the logging camps,. it was m the 

sawmills of the lower mainland tha'£ the union enjoyed its 

first organizational breakthrough. 

The annual report of the B.C. Department of Labour for 

1931 showed that 49,715 of the 79,310 days lost in strikes 

that year were the responsibility of the LWIU, "an 

unaffiliated union [this was incorrect]f which has been very 

active in the industry'. "135^ Almost all of the LWIU's total 

\ 
was accounted for. by two sawmill strikes, of which the 

largest, at the Canadian Western Lumber Company complex K 

(usually referred to as Fraser Mills) near Coquitlam, 

1 "36 
represented the real birth of the union. ^ 

r 

LWIU organizers had always considered Fraser Mills one 

of the "key" mills in the industry. They had tried to 

organize it in 1930, but the attempt ended in failure with 
137 

the firing of several unionists. They nevertheless 

managed to keep a number of contacts there under cover. In 

July 1931 the contacts were able to report that the fourth 

wage-cut in a year had provoked widespread anger on the 

shopfloor. Again the union sent in organizers to sign up 

new members, and this time workers flocked into the 

organization, perhaps encouraged by the knowledge that it 

had recently carried out a successful strike at the Bamet 

Mill in nearby New Westminster, for the removal of an 

138 
unpopular bonus system. Within two months the union was 
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claiming that 75 per cent of the thousand-strong workforce 

had taken out cards. Early in September the union sub

mitted a list of demands - union recognition^ equal pay 

for equal work regardless of race or marital status, over

time at time and a half, and the abolition of Asian con

tract labour. When the company responded by ignoring the 

demands and firing several unionists, the LWIU called a 

strike on 16 September. Ten weeks later, on 23 November, 

the workers accepted a compromise settlement granting wage 

139 increases and recognition of a mill committee. 

In winning its limited victory the LWIU had to over

come numerous difficulties. One of the most serious was 

the racially and ethnically divided character of the work-

force. The largest single group in the mill were French 

Canadians from the adjacent company town of Maillardville,, 

while a substantial minority were Chinese, Japanese or East 

Indian, many of whom lived,in dormitories on the site. 

Racial division was consciously manipulated by wage 

discrimination against the "orientals". (This was standard 

throughout the industry.) In addition, Chinese and Japanese 

workers were* in many cases isolate** by the contract labour 
0 

system, and all Asian workers were "very, very afraid of 

being shipped back" to their native countries. The French 

Canadians' Roman Catholicism was a similar problem. The 

church, virtually a client of the company, was 
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Maillardville's dominant community institution. During 

the strike the local curb's strongly anti-union line was 

140' a constant threat to solidarity. 

The workforce was also sectionalized along skill 

* lines. The skilled shingle weavers formed a definite w 

aristocracy of labour. Some had union experience as 

members of Vancouver's Shingle Weavers' Federal Labour 

Union No. 17813 (SWU), an exclusively white craft 

organization. These sawyers and packers retained a strong 

degree of craft control even during the depression; the 

141 most highly skilled could earn up to So a day in 1931. 

For common labour, on the other hand, "there was no set 

wages ... it was more or less so, if -tfou got on with the 

142 boss he proposed that you get a raise." Notwithstanding 
-N 

their capacity to preserve their corporate interests, some 

of the Fraser Mills shingle weavers were beginning to break 

.with the exclusivist, racist traditions of their craft. . One 

who was considering the possibility of inclusive industrial 

unionism was Harold Pritchett, a young, highly skilled 

$awyer with considerable trade union and political experience. 

At the time of the strike he was a member of the ILP 

(Socialist), but soon after its commencement he joined the 

CPC. The winning over of this "key" worker was a minor \ 
« 143 

coup for the party and the industrial union. 
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The key to the LWIU's ability to maintain high morale 

throughout most of the ten weeks of the strike was its 

undogmatic tactical, approach. At no time, for example, did 

it go out of its way to "expose the labour fakers" of the 

Vancouver Trades and jjiabour Council. One of the union's 

soundest moves was to lobby and win VTLC support early in , 

the strike. This did not amount to much in material terms, 

but in successfully inducing VTLC President Percy Bengough 

to protest against the excessive "anxiety displayed by the 

/ authorities to take sides with this notoriously unfair^ 

company", the union neatly engineered an escape from 
isolation and the predictable accusations that the LWIU 
*- , * 

was not a bona fide trade union. Union organizer Glen 

Lament .publicly insisted - that politics had nothing whatever 

to ̂ o with the strike: "the-real issue was the right to 
Wr 144 

organize and bargain collectively." Every trade unionist 

could sympathize with aims such as these. 

Lamont and "his colleagues were equally flexible on 

the religion issue, while they refused to conceal the 

union's affiliations with the WUL and RILU, they were 

sufficiently aware of the dangers of clerical anti-communism 

to refrain from gestures that might provoke a clash of 

loyalties, when the Archbishop of Vancouver condemned the 

strike and had the local priest deny religious ministrations 

to strikers', the union left any political inferences 

• * -
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implicit and instead successfully sought a priest willing 

to defy the Archbishop's dictat. Every -Sunday thereafter a 

convoy of cars'ferried French Canadian strikers to mass in 

^ „ *. 145 * 
nearby Sapperton. 

\ 

Union organizers were brilliantly successful in 

mobilizing the community behind the strikers. Despite a 

massivelpresence of provincial police that made Fraser, Mills 

look "more like an army camp than anything else", the union 

managed to* maintain enthusiasm on the picket lines .and 

prevent all but a small amount of strikebreaking. It- was 

able to call on several hundred members of the Vancouver 
v 

and New Westminster unemployed movement for picket duty 

and won the overwhelming support of the strikers' families? 

Many French Canadian women were active*' not only in 'the 

traditional roles of running.the strike kitchen and raising 

funds but also as. some of the most militant pickets. A. 

branch of the Women's, labour League was formed during the 

strike. It organized"" a "sympathy strike" of schoolchildren 

on the day that the first strikers charged with picket-line 

offences came before the Coquitlam magistrates. Women and 

children formed a noisy throng as the heroes and villains of 

the struggle entered and left the courthouse. As workers' 

Unity hopefully observed, the children learned "at a very 

146 early age what a strike and a scab means". This high 

degree of family participation neutralized the potentially 
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damaging impact of domestic discord and thereby presented 

rapid demoralization. Similarly, the union's anti-racist 

principles earned the support, albeit for the most part -

passive, of the Asian workforce. With the partial exception 

of some Japanese woskers, one French, Canadian has remembered, 

Asians "didn't come very strong on the picket line ... [but] 

'. ' 147 
they never scabbed and ».. never bumped the union." 
* i' ' *• \ 

* Despite these successes the union was unable to gain 

total victory, largely because an important minority of 

the strikers, clustered around an anti-communist employee *w 

and local councillor named Allard, opposed the LWIU's 

militant leadership and argued- for consideration of a com- * 

promise offer made by the company as the strike entered its »* 
** 

second month. This consisted of wage increases ranging 
• . • • 

between 4 per cent and 7%per cent and recognition of a 

mill committee, and was to be decided by a ballot*super

vised by Coquitlam municipal council and F. E. Harrison, 

provincial representative of the federal Department of 

Labour\""-*She company sent out ballot* papers to the work-
1 

force, and although the strikers immediately turned them 
» 

over to the union organisers, the first breach in the wall 

of solidarity had been made. By the sixth week of the 

strike the New Westminster British Columbian was alleging 

- •- % ; 
that only the union's politically motivated insistence on 

** » 

recognition »tood*in the way of an immediate return bo' **r 

A 

•» 
work. . When, th* LWIU responded by denying that it hadtever 
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insiated on recognition, it showed itself- to be on the 

defensive; its further claim that union recognition was in,. 

, any case "a meaningless phrase" to unions which genuinely 

fought for their members' interests was a rationalization 

of retreat. Its subsequent decision to recommend acceptance 

of the company's offer was therefore a necessary tactical 

148 retreat. The strikers voted by 406-56 to accept. 

.***- According to Harold Pritchett, this "militant, well-led 

W , strike ... augured well for the Workers' Unity League." 
* -*s* 

In fact, it represented.the apex of industrial conflict̂  in 
" ' , i •**•*.- ~~~ 

the sawmills in the entire WUL period. That it was not 

- destined to be the Signal for struggle on an ascending 

scale was demonstrated by the. defeat of a second strike at 

Baraet Mill at roughly the same time. On that occasion the 

company simply suspended operations and starved the strikers 

out. At Fraser Mills, moreover, the company, ignored the 
» 

milk committee and let the still slumping depression take 

jjjs toll. When, the union tried to mobilize against a 

punting list of grievances, the company seized the 

opportunity to fire several leading militants, including o 

Pritchett and French Canadian communist Elio Canuel. In 

February 1932 an anonymous report from Fraser Mills in the 

Unemployed "worker described conditiona as worse than before 

the"strike:, the-company was enforcing speed-up with 

impunity and workers were too afraid to resist. By August 
. • '*-

"t 

J 
md||Un1 
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the LWIU had "almosWcompletely lost out" in its earliest .• 

151 ' * bastion. 

If struggle in the sawmills in 1932-33 never reached 

the Fraser Mills level, the LWIU was by no means inactive. 

Rather, it adopted a more realistic approach to what could 

be achieved in the prevailing conditions. The union's 

national convention held in Sudbury in August 1932 

identified a "strike for strike's sake" attitude as the 

main weakness of the union in British Columbia, and 

suggested that the B.Q. comrades "take into consideration 

the other forms of economic struggle" that could be used to 

build rank and file morale and strengthen the organisation: 

for example slow-downs, "strikes on the job", intentionally 

poor work, and shop strikes. The full-scale strike remained 

"the highest form of struggle", but itHiad to'be used with 

152 discrimination. 

Arne Johnson, who became B.C. Secretary of the union 

in 1932, absorbed the lesson that "you, could never win the 

153 strike completely under those conditions." Under his 

stewardship the union adopted a more sober approach, 

patiently gathering together contacts in a number of saw

mills by visiting likely militants in their homes, oh at 

least one occasion it used the workforce's support for work-

sharing to build collective solidarity among th|» rank and 

file and prevent the firing of activists, on other 
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occasions, it resisted the temptation to strike against 
0* 

k, management's first provocation and called strikes* only 
. ' * 

when support for action f and the union - was strong 
enough. When possible, it won improved conditions by 

154 negotiation alone. 
*•, 

But even the most cautious tactics were no guarantee 

of success, as the^ipn's experience at the Timber land , 

Mill in New Westminster demonstrated. The union first 
\ * 

established a base in the mill early in 1932. Some four 

monthsAlater management imposed a substantial wage-cut, 

and the union took no action, preferring jto _,wait until it 

could test the company's* promise tm̂ esScind the reduction 
- " « • 

when it received a major order. By September aro\jnd 85 of 
. f 

the mill's 100 employees, divided almost equally between, 

Asians and whites, had been recruited. Moreover, one'Hindu 

worker at least was in a leading pqsition in the.union shop 

committee. Early in that"month the shop committee attempted 

to open negotiations on union demands* for a- 10 per cent 

increase (substantially less than the original cut), 
0 

recognition of the shop committee and no discrimination 
' 0 

against union members. The company refused to negotiate, 

and, the union 'was forced to call a strike on 13 September. 

Despite careful preparations, the strike ended in total 

defeat,. The, first indication that victory was >unlikely „" 

came when the workforce scattered and refused to accept 

i 

0 
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picket duty, leaving it to the large force of unemployed the 

union brought in from New Westminster, Burnaby and Vancouver. 
i 

In all probability many of the une\aployed pickets would have 
; i 

/thought hard about this rather anomalous situation, 

especially when they fought' a pitched battle with 50 scabs 

'and 100 provincial policemen and RCW. This resulted in the 

arrest of one picket and the re-opening of the mill. Three * 

155 days later the union Capitulated. Johnson explained the 

defeat by pointing to the failure of the labour movement to 

'respond to the union's appeals for financial support and 

suggestihg that the union may have waited too long in calling 

the strike; workers may have lost interest in the union 

through 8 months of relative inactivity. Another comrade, 

however, pointed out that the union could have avoided 

t ' 1 "56 

reliance.on external solidarity by building a strike fund. 

Whatever the real reasons, it should have been obvious that 

no strike can exist without strikers. Evidently, though, 

the union learned that it was misguided to substitute itself 

for the rank and f-ile. when a strike at New Westminster's 

Mphawk Mill in November looked weak from the outset, the 
• •% 157 

union called it pff after three *days. ; 
The recriminations that invariably ensued after each 

loSt strike suggested that-the -union never really accepted 

the necessity of patient union-building or the reality that 

successful industrial action would be exceptional. Yet its 
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very refusal to submit to/prevailing conditions was 

responsible for its undertaking difficult work that laid 

the long term basis of-'a union constituency. It built 

links between the employed and unemployed, for example. 

When union activists such as Pritchett and Canuel were 
9 

0* 

victimized, they automatically gravitated towards the 

unemployed movement. The'presence of a leavening of 

experienced industrial militants with left-wing views 

within the unemployed movement clearly improved the chances 
l sfi * 

of successful strike aption. Another aspect of union 

activity with long-term significance was it̂ s campaign . 

against racism. Given that racism was/ materially rooted% in 

wage differentials*, easier access to employment, 30b 

security and not least tradition, this was no easy task. 

Nevertheless, in common with all WUL unions in the province, 

the union explicitly solicited"members "regardless of race 

or color" and waged "quite a stiff/campaigh"'for the idea" of 

multi-racial unionism. It also encouraged Asian workers to 

participate in the running of the union, produced union • 

literature in Chinese, and'on three occasions in 1932 
1 

.struck or threatened to strike against the dismissal of 

Chinese or Japanese workers. Arne Johnson claimed that the 

first time this happened, at Vancouver's Sterling Shingle 

Mill in July, was the first time white workers in B'-C. had 
159 aver struck over this issue. Positive results from this 
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ideological struggle were patchy and slow to develop, but 

it is instructive that the first job Harold Pritchett .was 

able to obtain on the lower mainland after his victimization 

at Fraser Mills was at a mill owned by East Asians. 

In the wmter of 1932-33 the LWIU made an unexpected 

tactical re-orientation. It decided to split itself and 

send its sawmill members back into the Shingle Weavers' 

Union. This decision was part of a general .reappraisal 

by the WUL in the province of its relations with the 

Reformist unions. In February. 1933 the WUL Vancouver 

District Council asked the VTLC and the much smaller ACCL 

National Labour Council to consider a joint conference "for 

the purpose of formulating.plans to combat the attacks on 

the living standards of the workers." The ACCL's response 

is not known, but the VTLC rejected the appeal out of "hand 
* » 

and made the same response when the WUL repeated its 
* 161 suggestion in May. Undeterred, the WUL- abandoned its 

independent attempt to organizevthe sawmills (it also 

T 
^increased its oppositional work in the Vancouver & District 

Waterfront Workers' Association, a semi-company union 

affiliated to the ACCL) and set about exploiting the 

"growing disenchantment" of the remaining SWU membership 
162 from within the union. The SWU had refused to fold in 

the early 1930s despite losing most of its members, and its 

very existence remained a.threat to the LWIU, since 
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employers offered recognition - of the SWU to undercut the 
n* "** i 

industrial union. Prit^chett'rejoined-the SWU in 1933 "to 

carry forward the potlicies of militant unionism", 

successfully built a "progressive" bloc, 'and by the spring 
i " • " ' - ' "163 

of11934 was union Vice President and VTLC delegate. 

Meanwhile, the LWIU was laying the basis* for its first 

majoa- incursion into the logging camps. 

By the winter of 1932-33 the WUL could claim limited 
' / 

but real "advances, evidence of which is provided by a com-
*J§ ' « ' _ " " " 

parison of its mid-1931 membership figures with those 

claimed in the Annual Report on Labour Organizations in 

Canada for 1932. The latter admitted a drop in MWUC 
0 

membership of 200 (3200 to 3000), but claimed increases of** 

1300 for the IUNTW (1200 ro 2500) and 5600 for the LWIU 

(1400 to 7000). No membership figures were provided for the 

WUL's smaller organizations, but there were many mOre of 

them than in 1931. In addition bo the three relatively 

well-established unions there were: Fis*hermen*s and 

Cannery Workers' Industrial Union (BIC); Food Workers' 

Industrial Union; Marine Workers' Industrial League; Metal 

Workers' Industrial League; Domestic Servants' Union; and 

scattered locals of furniture, boot and shoe, cleaiting and 
164 

dyeing, fur dressing, and textile workers. A liberal 

estimate or total WUL membership ip'the early months of 

1933 would be 15,000 industrial workers, to. which we would 

>: 
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have to add perhaps as many as 20,000 members of unemployed ' 
"* « 

organizations also under WUL authority. 

One decisive weakness in the WUL remained its exclusion 

from the "basic industries and ... war industries": steel, 
" H i f">""i 

engineering, automobiles, metal mining and so fortTo. Yet 

organizers thought they now possessed sufficient practical 
* 

experience.to penetrate these industries. When the WUL 
-* .» -

National Executive Board met in January 1933 it agreed that 

the way forward lay with a generalization of the "methods of 

personal work" that had already been proven effective in 
« - " 

light industry: identify the "key" worker/s in a shop; 

develop them as contacts without eljpd&ing them to victim

ization; and slowly, build up functioning shop groups 
* 166 

capable of leading limited struggles. Of equal importance 

was the ̂presentation of a positive image of communist trade 

union work. According to A3,ex Gauld many decent rank and 

file workers considered communists "splitters . *.' noisy 

disrupters." The WUL therefore had to est^lish its -right -

to speak tot the masses by struggling for "real lifelike 
167 • 

demands, corresponding'to the needs of the situation." * 

Joe Gershman, who had become one of the central figures in 

the WUL since.the incarceration of the party leadership in 

February 1932, underlined Gauld's point. '"In some of the 

[WUL] unionsW„ he admitted, "there are elements of 

indifference as to. whether demands are won or lost. To be 

_.# 
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successful, every exertion must be made to win some material 
"* ' 16fl 

gain from every struggle.*' Charles Sims, who returned 
i. 

from,Moscow early in 1933 to assume the WUL secretaryship, 

emphasized that participation in "actual everyday struggles" 

was not only a. test of leadership, but also part of a "very 

169 definite" struggle for socialism. Sims' comment hinted 

at the persistence in his audience of ultra-left ideas -

hardly surprising given the previous three years' 

experience - and was indicative of the beginning of the 

international movement's cautious reversion to united front 

tactics. Instructively, at this precise moment the WUL 

published a pamphlet by' Lozovsky which, without a blush, 

disinterred 'Left Wing' Communism: An Infantile Disorder, 

since 1929 a virtually forgotten text. 

Another indication of a rightward movement of the WUL 

was its abrogation of affiliation to the RILU. As late as 

its First National Convention in August 1932 the WUL con-

tinued to describe itself is part of "a world-wide 

organization which is gathering strength day by day ... the ' 

Red International of Labour Unions'*, and confirmed this 

relationship in a pamphlet issued immediately after the 

Convention, workers' Unity League: Policv-Tactics-

. 171 Structure-Demands. However, between then and the "end of 

the year, it modified its relationship to one simply of a 

"fraternal"'nature and with no."organic connection". It 
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also withdrew the Workers'Unity League pamphlet from 
172 circulation. 

Organizers had, in any case, regularly demonstrated a 

willingness to be flexible with tactics. Regionalism seems 

> to have played*a particularly important part in bending 

"the line". As the Cape Breton and British Columbia 

.experiences demonstrated, the centre had to defer to local 

knowledge in certain circumstances. Distance from the 

centre may have made ^t relatively easier for comrades in % 

Glace Bay or Vancouver to tailor their interpretation of 

the line to meet theif superior understanding of the local. 

situation. It so happened that these two particular A 

f < experiences shifted the emphasis of the line- towards greater 

""*•" concern for working class unity, which may in the long :cun 

have insinuated a general tendency in this direction. 

Nevertheless, neither these tactical adaptations nor the 

WUL's formal severing of its ties .-from the communist move-

, " ment implied .in 1933 that it had surrendered its 
* 4 

distinctive militancy, opposition to trade union bureaucrats 

or its belief in the political character of industrial 

struggle. Its perspective remained predicated on an 

inevitable eruption of class struggle. And while leadership 

of that eruption might prove more "difficult and 

complicated" .than once thought, the revolutionary movement 

was "assured of victory" as long as it had^"a correct 
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program, a clear,, firm line and fighting courage and 

173 determination." If this obligatory triumphalism sat 

uneasily with the left's increasingly realistic mood, the 

combination of realism with all the qualities demanded of 

revolutionary unionists made it possible for the WUL to 

exploit the possibilities that finally arrived in-the 

summer of 1933. 

*». 
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CHAPTER FIVE '̂  

AGENTS OF REVOLUTION. 1933-1935 

"Organization, Consolidation, Struggle are the slogans for 

Marchi", The Worker, 4 February-1933 * * 

"The vain imaginings of revolutionary doctrinaires, once 

loosed upon the world like a cloud of poison gas, are 

difficult to bottle ̂ p again." * 

Toronto Globe, 19 February 1934 

During the period frota J.930 to the winter of 1932-33 the 

Workers' Unity League served its apprenticeship, surviving 

internal torment and external repression to come through the 

worst of the depression years with an invaluable store of ") 

experience%and the foundations of a new cadre. In .the next 

two years it demonstrated an ability to. put its 

Helped by the e^ononic upturn which began in the late 

spring of**1933, {and which had an is*pact on workers • 
,/ 

confidence ot#'of a^i proportion to its objective dimensions, 
** ,.J 

/ -
V, , < , - -

i 
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the WUL managed to establish the groundworks of industrial 
> - * * 

unionism across a wide spectrum of Canadian industry. Its 

performance was not uniform, and in many industries it had 

identified as crucial dt made little or no headway. 

Nevertheless, given its own limitations, the partial nature 

of the economic recovery and the contemporaneous efforts 

of "official" unionism, its achievement was not 

unimpressive. So much so, that to do it 3ustice in every 

particular area of intervention would require much more 
t 

spal^ than is available herev For that reason, I will con

tinue the approach adopted in the previous chapter of pro

viding an overview of the range of WUL organizing' mtk 

- experiences while concentrating on two particularly 

instructive case studies. The first - furniture - indicates 

the WUL's relative success in organizing light industries 

characterized by relatively small units of production. The 

second - steel - reveals its relative failure to penetrate 

"basic* industry. The chapter concludea^ith an examination 

of the WUL's relations with the state and the introduction 

of the theme-of trade union unity, which was to -Vssume 

dominance for the rest of the WUL's brief existence . 
% > 

The economic recovery which started in mid-1933-was 

so sustainej^nd general that two University of Toronto 

^economistSpPerhaps mindful of the blithe predictioha of t 

1930-31,. suggested in February 1934 that it had been "too 
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good to be true." In fact, recovery continued throughout « 

most of that year, by which time those industries which had 

been slowest to revive had come "out of' the slump. There 
.... 

were three specific reasons for Canada's recovery:* the 

benefits deriving from the Ottawa Imperial Conference of 

1932; the degree of competiti-ve advantage provided, albeit 

temporarily, in certain industries by F. D. Roosevelt's 

New Deal policy of wage and price inflation; and sharply 

rising prices for gold, silver and nickel. The creation 

of ah imperial trading bloc was directly responsible for 

substantial increases in Canadian exports to Britain and 

the "white" Dominions: in 1933 exports to New Zealand rose 

by 6 per cent, to Britain by 20 per cent, to" Australia by 
3 

54 per cent and to South Africa by 72 per cent. The 

upward trend was particularly marked in the lumber 

industry. By March 1933 lumber exports to Britain, 

considerably helped by the latter's agreeing to Canada's 

.demand for an embargo on Soviet lumber, had risen by 54 per 

cent; lumber exports to Australia rose by 79 per cent in the 

same period. By August 1933, after one year of the Ottawa 

agreements, total Canadian lumber exports had risen from 

53.6 million board feet to 128.5 million board feet, and in • 

value from #970.000 to $2,245,000. German rearmament 

helped Canada double its nickel exports to Germany and 

Holland (a less controversial conduit for sales to Germany) 

in 1933; in 1934 total Canadian exports of the metal more 
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than tripled, its value* reaching a record high of 

* 5 ' * #28.2 million. Steel and cotton were"well op the way to 
» _ • 

recovgry by the end of l?3s>" coal and construction revived * 

in 1934. In general',* by the* autupn of 1933 there .were' 
«• * - . 

' . . . • • . • • * * 

unmistakeable. signa that the worst of* the slump was over. 

Equally clearly.-the Canadian people were looking to _•*•-. X - / " , 
change political course. Between August 1933 and June 1934 

Liberals ̂ replaced Conservatives *m four out of four 
-. » 

» ... -
provincial elections - Nova Scotia, British Columbia, 
- . - * s 

"*" . * * v 

. Ontario, Saskatchewan-- wmning "by a total seat count of 
173 to 25. In-British/Columbia, moreover ,„ the Tories were 

wiped out entirely and replaced as the official opposition 
-' "* 4 . '-

'by the Cooperative Co*m*raonwealth Federation {CCF)., less than V 
. . . . 

eighteen months"old and with the ink on its Regina 

Manifesto barely dry. Also looking for change were, 

Canada's industrial worka«s, who .after three years of ' 

unrelieved misery, with unemployment or the threat of • 

unemployment* forcing mute acceptance of wage-euts, 

deteriorating conditions and harsh factory discipline, 

could see the labour market stabilizing. This was not 

happening dramatically, but nevertheless sufficiently in 

certain workplaces to give workers the confidence to resist 

further demands and seek to retrieve lost ground, in non-coal 

mining industry 1933 and 1934 saw substantial increases in 

strike activity (Table 5-»I). During 1934 there were more 

strikers than in any e/ear since 1920 and more striker-days 



Table 5 -

STRIKES 

Year 

1932 

1933 

1934 

Source: 

. 

-I _ < -

IN NON-COAL MINING 

No. of 
Disputes 

.83 

104 

165 " 

Labour Gazette 
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INDUSTRIES 

No. of 
Strikers 

14,850 
4k 

.23,530 

34,339 

1932-

**• 

• 

-24 

• 

. 

>, 

- No. Of 
Striker Days 

122,234 

284,5^8 

483,060 

than since 1921. 

The strike pattern suggests that workers were growing 

in confidence the longer the revival continued, "fihe 

percentage of strikes fought over a range of issues rather 

than wages or conditions rose from 26.5 per cent to 49.4 per 

cent. While the percentage involving union recognition fell 

slightly in 1934, there was a sharp rise in strikes to 

maintain union conditions and/or prevent victimization of 

union activists (Table 5-II)v. Strikes fought specifically 

over issues of factory discipline and "changes in work 

practices virtually disappeared in 1934, which does not 

mean that the issues themselves disappeared, but that changes 

r 
in production" methods were probably increasingly accompanied 
by managerial concessions or were subsumed in workers I 

>, t* ~ ** 

'struggles for general improvements, of which there were -

many. Roughly 73 per cent of strikes in 1933-34 brought 
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Table 5-II . • 

THE STRIKE P'ATTERN IN NON-COAL MINING INDUSTRIES, 1933-34 

Mainlv *^ maintain Union 
Year Mainly Wages C o ndi ti o n s ., Both «• Conditions/Prevent 

.Victimization 

1933 45 (43.5%) 3). (30%) 27^1^9%) " 15 (14.5%) 

1934 47 (28.7%) 36' (21.9%) 81 (49.4%) * 41 (25%) 
Source: Labour Gazette 

victories or more frequently partial gains. Apart from 

improved conditions and morale, 1934 saw money-wages rise 

for; the first; time since 1930 and real-wages rise from the . 

plateau reached in 1932 (Table 5-III). 

* 

With considerable justification communists have looked 

back on these years as the heroic moment of the WUL. While' 

the quality of the 'evidence available makes definitive 

calculation'impossible, it is clear that the CPC's Claim 

to have led the vast ma")ority of strikes in 1933-34 is 
1 substantially valid. Looking only at non-coal mining 

' 

, - .' - ! 

industry in 1934, we can see that the WUL led 51 per cent 

of strikes with 50 per cent of all strikers and 71 per cent 

of striker days; if' the coal industry -were to be included., 

the WUL's predominance would be much greater (Table 5-iv). 
» » "* t 

in a whole range of unorganized industries the WUL was the 

sole or leading force. Only the international garment 
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Table^ s-ltL 

INDICES OF MONEY- AND REAL-WAGES IN CANADA, 1929,-1935 

'-Year's. Money Wages Real Wages 

1929 • 100 100 

1930 • 100 101 
i 

1931 * . 98 110" 
\ -

1932 " 92 113 

1933 89 113 

1934' (> 30 ^ . 114 

1935 " .92 /. s 116 

Source: International Labour Review, XXXIV (July 1936)1 117 

workers • unions bear any comparison,, as' can b^ seen by 
• ' 

drawing up a "league table" of the ten'largest strikes* by 
_ -'' * 

striker days, in 1933-34 (Table 5-V). Communists claimed 
complete Credit for the militant upsurge, even to the extent ; 

» - " • * 

of alleging that rising indices of production and employment 

were being deliberately falsified. - In reality, the 
i ** * 

combination of an accumulation of grievances and the economic 

upturn would inevitably, have produced a rise in the level of 

class struggle. But without the WUL,. it is doubtful if % 

unorganized workers would have fought 30 often or, won as 

much as they did. . 
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Table "5 -IVV. STRIKES 

Industry " 
* 

Agriculture w 

Logging^' 

Metal Mining '• * 

Fishing 

Food Processing• 

Shoe & Leather 

Garment 

Textiles *** 

Furniture 

Automobile * 

Construction ; 

Service & Other * , 

LED BY THE-WUL IN NON-

No. Of 
Strikes 

1 (0)'* 

16 (1) 
2 (0) , 

1 (0) ' . 

7 (3) -

18 (-2) 

9 (27) . 

5'(2) 

15 (0) 

t*0) 

1 (4) 
10 (4) 

89 

•> 

No. of 
Strikers 

93 

5,819 

1,373 

50 

. 19$ 

2,347 

4,525 

9'l 

1,774.'-, 
333 

175 

484 

17,259 

-

-COAL MINING INDUSTRIES 1934 

No. of 
Striker Days 

"93 

193,208 

26,700 

250 

528 / 

1 2 , 3 7 2 ^ / 

, 76.0*2^ 
/730 

27,198 

^ ^ 1-228 

600 

4,025 

342,944 

• 

Won/ 
Compromise 

1 

4 

^ 6 

11 

8 

. " 3 

11 

4 

1 

. ' 9 

56 

". Lost 

12 

2 

1 

1 

5** 
1 

2 

4 
1 

K» 
O 
1 

1 

29 

** 

*** 

Figures iii brackets refer to the number of strikes in these industries not 
led by the WUL v « 

TJwo shoe workers** 'strikes, are not cfesignated won/lost since they were one-day 
sympathy strikes 

^ 
I have counted all'Ontario textiles' strikes as WUL strikes, even though most 
were short, spontaneous affairs. This is reasonable given the WUL's 
solitary activity among Ontario textile workers in the previous three years. 

This category includes rag, sorters, cleaners and dyers, car washers, window 
cleaners and, especially., restaurant workers. 

Source: Labour Gazette 
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Table 5-V ' - , ' 
. » 

THE TEN LARGEST STRIKES IN NON-COAL MINING INDUSTRY, 1933-34 

Industry Location Union No. of No. of 
Involved StrikersStriker Days 

1933 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

,5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. Textiles 

Logging 

Garment 

Furniture 

Garment 

Garment 

Logging. 

Logging 

Metal Mining Anyox 

Textiles Hespeler 

Hamilton 

Thunder Bay 

Toronto 

Stratford 

Montreal 

Montreal 

Thunder Bay 

Rouyn 

A' 

LWIU* 

ILGWU 

FWIU* 

ILGWU 

ACWA 

LWIU* 

LWIU* 

MWUC* 

TWIU* 

TWIU* 

1,500 

2,000 

600 

1,800 

4,000 

1,300 

800 

400 

700 

' 600 

1934 * 

1. Logging 

Garment 

Garment 

Logging 

I 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

48,000 

27,000 

26.Q00 

20,000 

20,000 

18,000 

14,000 

14,000 

10,000 

'6,900 

Vancouver jl. 

Montreal ' 

Montreal 

S.S. Marie 

Metal Mining Flin Flon 

Logging Iroquois "Falls 

Garment . Toronto 

Garment Winnipeg 

Garment . , Montreal 

10. Garment Guelph , ' • 
f 

* WUL unions' * , * , ' '*' 
•'** The Montreal Dress Cutters' Union was an independent, 

communist-led organization. This was* a strike in . 
support of the IUNTW. • 

Source: Labour Gazette ** * 

LWIU* 

IUNTW* 

ACWA 

LWIU' 

MWUC* 

LWIU* 

IL$WU 

IUNTW* 

MDCU** 

<ILGWU 

2,300 

3,000 

4,000 

-900 

1,073 

680 

2,000 

400 

400 

250 

- 125,000 

45,000 

40,000 

26,000 

' 25,500/ 

" 23,000 

• 22,000 

11,000 

ll'.OOO 

" 10,000 

't % 

- -tm&rJDM,,* ^•ii*rt&hy,<i,m*fom. -i 
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Throughout this period the WUL gave considerable 

attention to its consolidation as a* stable organization. 

For the first time it was attracting relatively large 

groups of workers, and its organizers had to relate to the 

varieties of working class ideas and attitudes. Most 
* «- i 

workers' had a general impression of how a union 'should/ 
»\ 

operate: it should be "businesslike" and it should be a 

union - not an adjunct or a duplicate of a revolutionary 

organization. Workers were dismayed by the "rotten old 

slip-shod ... methods of work" that\ were frequently 

characteristic of WUL unions. They were*also put off by 
•**». :* 

the pseudo-revolutionary jargon that all too readily crept 

into WUL literature, and consequently by the absence of 

language used "by the average literate worker". Moreover, 

there was'an unfortunate tendency for the day-to-day life 

' of WUL unions to fall by the wayside whenever a large strike 

was in the offing or in progress. At such times union life 
>. * 

" a"fcpunted to little more'than "a series of big mass meetings". 
» 

WUL leaders also had a constant fear of a new wave of state 

repression,^ prospect that came very close in the spring of 
*• ** i 

1934 when WUL activity was^ at its height. The "Red Bogey" 

was a problem .that"̂ arose in virtually every strike the WUL 

led, 4nd'persisted generally in the "vieŵ that the WUL was 

,- . not respectable. . On one occasion*the B.C. Lumber Worker 

** pointed out in exasperation that a WUL charter was no less 

legitimate, and "just as handsome as any granted by the 
v.. 

• 
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reformist unions". The fact that "the word Red [was] 

becoming synonymous with'a sincere and honest organiser and 

fighter for a living wage and union conditions" was slender 

9 consolation. 

The WUL fesponded by "professionalizing" its approach, 

urging greater systematization of finances, meticulous 

payment and collection of dues and-per capita, and no' 

siphoning-off of funds from literature sales that should 

have been submitted to the National Office. Similarly, 

after "many complaints and criticisms" it changed the format" 

"of Wprkers' Unity, replacing "long-winded programs, theses 

and resolutions" with more concrete and comprehensible 

articles. It told organizers to produce shop leaflets and 

"papers that spoke directly to workers' experiences_ and 

sensitivities, and also to observe a certain modesty of 

approach, remembering that for most of them "it wasn't so 

long ago" that they "didn't know what it was all about." 

Shop papers, it was .stressed, failed if they excluded broad 
• *•.' 

sections of the workforce. Hence they should contain mainly 
"* 

items on the social and cultural life of the union, carry 

educational items of a "trade union character" and maintain 

a "non-partisan" position, except where indicating how the 

cotnaunist viewpoint related to a particular economic issue.-

Unions were encouraged to develop active shop committees 

capable of performing basic union tasks, protecting members' 

employment and improving wages and conditions', and bringing 

-2 

• « " »•* m 4mt &&t,jfim*f" «>.„-
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forward new leaders who were more adept at showing workers 

"how to stop the bullying of a boss or a foreman" than at 

making revolutionary speeches". They, .were also encouraged 

to develop social and educational dimensions, the latter in ' 

particular being considered vital for the consolidation of a 

10 predominantly inexperienced membership. That these aims 

were only achieved to a limited degree by the end of 1934 

is less important than what they said about the WUL's 

trajectory. 

WUL leaders were acutely conscious of the League's 

apparent convergence with the practices of reformist 

unionism. Moreover, after they tentatively broached the 

question of limited united action with the reformist unions 

in May 1933 (and as we saw in the previous chapter, even 

earliej-̂ in British Columbia), they opened themselves to 

questions on their entire strategic approach: if the WUL. 

really was interested in unity, and if it Considered unity , 

with reformist unionism possible, why did it not grasp the 

opportunity to carry the fight for militant policies from 

the inside? 

In fact, TLC and ACCL leaders did riot wish to inherit a 

rumbustious bunch of militants,' and were from time to time 

clamping down on left wingers, such as Harold Pritchett and 

Alex Gauld, who were fighting from the inside. .But a 
A • • * - . . * 

nagging voice calling for a return to united front tactics 
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belonged to the small Trotskyist Left Opposition (LO). 

Built around an alliance of former adversaries Maurice 

Spector and Jack MacDonald, and staffed mainly by expelled . 

YCL members, the LO urged the WUL to seek every available 

opportunity to strengthen the left inside the trade union 

mainstream, not by a policy of wholesale liquidation - the 

WUL still had a job to do in organizing the unorganized.-

but by inserting*its new recruits, where appropriate, as 

militant blocs in the reformist organizations. A classic 
b *» 

example was the WUL's organization of a Fur Dressers' and 

Dyers' Union after a strike at Toronto's Hallmen and Sable 

factory in late August. 1933. The LO paid due tribute to the 

WUL's "effective leadership", acknowledged that it had won 

the confidence of the entire workforce, and criticised Max 

Federman, local leader of the International Fur Workers'-

Union for his mischievous role and general untrustworthiness. 

Nevertheless, "especially at this time when the masses are 

turning towards organization and ... militant action", it was 

vital that the WUL look beyond its awn organizational 

interests to the question of.how best to promote unity and 

class struggle. And in this case, the answer was to 

organize the Hallman and Sable workers as jr^dressers' and 
ltsdMfr* 

* * 
dyers' local of the IFWU. For, the'time beflftf the WUL ignored 

"*• . v 
' 12 *** 

•the LO's advice. 

For most of 1933 the WUL was unwilling to think through 

the arguments on unity, though by'the end of 1934' it was' 
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-< 
giving increasing attention to them. Instead, it reacted 

against its public promotion of trade union professionalism 

by stressing that there was something quite different 

politically about its kind of trade unionism and emphasizing 

the reciprocal relationship of WUL and CPC: building the 

one meant building the other. "We are not", a WUL Toronto 

organizer emphasized, ""-economists' or reformists-who 

simply look upon the daily' struggle or the immediate %emands ' 

aerthe sole object of struggle." On the contrary, communists 

used the struggle to prove their fitness to lead.and to 

demonstrate that the "workers' way out of the crisis .- the 

revolutionary way" was" the .only one likely to succeed. 

Communism was essential to* trade unionism, another party 

member added, because it represented in the political arena 

the true interests of the -working class, its "highest and 

fullest express*ion% just as the openly anti-capitalist WUL 

unions represented them>*in €he economic arena. The WUL, 
» » » "̂*-̂ — ~ -

Charles Sims .added, at the same time as he was stressing its 

non-partisan character, neither denied class struggle nor 

/ ' * - 13 the fundamental antagonism of capital and labour. 
*" 0* 

*• *• 
-> • *" 

Party leaders saw- industrial intervention and party-

building as reciprocal tasks. One pulled militants towards 

the.par.ty; the" other developed.class Consciousness among 

them and strengthened the class struggle element in the 
**• 

unions.. To,give thia new cadre of militants a rapid 

•forking knowledgevpf marxism and the skills to use it in 

< / 
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^. countering the day to day ideological resiAance of the 

masses, the party launched in 1933 its first' systematic 
- ' , T • " 

educational programme; With a series of -"Woxjkera' Schools"-
** 

and a National Training School. Catering to] all levels of. 
n . 1 

political education, these, school's tjaught speaking and . 

writing skills, the principles Of trade unionism, the 

history of class struggles and "the theory aha programme of-

the workiM-class - Marxism-Leninism". Beginners used '-

"study outlines" of the various themes, supplemented by 

reading's from the party press t *A good example of the kind 

of arguments with which beginners were equipped,was provided 

by Bill Findlay's Worker article "Regarding British 

.' -Traditions", which counteted the view that communism was an 
*' - - . , ' " ' " . ' '» ** r 

"alien" force in Canada' by showing-how the populkr image of 
' "Bribd.sh" social development as peaceful and harmonious was 

". -. * 'j 
a distortion.' For one thing'i't excluded* from history the-

' • '' . . - • • " . ' • " " * " ' • ** 

militant tradition of class struggle, arf Exemplified, by the 
- * ' "*s - .* 

"phff|sical force* Chartists a*nd,the 1926 General Strike: It 
• 15 -

was in that tradition that Canadian communists stoad. • Mole 

ad**anced students .read many of the basic marxist works, V 

' * including, The Copaunist Manifesto. Lenin's Imperialism .and *~ • 

< •»——•*» «™*- iu«- * 
. 'far special advanced classas only, Volume One-of Capital. 

j The -numbers taking advanced* classes' are* not known, but, the , 
.in tl|| autumn of 1933 that' "several thousand' 

16' ' - v- * 
enrolled in beginners'' courses." 

\ • 

\ 
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Tftis attention to working class political education 

was long overdue. But while in the long term it must have 

given new party members greater confidence in their 

abilities to lead from within the working class, it by no 

.means produced an instant,ability to link theory and 

practice. Organizers on the grbund were often completely at 
« * -4 

a loss when it came to linking the trade union struggle 

with broader political issues. Even militant YCL cadres as 

often as not -took the line of least resistance, hesitated 

to broach non-union issues and only admitted their political 

affiliations when "forced to the wall" by the workers they 

17 

were trying to organize. One Toronto restaurant-

organizer complained of the poor response from the YCL when 

he asked for members to come down to the picket lines. 

Since the YCL made almost no contribution to "picketing, 
* -

mingling with the strikers and generally building the 

union", the result was that neither the YCL nor the union 

made significant^fains./ Similarly, when a strike over" the 

Bedaux system broke out in June 1933 at'the Mercury Mills in 
. " • * - . • . * . > v 

-v * *.' Hamilton, the YCL, whose concentration plant it had been 
« , < • « * * ' ", t - • 

i>. . . » • \ 
- v~ isince the March campaign, considered itself insufficiently 

' * - ' ' " * * " ' ' . * • • * » ' - . ' " " 

tooted in the factory Mjt* had-organized shop committees in *, 
' , - • - C - * * L •-, 

., only two departments). to .risk 'showing its face. The two or 
* " •, » ^ 
"' three members who came .down to the„picket line^melted into ' 
• -. • ' * . » * • 

- . » * . ' - ^ . -. . * 

, •, * " - the background when the inevitable *\red bogey" was, ,.> 
• . • •>• - - . { ' • • " * « - . , " " - ' » • , 

' * introduced. ' In" several instances this failure .to build the 

- \ 

- • 
** 

1 w> 

.WH»^lllf)|^| 
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party side by si^e with tne union opened the door to raids 

by the international -onions. Fort William freight handlers, -

Toronto hospital workers and Niagara Falla chemical factory 

workers were all organized by the WUL, which then failed to 

build a "solid core of WUL or Party supporters" and let the 

TLC enter the scene "with a great blast of promises, a great 

treasury and bosses' cooperation." All three groups 

18 quickly "switched their allegiances. 

Nevertheless, both the WUL and the Party - which 

effectively moved out of the underground when the first 

group of its\jailed leaders was released in the autumn of 

1934 - were growing. The precise membership of the WUL is . 

impossible to determine. Even the unit^mized estimates 

provided by League spokesmen from time to time varied 
4. 

greatly. Thus the Second National Congress claimed a 

membership of 30,000 in September 1933; the National Office 
* \ 

reported 35,000 in April 1934; while in October 1934 member

ship was given' as 26,000 in The Communist International and 

39,000 by Sims at a meeting in Vancouver. The Annual Report 

on Labour Organizations in Canada for 1^34 gave a figure of 

24,086, but this appears not to have included the membership 

of the Ontario and British' Columbia locals of the lumber 

workers1 union,-which at its peak contained perhaps 12,500 
19 members*— An educated guess, therefore, would place WUL 

membership at its peak between mid-1934 and mid-1935 some

where between 30,000 and 40,000 members. P.arty menlbershlp is 

t 

'! 

i 
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easier to establish. From its 1931 low of 1,300 it climbed 
to 5,500 in late 1934 and 7,390 in July 1935 (Table 5-VI). 

» - -

A large proportion of new recruits came from the unemployed 

movement, but some were certainly drawn.towards the party' 

by its role-in industry. 

Table 5-VI 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA MEMBERSHIP, JULY 1935 
I 

District 1 (Nova Scotia) 110 

District 2 (Quebec) 730, 

District 3^(Southern Ontario) 2,000 

District 4 (Timmins) 400 

District 5 (Sudbury) - 200 

District 6 (Lakehead) 4P0 

District 7 (Manitoba) 800 

District 8 (Alberta) 1,100 ' ' : 
' District 9 (British Columbia) 1,200 - " • 
District 10 (Saskatchewan) 450 ._ \ ,' 

. f - . 7,390 
i ' P .' 

Source: "Control Tasks Set by 8th Plenum", Review,v 3 
,. (July 1935), 30-34. (copy in Of, Kenn& Collection) 

• " \ . ' 

- '. ' , • » * - ' 

WUL' organizers were prepared to try ajpost any, method ' V * 

to develop Struggle and build packets of/trade unionise).. Jn " \ J 
r .• v - - | 

fact, the risfceraen's aad Cannery Workers' Industrial Undda »• -•*. § 

(FCWIU) triad "nearly e-rarything short of kidtnapplng". This 
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B.C. union agreed with the general contention that 

"individual contact" was indispensable," but observed that 

it Was not a method suitable for every union organizer, at 

least on the coast, since it demanded that the organizer 

"adapt himself to the work very much like a preacher or 

Salvation Army organizer," and be "even-tempered,, patient 

and docile, not easily slighted and hard to antagonize." 

- These qualities came less than automatically to comrades 
i 

who had developed in the mass agitation tradition of the 
20 unemployed movement. ' On the other hand, when organizers 

v carried out the prescriptions for patient c»ntact^-ork to 

the letter, the effect could be to dampen any element of 

rank and file spontaneity. This was the case at one, v 

Toronto textile factory, where after forming a shop group 

the YCL" cadres restricted its activities to obtaining the 

names of addresses of individuals who might be recruited to 

K the group. This "organizational perspective" simply , 

produced stagnationr and tb*e> shop .group fell apart through 

21 inactivity.* 

Another example of how the. WUL could stand to the 

right ofT the rank and file-was provided by a loggers' and 

j: pulpwood cutters' strike in-Chapleau, Ontario (mid-way 

r> between Timains ajid S.S. Marie) in January 1934. The WUL 
* **• 

District ̂ Council' in Sudbury immediately assumed'.leadership 
, * " • • . , " ' » . 

of theatrike. It issued handbills around the area calling 

on workers not to scab and sent in several organizers, 

" : • . ' • A. 

. * ' ' ' ' * ' * ' " • • 

- » , • • 
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"notably Jim Davis, an individual who had several time's 

"run foul of the law in connection with his alleged 

communistic activities in Sudbury." Thunder Bay Communists 

added their contribution by picketing the highways leading '' 

. out of the city and issuing "travel permits" to travellers 

who could show they weren't,,prospective strikebreakers. 

*' . / These efforts were highly effective. To obtain scabs the 

lumber contractors had to avoid Sudbury, where communist 

influence was so strong that any scabs might proveoto be 

strike sympathizers, and only" IIIIMIMJIHI to obtain then) from 

Gracefield, Quebec. The successful introduction of " 

strikebreakers under heavy- guard changed the complexion of" 

the struggle for the WUL, which through Davis called for a 
i 

"strategic retreat". The strikers, however, told Davis that 

"the strike was ours and we intended to* carry on, as we did 
' . *> 

not come here to do any retreating and we therefore intended 
,' ». , 

to remain,on strike until we had obtained a settlement 
.. » 

suitable to ourselves.*" Eventually, the strike petered out 

*-22 " ' ' * 
early in February. 

• • « C • ' • 

There were other occasions when the WUL kept strikes 

going", apparently long "after any^chance of victory had . 

disappeared.- The Shoe and Leather ̂Workers'. Industrial' 

Union (SSMWB) maintained picket lines'at the Til!ey-Williams 
] '* " , - "'«** -\ ' '• 

sjHMi tectbry in New Toronto from late July,to1 early.November 

1;934, despite the—fact" that strikebreakers had bean 

• successfully introduced and full production restarted by the 

( 
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end of August. At Corbin, B.C., the MWUC struck for 3% 

months over a catalogue of grievances including 

victimization of. the local union secretary, conditions in 

the mine and the quality of company housing. Even after a 

battle between the strikers and the provincial police on 

17 April, described as a "riot* by the authorities and 

"another Ludlow Massacre" by the WUL, had placed Corbin 

under complete police control, the union'refused to accept 

' l» .' * ̂  

binding arbitration of the dispute'under the Industrial 

Disputes' Investigation Act. It continued its resistance 

into May, when the Spokane-based company Closed the mine,. 
0 

In'both instances ther"e was no question of the union foisting 

its authority on the rank and file* Decisions to continue 

strike' action in the face of impending defeat,were taken 

democratically, in the New Toronto case because there was no 

cootpromilte on offer and in Corbin because the compromise 

would have involved permanent elimination of half the jobs. 
, - ! 

These different struggles* revealed that successful » 

union action remained difficult even in more hospitable . ' 

economic conditions and in the presence of unions prepared 
' * 

to fight. Much depended-on the quality of leadership . ' 

provided.. And in this regard, the WUL was becgihing, 
, " " " w " . ' 

increasingly effective." Heart for example, .did it reach a _ 
• -# • t ' ' - - ' ' / ' ' 

position such as existed .in Corbin, a ccapany town iapc-ssible'. < J \ . ' ' * , /.' . (
f 

to enter by*train fee* Alberta if you Ware a radical j 
• • • • ' * * ' . " - ; . ! ' * . 

sy*»pathi*er, where it was" *inthe habit of exercising a vary •[,, *. * \ - . ' . 
- 1 * i i ** 

' /. » - " * . §.' ^ ' , - * , '« 
4 

. ." - V " ". 

1 

' ,te 
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strong influence in the running of the mine"? One reason 

was its'ability to inspire by personal'example. During the 
> 

strike with the town bottled up tight and a crucial mass 

"meeting approaching, the WUL sent Pat Lenihan and George 
* * • 

Arbuckle, a fernie communist, on the 30 mile journey from 

"Coleman on the Alberta side of the Crow's Nest Pass to ' 

Corbin - on f o o t . 'Revived only by an hour's stop in v a 

Michel tavern and five hours' sleep in the shack of a 
•* -

sympathetic railway worker in McGillivray, they survived the 

Rockies in the dead of winter, although along the way * SI 

Arbuckle had to inspire a whining and moaning Lenihan by 

* conjuring up an image of Lenin battling through Siberian 

snows during his exile in the- 1890s. When they arrived in 
" ' 25 

Corbin «)the miners were mesmerized and-ecstatic. 

Lenihan's colleague in the MWUC, Harvey Murphy, 

displayed the flair that- was often necessary to make a 

breakthrough, in.his efforts to overcome similar difficulties 

in Michel/ another B.C. coal company town. Normal 

organizing methods were defeated by company spies and the 

firing of„ any miner suspected of harbouring .an organizer; 

indeed, any stranger was ^--slediately put "andef, surveillance/ 

Murphy* S response was to turn to the S\a\ and Italian 

Communities of the MWUC stronghold of Blairmore, 30 miles- • 
• " .' ' ' " . * ' 

away., He had them organize a" concert-party,, consisting of 
i • • • '" . ' . - , . . . * * • • • . 

90 miners, 8-women and 21*young pioneers, which pat on-a, 

ft . ' . ' . ~ s . 

' s ' * - . ' * • . •* . ' - , ' . «. 4/ 

1" • ' 
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show in Michel on 10 March 1934, a pay-day. Murphy had 

already been banned from Michel, but since this was a social • 

occasion he was allowed in, on the proviso that there be no 

speeches at the concert-. On arrival, however, Murphy was 

appointed HX". for the evening "which somehow or another 

turned out to be a Succession of speeches,^despite the ban." 
. ' 4 «* * 

, The concert ended'at 9.30, giving opportunities for 

fraternization between the twoitowns' Slavs and Italians 

wall into the night. The Blairmore party returned home at 

four-in the morning,-satisfied it had laid the basis for 
* 26 unionization in Michel. ^ 

' \ 

During strikes WUL organizers had to use a wide variety _, 

of^tactics to support their standard use of militant picketing 

The Winnipeg WUL operated a boycott of the Western Packing 

* Company's products, which-bit hard enough to force the 

company to take out full-rpage advertisements in the Free 
27 Press and Tribune denouncing the WUL. In Port Arthur 

the LWIU, aided by the Finnish Organization and the 4 
A ' 1 >' 

. Scandinavian Workers' and Farmers' Club, picketed the horse 
__•< barn? of the; struck Pigeon Timber Company round the clock. 

- • ," * ,\ .> £~ • . - • ,' , 

When a oombine*d force of Ontario'Provincial Police and 
'***', # _ j * "• £*> , „ 
'- , RCMP tried to bleak the picket and round up the union . 

* leaders, thousands,of'people from Port Arthur's South End . „ 
. * - ' • . • 

* " • . * 

"began streaming out of their homes ...[until] the whole > 
' '" i • ' * * " ' * . • ' 

£lock surrounding the PidgeOn Timber BaS-n, on Machar 

•n • ' . - • 
< •-.. A •) 

". - . - / 

t s 

» 
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A venule was packed with people ." The p o l i c e were forced to mte M 

'•withdraw, 1and the horse barns picket was made securer than 
28 - ' 

ever. , SLWIU organizer Ken Scott gave leadership of 
A 

intelligence and flexibility at a strike in Brampton. He 

mixed up mass and token pickets as circumstances dictated, 

talked strikebreakers out of scabbing-, called a successful 

mass public meeting to defend the WUL against red-baiting, 

organized' two other Brampton workplaces, a knitting mill 

and.a wholesale flower grower, and brought the strike to a 
29 " 

.'satisfactory conclusion. 
Scott was just one of many new organizers thrown up 

o ' /" 

by the struggle and the left's "cadreization" programme. 

Among others who came to the fore were Jim "Scotty" Houston 

(Toronto unemployed, Hespeler textile workers, Flin Flon 

metal miners), Jack Scott (Ontario, boot and shoe, metal 

workers), Jim Beattie (Ontario'boot and. shoe, steel and"metal 

workers), Bruce Magnusson (Northern Ontario lumber workers), . 

Anne Walters (Ontario textiles)^ Mitchi SagO (Flin Flon 

metal miners, Winnipeg labour generally), Myer Klig 

(Montreal and Toronto garment and fur workers), Oscar 
> 

Salonen (Vancouver longshoremen) and Fred Collins (Ontario 

- furniture, boot and shoe and autoawprkers).^ In'addition, 

several estranged activists had made their peace with the <. 

party by* this time, for example John Stokaluk* 'J.8. ' 

Salsberg and James Blugermah; and -one well-known non- , 

coomunist militant, Sam Scarlett, had finally renounced his, 

*' { ' . . . - . " -
f _ \ • . . . . . • Y 
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";anarch©-syndicalist" errors, partly because of the glowing* 

success of the Five-Year Plan and partly because the CPC 

had taken over sole possession of the place in the state's 

30 firing line once reserved for the IWW.< 

0 • 

In general, the WUL had its greatest success in 

relatively small workplaces and in light industry, where its 

personal contact approach could percolate through an entire 
**• - * 

factory fairly quickly, where the inevitably ensuing strike 
0 

did not drastically tax- available resources, and where union 

influence could thereafter be consolidated. Thus in the 

textiles industry the WUL made its first serious inter

vention in the knit goods' sector, in which 85.8 (in 1935) 

per cent of businesses employed fewer than 50 workers.* The 

WUL led five textile strikes in 1933, of which four were in 

plants with between 20 and 30 employees: Standard-Knitting, 

Winnipeg, 29; Royal Knitwear, Toronto, 26; Model Knitting, 

Toronto, 25;-Textile Knitting, Toronto, 24. Out of the 

Joint Organizing Committee of Knit Goods workers the Textile 
* *' '31 

Workers' Industrial Union was formed late in 1933. A 
similar situation prevailed in the shoe and leather 

* * 

industries. The SLWIU carried out twelve strikes (8 in' as18 it 

New Toi 'Toronto, 2 in Kitchener, 1 each in Brampton'and New Toronto) 

between August 1933 and August 1934; the smallest of the 

factories hadf 10 .vi-orkers, the largest had 125. It was the 
• J/ 

same story In the furniture industry; in meat packing the 
0 * „ 

small companiea wefca' struck; mid in the autoaepbile industry 
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only the components'' sector was affected. «•« 

Conversely, the WUL made little or no impression on 'the 

huge mass production industries. There was some evidence of 
* 

activity in the Kitchener rubber factories, some of .the 

larger cotton mills.and at the Steel Company of Canada 

(Stelco), but none at all at General Electric or 

westinghouse, or in the agricultural implement or major auto 

plants. Failure here Stemmed hot so much from the 

inapproprdateness of the shop group method as from the 
» 

greater complexity of the" workplace settings and the fact 

that these large, monopolistic industries had both the most 

effective disciplinary techniques and the capacity to make 

33 tactical pecuniary concessions. These basic points can 

be developed by looking more closely at WUL activities in 

the furniture and steel industries. Before doing so-, 

however, it is worth examining WUL oppositional work on the 

Vancouver waterfront. As we have seen, this aspect of 

communist trade union activity was often listed as One of 
• ' " -

the movement's severest weaknesses. Such was not the case 
34 

in Vancouver. 

"The rapid rise of con*munist influence on the Vancouver 
> 

water-front was scarcely predictable. For ten years, the 

Vancouver & District Waterfront Workers' Association 
' • - * 

(VDWWA) had dutifully served its purpose aa a company union. 

• t * 
Formed by the B.C. Shipping Federation (BCSF) in 1924, it 
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was manned largely by strikebreakers from the previous 

year's International Longshoremen's Association (ILA) 

strike, supplemented by such ex-ILA man as could escape the 

blacklist. It was contractually obliged to restrict its 

membership to 800,- assist the BCSF in eliminating 

"incompetent" workers, and to support existing governmental 

Its institutions;!it was even housed in the BCSF Ball. 

composition did not make for militancy:- strikebreakers and 

" * ' « 36 

their viqtimsdid not make the best comrades. Moreover, 

internal disharmony was intensified by the structure of the 

workforce and customary work-practices. The union was 

divided into groups and work gangs, usually dealing with 

specialized freight. Thus four ex-ILA gangs made up one 

group. Gang members were the most privileged of the 

workforce: "If you were a good gang and produced the goods, 

you got lots of work." To members of the most favoured 

gangs, individual earnings of £200 a month were common in 

the 1920s. In,the 1930s, however, continued disparities in 
relative earnings became a crucial issue,* producing demands 

37 for union control in dispatching and work rotation. 

Before 1933 there had been a few desultory attempts to 

supplant the VDWAA. From time to time in the 1920s the 

Vancouver'Trades and Labour Council tried to revive interest 
« ' 

in the ILA, usually by exposing the deterioration of safety 

conditiona in longshoring since the .1923. defeat. Its 

atte-apta were thwarted by the reluctance of former ILA nan 

1 

/ 
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to consider bringing back the independent union if, in 
0" , 0 

doing so, they would be legitimating the status of ex-stfike-

.breakers: it was one thing to work"with a scab under 

protest; accepting him as a borta fide unionist was something 
38 ' "" ^ fc 

efse. - Prompted by.the Comintern's strong emphasis on the-J 
0 • J , 

revolutionary potential of organizing port workers, Tom 
. v - . " - * 

Ewan carried on extensive correspondence with revolutionary* 

waterfront organizers in Britain and the united States-, and *i 
t* 

hinted that the WUL stood on the brink of significant Kj) 

achievement in this area, in fact, communist influence^was 
, * * . • * . 
almost non-existent; in May 1931 the CPC had a single • 
/ * -" ". * . 39 ' . 
member working on the Vancouver docks. 

-' • \ 

, The WUL gained its, first real influence on the water-
' front through the unemployed movement. .Dissident longshore-

1 ' 

men used the various unemployed councils as -a surrogate for . 

activity inside the VDWWA. The Waterfront Neighbourhood 

Council was one of the most'active in* the city,4 and was 
' * s 

almost certainly bringing together *Bia»Ltants from different 
40 * " 

-Ittngshore groups. Obviously, uneaRloyed and underearployed 
f ***" « 

longshoremen had the greatest material interest in doiaanda 
w • g «... 

for equalized work and earnings. They also provided outside 

organizers with an intimate knowledge of the rank -and file*a 

grievances and problems, such as dreadful safety conditions 
- • 4 

and the authoritarian habits of many aVevedores and foremen. 
0 

Organizers used this knowledge to make their a-ejaeographed 

panar The Haaw Lift an "extremely lively'1, *ill-iBfor»ed 
\ « 

J 

\ 

r 
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publication. It first appeared in May 1933, and promptly 

became^he "collective organizer" of a "veritable network" 
IT 

of left wing groups and party cells on the docks. Supporters 

of its "progressive" programme poured it "in a continuous 

stream into the lunch pails and buckets" of VDWAA members t 

By the end of 1933 a progressive slate, standing on the 

Heavy Lift programme, won control of the union. WUL 
v 

National Executive Board member Oscar Salonen was elected 
* J41 

business agent; 

In 1934 the Left extended and deepened its authority in 

the union. Another communist, Ivan Emery, was elected 

president; the union's withdrawal from the Vancouver 
i 

National Labour Council, an almost moribund body propped up 

onlj by employers' largesse (including that of the BCSF), 

"-* . .. 

was effected; and the "progressive" group began to win 
42 support even.from the "high earnings" gangs. 

Communists used their influence in the' VDWWA to extend 

\ -a 

unionism into, many unorganize^sectors of the B.C. marine 

transport industry. A special union meeting in September 

1933 voted to overturn the contractual prohibition on 

increasing the official membership beyond 800 workers. But 

rather than take on the BCSF prematurely on this isque, the 

VDWWA chose to*become Local 1 of the Longshore and Water 

Transport Workers of Canada (LWTWCf in April 1934. Left 

wing organizers, Salonen in particular, used this new 
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federated structure to form Waterfront- Workers• • 

Associations in Victoria, New Westminster, Chemamus, Port 

Alberni, Duncan, Powell liver and Nanaimo, created small 

specialized unions such as-the Vancouver Export Log Workers'* 

Association, "the*Ship Lining and Fitting Workers' Association 

and the Coastwise Longshoremen and Freighthandlers' 

Association, and after two fruitless years trying to build 

the WUL's Marine Workers' Industrial Union (MWIU) formed 

the Seafarers' Industrial Union (SIU) through an 

amalgamation of the MWIU,. the" Federated Seafarers • Union 

and a portion of the rank and file-of the Canadian Amalgamated 

Association of seamen. Altogether, the LWTWC added between 
43 1,500,and 2,000 unionists to the left wing camp. 

/At the same time as they were building unionism in 

marine transport, comnlunists were trying both to consolidate 

what they had built as part of the mainstream labour move

ment and to prepare the waterfront organizations for strike 

action., Here they ran into difficulties. In the VTLC Harold 

Pritchett tried tO*win endorsement for the LWTWC but this 

first step towards what was almost certainly an attempt at 

affiliation to the international movement failed, after con

siderable discussion, with the LWTWC being declared "dual" to 

the non-existent ILA. In a sense, this was a case of the 

cqjjnmunists' chickens coming home to roost:- any proposal 

from their quarter, no matter bow "sound,, was automatically 

44 ' " ' '< 
suspect. The left's efforts to win support for strike 

' ' • '• • . " > • 
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action against the 'BCSF encountered "habits of thought' 

engendered by ten years of suppression"t and more than a 

year passed between the first broaching of "the subject and 

the final emergence of open conflict. Commuhists in the « 

union were anxious to contribute to the, waterfront strikes 

that hit the United States' ports in the summer of 1934. 

In the event,« the VDWAA rank and file rejected encouragement 

to follow the American example, indicating that the left's > 

grip on the union was not absolutely secure. Nevertheless, 

even according to the conservative estimate of the BCSF's 

informants, by May 1935 the left had the "habitual support 

of half the f̂ nion membership and a solid core group of ̂ 75 
45 activists. Whether this would be enough to sustain it 

through what was now an imminent strike remained to. be seen, 

but it-was certainly as much as the WUL could have hoped for 

when it launched its intervention two years earlier. 

The strugglerin which the WUL really established- itself 

as a force to be reckoned with occurred in the furniture 
i * * 

industry of Southern^bntario. One sector of the industry 

was made up of a cluster of small, mainly -upholstery shops 

in Toronto. The larger sector was located inside a 

"geographical triangle extending from Kitchener in the east 

to Owen Sound in the north to Strathroy in the west, \with 

Stratford at its centre. By May 1934 the "Furniture Workers' 

International Union (FWIU) was known, even in Toronto, as 

file:///with
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the "Stratford Union", following the. crucial Strike in that 
j ACL 4* 

town in the autumn of 1933. Yet the union actually made 
* » ' 

its breakthrough, albeit a small one, in Toronto; and in 
0* 

the next year gained at least a foothold in most of the* 
* 

furniture centres. Nevertheless, its role in Stratford won 

it a reputation, and takes up much of the following 
X 1 

discussion. • •• 

A useful portrait of conditions in the furniture 

industry before the arrival of the FWIU was provided by • 

0. J. Kerr, Stratford's leading local activist in the 1933 

strike, in his appearance before H. H. Stevens' House of -

Commons Special Committee on Price Spreads and Mass Buying 

in 1934. Predictably, it was polE a very attractive one. 

Craftsmanship was a thing of the past. Production had been 

broken down entirely to repetition and assembly work: '"one 

group of men ... work on arms, another on seats, another on 

backs, and so forth." Most employees were paid by the piece, 

and in the depression years especially, when cut-throats 

competition between manufacturers was at its height, the 

piece-rate bonus was a ready target for cost-cutting. ' 

Workers had to. accept whatever rate was offered since 

unemployment was so severe. During regular spells of 

spasmodic production.vorkers had to be on constant standby, 

"always at the call of the whistle." For women"and girls in 

the trade conditions were even worse. Most 'failed to make 

the provincial minimum wage, but made no complaint for fear 
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47 of losing their- jobs. «• 

/" • r 

, -> 3 

The industry was ripe for union activity; In the 

1920s the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners had* 

attempted to organize the skilled workers in the^industry, 

but after, the failure of a drive in winter 1925-26 it with-

drew doubting if furniture workers would ever prove realr 
48 trade union material. One of the primary reasons for the 

furniture workers' cool reception for the international 

union was its craft orientation, which they knew to be ^ 

inappropriate to their situation; even some of the mostw 

» 
skilled workers who retained individual membership of the 

UBCJ felt this to be trjte. In 1927 the OBU organized a 

i 
furniture unit in Stratford, but at its peak' it held no 
- • 49 

more than 2,3 members and perished by thefend of the year. J ' ' When the FWIU arrived in August.,1933, it brought, with it a , 

form of unionism that spoke to the perceived needs of a * 

50 « - r-'" • 
workforce that was ready for action. 

Fred Collins* and. Izzy Minster's organization of it the 

Toronto furniture shops demonstrated the" growing 

resourcefulness of WUL organizers. Beginning with only " 

three contacts in a single, chesterfield factory, they drew 
r 

up with them an article on shop conditions which was " \ 

published simultaneously in the 8 July 1933 editions of the 
i 

Worker and the Kampf, causing a major stir-among the other 

workers. The organizers then used an imminent Anti-Fascist 

» 

t 
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United Front demonstration to maintain^j.nterest and 
• * \ -

momentum.' With one of the contacts they gained an intfer-

'" X 

view with the Jewish owner of the shop, to ask if they 

could spteakvto the workers about ̂fhe forthcoming 

demonstration. He was only too happy,to contribute to the 

anti-Hitler movement and allowed them to distribute leaflets. 

By tnis time, the workers were anxaous\ to talk about 

unionizing the*"*plant,,. and the organizers were able to gain 

a number of names and addresses. CollinsXmade a point of 

visiting one of the key "Anglo-Sa*xon* workers at his home., 

, holding "a thorough discussion On what the WtJL represents 

"' ... clearing up .the *sd-called 'red bogey', explaining ... 

that anyone who is'ready to fight against wage-cuts, lay-

offs and for better conditions can be a member of the WUL." 

The entire workforce marched in the anti-fascist 
' 51 

demonstration. 

1 v .- While these events were taking place, the Canadian 

Furniture Manufacturers' Association (CFMA) was making its 

own plans to organize the industry. , On 4 August it held a 

conference in Kitchener to discuss plans for'a "code ..*. to 

end the wanton.competition" that had brought more than a 

few CFMA members tô -the verge of bankruptcy. Since this 

, mimicry of Roosevelt's National Industrial Recovery Act 

raised the speqtre of company unionism, Minster and Collins 

accelerated their efforts, holding a series of progressively 

• larger meetings. On'lO August 200 workers, more than two-
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thirds of the entire'Toronto workforce, drew up" a list of" 

wage demands - #15 a week minimum, 30 per cent increase for 

labourers, 40 per cent increase for upholsterers, sewers, 

cutters and cushion fillers, and 50 per cent for springers -

and appointed-a Committee of Action to pursue" their, claim, 

giving it full authorization'to call a strike if the demands 

were not met. The election of a union executive completed ' 

the preparatory stage)* , 

• / ' < * ' 

On 14 August these demands, to which had been added 

several others including overtime at time and a half, a ban „ 

cjn overtime if there-were workers unemployed, enforcement of 
IB ' 

, the Workmen's Compensation Act and recognition of union 

shop committees, were submitted to.the manufacturers along 

with notification of the union's indention to strike two 

days later if it had not gained satisfaction. The 

manufacturers ignored the claim, and the strike went ahead, 

proving highly effective. Within a week 11 out of 12 shops 

had signed contracts providing even, better conditions than 

originally demanded: in addition to granting all the 

original demands, they granted union recognition and hiring 

through the union.^ Interestingly, £ne single hold-outrwas 

the Gold Medal Company which in the late 1920s had operated— 

an ambitious scheme of collective shop management, profit 

sharing and group insurance. After severarlAdays of, vigorous 

picketing, the Gold Medal shop also >accepted> the union's 
"terms. , 54 
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Shortly before the Toronto^strike, Collins, Minster and 

two union members travelled to Kitchener and Stratford to 

forestall possible attempts at raisang strikebreakers. 

They found the Stratford workers particularly receptive. 
•0* 

One strong factor in the'WUL's favour was. the presence of a > 

strong'unemployed organization which was in the process of 

affiliating to the communist-led National Council of 

Unemployed Councils '(NCUC). The organizers left having put 
1 55 ' -

together,a small-FWIU local. On 14 September, three weeks 

to the day after the conclusion of the Toronto' strike, the» 

800 workers ̂.n Stratford's six furniture factories walked out, 
•0 

According to.one historian, WUL organizers acted with . 
., . 56 - -

"precipitate haste" in organising for the strike. ,As 

£hey saw it, however, there was nothing to be gained and 

much to be lost by proceeding at the elephantine pace of the 

international* unionsJ Delay only gave the employers time to* 
« 

discriminate against activists and red-bait the WUL;, it was 

not the WUL's experience that delay very often made employers, 

amenable to peaceful settlement. Moreover, the recent 

Toronto events had demonstrated the efficacy of surprise and 

of utilizing rank and file enthusiasm. When workers were, 

engaged in their first experience of collective struggle, 

especially in the habitually penurious WUL unions, ' 
' \ \ l • 

spontaneous enthusiasm was often crucial. When the FWIU 

gave the employers less'than a day to meet its demands, it 

was not indicating an essential preference for struggle over 

# 
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negotiation or being unfair to the employers - who were 
surely well aware of what was brewing. "Instead it was 

" - ._ y* 

anticipating a sharp struggle, in'which its best interests* (r
1 

would be Served by, getting in the first blow. . * 
" '"J 

> 

whe Stratford strike was significant for a number of ' 
** . y» •' 

reasons, not least of whioh was .̂ .9 refutation of the view 

that only "foreigners" were receptive to the WUL. The 
* < 

willingness of "home-brew type" workers to follow its 

tVy 1 

* 

militant lead greatly exercised the minds of the Bennett 
\ 57 ' - \ administration. Fred Collins played a decisive role in 

P * * ^ 

dissolving whatever hostility,there might have been to the 
** ** *• 

union's aggressive tactics. About 40 years old *anq| a former 
• • . **" 

Glasgow" ship̂ yardv worker and Xoronto streetcar driver, 
\ 

Collins"was large in physique and had an aura of" 

dependability. In the words of a co-worker he was "a real 
*- % 

< ' 58 > « 
militant ... a real, good, sol i-d* per son". He struck up an 

X 
easy rapport with local trade unionists,- whose support, 
particularly from the railway macjBlne shops, did much to % 

* 59 sustain the strikers* morale. On 22 September around 600 

railwaymen marched with their lodge banners alongside the 

strikers in "a protest demonstration led by the CNR employees' 

band. With fine understatement the federal Department of . 

Labour, observed that this expression of solidarity "would 

seem to be rather «, unusual circumstance". - Altogether, 
VA . . • 

around 2,000 people marched in this demonstration, showing 

the massive local popularity of the.strike. 
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, ^Members of Stratford's TLC and ACCL unions actually 

rejected the admonitions q/ Tom^Moore and Aaron Mosher to 

have nothing to do with the strike. The WUL's position was 
*- / 

strengthened when the Stratford Beacon-Herald obtained"** v. 

copy of a letter from Moore to a local UBCJ-official who 

had asked if the UBCJ could send in an organizer to 

supplant the FWIUi Moore's reply could hardly have been 

more damning. He stated that the TLC was in no position, 

constitutiorialli*a.or financially, to underwrite an • 

organizing dnve-r-^hat industrial unionism was contrary to 

TLC principles, and hence the furniture workets would have 

to -apply fpr membership of the appropriate craft union; 

that, in any eVent, these same workers had not proved of 

union'calibre in the past; but that, "to be going, on with, 
y 

the Stratford carpenters' local- should let it.-be known that 
the WUL**was the "Canadian section of the Red International 

. » <• 

of Moscow whose selevpurpose is to stir up strife and 
foster the aims and objects of the Communist Party..!* Here 

' *** *.v 

was a Classic case of TLC treachery, and Collins denounced 

it with relish as the "finest example of labour traitorism 

4 that Canada has ever seen", any exaggeration in the claim 

being excused by .the fact tnat the letter appeared exactly a 

jweek after the arrival in the town of 60 officers and men of 

the Royal Canadian Regiment," backed up by four Carden-Lloyd 

machine-gun carriers. Aaron Mosher complemented Moore's 

breach of working class solidarity by dismissing a request 

0* 
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for assistance from the WUL-National Executive Board with 

the argument that the FWIU was only prolonging the strike 

for political purposes and that the presence of the militia 
6? 

was not a material factor an the strike. 
-# 

' * U 

Many ordinary trade unionists saw things differently, 

as the resolutions landing on the desk of Tory provincial t 

6 3 
Premier George Henry indicated. FWIU members confirmed 

their support for the WUL after this incident, and the 
* 

. Stratford union movement did likewise. The fact that, as 

an official in the federal Department of Justice sheepishly 

noted, what the strikers faced! were only "Whippet tanks and 

quite small", was .an irrelevance: troops and artillery were 

' seen to be there for the purpose of breaking the strike, and 
/ 64 * 

therefore had to be unconditionally opposed. And, of 

course, military intervention was yet another^object lesson 

in the validity of the WUL's analysis of the class-based 

character and essentially coercive function of the st.ate. 

i 
It has been argued that within a few days of the troops' 

arrival "it had become apparent that [they] were irrelevant 

in the prevailing induatrial conflict." By then, however, 

they had already served their immediate purpose. Before 

their arrival., militant picketing had successfully preyente) 

the movement of finished goods ,out of the struck plants 

had impeded the entry of scabs into the Swift Canadian 

plant, where 70 young women chicken pluckers had gone on 
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strike on 21 September. After the troops arrived, the 

union was sufficiently intimidated to reduce the level and 

intensity*of-its picket line activities., and the factories 

managed to* ship out their completed orders. Moreover, their 

presence had a salutary effect - as far as the employers 

and authorities were concerned - on the industrial situation 

in other furniture centres. In Hanover, Owen Sound, 

Listowel and elsewhere "conditions at one stage promised to 

develop seriously, and, doubtless, the presence of the 
i 

Militia had some effect on .preventing the strike from 

spreading." 

Another effect of the militia's arrival was to end* 
' 
the likelihood of union recognition. On 21 September 

representatives of 5 of the 6 factories met with Dominion * 

Conciliation Officer M. S. Campbell and Ontario's Minister 

of Labour J. D. Monteith .(coincidentally Stratford's MLA), * 

and Deputy Labour Minister A. W. Crawford. After the meeting-
*• i 

Campbell reported to his superiors that "in private con-
* » • 

versation" some of the manufacturers had admitted that the 

strikersjiad genuine grievances, that one had felt 

unionization might lead to a general reorganization of the " 

industry and elimination of some of the worst cut-throat 

competition, and that union recognition was likely. The 

FWIU'even agreed to forego'its demand for the closed-jshop, as 

had been won in Toronto 67- For some reason, however, a 

stalemate punctuated by sharp exchanges on the pidket lines 
. t 
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developed, only to be broker! .by the military intrusion. , 
'* t 

'* . • * 
As we shall-?see later, the continuation Of .hostilities 

stemmed in large part from a*, hardening of the Ontario,. 

government's attitude towards the WUL. .For the present, 
* k 

it is sufficient to note that the strike continued through 
•f 

October, by which time'the Preston-Noeltlng plant had 

settleo and the union's capacity to sustain morale.had been 

sapped. The WUL therefore employed a strategic repeat; »in 

early November one plant after another made. individual f^k*> 

settlements, accepting,.shop*committees but refusing union/' < 
0 

recognition. Obviously, thiŝ  was some way short -of complete 

victory. Nevertheless, it'is nonsense to say that "the *•, 
* C O 

furniture workers gained nothing" from the strike.__ a 

0. J. Kerr- made this quite plain in .his Stevens* Committee**. 

appearance. The settlement, he acknowledged, was "net* 

acceptable by any m$ans, but [it was] the best possible •• 

arfangemertfc that could be made at that time." Not only wchre 
*- the hitherto super-exploited girls routinely bring^g * their' 
V - > ' */ ** 
-grievances forward for the union to take*up, but in general 

the advent of the union had, forced Ifltie manufacturers to 

recognize "the authority and the -right\ df the .worker to 
** / 69" * participate, in iftle organization of the plant." in 

.» • 

, addition, there can be little doubt that the collective 

experience of class struggle gamed during the strike had 

much tO( do with the election of a labour slate, with Kerr 

as its mayoralty candidate, in the December 1933 municipal 
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election. 

0*. 

70. 

\ Whije the Stratford strike was in progress, the xinion 

was active elsewhere.* In October, for example, a strike 

"accompanied by more than the usual amount of violence 

associated with *abor disputes among the foreign born", as 
y ' • * '** 

the Toronto G*lobe*%|at i€, won union recognition for 100 
f 71 

* workers in Toronto's National Picture Frame Company, The 
«-• ' , * ** 

urfion was also- active in Kitchener, Hanover,* Neustadt, 
1 ' - • 

Hespeler and -Montreal. Delegate^ from all.of these 
'"* * - , ' . • ' - ' 

furniture centres participated-in the FWIU's first National 
* • 

- Conference held In Toronto on 16-17 December. The main 
•business of the conference was the election of'a 15-person 

•* 
. National Executive Board (including one woman) and the 

selection $f Sttatford as union headquarters. But the union 
* 

* r • * 

found time to underline its milita/it orientation by passing 

resolutions opjHsing the "Hitler Terror" and the continued 

j imprisonment o f the CPC leaders and sending messages of 
'-* • • 72 

solidarity to striking loggers in Rouyn and Fort Frances. 

•Vftie FWIU then turned to the Kitchener, factories, 

displaying its grOwing maturity by negotiating contracts for 

150 workers at the Anthea-Baetz and Baetz companies; among 

.the union's gains were wage increases of between 10-30 per 

cent, equal division of work and recognition of sncp 
73 committees. . At the same time it was active in the two 

plants of the Brandt Compahy, reputedly "the worst sweat-
* *. • 

. shops in Kitchener", with abyspal sanitation, bullying 
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foremen, standard 14-hour shifts and wages fanging from 

12 cents an hour for boys under 20 to a maximum of 35 cents 

for the most skilled. On this occasion the company responded 

to the union's demands by holding a referendum, asking 

employees to sign a ballot indicating their preference for 

either .the union or a system of personal contact with the* 

owner. When an overwhelming majority of the 140 workers 

vested for the former, the company signed a contract 

" raising the minimum hourly rate to 20 cents and the maximum 

*-v to 40 cents, accepted the 44-hour week as standard with 

time and a quarter for overtime, agreed to equal division of 

work and granted union recognition. A gleeful Worker 

reported: "It all happened in one week, January 22nd, the 

worst sweat shop in Kitchener, January- 29th a Union Shop, 

100% organized, with higher wages, better conditions. 

74 
January 22nd - unorganized. January 29th - A UNION SHOP." -

From February to early April the union fought two 

strikes which showed its capacity to defend existing union 

conditions. One was at the Reliable Upholstery plant, which 

had been moved to Kitchener in a bid to escape the union's 

Toronto contract, when the union struck the plant, its 

owners moved it again - back to Toronto! The union pursued 

it, picketed its Toronto premises, and won a fresh 

75 contract. The other strike occurred at the recently 
-• * 

organized Brandt factory, where management had promptly cut ' 

the agreed rates. The union demonstrated its influence with 
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the rank and file by honouring an injunction requiring "the 

strikers to return to complete unfinished work-, "then pulling 

them out again en masse. Confronted with this display of 
76 

unity, the company again capitulated. 

Further evidence of the FWlU's ability to function as a 

stable organization was provided".by its 3 month strike at 
ty **" 

the Moore-Bell Company in Stratford. When the plant closed 

down in June 1934 it normally employed 40 workers, but/when 

it re-opened in/August it had reorganized production so that 

only 23 -Jfere needed. None of "the chosen 23, however, agreed 

to sell out his fellow unionists, and when the company tried 

to import*strikebreakers the union struck the plant. -It 

kept the picket line going for more than three months until 

the company conceded in December. In Toronto, ap tne 

expiry of the 1933 .agreement, the union's 300 member's 

struck for an improved contract, and as in f9*33, won a total 

v i c t ^ i , X - t ^ e K . ^ Z„ - » * 100 union U - « . 
successfully struck to win the reinstatement of the local 
president, fired for union activity, and to prevent , 

* 78 
detrimental changes in work practices. - Cades such as these 

9 

'demonstrated that the FWIU (and the WUL generally) was not a 
fly-by-night organization. j 

i 

There were, however,- a number of breaks in the pattern 

of progress. One. small Kitchener company managed to split 

its employees away from the union by signing an independent 

N 
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More significant was the union's 

. ̂ failure to gain union contracts for Montreal's 600 furniture 

workers during a month-long strike in September-October 1934. 

Several factors contributed to this partial defeat (most of 

the'shops granted certain improvements),' but the most 

•decisive was probably the timing of the strike. It 

coincided with' a massive IUNTW strike which effectively 
81 

exhausted WUL.resources. The FWIU's most serious reverse 

came in Stratford. Since the 1933" strike, the union had 

been trying to make good- its failure to obtain an industry

wide settlement. However, its efforts were hampered by the . 

presence of an a*hti-WUL group which had its main strength in 

the McLagan plant. In July this faction^was placed on a 

firmer organizational footing when the TLC chartered a 

furniture workers' Federal Labour Union (FLU), which 

immediately affiliated to the Stratford Trades and Labour 

0 Council and began a red*»baiting campaign in concert with the 

Canadian Legion. On one occasion a group^af Legionnaires 

k' • ' 

iidnapped Izzy Minster, and after forcing him to kneel down 

before the Union Jack and pledge allegiance to the King, 

drove him out of^Stratford, dumped him and warned him not 

to return, Ant /-communist activity drove a wedge through 

the working-class community; among the anti-WUL group was 

Robert Douglas, president of theSTLC. And although a mass 

meeting, numbering 10,000 persons according to the Toronto 

Star, demonstrated that the FWIU still carried extensive 
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support, including-that of Mayor jjerr and Alderman Douglas 

Marks, the union was understandably ambivalent about taking 

strike action that might have widened the split. Although 

250 FWIU members at? a meeting in mid-September confirmed 

their1 support, for the industrial union and drew up a new 
"' ' 8 

set of'demands, the union decided against calling a strike. 
*». 

Nqtwithstanding these setbacks, there was no question 

that in "scarcely a year the FWIU had established a genuine 

presence -m the furniture industry. In the face of con-

siderable employer hostility and increasing state inter

ference (of which more later) the union maintained its * 

momentum, extended the range of its influence and, by 

protecting rank and file gains, consolidated itself with 

the rank and file. These were no mean achievements. And 

they gained in stature when compared with the WUL's 

inability to penetrate basic industry. Here we shall look 

at the case of steel. 

No aspect of WUL activity generated more "self-

criticism" than the failure to build unions in the 

"decisive" industries, in particular automobiles, steel . 

and metals, metal mining and smelting and rubber. The , 

urgenqy with which this failure was discussed stemmed from 

the belief that the world stood^pn the "eve of the outbreaks 

of war and revolution", with the beleaguered Soviet^Union 

the obvious target for fresh imperialist attacxs.. Without 

/' 
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a presence in the mines producing the raw materials for 

rearmament and the factories producing new weapons qf war, 

the CPC would be unable to .perform its revolutionary^ dut-y 

of defending the "Socialist stronghold". Since a defeat 

for the Soviet Union would mean "increased oppression and 

slavery throughout the whole earth for years,to come", it 

was inconceivable that comrades should, 'as so many had 

done in their work in heavy industry, follow "to a large 

degree the line of least resistance." TJie "war industries" 

had to he organized." 

The steel industry was probably the WUL's biggest 

disappointment. The 1929 strike at National Steel Car, 

although defeated, had. raised^Hopes that this crucial 
* * *• 

industry might prove.hospitable to industrial unionism. 

However the depression only accelerated the disintegration 
9 

of workers' control that had been proceeding -through the 

1920s. The Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin 

workers had established a degree of influence in the 

industry's three largest plants, Be^sco/Dosco in Sydney, 

Steel Company of Canada (Stelco) in Hamilton and Algoma 
« \ 

Steel in Sault Ste. Marie, towards, the end of the-world war. 

But in 1923 it was smashed at Sydney, and in the other two 

plants its influence gradually evaporated. In the 

depression, managements seized the opportunity to impose ' 

whatever conditions they wished. With Dosco operating at 

17 per cent of capacity in 1932, there was little chance of 
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any kind of inside trade union activity. Circumstances 

r were' similar at stelco and/Algoma. 
* ' » 

The economic upturn slightly altered the situation. 

Total Canadian production of ingots and Hastings rose by 

19 per cent in 1933, and 1934, open eel with the best single 

month's production since May 1931; at 61,000 tons it was 

49 per cent better than the previous January's figure. 

The first indication that the upturn was having an effect 

on working class*-attitudes came from Stelco, ̂where wages 

had been cut by 33 per cent since 1929. In April 1934 
0 

The 'Worker printed a report from Hamilton under the headline 

"Hamilton Steelworkers Stirring", which gave the impression 

that mass support for unionization, and strong support for 
- * ' 86 ' 

the WUL, was growing at StelCb. The reality was rather 
different". . " * - " ' 

Workers in one department of the plant, the Slfeet or 

"Hot" Mill, had begun to discuss the possibility of forming 

"a steelworkers' union, with affiliations, if any, to be 
87 decided latter . •* Most of these workers were of British 

origin, and some at least had been members of the AAISTW 

in the early 1920s. They had no immediate intention of 

recruiting workers from other departments, but were 
i 

primarily concerned tp get their shop "all cemented together' 

88 

and paying [dues]." At their second meeting they agreed 

to call themselves the Independent Steel Workers' Union 
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(ISWU), apparently striking a compromise between those who 

favoured reviving the AAISTW -and those who supported the 

Steel and-Metal Workers' Industrial Union (SMWIU). 

> There clearly was s"ome support for the WUL union. At 

the second meeting a motion was put to admit local 

communist Alex MacLennan and WUL National Secretary Charles ' 
4 

0 

Sims, the latter*s presence indicating the degree of 

importance the- WUL accorded these developments. The 

majority, however, overruled the motion, and the two 

communists were left outside the door. The sheet mill 

workers were then on-the point of meeting with management 

to discuss the possibility of wage increases andmay have 
0 ' ' 

viewed the WUL**s burgeoning reputation for militancy as a 

-liability they could do without. Even after management 

gave them no encouragement, they remained alpof from the 

WUL'S approaches, Hamilton WUL organizer William Rigby 
I i 

t 

invited the ISWU ta send representatives to a series of 

public meetin'gs in the Grand Opera House, luring it with *** 

the observation that it would be able to put its case 

before "the big audience that usually attends our 

meetings." Rigby urged it to consider "the problem ... of 

organizing the thousands of steel-workers throughout 
89 • 

Hamilton ... to win a living wage for all. The WUL 
Executive Board|Highed in with an offer to* place its x 

90 "entire resources" behind the independent union.* The 
problem was that' the majority in the ISWU simply did not 7 
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share the WUL'S perspective on organizing the* entire 
0 ' . *• ' 

steel industry jas a" mattey of the utmost urgency. To all 

* appearances,- the ISWU settled down to a period of quiet 
• \, *** 

. conso l ida t ion , and"the WUL had t o look e l sewhere . 
* 

Vexed by this failure, in September the WUL appointed* 

Toronfcp unemployed organizer James Beattie National 

Organizer of the SMWIU and made available an organizing 

team of eight. Beattie and his comrades began their work 

the following month, and by the end of the year the SMWIU 

was claiming locals in seven Ontario centres: Toronto, 

Hamilton,'Brantford, Sault Ste. Marie, Gait, Guelph and 

Windsor. It also.had two active locals in Winnipeg and 
y - "• 91 one at Dosco. Evidence that their efforts were bearing ' 

fruit came in the spring of 1935, when the union led 

successful strikes at the Brantford Washing Machine Company, 

and International Malleable Iron in Guelph^ The latter was 

particularly impressive in view of the fact that the work- ' 

force of 125"was divided along craft and ethnic lines. 

According to one RCMP report, "although all employees went 

out on strike, only 50 per cent were in favour of the walk

out, these being mostly of foreign extraction." , This-

assertion probably said as much about the authorities' 

reluctance to believe that "home brew" types could be im

pressed by "well-kno^n Communist agitator[sJ" like James 

Beattie as about the range of rank and file opinion in the 

strike. Whatever their'differences, the strikers remained 
* 

ft 
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' - •. " ' - . 

solid, reaping the benefit of several years of communist 
« 92 * 

unemployed activity in Guelph. 
' . * ' * " 

- • The WUL also had a* hand in the May strjke* at the Stelco. 

sheet mill. In February it convened the first meeting of ' " 

the Steel and Metal Workers' Organizational Committee - an 

interesting title in the light 9f later developments'- in 

Hamilton, and a second meeting.in the same place a month 
• 

later. The SMWOC had no affiliation to the WUL, the CPC 

having concluded that a more indirect transmission of 
v * * 93 " ' **-influence was now necessary. A sense of that influence 

* . >-

can'be derived from^developments at Stelco after the sheet 

mill strike, which resulted in Some wage improvement^ but 
S • 

• no recognition of the ISWU. Two of the leading ISWU * ' 

communist), joined the plant council set up by the company 

after the strike. By now it -was 'communist policy to have 

members.and "militants ... join the plant"council and use 

' it to build the union ... this was done pretty generally", 

according to Sydney communist George MacEachem, who was 

following this tactic at the Dosco plant. The" other' 
I ' " t * 

. important development was that the sheet mill workers' 

i finally recognized the need.to build."a single Union for all 

Stelco employees", and beyond that to reach out to all the -i^, 

"unorganized workers employed in the steel industry in 

Canada. "^*P By September 1935- the ISWU was. operating "an 

.exchange of information"4 with the Algoma Steelworkers' 

A - • 
ctivisfcs", Milton Montgomery and Tom McClure (the latter a 

A 
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Union (ASU) and the Steelworkers• Union of Nova Scotia 

(SUNS), both of which had been formed in 1935. The final 

article in the October issue of the ISWU "organ, a brief 

account of a strike at the Page-Hersey Tubes plant in 

96 Welland, ended with the slogan "Unity Wins I" This could 

97 have been pulled from any current CPC publication. 

The CPC's and WUL's growing emphasis on working class 

unity, and the letter's willingness to forego direct 

affiliation of groups it was organizing, derived irt some 

degree from the realization that in industries like steel -

and also in automobiles - the task of organizing was .far 

too great for the left's, available resources'. As later 

events wOuld reveal, to 'achieve a psychological breakthrough 

pf the Stratford type in the mass production industries 

required a massive concentration of resources, as at Flint, 

Michigan, or the presence of an organizing body^with 

almost charismatic powers, as the Congress of Industrial 

Organizations^(CIO) offered General Motors* workers at 

'" • * 98 Oshawa in '1937. There was, however, another main 

domestic source of the left's growing interest in unity: 

fear of renewed state repression. The interaction of this 

factor with the signals coming from the international 

communist movement created a situation where, by the end of 

1934, the continued existence of the WUL was already being 

considered. "*\i . 

( 
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Until the Stratford furniture strike Canadian 

capitalists had no real reason to be concerned with the 

WUL. Its successes had been few and far between, arid even 
* ** 

then seemed almost entirely confined to strikes involving 

"foreigners". Capitalist complacency,, however, received a 

sharp blow in the following year when, one hostile observer 

reported, Communism made "greater strides and obtained more , 

followers in Canada '... than in any previous three years. "* 

The "mo'nster" that was the WUL was adding "hourly" to its 
99 numbers, and had to be curbed. Lumber operators were 

among the most concerned. A rash of strikes in Northern 

Ontario in the autumn of 1933 led to claims that Canadian 

loggers were being manipulated by "agitators", on orders 

from Moscow to undermine the 10 per cent imperial preference 

gained at the Ottawa Imperial Conference and facilitate the 

"dumping" of Soviet lumber in Britain. The" general Manager 

S * J sprue* « , Power ana Paper C^any wrote f « 

Kapuskasing to the federal Department of Labour that "our 

camps are full of agitators who prod and agitate the men ... 

[over] some minor grievance ... which makes it practically 

..impossible to get any kind of efficient work from them." 

In the House of Commons, G. B. Nicholsonjihead of one of the 

largest lumber operations and leader of the Canadian lumber-

men's delegation at the Ottawa Conference,, denounced the WUL 

. as an "outlaw organization ... financed from outside, this 

country - from Soviet Russia in fact" and called for its 
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suppression. * Moves to do just that were already under -
* ~ , * . -

vway. 

The use of the military in the Stratford strike' was 

the most "^ptreme example of the use of state coercion on " 1 

behalf of capital -since the Estevan miners' strike in 1931. 
0. 

But times had changed between the two events, and physical 

coercion was much less a mattes of course than 'it had been. 

Although the troops performed their required function at 

Stratford, using them was a propaganda - coup for the WUL and 

a potential liability for a provincial Conservative 

administration facing an election in 193a*. The offending 

"tanks" were withdrawn on 27 October (the troops remained). 

By /then, the Henry government had employed a new anti-WUL ,_ 

tactic, much less provocative but at least 'as effective. In 

collusion with the Stratford furniture manufacturers the 
s 

•Henry government hired L. J. Salter, Industrial 
Commissioner of Kitchener, as a "Special Investigator" cum ft 

*• . ¥ 

independent arbitrator. Privately, he was given a remit to 

leave the strike In abeyance for three * or four weeks, till 

the men get really hungry andHpld, wheqfethejfr would be more 

tractable." Moreover, if he ̂ R&e sure that "the Workers' -

Unity.League was ... beaten.at all costs", he would receive 

a bonus to his monthly salary of 2175.' * In interviews with 

the Beacon-Herald and in private ibeetings with groups of 
* 

Strikers, Salter pushed the view that "a union under 
& 

different sponsorship and different leadership" might gain 
• - > • • - ' • . 

v *4 
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the strikers a "satisfactory settlement. Despite union 

suspicions of Salter's role, he managed to keejJhis 

relationship to the Henry administration and manufacturers 

.secret. After the strike ended-to their satisfaction, 
9- * * * » 

Salter sat back and waited for his reward", *but Labour 
a*** 

Minister Monteith prevaricated, then died unexpectedly early 

i'n 1934. His successor J. M. Robb tried to welch on the 

defel. On^y when Salter threatened to divulge what had taken 
J 101 

place did Robb come up with a £325 bonus. ' 4 The Henry,government by no means renounced the use of 
coercion. When the Textile Workers' Industrial Union 

'fciS? struck the 700 worker Dominion Woollens and Worsteds Mill 

(a Bank of Montreal subsidiary) in Hespeler during 

Dê fefflfeer, Henry sent in a large force of the OPP which 

whisked away the entire strike committee and WUL organizer 

Jim Houston to Kitchener- jail,*holding them there without . 

bail for several crucial days and refusing to release. 

Houston until the strike had been defeated*1 He eventually 

served a two-month sentence for intimidation and»unlawful 
102 assembly. Repression, however, was more problematic in 

193*3-34 than in the first years of the»^depression. For one 

thing it allowed the Tories' political opponents to score 

debating points: former federal,'Liberal Minister of Lagour 

Peter Heenan scoffed In the Conatons at the use of "a 

regiment of soldiers with tanks and machine-guns to subdue a 

few girls on strike'in Stratford" and-'chided the generally 

4 ' 
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103 anti-Labour stance of the Tories. The Liberals' 

rediscovery of their "friend of the working-man" image was 

itself a direct result of a*h unmistakeable upsurge of working 

class consciousness, as yet inchoate but expressing itself 

in a varietyxof politically unpredictable - and hence 

threatening - ways; not only in the WUL-led strike wave and 
4 

the dramatic emergence^of 'the CCF, but also in mass 

resistance to anti-democratic police action in Toronto., 

growing support for the. release of. the CPC leaders, and the -

decision of- a Toronto jury in February 1934 to ignore police 

"testimony-and a judge's directions that virtually demanded 

aanviction, and find CLDL National Secretary A. E. smith 
10*4 ' " innocent of sedition. ** 

It was increasingly obvious ijthat consent for militant 

action, political and industrial, was growing. To reverse • 

/ t '-

the trend, therefore, it was necessary to generate a degreef 
of consent for anti-militant action. Thus, it appears that 

„ V 

bettfeen the Conservative administrations in Ottawa "end ._ , 
* » • 

Toronto*-there developed a coordinated attempt to undepmine 

the WUL, which was seen as both the most central and . 

vulnerable force in the burgeoning working class movement. 

The first blow in the Conservatives' ideological, 

campaign was struck by federal Labour Minister W. A. Gordon 
* 

in. a speech/broadcast over the Ottawa Canadian Radio 

Corporation station. Ostensibly the speech was an extended 
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commercial for the Dominion Conciliation Service and its 

officers, a body of men "detached ... [and] without 

prejudice or bias" who "instinctively [inspired] a sense 

that what [they] suggested was the obvious thing to do." 

Without once mentioning the WUL, he then sharply criticised 

militant trade unionism in a way that left no doubt about 
4 

his specific target. Not only was trade union militancy, 

unnecessary - given the good services of the Dominion 

Conciliation Service - but at this crucial juncture, with 

Canada just beginning to climb out of the depression, it was 

manifestly against the national interest. The moment called 

for "Team play - harmony in industry", and if the odd 

altercation' occurred because of a "hasty" employer's decision, 

there was always the Dominion Conciliation Service, "easily 
105 available ... on an impartial and free basis." 

* 

In case Gordon's audience had not drawn the correct 

conclusions, the Toronto Labor Leader reprinted the speech 

in full, filling in the gaps. It should be read, the 

paper informed its "army of readers", in the light of the 

various "ill-advised labor troubles fomented by the Workers' 

Unity League in the Province of Ontario.• A week later 

Gordon made his meaning crystal-clear when he -informed the 

Commons that it was impossible to deal with the WUL. 

\ 
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•X>n 14 February federal Attorney^Seneral Hugh Guthrie 

added his voice to Gordon's with a Commons' speech liberally 

spiced with allusions to the "more or less Communistic" 

WUL and CLDL., But it was two days later that the next 

serious intervention occurred, at the hands of Guthrie's 

Ontario counterpart, W. H. Price. On 16 February he ,handed 

over to the press copies of a pamphlet he had had printed, 

based on materials seized from the CPC in 1931,. Entitled 

Agents of Revolution, the 16-page publication olearly 

demonstrated the WUJL's provenance in the communist "new 

line". It concluded with the statement: "The above 

excerpts show that the WUL was organized on the 

instructions of Communist officials in Moscow, that its 

plan of action in the minutest detail was, and no doubt 

still isi dictated from Moscow, and that in fact it sub- 4§ 
\ 

sists principally to carry out the instructions of its 

masters, and is much more concerned with Russian praise 

than with Canadian welfare ... The Workers' Unity League 

is but an agent of revolution - one of the Communist 'steps 

to power'." In a statement accompanying its publication, 

Price observed that it was aimed at informing the Ontario 

people, "and particularly the labor unions", that 
*• 

"continuous strife, unrest and destruction of property 

were the WUL's stock in trade. The Globe, quick to 

appreciate Price's intentions, commended him for his 

effort to "strip the mask* from the men who exercised * 

J 
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"central control in the Province" and suggested that quick 

109 action be taken to "bottle up" their influence. 

~ . Agents of Revolution, then, had two main purposes: 

to cast doubts on the WUL's motives and thereby undermine 

its legitimacy with the .general public; and to encourage 

rival labour organizations to presentNhemselves as 

alternatives. Price was given an early/indication that the 

first of these aims was being achieveo. when, within days of 

its- appearance, it was used by the manager of the Deluxe 

Furniture Company in Kitchener to attack the WUL's , / 

organizing drive. Workers at Deluxe then signed an agree

ment excluding the FWIU. Workers at two Waterloo companies, 

Snyder's and Snyder Desk and Table, responded to Izzy 

Minster*s claim" that the union planned a .total shut-down of the 

city's furniture' Izrade by issuing declarations that they 

refused "to have any dealings whatsoever with the Workers' 

Unity League ... or any other organization sponsored ,by or 

affiliated with the so-called Red or communistic party of 

Russia." The pamphlet was used again several months* 

later during the strike at the Williams' Shoe Company ip 

Brampton, where the town's'Mayor J. S. Beck distributed it 

in large numbers. .* "-

"" On both these occasions WUL organizers contrived to 
4 

triumph to some extent over red-baiting tactics by taking 

» publj 

1 * 
them on in public. At the Brampton strike, the union 

, V 
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responded to the appearance of Agents of Revolution by 

immediately calling successive open-air mass meetings to 

"explain to the entire population the causes of the strike" 

and the true "rple and character" of the WUL. According to 

The Worjcer, around 2,000 people turned out-at the second 

meeting, and whatever was said proved effective, as the 

strikers, most of whom were British-Canadians, stayed 

112 -̂~_ J ^ 
solid to the end. 

The pamphlet^obviously had no magical qualities;, where 

the balance of forces stood in favour of the WUL, its 

impact could be absorbed. On at least one important 

occasion, however, it made a .large contribution to the 

WUL's defeat. The metal miners' and smelters' strike at 

Flin Flon, Manitoba, in June-July 1934 represented the 

WUL's most decisive intervention in one of the major "war 
^ ' 

industries". In organizing and bringing out over 1,000 

workers in what was.an entirely non-union industry, the 

WUL hoped to strike a blow that would be felt in Sudbury 

and Timmins^. For the ̂ first two weeks of the strike it 

managed to maintain a high degree of solidarity and morale, 

but thereafter it gradually succumbed to a massive red-» 

baiting campaign. As the Winnipeg Tribune noted: 

"[Management] has won a victory by showing the strikers the 

Communistic motive underlying the agitation which-led to 

the strike." Within three days of the walk-out, the 

company-dominated Flin Flon Town Council had received a 
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telegram from W. J. Major, Manitoba Attorney-General, 
* » -

telling them of the background of the WUL and MWUC. 

Although Major admitted that the WUL's officers "claim only 

fraternal relationships" with'the RILU, he added that 

elsewhere in Canada it operated as "a political 

organization", and informed them that he was sending forth

with a copy of Agents of Revolution, "which you will read 
) with interest." When the pamphlet arrived, the town 

council hurriedly had it reproduced as a circular and 

114 distributed it throughout the town. Again, the pamphlet 

by itself did not defeat the strikers - other external 
•*>' 

factors were a heavy RCMP presence throughout the strike 

and successive interventions by the staunchly anti-

communist Manitoba Premier John Bracken - but, try as it 

might, the union's strike publicity committee could not 

counteract the line of argument that made Communism the key 

Flon 115 issue. In the second week of the strike, the Flin Flon 

Anti-Communist League was formed. When it gained'the 

endorsement of the town's three largest fraternal • *• 

organizations, the Masons, Knights^of Columbus and Canadian 
11 ft" * 

Legion, defeat became a probability. 
* * 

What, 1-.hen, of Price's suggestion that the established 

unions should move in on the WUL? Here was an obvious 

opportunity to hit* back at all the comments about "social 

fascist.traitors", exploit tfie WUL's organizing initiatives 

and rebuild the depleted ranks of the international, and 
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national movement: between 1931 and 1933 the TLC lost 25 
» 

per cent of its membership (141,000 to 105,000)," so was 
m 

117 ***" 

obviously in need of a boost. Moreover, although the 

CPC was placing more emphasis on work inside the reformist 

unions, it still continued, to form WUL .unions when 
y 

reformist unions could have been used. The case of the 

Hallman &. Sable Fur Dressers' and Dyers* Union has already 

been mentioned. In Deaember 1933 J. B. Salsberg enrolled a 

Journeymen Barbers1 group into the WUL, and xh March 4.934 a 

lapsed Jewish local.of the International Painters' and 

Paperhangers' Union became the inaugural local of the * 
118 Building Trades Workers' Industrial Union. 

In reality,.the reformist unions had little interest 

in stepping into the WUL's shoes. The TLC was in dire 

financial straits, as were its affiliated unions. Since" one 

of the main reasons for the drift of members away from the 

international unions was the latter's refusal to waivej 

dues payments during the depression, there was little real 

prospect of their going after the WUL's membership, many of 

whom were attracted to it speeftically because pf its lowv <-

119 dues. - ' Nevertheless,. on a number of occasions, other 

unions did try to replace the WUL. 

The first challenge to the WUL came from an affiliate 
* 

of the AdCL, the Canadian Bushmen's Union (CBU), which 
# 

actually was formed .shortly before the publication of 

€? 
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. Agents .of Revolution and*may have given Price some of his 

ideas. It was little more than a company union, as its 

enthusiastic endorsement by lumber operator George 

Nicholson and the national press indicated. Its avowed 

.purpose was to stabilize "the labor end of the timber 

industry", to which purpose it banned communists from 

membership, prohibited political discussion, only permitted 

strikes when 75 per cent of the union voted in favour, and 

provided the Fort William detachment of the RCMP with 

information on "Communistic activities", especially those 
V 

120 of the Finnish Cooperatives. According to one communist 

organizer in the_La*kehead, the CBU only survived its early 

months because of a contract with Port Arthur's Pigeon 

River Lumber Company, which provided it with a monthly 

' check-off of 21 a head. Since that had lapsed, it had been 

trying to survive on voluntary dues of 25 cents a month,- but 

121 was defunct by November 1934. 

Another challenge came from the Hotel and Restaurant 

Employees' and Beverage Dispensers' International 
** 

Alliance (HRE), which between 1930 and 1933 had seen its 

122 Canadian membership slump from 1,300 to 400 members. In 

1934 the WUL's Foodworkers* Industrial Union (FIU) which 

had hitherto been active mainly in meat-packing factories 

began a drive in the Toronto hotel and restaurant trade. In 

the early months of the year it organized around 50 small 

resj^urants, roost of them in the College and Spadina garment 
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district, .and recruited 500 new members. However, its • 

successes forced a reaction from the larger hotel and 

restaurant owners, who formed an alliance with the HRE, 

exchanging union recognition for strikebreakers and support 

of the Ontario Restaurant Owners' Association applications 

for injunctions against the industrial union. The end 

result was a stand-off, with the FIU retaining most of -its 
123 members but unable to Make, further headway. 

Undeterred, the WULtsought to take advantage of new 

provincial Premier Mitchell Hepburn's repeal of prohibition 

and institution of the sale of "beer by the glass" in 

hotels, and invaded another1 part of the HRE's jurisdiction 

by forming the United Beverage Dispensers' Union, with an 
0 

initial membership of 150." This'action, however, outraged 

the Toronto District Labour Council (TDLC) which was itself 

assisting the HRE to reorganize the bartenders. It became 

the pretext for what TLC Ontario ~PrSvincial Organizer 
r-

Charles Ball termed "a campaign of public exposure of the 

origins and tactics, of the Workers' Unity League" to follow 

"a startling announcement ... based on documentary evidence, 

showing that the Workers' Unity League was organized for 

the sole purpose of revolution, not to improve the economic 
124 conditions of the workers." Ball subsequently repeated 

his prediction, but was immediately taken to task by 

J. B. McLachlan, then in Toronto for a WUL National 

Executive Board meeting, who challenged him to an open air 

/ 
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# • 

announcement" transpired.- But the TLC did demonstrate a 

growing readiness to oppose the WUL by chartering a total 

of thirteen Federal Locals in 1934, including the Stratfprd 

Furniture Workers' Federal Labour Union and a Toronto 

Cleaners' and Dyers* Federal Labour Union. The latter 

competed with one of the smaller WUL unions, the Cleaners' 

and Dyers' Industrial Union,, and by December had taken it 

over.1"26 

Against these relatively minor challenges there was 

also the case of the Boot and Shoe Workers' International 
« 

Union. At the 17 August 1934 meeting of the TDLC, an ITU 
V 

delegate and' New Toronto town councillor launched into an 

attack on the SLWIU's conduct of a strike at his town's 

Tilley-Williams factory, only to be rebutted by the Toronto 

business agent of the BSWIU, James Daly. In his view, the 

Tilley-Williams plant had always belkn one of the worst in 

the trade, and if the SLWIU could organize it (it couldn't), 

it had his best wishes. He had given short shrift to shoe 

manufacturers who had offered the BSWIU recognition as a 
00-

means of blocking the WUL. He warned "headquarters or 

anyone else" that any attempt at a sell-oyt of the SLWIU 

would see "every member of our union ... in the Workers * 
127 Unity League." 

"* —" "*" ~ *" V' 
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personal opinion. It* is more likely, however, that the WUL 

was gaining a broad measure pf respect from unionists who 

were sick of their international leaders' lack of fight; 

128 the BSWIU was a classic example. Moreover, the WUL was 

making cooperation easier by shedding its sectarianism. As 

a result, the Conservatives* attempt to manufacture consent 

for repression was never likely to succeed. Canadian 

workers were less and less inclined to accept any prompting 

from the Bennett'or Henry administrations. In June 1934 

Mitchell Hepburn's Liberals crushed the Tories in Ontario, 

while at the same time the federal Conservatives awaiting 

the 1935 general election already had the look of doomed 

men. Bennett's supremely unconvincing conversion to welfare 

state policies, and possibly also the> early release of the 

CPC leadership in the summer and autumn of 1934, were 

dictated by the need to cater positively to the aspirations 

129 of an increasingly confident working class. 
***j 

Nevertheless, the WUL was disturbed by perturbing 

signs that its virtually -continuous advance between summer 

1933 and spring\1934 was slowing "down. Strikes were 

proving harder to win, and too many of them were being 
- » 

decisively defeated. The' Flin Flon strike was lost, as was 

another metal miners•• strike at'Rouyn-Noranda, A massive 

strike of over' 2,000 Vancouver Island loggers, lasting four 

months, was lost in May and, despite calling two successful 

one-day sympathy strikes of the SLWIU's Toronto membership, 
* 

••*» 
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the -strike at*. Tilley-Williams in New Toronto ground to 

defeat in November. Perhaps the most disastrous defeat of 

all.was the Montreal dressmakers' strike in August-

September. " Charles Sims analysed these and other 

defeats in his ̂ ong report to the WUL NEB in September 1934, 

attributing them to three main causes: a failure to prepare 

adequately for strike action; the superior class con

sciousness of the bourgeoisie and the state (he'claimed, 

for example, that between 1933 and that moment 2,700 

strikers had been arrested by, the various police fjjrrces); 
and the role of reformist labour'in pandering to anti-

-131 communist, anti-ethnic prejudices. 

The tone of Sims' speech gave the best possible 

indication of where the "WUL was heading. He stressed its 

union-building function above any political aims, urged 

greater professionalism in union management and administrat

ion, denied that it was a section of the CPC and claimed 

that "left sectarianism" was the main danger to its 

continued growth. He added that "two main factors" had to 

be "constantly pushed"-by WUL organisers: "the immediate 
* 

economic demands of the workers ... and secondly, the 

right of the workers to organize into the unions of their 

own choice." While acknowledging that communists played a 

dominant role in the .WUL leadership, Sims was at pains to 

transform their collective image from one of political 

revolutionaries- to the most "sincere and honest" industrial 
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militants. Yet since communists were not syndicalists, 

Sims had to say something about*political struggle. He did 

so almost as an afterthought. Yes, he agreed, the WUL 
0 

should be in the forefront of ttie campaign for state non-

compulsory unemployment insurance, the struggle, against 

fascism, and the campaign for the release of the still 

imprisoned CPC leaders, but these struggles were to be seen 

f, * 
as "a vital and necessary oart of the struggle of all labor 
unions to maintain their right of existence, a part of the 

» . 
fight for the right to. organize and struggle for a living * 

132 wage and union conditions." Sims addressed his audience 

as "fellow workers" throughout *& speech in which socialism 

v was never- mentioned. . 

The party had travelled a long way politically in a 

short spaGa-of time. As recently as July, its Seventh 

National Convention had confipned the validity of the class 

against class l̂ *pe and called for the fullest prominence to 

be given to its role in industrial struggle. Its main aims 

were still to fight social,fascism and "win the labouring 

masses for*the revolutionary way out of the crisis and 

.prepare [them], for the decisive battles to overthrow the 

133 capitalist dictatorship." By December,, the CPC Central 

Committee was forced grudgingly to admit that the 

"broadening and growth of the united front from below does 

not preclude the possibility also of a united front from 

on top." This was not, of course, because of any shift to 
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the right by the party.. Rather it was because the 

"revolutionary upsurge of the masses" was forcing erstwhile 

social fascists - the term was now dropped - to "take -up the . 

struggle ojf-be bypassed. The party would continue to 

expose them, but not ill a "stSfctarian" manner. "Some 

comrades", Stewart Smith (under his pseudonym of G. Pie*rce) 

observed in his keynote speech, wondered if there was not an 

element of "right opportunism" in this tactical change, but 

they were simply incapable of graspingithe eseentials of at 

"mass revolutionary policy". The party, line remained the 
"a it/ 

'** 134 
same: only the reformists had changed. . 

\ 

Another sign of the WUL's uneasy shift into -conformity 

with- standard trade -unionism was the change in its 4* 

attitude towards wage codes. One of"the earliest policy 

announcements of Mitchell Hepburn's administration declared 

its intention to legislate' a series of wage codes, in the 

manner of the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) in , 

the United States. Even earlier, the Taschereau Liberals in Quebec had passed the Quebec Labour Extensions * (Arcand) 

Act, which,also provided for trl-partite negotiations on 

labour conditions and wages between workers, employers and 

the state; and the United Farmers of Alberta administration 

had passed the Alberta Trades and industry Act, also with 
t 

wage code provisions. Initially, the CPC's response was to 

attack this legislation as proto-fascist: any suggestion 

that workers could improve their economic wellbeing ^hrough 

*£> 

«**»>**. -w* 
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class collaboration and the "impartial" supervision of the 
»• 

' 135 state was to be fought root and branch. Gradually, 

however, it began to see that, as with Roosevelt's 

celebrated section 7-a of the NIRA, codes were being seen 

by ordinary workers as an afd to trade union organization. 

Consequently, while continuing to argue that codes'were a1 " 

- deception designed to buy off struggle, the party felt that 

, it would be counterproductive to reject them out of ha,nd, 

and therefore used them as a means of relating*to'eacisting 

class consciousness. .' - ' 

. Moreover, although communists feared that the Ontario 

wage codes (from 1935 concretized in the Industrial 

Standards Act) would exclude the'WUL from the ranks of what 

Deputy Minister of Labour James Marsh termed "recognized** . 

trade unions, when the Department of Labour began » 

, preliminary discussions with manufacturers and labour bodies 
* . v. 

•0 • * 

towards the ertd of 1934, they fpund that Labour Minister 

A/thur Roebu.dk had every intention of granting certain WUL . 

lions "representative" status,- much to the chagrin qf the 

137 * Labour establishment. Thus, the WUL was presented with 

a/teasing and unusual dilemma: if.it rejected any 
/ * < • ' , • 

•cooperation with" the state it stood to lose an unpredictable 
/ " 
\portion of i t s support to those organizations which had no 

' ' 4 

qualms about class Collaboration; if it accepted an 

invitation to meet with the Department of Labour, it would 
j • -

simultaneously win de facto recognition as a bona fide 

« n,- *i $jaKwu*wf4i'-ijb % 

http://Roebu.dk
http://if.it
file:///portion
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trade union centre but lose its political purity. In the 

event, it compromised. Privately it accused the 

Department of Labour of partiality towards capital in its 

initial planning and publicly it criticised the proposed 

legislation as an invitation'to company unionism and a 

threat to existing union conditions. Nevertheless it 

accepted Roebuck's invitation to meet with him, and after 

the enactment of the ISA grudgingly^ participated -in its 
138 ' operations in the furniture;industry. 

9 ' 

For various reasons, then,the WUL was shifting into a 

much more fraternal stance towards its rivals. As yet 

there has been no mention of the slow change in the inter-

national situation and in the Comintern's position on 

cooperating with "social fascist" organizations'. Nodal 

points in this shift were Hitler's coming to power in the 

spring of 1933, immediately folio-wed by a massive Nazi on

slaught -on the German communist and socialist.parties and 

trade unions; the French Popular Front upsurge in the 

spring of 1934; and Russia's entry' into the League of 

Nations (once termed by Lenin, a "robbers' den"), in 

139 
September 1934. All of these events had repercussions 

* 

in Canada, and there l_s no doubt that the native 

communists tailored their policies to their understanding 

of the international line. Yet it would he erroneous to 

infer that international directives determined national 

policy decisions. To demonstrate the room for manoeuvre 
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available, to the various communist parties, we vonly need 

• point to tr,ade union developments in the United States, By 

, March 1934 the Trade Union Unity League had already 

"voluntarily disbanded its affiliates and instructed'them to 

enter the AFL, there to spur on the Organizational 

141 campaign." It was officially dissolved a year later, at 
• - , 

a point when the WUL still looked set for a reasonably long 

life. • ' * 
» i 

Industrial strategy in Canada was the result of an . 

interpretation of the international line in the light*of the 

"A r* ' 
possibilities in the domestic situation*. One school of 
thought in the party was by the end of pL934 already calling 

frft t '' 
for the "liquidation of the WUL 'tpions under the disguise of 

" * 142 
•unity'", and mass entry into the TLC. Another pulled in 

' f .• 

the opposite direction, arguing that'if -unity were to come,% 

it would come only through the*left wing unions and "on the 

basis of a genuine progratame of struggle". In'Nova Scotia, 

for example, the AMW launched unity talks with the UMWA in 

November 1934, but when these failed to get off the ground 

the independent union called a special convention in 

January 1935 at which-it conclusively rejected any 

possibility of -peaceful co-existence with the international 

union and committed itself to a renewed attempt "to build 

up the-. AMW... into a union that will hold within itself 100 

per cent of the miners of this province." When the UMWA's 

Springhill local then successfully struck the Cumberland 
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Railway and Coal Company for the dismissal of 12 AMW v 

activists, j'. B. McLachlan wrote the UMWA off as "just a 

dirty coal company's union doing its stuff betraying the 

' 143 
interests of the working class." Unity with such 
degenerate elements, was Inconceivable. 

Thus, the position of communist industrial politics in 

the winter of 1934^35 was delicately poised, with a host of 

complications impinging on party strategists: on the one 

hand, a push towards unity provided by the appearance of 

"liquidationist" tendencies, awareness of what was 

happening in the United States, and not least by inter

national developments; oh the other hand, a backward pull to 

the left, based on,a long heritage of sectarian abuse and 

mistrust of reformist labour and the undeniable fact that 

the WUL had proved itself a more effective organizer than 

its American counterpart, and by^rank and file commitment 

to the WUL unions .̂  While the general trend in. the world 

movement was demonstrably towards "liquidationism", there 

was enough evidence from the Canadian experience to support 

an assertion of independence. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

UNITY AT ALL COSTS. 1935-36 _j 

"The sky was never brighter for the realization of. the aims 
0 

and objects that caused us to form the Workers* Unity League 

almost six years ago. Better conditions, living wages and 

trade union unity." 

Tom Ewan, report to the Third Dominion Convention, WUL, 

9 November 1935 

"But the 'line' never changes. What never? Well .seldom 

everI Stalin has spoken and his satellites do their stuff. 

Even "honest* Jim McLachlan." 

The Vanguard, 15 November 1935 

"I firmly believe the party in Canada has gone badly tb the 

right ... I refuse to follow." 
f 

J. B. McLachlan, letter of resignation from the CPC, 

13 June 1936 

* ^ 
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In January 1935 the leaders of the Workers.' Unity**League 

could look -back on two years of growth which had transformed: 

, the organization from little more than a propaganda sect 

into a genuine force in the Canadian trade union movemerft:. 

Simultaneously, however, they were peering into a future 

made problematic by the increasingly pervasive slogan qf• 

"Trade Union Unity".. Already, the slogan of "class against 

class" and the concept of "social fascism" had been quietly 

put to rest, and with them the overt commitment to class 
» * 

struggle and revolutionary socialism - the Leninist inter
n-

twining of politics and economics - that had given the WUL 

its uniqueness. One year later, no ambiguity remained. 

Although still theoretically in existence, the WUL had aban-

doned its independent attempt to organize the unorganized and _ 

was shepherding its members back into the* once reviled' inter-
• 

national unions. The main purpose of this chapter is to show 

how and why this particular process of trade union unification 

occurred. It begins by examining the interaction of domestic^ 

•and international influences in the tortuous development of 

an understanding of the meaning of trade union unity between 

January and November 1935; proceeds through case studies of 

unity drives in various industries, giving particular attention 

to the Cape Breton coalminers and Ontario shoe workersHand 

concludes with an assessment of the consequences of 
, i 

unification for the CPC and the labour movement in general. 
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In discussing trade union unity in tfre early months of , 

1935 the WUL and CPC were sure, of one thing: it was not 

going to be a case of going cap-in-hand to Tom Moore and 

Paddy Draper and begging to be taken back into the TLC. 

Their strategy was to mobilize mass pressure from below for 

militant policies, combining it with approaches to the TLC 

and ACCL executives for united action. Their ultimate 

was to bring the three centres, and possibly even the 
« 0, 

National Catholic Syndicates^ of Quebec, together in an 

"all-inclusive Federation of Canadian Labour". In short,' 

it vould be unity by merger, jiot by liquidation. 

* This plan was, of course, reminiscent of the left's -

programme for Canadian trade union autonomy that went back 
* 

to the Trade Union Educational League and even earlier to 

the proposals of the Toronto left in 1919-20. They had 

failed to penetrate the TLC leaders' Visceral conservatism, 

and there seemed little likelihood that the new attempt 

would prove any more effective. Correspondence between Tom 

Moore and TLC Vice President Percy Bengough, doyen of the 
/ 

Vancouver Trades and Labour Council, indicated that the TLC 

still regarded the "WUL with hatred. Moore referred to 

Bengough's "troubles" and hoped he would"again succeed in 

suppressing the incipient rebellion in [the] shingle workers 
0 

and other unions caused by the WUL." Bengough was indeed 
f 

doing his best to cheer Moore up. In January, after 

receiving the approva], of AFL President William Green, he 
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suspended the charter of the Shingle Weavers' Union, expelled 

Harold Pritchett and one other executive member (who, 

ironically, was not a communist), and drew up a loyalty oath 

for*prospective members of a new SWU, members having to 

affirm that "I am not a member of any dual organization, 

neither ami sympathetic to the activities of the Communist-

organizations, such as the Workers' Unity League or other 

similar organizations. I agree to act as a loyal member of, 

the American Federation of Labor and will uphold the con-
2 

stitutioh." As yet, the "incipient rebellion" of the rank . 
9 

and file was not powerful enough i;o change the TLC's -vways. 

When the WUL suggested the creation of a new Federation 

of-'Canadian Labour-.it omitted to mention the terms on which 

- i 
the participating parties would be invited to merge-, except 

t 
to' stress that "reactionaries" would have to agree to a broad 

policy of "militant struggle". It had hardly uttered these 

words, however, when the Red International of Labour Uhions 

seemed to cut the ground̂  out from under them., In March the 

RILU" sent an invitation to the International Federation W 

Trade Unions to reopen discussions on "restoration of inter- • 

national trade union unity". It was couched in the most 

moderate terms and made no prior demands on the IFTU leader

ship. Immediately the Worker published the letter, 

describing it as "timely.and practical", and WUL National 

President J. B. McLachlan sent copies in letters to Tom 

Moore and Aaron Mosher. McLachlan asked fraternally for 

http://Labour-.it
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their comments and promised that any proposals they might 

* 3 

make would receive the WUL's serious consideration. 

There was no mention of "militant struggle" or forcing tTle 

"reactionaries" to act. 

Khen the two reformisb--leaders refused to honour 

• McLachlan's invitation with a reply, they unconsciously 

extricated the .WUL -from a potentially embarrassing situation. 

This arose when the RILU, also ignored by the IFTU, sent a 
4. 

.second letter to its social democratic.-Counterpart which 

exposed how close to the-surf ace its submerged "social ' -v''* 
7 

fascism" theses were- The letter acknowledged that the ? 

split in international unity had.been a disaster, but 

* accepted notesponsibility for widening the split by its 

post-1929 tactics. Instead, it claimed that sole • 

responsibility lay with the tFTU's international policy of 

class collaboration. Now, if unity were to be achieved, it 

was mandatory for the IFTU and its affiliates to repudiate 

s class collaboration, accept the revolutionary unions as de 

facto equals, forget about any question of liquidating them 

and work, towards unity by the merging of parallel unions 

. "on the basis of BROAD TRADE UNION DEMOCRACY ... AND A 

UNIFIED TRADE UNION INTERNATIONAL ON THE BASIS OF CLASS 

STRUGGLE." What the position of the WUL would have been 

•' had either the TLC or ACCL given a positive respons.e tp its -

invitation in the period between the two RILU letters is a 

question for wry speculation. But the second RILU missive 
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clarified the debate in a way that the WUL clearly found 

congenial. Instructively, J. B. McLachlan published the 

second letter in full in the Nova Sqotia Miner, and until 

November 1935 the WUL continually emphasized unity and class 

4 struggle, unity and equality of status. 

/ It was expected that the^Seventh (and final) World Con

gress of the Comintern in July/August 1935 would finally 

clarify the international "line" on trade unionism. But 

that was not the case. The events at the Seventh Congress 

are well enough knbwn not to require extended discussion; 

suffice to say*that, while sharply attacking the "third * 

period" conception of fascism and social democracy as 

"twins" and rallying communist parties behind anti-fascist-

struggle to preserve bourgeoisJ democracy, the keynote-

speeches by Palmiro Togliatti and especially Georgi 

Dimitrov were carefully couched in what Comintern insiders 

termed "Aesopian language". That is, they offered a little 
0 

.something to everyone, referring on the one hand to the 

necessity and possibility of winning the support of the 
"> * * 

leaders of "whole nations" for the Soviet Union's "peace 

policy", and on the other hand mollifying those who 

suspected that the new line would involve "right opportunist" 

capitulation to reformism by emphasizing its temporary and 

provisional character. Defensive struggle against Fascism, 

Dimitrov observed, could be quickly transformed into -
5 

offensive struggle against capitalism. Tarty members were 

• 
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free to interpret from the various checks and balances of 

the line'whatever they needed to support their own 

predispositions. Typically, J. B. McLachlan chose at a 

crucial moment* to emphasize the militant angle, reprinting 

in the Nova Scotia Miner one of the least ambiguous parts 

of Dimitrov's speech. This insisted on the preservation of 

revolutionary communist independence within any united 
*> 

front; beyond basic programmatic agreements about the aims 

of struggle, communists had to retain the capacity to 
0 

educate, organize and mobilize against inevitable social 

democratic treachery. He was~hot the only party member to 

draw this lesson. 
i 

The Comintern, moreover, proposed procedures for trade 

union unity that could easily be interpreted as an argument 

for the Canadian policy of multi-lateral merger: 

In countries where there are small Red trade 
unions, efforts must be made to secure their 
admission into the big reformist trade unions, 
with demands put forward for the right to 
defend their views and the reinstatement of 
expelled members. In countries where big Red 
and reformist unions exist side by side, 
efforts must be made to secure their amalgamation 
on an equal footing, on the basis of a platform 
of struggle against the offensive of capital and 
a guarantee of trade union democracy. 

The problem here was thaj-# terms like "big" and "small" were 

relative and indistinct. If Canada were considered on its 

own, then a case could surely be made for "amalgamation on 

an equal footing": the combined membership of the ACCL, WUL 

and independent unions in which the left had influence 
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(AMW, LWTWC for example) - not to mention the Catholic 

Syndicates - was probably in the region of 80,000, to 100,000 

as against the TLC's 1935 membership of 106,000. Even if 

the WUL and ACCL claims were inflated, the TLC was not » 
7 

manifestly "big" in comparison to its rivals. -On.the 

other hand, if Canada were to be considered alongside the 

United States, the situation changed dramatically, for not 

only had the Trade Union Unity League already dissolved 

into the American Federation of Labour, but the autumn of 
y 0 

1935 saw the emergenc#*inside that organization of the 

Committee for Industrial Organization under the leadership 

of UMWA President John L. Lewis. The miners' leader was not 

-one to promo'te "class struggle unionism" by any means (in * 

February 1935 Vancouver communist William "01'Bill"' Bennett 
0 

described him as a "racketeer" who maintained himself 

"through murder and brutal suppression of all opposition"), 

but his initiative represented the most promising development 

yet i,n the long campaign to organize the mass production 
8 ' 

industries. Was there nbt, therefore, a serious case for 

voluntary suspension of demands for Canadian autonomy, to 

allow-an immediate link-up with the progressive wing inside 

the undeniably mass-based AFL? 
> - * . 

<** - Yet as late as 17 October, in a discussion document for 

the November WUL Convention, the National Executive Board 

re*mained undecided, Iimile reiterating its willingness to 

have "a WUL union merge with an AFL or Independent union, if 
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by doing so, the position of the workers would be 

strengthened", it continued to support its earlier ideal of 

anv 
9 

a Federation of Canadian*Labour. Three weeks later, 

however, Tbm Ewan's keynote speech at the Convention left . 

no doubt that the WUL unions "were headed into the TLC. 

/ 

At no point in his speech did Ewan actually state that 

the WUL was to be liquidated, but to those accustomed to 

reading between the lines of party pronouncements-the 

inference was an obvious one. The Tfotskyist Vanguard con-. 

eluded that the "new Stalinist policy" was one of "unity at 
10 * 

Any Price." Ewan began by outlining the forces which were 

making trade^union unity -necessaryaand possible: first, an 

economic upturn that in the absence of a united working 

class was producing massive capitalist profits wi%h no 

commensurate improvement in working class living standards; 

and a thaw in the glacial relations between communists and 

their opponents. When he tried to give specific examples of 

the latter, however, all he could offer was the case of the 
C . ' 

Tetrault, Quebec, shoe workers' strike during which "a WUL 

organizer [Harvey Murphy] and a Catholic priest spoke from 

the same platform" and the fact that "the question [of 

unity] was discussed" at the recent Annual Conventions of 

the TLC and ACCLi Although,vEwan admitted, it was -
"regrettable" that no "firm stand for trade union unity" was 

- l'l 
made, discussion itself was a sign of progress. Speaking 
in terms that recalled Charles Sims' speech of a year 'earlier, 
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Ewan went on to disassociate the WUL even more from the CPC. 

The "old poppycock" that the WUL was a section of the CPC, 

he argued, was failing to-"fool the workers ... everybody 

it-

knows that our unions comprise a representative cross-

section of the Canadian workers - all sorts of 

nationalities, all kinds of political and religious 

opinions". He did try to sustain a militant posture by 
a 

claiming that the WUL would endorse a programme of 

unification only if it guaranteed two unbreakable 

. principl.es: Canadian autonomy and industrial unionism. 

And he "argued, finally, that it was the general leftward •* 

movement of the masses in the reformist unions, the "forward 

surge of the rank and file who want better economic con

ditions and trade union unity", that was driving trade 

union leaders once "bitterly opposed" to the WUL. to see that 

"we are correct". John L. Lewis was a classic example. 

» It might have been argued by some die-hards who 

remembered the precise conditions in which the WUL had been 

formed, that Ewan's analysis of the "forward march of 

labour" pointed to diametrically opposite political con

clusions from those he drew. If there really was such an 
a. * 

upsurge, did that not justify the prolongation of 

communist trade union independence? Ewan could only cope 

with this argument, which must surely have been at the back 

of his mind, by distorting the WUL's origins and stressing 

the defensive requirements of the moment: if the working 

http://principl.es
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class was oh the move, so indeed-was the capitalist class, 

which in the Fj.in Flon and Noranda metal mining strikes and 

most conclusively of all in the recent Vancouver waterfront 
* """ *. 
strike, demonstrated its cohesion, class consciousness, 

• - _ 

integration with the state arid increasingly fascist 

tendencies. To defeat this force would require immediate 

suspension of all petty considerations of jurisdictions or -

past resentments. The Workers' Unity League had enough 

n^gnarjpity to give the necessary lead. 

i 

Ewan then placed his hand on his heart and admitted 
that the WUL leadership had been guilty of unfortunate 

errors in its characterization of both "leaders and members" 
* 

of the reformist unions as "labour fakirs" and their 

organizations _ai(jj"company" unions. This had been a 

"terrible mistake", which had tq be replaced by a more 

"brotherly and fraternal" attitude towards working class 

comrades outside the WUL. Once again, in refusing to deal 

honestly with the past, Ewan reduced an entire political 

strategy to a matter of individual psychology. Nevertheless, 

even if the attribution of mistakes to individual subject-' 

ivism was an insult to the party membership, it did pave the 

way for a more placid reintegration of the WUL into the 
12 trade union mainstream than might have been the case. ^ 

According to Irving Abella, once the issue had been 
* r 

decided the party leadership was totally inflexible: "It* 

«*i-»SW««^*'^W*fe^ i 
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ordered even the most unyielding opponents of international 

unionism to return to the fold of"the TLC; there could be no 

13 exceptions." Although exaggerating the CPC's ability to 

command compliance with its directives, Abella's assessment 

is broadly correct. But it was an indication of" the WUL's 

success in establishing rank and file loyalty to militant 

unionism tha* it expected to encounter opposition to the . 

"back-to-the-unions" drive. "It^goes without saying", Ewan 

stressed, that in organizations based onl £he principle of 

rank and file democracy the*membership would have the 

opportunity to discuss all sides of the unity issue, while 
/ 

+ 9&J 

the peculiarities of different industrial settings would ( 

determine the pace and character of the unification process. 

Yet rank and file democracy could only go so far. Ewan 

never considered the possibility that the rank and file might 

choose continued independence. Unity was a question of 

timing, not of choice. 
_, / 

How, then, did the rank and file respond to the new line? 

According to one anonymous ex-party member, WUL members were 

left "dazed and gasping for breath". Having been taught that 

"the reformists were the worst enemies of the working class 

... out of4-a clear blue sky came the ... announcement that 

these men ... were okay. They were fine, upstanding 

defenders of labor's right/ They were progressive, trust

worthy fighters for democracy. We were ordered to throw all 

our convictions overboard, to turn our backs on the cause to 
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** 1 14 
which we had willingly given dWt life." And Ewan himself 

o T 

later acknowledged that "it was a very difficult struggle in 
15 many areas" to win rank and file compliance. 

"* Such responses are not difficult to understand, given 
* it 

not only theJlast minute capitulation to the TLC, but also 

WUL pract-yCe throughout 1935. In August.° for example, the 

FWIU renewed its contract with the- Toronto upholstery- " ~~ 
m 

manufacturers for another year, and the following month 

struck the Knechtel Furniture Company in Owen Sound'for a 

union contract and the reinstatement of a union activist. 

The SLWIU foilowed the furniture union by winning a contract 
* ' " 17 

to runr from October 1935- to August 1936.. In numerous 

industries where trade unionism was absent - steel and 

metals, textiles, fruit picking and canning, domestic service 
* ' 18 

and off-ice/retail work - the WUL continued to set" the .face. 

In September a joint meeting* of the Ontario Lumber Workers * 

Industrial Union executive and the Port Arthur Trades and 

Labour Council produced a suggestion from tne latter that the 

LWIU, having organized only a third of Northern Ontario's 

loggers, should help in building an AFL union. The LWIU 

.refused on the grounds that it was the only lumber union in 

Canada, and as such the PATLC should help it to recruit the 

two-thirds who remained unorganized. This, the union argued, 

would "lead to real unity, and whether thj* Trades Council 

realizes it or not, this is the route that will be taken in 
"v s 2.9 

the near future*^ splitting tactics to the contrary." 
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There was also, however, a contradictory trend pushing 

the WUL into practical.alliances with reformists, when the 

provisions qf Mitchell Hepburn's Industrial Standards' Act 

became known, J. B. Salsberg immediately tried to arouse the * 
* 

trade uaion movement to the danger'of company unionism. 

Ortl'y a '̂ united' front drive of all trade unions", he argued, 

would,defeat this threat and "organize tens of thousands of 

20 unorganized workers ... into fighting unions." * Salsberg's 
* 

feats were partially stilled by the limited application of 

-the ISA agreements, which despite Arthur Roebuck's grandiose 

claim that "We are going to extend these collective agree

ments where they were never dreamed of. jfkey are going to 

be in every trade" were overwhelmingly confined to already 
21 semi-unionized' trades, notably construction* .But in the 

furniture industry, one of only two industries covered by the 

ISA where the WUL was present, Salsberg*s fears were proved 

genuine, his jaundiced view of the role of^the state was 

strengthened and the WUL was pusjbed further in the direction 

of unity. 

when the Ontario Department of Labour drew up it* ~) 

furniture ̂ code in June 1935 it more or lees rode roughshod 

over-the FWIU. It gave the -onion only. 24, hours' notice of 

its first, combined meeting with employees and the Furniture 

Manufacturers' Association (FMA), dismissed but of hand the 

union's criticisms of the Act, and rejected its.nominee as 

workers' representative in the five-man Furniture Advisory 
»*> 

p . 
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Board (FAB), James Ear'nahaw of Stratford. The FAB, which 

had an automatic *3-2 employers' majority and was chaired 

by an employee of the FMA, then'proceeded to exclude Toronto 

from the agreement and divided the rest of the trade into 

Northern and Southern "zones", based respectively on Hanover 

and Stratford, granting rates that were 2 cants higher across 

the board in the Northern zone but which were in both zones 

much lower than the rates suggested by the FWIU. The FWIU 

opposed zoning which it considered likely to lead to a 

general chiselling down of rates to the smaller figure, and 

of course it was unhappy about the rates imposed: in Hanover 

30 cents unskilled, 37 cents semi-skilled, and 47 cents 

skilled. But most of all, it was concerned about the 

imposition of a "boy's" rate of 17 cents an hour and the 

FAB's decision to leave the definition of "skill" to 

individual manufacturers, making a disingenuous appeal to 

them to "apply these .rates in a fair, broadmihded manner and 

in such a way that the beneficial objects of the act may be 

22 obtained." < » 

- «. » 

Not surprisingly, the furniture manufacturers'took no 

notice. Within a few months of the code's gaining force of 

law, letters were flooding in to' Deputy Minister James Marsh 

protesting abuses of the Act. One Strathroy manufacturer 

was said ttk a local clergyman) to be "scouring the country 

in the flBHRx>urhood of this town" for teenage boys to 

% 

replace, adult males; Hanover FWIU secretary VictorvValin 
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complained that another of the code's provisions, the 8% 

hour day, was being ignored; and from all 'quarters came • 

complaints pf "reclassification" of skilled workers as 
*** 23 
unskilled. Marsh, formerly a full-time official in the 

04 

UBCJ, did not let his working 'class origins 'stand in the way 

of his new responsibilities. While privately admitting to 

his departmental colleagues* that some manufacturers were 

) abusing the spirit of the Act, he informed his complaining 

correspondents that he was surprised at their attitude, 

since "m a whole ... a very substantial improvement has 
24 been made." 

In the Owen sound strike referred to earlier, the 
> 

Knechtel Company took the view that the ISA gave it the 

- right to manage production as it wished and refused to deal 

with unions. The "contracting parties", Karl Knechtel wrote 

to the FWIU, were individual companies and their employees: 

"This company and. all other furniture manufacturers in 

Ontario signed that agreement and so did the representatives 

of the Employees throughout the Province." In this instance, 

the company did grant recognition of a shop committee but 

flatly refused to reinstate the unionist whose firing had 

provoked the strike. On this "there would-be no negotiating 

..% the Company reserves the right to hire land discharge its 

employees." Since protecting the membership was a 
fundamental.obligation, the FWIU's failure to perform that 

task in Owen Sound - despite the strenuous efforts of Fred 

A R^wrtH^^i *& -v* «.* - r -- -"t*-°*-^ fri-rrr'irMi'llJffl'*^^ i „ 
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Collins - had grievous implications.. . . . 

*•* ' 5 
Common experience of the ISA's shortcomings'undoubtedly 

drew together the various working class forces in the 

industry. As we saw in the previous chapter, in 1934 the 

TLC chartered a Federal Labour Union in opposition to the 

WUL in Stratford. In November 1934 the UBCJ chartered a 
,****' 

furniture workers' local in Cnesley, Ontario, which in May 

1935 successfully struck for the jpinstatement of several 

victimized members. 'At this time the carpenters' union 

was attempting to transform itself into an"industrial union, -

recruiting members in sawmills and a variety of woodworking 
27 ' . 

establishments. Thus there was a variety of competing 

organizations in the industry by early 1935, all of'them in . 

some "way antagonized by the ISA and, mote importantly, 
28 sharing their experiences with each other. By November, it 

se'ems that the FWIU local in Owen Sound .had already stepped 

aside for the UBCJ. Furniture delegates attending the WUL 

Convention must have been aware that in their industry a 

militant trend really was developing/ and could look forward 

to unity optimistic that the militant traditions of their 
* 29 union would be sustained. 

There were other forces pushing towards' unity,' some-
.' - * * 

times within the WUL, on, other occasions from the outside. 

Through 1935 an organizational rule-of-thumb developed, with 

the WUL organizing the unorganized sometimes into its own 

unions-, on occasion a& a faction within independent unions. 

*• s* I*< ^-_MH^W-J&,«*%*A. 
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and on other occasions helping build TLC unions. This 

tactical melange was at its most complicated in the steel 

and metalworking industries. Thus, the WUL operated as the 

SMWIU at International Malleable Iron in Guelph, as a 

faction within the Independent Steel Workers* Union at 

Hamilton, and as the mam organizers of "shop unions" at 

the London and Toronto plants of the General Steel Wares 

Company' (at the time, Canada's largest'manufacturer of metal 

household goods and furnishings). When the London "shop 

union" obtained a TLC Federal Labour Union charter in March 

1935, WUL organizer Jack Scott persuaded a recalcitrant 

group of WUL supporters to enter it, pointing out that: 

"The spirit of working class unity and struggle is what 
w 

makes unions. AFL unions can be good if the members make 

30 • . ' -

them so." Then, just to add to the complexity, in 

September-October 1935 Welland organizer Frank Haslam \ 

unsuccessfully pushed the SMWIU at the Page-Hereey Tubes \ 

strike. „ . . \ -

\ 

Early in 1935 the -WUL took the lead in forming a "Joint 

painters' Conference" comprising the members of its own 

Building Workers' Industrial Union, the painters' unit Of 

the ACCL's Amalgamated Building Workers' Union and Local 557 

of the International Painters' Union. Its formation exposed 

the contradictory tendencies at work in the international 
m 

labour movement on the unity issue, for'on the one hand the * 
Building Trades' Council expelled Local 557 for participating 
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in the joint body', only to be overruled by the full Toronto 

District Labour Council. Some*of the latter*s more perceptive 

members saw* tnat the international moveme^ was always the 

likeliest beneficiary of unity discussions in't£he building 

32 trades; they .only had to count heads to proye their case. 

Inside the WUL there were obviously-members capable of 

coming to independent conclusions about the requirements of 

the period: the WUL's'political education can only have 

helped their numbers grow. And given that the organization 

and the party press relentlessly reiterated the need for 
0 

unity, it is inconceivable that before the leadership made 

ita mind up no WUL member had begun to feel that to achieve 

this goal more than rhetoric was needed. In the opinion of 

one B.C. member of the LWIU, expressed when the union had 

all but completed its entry, into the UBCJ, .the move should 
33 have taken place "a long.time ago". This pro-unity trend 

was stimulated at the rank and file level in at least two 

WUL unions, the IUNTW and the SLWIU, by Trotakyist factions 

which had consistently argued that the place for militant 

unionism was inside the' mainstream. Taking pride in their 

predictive powers and always ready to say the unsayable, they 
0 

read the reports coming from the Seventh World Congress -and 

concluded as early as September that the WUL's liquidation 

34 was imminent. 

- .> 

There were also individuals with axes to grind against 
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the ̂ arty^iT^brade union line and the intellectual capacity I 

t£ make their points* tellingly. Bill "toriarty, for examples 

was^one of the first Canadian "Lovestoneites" "expelled from) 

N / 
the CPC'in 1930. He joined the CCF in 1933 but maintained 4 

his marxist interests in-a number of small propaganda 

groups and study circles. Through the latter, he exerted a 
» 

significant degree of influence among a section of the more 

class conscious workers in Toronto who had been radicalized 

by the depression. As one East York worker remembered 

Moriarty: "LheJ was teaching us the difference between 
. * -> 

barging an and*' breaking up an organization and coaxmgAthe *( 

workers to the left." This was his messuage when he analysed 

the trade union movement'. _ In "one,letter to the Toronto Star 

Moriarty took to task, a WUL supporter'who had defended the 
" * . ' ' . . * , < " . 

revolutionary unions on th6 basis of their*unequalled 
militancy, as evidenced by the number of WUL pickets arrested. 
Moriarty pointed out that he had in front of h^m newspaper \ 

-» " 
reports of 66,000 AFL-led strikers ;Ln Terra Haute, Indiana* 

who were holding off-"2,000 National Guardsmen and still 

managing to shut the city down; "Mere militancy", he noted, 

"does not necessarily prove the correctness of ... union 
. » 

policy. Such can only be proven by results secured in the ' 

broad general fields of the class struggle." In his opinion 
• » * 

the WUL's standing was'low according to this measure of 

achievement, and its mistakes were being compounded by tardy 

recognition of what communist parties in most other countries 

,-!» 
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had already seen: "pure revolutionary unionism"tAed» only t6 

isolation from the masses. Nothing so agitated a communist 

L 35 than an opponent's casual appropriation of Lenin \s writ! 

», 

Lack of evidence makes it impossible to establish with 

any degree of-precision the relative strengths of the pro-

and anti-unity camps among the rank and file. The party 

leadership was willing to admit to the latter at* the time 
0' 

•and has also done so (in retrospect. And there is no 

doubt that some, perhaps^many rank and file WULers had 

little relish for the TLC. Vet this admission -was- also 

self-serving,"in that it drew\attention to the WUL leaderr 

ship's inspirational qualities. Conversely, t^-acknowledge 

the presence of a-* substantial pro-unity wing, actively 

supporting entry into the TLC *|e*fofe that became official 

* policy would have,, called into question not only -the 

vitality of the WUL unions, but also the leadership's claim 

to a monopoly of political wisdom. But if the .strengths of 
"* ** ^ 

the two camps cannot be gauged, by looking concretely at the 
> 

various unification processes more-light can be shed on the 
strengths of their' respective arguments. _̂  

in Evan's speech to the WUL convention he avoided saying 

that the WUL would be wound.up, and in the immediate after

math of the Convention he and his fellow tacticians continued 
P 

to act as if there was a future for revolutionary, unionism,in 

some form. The reasons for this fictioh become clear from an 
* » 

' \ * 
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examination of the proceedings of "the Ninth"Party Plenum 

which was held shortly before the WUL meeting^ * The keynote 

of the Plenum was nowhere better expressed than in the title 

of its published proceedings Towards A Canadian People's 

Front. Stewart Smith,-Canada's representative at the 

Seventh Congress, opened the proceedings with his long 

report and reformulation of'the Congress', decisions in; 

* light^ of. the Canadian situation. On Trade Union Unity he 

drove home the message that it was "intimately bound up* and 

is decisive for the achievement of the broad people's frontv" 

He rejected conclusively the possibility of proceeding 

towards "a general all-in amalgamation of the trade'union 

centres", essentially on the grounds that it was too 

* mechanical and, even more important, likely to be too 

A" 

-protracted a development. While it remained the party's 

ultimate goal in the trade union field, to achieve it "we 

^ must with all energy fight to bring about the unification of 

the two most decisive and important centres of the Canadian 
unions and the AFL 

nee to build up the 

trade union movement, the revolutionary 

unions ... we must systematically cos 

AFL unions into powerful mass organizations ... and put an 

* end once and for all to the sectarian rile* Of some Communists 

in the AFL who consider it their task ta be« 'general 
*- -. . 1 « 

oppositionists', rather than responsible!leading trade 

• - - 4, «37 unionists." 

The trade union sections of Smith's/speech were responded 

A<t »• 
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to by two anonymous speakers, the WUL "Fraction secretary" 

(probably Tom Ewan) and a "Representative of [the] Trade 

Union Commission". Both agreed that the main immediate task 

was to effect as complete a merger with the AFL as possible; 

but both also stressed that it was essential that the party 

fight "the poison of the liquidationists" (Fraction / 

Secretary) and the "right-opportunist liquidation which is 

fostered by the-counter-revolutionary fragments of 

Trotskyism in Canada" (Trade Union Commission representative). 
* 30 

The way to achieve that task was - build the WUL I -In 

short, the party was reluctant to hand the tiny Trotskyist 

organization a propaganda victory on a plate. 
t 

One other reason for the continuation of the WUL's life 

was hinted at in Smith's speech: the exhortation to 

communists to become "responsible leading trade unionists". 

Qnce it became clear that, despite all the equivocations, the 

revolutionary unions were headed for the TLC, a primary 

^tactical aim was to "derive the best possible terms of entry, 

or in other words secure executive positions for leading 

WUL organizers. That would not "be done by total 

capitulation to whatever "-demands the international unions 

might care to make. Keeping WUL unions together and 

resisting' attempts .to reabsorb them piece-meal /night pro

vide a degree of leverage for communists, who had after all 

built the unions, to entrench themselves in the revamped 

international union structures. Thus in December Salsberg 

•"****** f*S»«. ,'. \ f 
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urged the WUL rank and file to prevent "any slackening in 

the inner life and in the organizational activities of our 

39 own unions." -

An early casualty of the orientation on the TLC was 

Canadian trade union autonomy; it too became a long-term 

goal. Some of the other non-negotiable WUL principles were 

also found, rather rapidly, to be dispensable. In late 

November 1935 Salsberg convinced the members of the Toronto 

Coal Handlers' and Truckers* Union to seek a TLC charter. 

In urging them to disaffiliate from the WUL, he cited urtity 

as the first criterion, while the second was to free the 

union from the taint of its association with the WULl A TLC 

charter, Salsberg suggested, might help it-gain a contract 

without recourse to strike action. The union agreed, -

disaffiliated forthwith and became Local 83 International 

40 Brotherhood of Teamsters in March 1936. There was just a 
a 

suspicion here that the WUL was diluting its traditional 

militancy. 

Another obvious deviation from principle was the 

readiness with which the WUL let its industrial unions be 

broken down into craft components. In December Salsberg 

admitted that "problems.of a very setious nature" had arisen 

over the/food and furniture unions. At that moment, however, 

these were too difficult to solve and were deferred. When 

i 
Salsberg next broached the matter, it was to assert that 

'* f . • 
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certaih "organizational compromises" would be necessary in 

the short-term: the immediate interests of the movement at 
/ 

large would best be served by proceeding towards unity as 

41 
fast as possible. In fact, "organizational compromises" 

were in most cases surrenders to craft unionism. 

In January 1936 the WUL and Toronto District Labour 

Council formed a joint committee to supervise the .unity 

drive. Tom Ewan was so overwhelmed by this manifestation of 

inter-organizational equality that he promptly abandoned any 

thought of pushing the TDLC to the left. At one public 

meeting he gave an unambiguous statement of support for 

international unionism. Unity, *Ewan urged, "must be built 

around the greatest economic centre, the American Federation 

of Labor*', while at another he placed the onus for achieving 

unity firmly on the backs of the WUL rank and file, who were 

42 to prove their "sincerity by their activities-and deeds".•* * 

The hest kind of proof was *to dismember the industrial 

unions. Thus the Foodworkers' Industrial Uni^n was divided 

up among three internationals, .the* Bakers, Teamsters and 

Hotel and Restaurant Employees, with its meat-cutting'and 

meat-packing sections retaining potentially industrial form , 

as federal labour unions. At the same time, however, the 

WUL managed to fulfil certain of its broader aims. FjU 

organizer Henry Segal was appointed-full-time organizer for 

the International Hotel and Restaurant Workers' Xlliance, 
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and under his leadership it launched a major organizing 

drive in mid-1936 that saw it win contracts in 80 Toronto 

hotels.4"* 

There were similar developments in the furnitufe trade. 

As we have seen, the UBCJ was moving into this field and 

taking on, however reluctantly, some of the featuresrof 
0 

industrial unionism. There was aĵ so the. tiny Upholsterers/ 

International Union (UIU) with just 45 members in two 

Canadian locals in 1935. Yet the UIU was a craft union with 

a difference. In June 1935 its international convention 

declared in favour of the industrial union principle, and 

two,months later it absorbed the TUUL's.National Furniture 
44 Workers' Union. These developments were not lost on-the 

WUL, which in March 1936 initiated the formation of the 

Toronto Furniture Joint Council, incorporating delegates 

from the FWIU, OIU and Local 1415 UBCJ and with Fred Collins 

as chairman. Within weeks the FWIU had become Local 149 UIU 

with Victor Valin, Leo Sax and Fred Collins of the industrial 

union as respectively President, Secretary and Organizer. 

When the FJC was placed on a province-wide basis, the UBCJ 

reaped thê  benefit, absorbing WUL locals in Elmira, Hanover, 

Preston and Kitchener between March.and MflB The UBCJ also 

entered territory where the WUL had never r«en established, 

chartering furniture locals in Listowel, Strathroy and 

Wingham. All three struck to win union conditions* djuring 

1936.45 
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There were many other successful mergers. The31 Toronto 

Shir£ and Overall Workers* local of the Industrial Union of 

Needle Trades* Workers entered the United Garment Workers 

with its entire executive apparatus intact. Organizer Sam 

Lapides then took a seat on the TDLC and helped smooth the „ 
• 

46 ' 
way for further mergers. The Fur Dressers' and Dyers' 

Union, almost thnee years after Trotskyists had urged the 

WUL to affiliate it to the International Fur Workers' 

Union, doggedly held out for a separate charter, success

fully resisting Max Federman's efforts to have them re-enter 

the union as individuals. . The Lumber Worker's' Industrial 

Union'in British Columbia and Northern Ontario entered the 

** * . Lumber and Sawmill Workfersr Union, a semi-autonomous section 

of the UBCJ, with several of its leading militants gaining 

executive and organizing posts, notably Harold Pritchett* and 
- 48 

Nigel Morgan in B.CX and Bruce Magnusson in Ontario. _ 
Y. « » *"' 

Another significant merger__was ̂ trgat which.saw'the clandestine 
'* • P 

. ' . , - ' *• 

WUL meta^ miners' groups become almost overnight»_the Inter

national Union of Mine* Mill and Smelter Workers, which- by the 
49'' 

end of 1936 Could claim 12 locals throughout the country. 
— a 

In these and other cases the process of unification was 

not a matter of directives or snap decisions. Unity usually 

took a considerable time and, by Ewan's account, was 

thoroughly democratic:. "In all WUL unions the decision to 

return to the -AFL-TLC unions was carried out by a referendum 

vote of the membership, and in no instance was any rbreak-
-. • * 

- _ , • * 

i-J 
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away' from-this major step towards trade union unity ... 
50 T 

in evidence anywhere." Once again lack Of evidence does 
not-permit a definitive test of Ewan's first claim. But 

** • ' • \ | * 
referenda were .definitely he**ld in the MWUC land the LWIU 

B.C. Provincial Section. In the. latter instance, the 

industrial and international unions first discussed 
* - * \ 

unification in December 1935, and agreed terks of"* 

affiliation in early January. The LWIU then presented these* 

terms to™-ts widely scattered membership on 1\ February, set 

tb;e starting date of the referendum as 1 March, -and balloted 

the membership throughout; £hat month. All the while it was 
' " ' \ ' ' ' 

agitating on behalf of acceptance,^both in the\union paper 

anQ on the radio I The vote was fairly concXusiW: , 1048-23 in favour of affiliation to"*"the ̂ JBCJ. 51 
<v 

- Ewan's second claim., however, was incorrect. There 

was one uni,ty drive,":which did not go according to plan,. 

Ironically, this took place in the shoe* industry-Mii.ch-had 
' ' . , * ' • ' - ** - . • & . • ' -

alleys seemed.one of the WUL'S securest bastions.- As in the 

furniture industry, an early impetus >«s. given Jto*funity 

discussions by the-.Industrial Standards Act -- although, as 
%', 4, * ' ' ** *~ 

mem.* transpired,, the ISA1 "never <was invoked in the shoe 
52 ' * ' * - 'v ' ' •' 

industry.- In May SLWIU Secretary 1Cen Scott invited the ' 
A international Bootl and Shoe workers' Union (IBSU) and the. 

National-Catholic Syndicate to send delegates to its June -
• » ' • • - ' *, 

aonv*ention in-KitcHener, out of which he homed "a, closer 
T » . • v 

» - 53 • " '"* 
• would avolvf. *'xh« JUne issue of^Uhjitv want 

; . . •»%•" '^t-aMiw-"--*.-^*^ 
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.* even^further than this, announcing that" the- SLWJU jeonvention 
54 would debate "the ultimate aim of organizational"unity*. . 

Activists in the industry clearly knew -that a unification . 

of factions was a«fairly proximate prospect. 

The pervasiveness Of the- unity theme was demonstrated 

when the Toronto SLWIU local,- the union's largest, met in 

late May to discuss the forthcoming convention, when a 

resolution was proposed calling for the industrial union to 

be "prepared to forego our affiliation if others*do likewise 

and to establish an independent union for the time being, so 

, " that all forces can be centred in the building of one shoe 

* workers' union ... particularly in the Province,of Ontario", 

it passed almost unanimously, one of its supporters being . 

v ' . Y 
*. - Ken Scott. A copy of the resolution was then forwarded to -

' * . " . * ' s 
.'" the SLWtU national office and another was sent to the Toronto 

55" IBSWU local, which promptly added its endorsement. 
. . - ' . ' ' > 

A— '- Compared w£th the vague proposals emanating from the 
* V '* ; ' v 

* "\ ?tj5LWIU and WUL, this resolution clearly defined what the hext 
~;A stage in the unity programme should, be: an indepehdtent 

«*c * * - * . 
^>* \ •' ' ' union* '^The very -specificity of this .proposal indicates that 

independent, thought had been given.to the question. One of 

v, * » ft^ -» .,**1'-
' " » • * the influences ,behih<5 tt was. the Trotskyist Left Opposition 

(LO). In most instances, the L0-followed to* guidelines set 
-• ..*'*••' tA V" - •' - .'**,.•'**'"' 
'" • • - by 'Left-Wing' communism: An "fenflmtile Disorder and reworked 

•• . • T" •..—F~~—:—:— l '' ."* r .-] 
—*-±- '- by' Trotaky»a*, early 1930s writings on revolutionary tactics 

0 ' . . . . . . ' , ' •, 

, '„ i n the trade- jinions. ' I t s position- can be summed up in 
» 
- > 
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Trotsky's 1931 maxim: "A sure majority in a narrow and 

isolated trade union confederation, rather than 

oppositional work in a broad and real mass organization, can 

be preferred only by sectarians or efficials but not by 

56 proletarian revolutionists." This usually led it to 

advocate the policy finally adopted by the WUL of re,-entry 

into the TLC. However, LO members also believed in listening 

to rank and .file opinion and assessing tactics on that basis. 

They' knew, for example, that, the IBSWU was a moribund and 

discredited organization, little more than a dues-collecting 
» * , 

57 agency and totally inactive. They also knew that among 

Toronto's few remaining IBSWU members there was growing dis-

\ 
enchantment with the quality of assistance from the Union's 

K ' 5 8 *" ' •* ** Z"""i» 

Boston headquarters. In light of these factors, one move 
* - - , > \ • 

might have been to encourage' a complete industrial union take-

over, but since the LO opposed the WUL in principle, knew 

Almost certainly that the revolutionary union moment was 

all but over, and was aware that a right-wing faction in the 
* * • 

IBSWU Would never accept entry into the industrial union, it 

proposed the only other alternative. '. 
t 

when the SLWIU convention finally met, its leadership 

showed that it could be just as bureaucratically anti-

democratic as the'TLC. Without excuse or explanation it had 

the convention resolutions' committee replace'the Toronto 

local's resolution with an anodyne substitute, which would 
r ' J-

have empowered the SLWJU executive simply 'to enter^ 

fc-t*-1 *r»»lrt t fV * * * * V -J 1 %- SE* ' * * * ,<p*t&*&. '^^'^«m»00m^i0m,em'm, • 
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negotiations with the other' shoe unions without any 

declaration of intent. This might we'll have passed on the 

spot, but for the intervention of a rank and file delegate 

from the international union who demanded to know what had 

happened to ^he resolution his local had endorsed., His 

comments caused consternation among; the ranks of the WUL 

leadership, represented by Ewan and Salsberg, who called on' 

Ken Scott to provide an explanation. A rather sheepish 

Scott admitted that the offending resolution had looked good 

on paper, but that on reconsidering it later'he concluded "* 

that the issue needed more thought - and in any case, at the 

meeting when the resolution had been passed there had been a 

small attendance! Salsberg and .Ewan also intervened. -The 

latter agreed that unity was "the burning,' immediate 

necessity for the working class", but added that there was 
*• 

no "short cut" to obtaining it. Salsberg ventured that the- -
*fr-*-

Toronto resolution A which effectively said "ABC — Z", -was 

just too schematic. The official resolution duly passed, 

\ 59 
despite some- rank and file disdent. 

v 

Shortly after the convention, what the Trotskyists had > 

been predicting happenedI A dissident, mainly conservative,, 

and "Anglo-Saxon" faction in the IBSWU broke away to form the * 

independent Canadian Union of Shoe Workeijs'and Allied Crafts -

(CUSW). The LO responded by urging.the BLWIU to look on the - ' I new union as a transitional structure which left winters >. 
* 

should immediately enter to prevent the'right's entrenchment 
. , r _' .-

*-»HV V"** -
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and to work for its eventual admission to the TLC as a * 

60 militant union. As late as December, however, the WUL 

insisted -that unity should come immediately through the 

IBSWU - which unfortunately did.not exist - and rejected the 

61 * 
LO's appeal. After the turn of the-year the unreality of 

•- < . 

the WUL's position began to dawn, at least to individual 

„SLWIU members, some of whom began spontaneously to enter the 

CUSw. In .fact, they were doing so^in sufficient numbers to 

agitate shoe manufacturers who* had signed contracts with the 

independent- union in the expectation that it would be less 
> 62 " 

demanding than the SLWIU. Moreover, the CUSW began to 
' * display an unexpectedly militant streak, perhaps not 

*» • 

unconnected with the entry of former industrial union . * 
. «» 

militants. 3.n particular, a. successful strike for union 

recognition and wage increases at the large Hurray-Shoe Company 

in London lasted more than five weeks, during which the union _ 
, go -• 

gained the support of the London Trades and Labour COuncil. 
The WUL finally entered negotiations with the CUSW in early 

March; by the end of the month the SLWIU had been liquidated 
., * *~, \ • 

v ^ • 
Unlike most of "the mergers involving WUL unions this one 

was concluded on terms manifestly, detrimental" to the left. 
~* -t • , - it-

TWO weeks before the merger was finalized, the CUSW 
t *• t " '- * 
• * **. • "« -

** executive hurriedly held new elections and entrenched itself-
ir» control. It-then refused to admit the SLWIU as.discrete 

-.' < ' " ' 

* "focals, forcing former members to enter the CUSW as 

' individuals. Although some ex-industrial unionists managed 

• ' ' , ' " • • • ' *\. 

64 

-*- » 

it "^**«*^»*^»»**fi#*«. 
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_, subsequently-to gain election to executive office at. the 

local level, relations between the two basic factions were 

always antagonistic. The CUSW leadership, according to Ken 

Scott, adopted a chauvinistic attitude towards non—British 

members, ran executive meetings undemocratically and refused 

to fight for equal division 'of work among the memljership. 

, Whether all these allegations were true-i it certainly did 

collaborate in clamping down on shop floor activity,and 

' •- '65 
helped employers to discipline militants. Not surprisingly, 

/ »- . . 
-the left's sojourn in the CUSW lasted only so long as ̂ here 

*.'•'* ̂ ""v 
'• was no alternative. When the CIO formed the United Shoe* 

Workers of America in 1937,^Toronto left wingers defected to . 

it at the first opportunity; its first Canadian local was , 

66 " 
• chartered in 1938 with,Ken Scott as organizer. 

The WUL's handling of; the unity campaign in the shoe 

industry was almost* ludicrously maladroit. It misread or 
- , ., . • » • 

chose, to ignore what was happening at the rank and file 

level; when confronted by decisive action it resorted to 

bureaucratic, methods* to preserve its o*wn indecisive policy -

and probably compounded its error with a transparently 

insincere declaration of support for the principle of unity; 
*.._.- V * 

it/hoist itself "on i.ts own argument when, after stating that . 
•A ' ( . . ' A • --

tb£ proposal to unite .the' workforce i**T an, independent union. 
, • c"" " • : * 

" was overly mechanical,, it'Insisted, that unification come 
through'a -uniOn _fchat "Bad effectively ceased to exist; and 
v ( ,k , *• ." ' * * 

'* even at the las£ it threw away possible tactical advantages 

_> - . • ' - * * ' • - : * ' 
*#- . • • * '- , t 
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by refusing*to look reality in the face. 

* r 

In.short, this experience made nonsense of the promise 

that unity would be fought for according to the particular 

conditions operating in different industries/ Having 

decided to reorientate exclusively on the AFL-TLC, its 

anxiety to establish 4ts bona fides made any such promise 

dispensable. Similarly., its capacity for independent 

criticism of the'shor£coming3%of reformist unionism^faded 
«• . " - ' 

almost to invisibility. Instead of general condemnation of 
* . - , • 

the bureaucracy, into the lower levels of which a goodly 
. . . . ' 

- * number of communists were moving, there came discriminative 
~ * * " • 

criticism of "the outright reactionaries like Draperr 

Morrison, Burford and Bengough", coupled with.the-creation 

" % -- ', of a blanket term - "progressives" - which covered many of 

- _• the union leaders who had been tbfe WUL's bitterest enemies. 

It was this development that led to the most serious 

defection from the party: that of WUL National President ̂  

. J. B. McLachlan. * 

..In 1935 McLachlan' was the WUL's figurehead. Sixty-six 

years" of age, veteran of countless labour struggles, Victim ' 

of bosses and union Bureaucrats alike> one of the-very few 

Canadian communists* able'to contest-parliamentary elections' 
' • • . ' ' " • * * * • . ' ' * 

/ * without, fear of humiliation, an internationalist -and an 
' - ** • ' ' *'."'* , / 

. " intransigents to' his core, McLachlan resigned from the party c 
1 % " •' * * 68-

in*/ June 1936 unable-to accept its "sad march to the right". 
. - / ' - - - -' 

** ' • . . " 

" x . ' ' / " . ' " ' ' ' ' ' . * 

. .. * , v '. . , -" -

i *'-»'.. • .. '/.•-•''." . - - ' ~sX >.-.*". 
• • » < , . . * -* . - A ' „ , . . - ^y- \ -
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Why did he take what for the vast majority of leading 

communists, and certainly for him, was. a momentous and 
v. * . 

tortured s'£ep? According to ""one account, it was because he 
> 
was beginning to think in terras of allying with the CCF, 

which he saw as a more suitable force for the, achievement of 
69 **A 

socialism in Canada. All the available evidence points, in 

*the opposite direction:' when the CPC was desperately trying 

to win over J. S. Woodsworth's support for a "Canadian 

People's Front", MbLachlan was embarrassing its efforts by 

ridiculing Woodsworth's pacifism and reiterating his belief 

that violent class struggle would be necessary to overthrow 
70 capitalism. The CPC has offered an alternative explanation, 

according to which McLachlan broke with the party* because, ( 

while broadly approving the unity line in the trade unions, 

he couldn't accept its application in Nova Scotia bepause of-

a subjective inability to accept a return to John L. Lewis's 

UMWA. According to one of McLachlan's C<ape Breton comrades i 

"poof Jim McLachlan couldn't stand It.-^ His position was, ^ 

John L, Lewis is no good and he'll never be any good, which 

is something less than Marxian •'.... he had a hate of John L. 
'71 ' " * 

Lewis and all that he stood for." T&is is;closer to the 

truth, but still distorts •McLachlan's position." To gain a -

fuller understanding of this, we have to return to the early 

mpnths of 1935. , ' ' 

i .In the previous chapter it was briefly notecl that 

McLachlan **s v,iews on the prospect of reuniting with the "UMWA , . 
•4 * .- • ' " -

Y-

f 

• i t 

\ H 
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hardened markedly after*the international union's Springhill 

local struck in January 1935 for the dismissal of 12 AMW 

activists. In July almost 2,000 UMWA members in New 

Waterford took similar strike action, although on this 

occasion without success. These strikes convinced McLachlan 

that unity with the UMWA' was impossible. What is more, the 
> 

WUL and CPC" shared this outlook throughout the year. As 

late as December, the party's new-District Organizer Bill 

Fmdlay looked forward to an AMW victory over the "Lewis 

72 machine". 

Nevertheless, McLachlan was deeply embroiled as WUL 

President in the unfolding unity campaign. He had, after 

*— all, invited Tom Moore and. Aaron Mosher to discuss the issue 

with him, and as a. close, follower of the international 

situation' he was well'aware of the trend development in the 
* * . 

world Movement. But while he supported unity in principle, 

it would appear that-by the late autumn of 1935 h^ was 

already disturbed by the party's willingness to compromise 

some of its principles. His publication#in the>Nova Scotia 

Miner of^one of the more' unambiguously Leninist sections of 
Dimitrov's Seventh Congress speech may have' been a warning 

:#-•» ** snot to th*e Torqpto leadership not to play fast "and loose with 

the Leninist conception of the united front. In.the same 

v ' *" . • ' 

(2 November) issue of the paper he was quite*uncompromising: 

_̂ # - * unity in Nova Scotia would come through *t>he AMW "and by/no 

» •> " O^her way". ' • , / 

" * > " . * • " , " * ' • * A 
***a -̂  » • . • « , 

• h.- •• ' 
. • ( • • • • ) ' . ' • - . ' . 
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By the time that issue of the paper appeared, McLachlan 

,->was On 'his way to the Central Committee Ninth Plenum and the 

WUL Dominion Convention. At the former, his growing isolation 
* A 

from mainstream opinion in the party was apparent, but his 

prestige remained so high that Stewart Smith's speech took -

special account of it. Smith actually implied that unity in 
*4 ' 

* * ' ' *" 

the mines might not occur through the UMWA, but that the WUL 

would be '"prepared" to follow that path "if [urtity] can be 

achieved in the UMWA on the basis of the struggle against the 

coal operators and genuine trade union democracy which would 

ensure that the militant will of ,the majority of the miners" 
73 " . 

would proevail. The crucial word here was "if", McLachlan 

was prepared (like everyone-else) to*accept almost all of 

Smith's,report. "We can all endorse the report of Comrade 

Smith on the Seventh Congress of the Cocpaunist International", 

.he agreed, "and I am sure we can all endorse his analysis of 
' . _ *"** 

the Canadian conditions, conditions in which we should be able 
to put into effect the decisions of that Congress and the ~t 

* 

directives we will get from this plenum." However, when 

asked whether it would be possible to carry out "the trade 

^union policy of striving to unite trade unions and affiliate 

them to the AFL" in Nova Siiotia, he temporized. Citing; the 

recent federal election in which ne 'had run openly as a CPC 
1 " *« ' member, he informed the plenum that .his campaign team had 

brought together rank and*\filers froth bo^h the\AMW. and UMWA',. * ' 
and that out of their political collaboration had come fresh 

i 
; • . ; . , . . ' • ' > 
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discussion of reuniting the two unions. Therefore the 

possibility of unity was strong, but in his view it would 

be a mistake to move in with a sudden campaign for 

affiliation to the international union. To achieve unity 
4 74 

definitively would require "patient work". 

Although McLachlan did not rule out going back into the 

UMWÂ , he made no attenjpt to conceal his skepticism about the 

possibility of doing so within the terms outlined by Stewart 

75 Smith. . It seems therefore that he returned to Glace Bay 

prepared to take Smith at face value, believing that the 

trade union unity line really was to be applied flexibly and 

did not simply mean capitulation to the UMWA. Very quickly, 

however, he received evidence that the'unity line was being 

applied opportunistically: reports of J. B. Salsberg's 

conduct of the Toronto Coal Handlers' and Truckers' Union 

disaffiliation frbra the WUL left a deep impression. At the 

same time, he found'himself being undercut by Bill Findlay, 

who by the end of December seems to have been pushing hard 

for re-entry to the, UMWA. 
^*%< 

In early December the unity discussions McLachlan had 

helped initiate at the rank and file level were extended to 

include the UMWA and AMW executives. Almost immediately they 

collapsed intuf*"*bit.ter Recriminations when AMW-secretary Bob 

Stewart accused Dan Willie Morrison and ot:her UMWA officers 

of having given Dosco a#list of 122 miners fox?, blacklisting 
' * . . * ' . * ) • 
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in 1932. Morrison, District President and Mayor of.Glace 

Bay, initially Offered to "resign union office if Stewart's 

allegation could be proved, but then demanded Stewart's public 

retraction/ threatening to sue him for slander if he refused. 

.When Stewart."resolutely refused" to comply, the writ.was 

served, and rank and file miners were treated to the 

paradoxical spectacle of a unity campaign being conducted at 

77 the top by .individuals who were adversaries in litigation. 

To many ordinary miners this affair seemed a frivolous 

diversion, and led some of them to demand a "hands-off" 

approach on the part of the two union executives. Miners at 

one meeting ijt Reserve Mines issued a statement supporting 

unity and attacking "the campaign of hate and slander that has 

been indulged* in during the past three years." Any individuals 
* 
or groups, they stated, who stood in the way of unity were "no 

78 friends of the miners". The onus of responsibility for 

obstruction seemed to be placed impartially on, both leader-

• 79 
ships, but it was the'AMW men who were under most pressure, 

i 

The longer the unity debate' continued, the more likely' 

it seemed that the final result would be a return to the -

UMWA. .On 1 February delegates from 14 UMWA and AMW locals at a 

__ meeting in Reserve provided a fairly clear picture of the 

-range of rank and file opinion. *There was a small amount of 
.. * . * . " 

"_ Support-for an entirely new union, but AMW President John A.* 

MacDonald spoke' strongly against this option*and indicated 

A 
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his own preference for the UMWA, especially now that John 

L. Lewis had assumed leadership of the CIO. At the same time 

MacDonald urged, that Lewis be asked to guarantee "full 

democracy" in District 26. AMW rank and filer Mickie Young 

shared this reservation, but while doubting that Lewis would 

ever permit "progressive officers" to take control in Nova 

Scotia, he admitted "that the UMWA members were getting 
*- . *• 

somewhere while the AMW had got nowhere." There was a general 

view that.the AMW had failed to sustain*its early promise, and 

although the UMWA still "left much to be desired", it remained 
**• * *"" 

the alternative roost likely to strengthen the fight against 

unemployment and short-time working: "any existing -faults" 

in the UMWA's make-up would be rectified by; an infusion of 

AMW militants. The meeting ended with a vote to unite "under 
80' . 

one banner - the United Mine Workers of America." 

This was by no means the end- of the story. Immediately 

after the' Reserve meeting a sub-committee was struck to 
y 

prosecute its decisions, and its' first action,was to wire 

John L. Lewis asking for his views on the AMW's proposed, 

re-admission. At this juncture Bob Stewart claimed that the 

meeting had "never said at any time" that unity would have to" 

come through the UMWA, and insisted that miners had still, to 
** . 

work out a militant platform around which unity and the 
. 

81 struggle for improved conditions would develop side by side. 
Another delegate meeting at Reserve demonstrated that there 

was still a substantial degree of resistance to the UMWA. 
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Some AMW delegates pledged they would never.go back to 

Lewis's union, among them Mickie Young, who claimed that , 
— -_ * -̂. 

"hjj|pdreas" of AMW members shared this view. Support for a, 
-• • 

new Canadian union chartered directly,by* the TLC also ̂ «, 

existed,, but AMW delegate D. J. McVarish from the Phaleh .s 

local pointed-out that this "was out Of the question and that 
- / r 

\\ more realistic approach had to be adopted. He hinted that 
- ' . .t 

the UMWA was the only real alternative .- if .only because it" 
-*" .. v 

would carry on'tfe.th its contract even though it had only 10 
* ' \ * ' 

members. The meeting broke up with no consensus, but with 
8*> ' 

a pledge to continue joint discussions. • 

As the unity drive teetered backward and forward, two 

ineluctable trends were nevertheless emerging. One was that 

the AMW had to go: even the AMW members who insisted they 

could never swallow the UMWA found it impossible to make a 
* 

solid case for their own union, which was in parlous 

financial condition, made evert worse when Princess Local at 
•a* 

Sydney Mines, the only local from which the AMW received* 
Check-off*.payments-, voted to suspend them on the grounds that 

83 I 
other AMW locals were not pulling their weight. The ol-£er 

was that the UMWA was gaining an increasingly positive image 

as pro-John L. Lewis, pro-ClO reports gained *in volume and 

frequency. By February these two developments had made the 

final fictory of the UMWA inevitable. The latter broiight,. 

J. B* McLachlan's dis'affbction from party policy to a ciimax. , 

) 

® 
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The transformation in the CPC's image of John L. Lewis 

in winter 19i5->36 "was little short of miraculous. Before 

Lewis took charge of the battle for industrial unionism at the 

October 1935 AFL Convention, he always stood m the first rank 

of labour "fakirs"; yno.t just a red-baiter and political 
84 reactionary, but a blood-stairied thug. - Once he placed the 

organizational resources of the UMWA, not to mention his 

undeniable personal- charisma, behind industrial unionism and 

the organization of the unorganized, this image had to be 

revised. At the NovemberyWUL Convention and* Central Committee 

Plenum it was" noted that "historic changes" had taken place m 

the American labour movement and that Lewis Was one "important 

leader" who had displayed "significant signs of change in the 

direction of progressive'trade union policies." Tom Ewan did 

claim that iewis had been forced into this position to prevent 

his being bypassed by rank and file militancy, but the signs 

85 .were there that his history was not to stand against him,. 

In February 1936 Harvey Murphy sent back a glowing account of 

the UMWA International Convention 3m Washington, D".C, 
, 0 

reporting that while Lewis had personally intervened against 

the creation of an independent labour party, in every other 

respect he stood in the vanguard of "progressive industrial 

unionism". The CIO, Murphy predicted, would mean "New Life 
for Canadian Unions . By June, in a "special steel issue" of 

' •> 

the CPC's recently launched Daily Clarion, Lewis was 

prominently promoted as the "fighting leader" of the CIO. 
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Thus, the "nemesis of the'Communists in the twenties, was 

transformed into tfheir patron saint in'the thirties." 
4 

J. B,. McLachlan observed this transformation with growing 

disgust, hardly able to believe what he saw. Like the^party, 

he welcomed the. prospect of a massive industrial union drive 

and looked on the UMWA International Convention as likely to 
* * 

prove "the most historic ever held" if the UMWA promised to 

"foot the bill". But at the same time, he felt that any 

gratitude the left might feel towards'the miners' union should 

not become unconditional or uncritical, especially where some-
4 • 

one like John L. Lewis was concerned. In contradistinction 

to Harvey Murphy's inconsequential criticism'of Lewis's 

position on labour politics, McLachlan concluded that the 

Welshman would wreck industrial unionism if it ever threatened 

to develop as a force for socialism. In April he was 

strengthened in-this belief when he saw Lewis threaten to 

•withhold a promised contribution of 2100,000 for organizing 

from the United Automobile Workers of America, unless the 

auto union repudiated its recent' convention decision to 

•support a labour party and refuse F. D. Roosevelt its . 

endorsement. Moreover, he could not ignore, as Murphy had 

done, the fact that Lewis had forced a roll-call vote at the 

UMWA Convention to, give himself the independent power to 

depose^district officials. In McLachlan's view, no g 

individual alive was good enough, wise*enough or just enough 

.* to hold such" power "over the democratic' rights *>f men,' and 
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• 1 

no man on earth except a swollen, impudent, aspiring 

fascist" would even accept it.* 

1 It is important to.'emphasize here that McLaphlan shared 

* the party's enthusiasm for the CIO and trade union unity. 
0 

, But* he did not wish to see it become so enthusiastic that it ** -

allowed itself to be sucked into an industrial unionism/ \ * 

Y - » t ' 4 

unity campaign from which revolutionary politics were excluded.* 

Hence when he saw the party not only failing to maintain a 

critical perspective, but also making "frantic5attempts to 

say as many nice things as* possible about a traitor and 

scoundrel like Lewis", he concluded that-the party was 

reneging on its revolutionary duty and that, he, as an 

individual "honest to his class", had no alternative but to 

break party discipline. He therefore publicly attacked Lewis 

\ in the pages' of the Nova Scotia Miner and at various workers' 
.„ 4. ' fl7 meetings. 

I. *• 

The CPC's view ofiMcLachlan's apostasy was aptly summed 

up by.George MacEachern* when he wrote that McLachlan ."could 

not be expected to have any love for John L. Lewis and no one 

asked him to pretend otherwise ... or 'praise*"John L. 
88 Lewis": in effect, all he had to do was keep quiet-! As 

late "as 4 June 1936 Tim Buck, in a last effort to convince 

McLachlan to recant and stay in the party, wrote to him 

suggesting that his actions had been "based on. nothing less 

than a misunderstanding of the political line of the 
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Comintern." This was party short-hand for: re-read the 

appropriate documents and acknowledge your errors. Already \ . 

however, McLachlan had announced his resignation to Bill„ 

Fmdlay (who, along with the other members of the CPC * 
* 

District Bureau, was allegedly discussing ways of "destroying" 

the Nova Scotia Miner), and he confirmed this decision in a 

final letter to Buck in which he observed that he had "paid 

the greatest-attention" to the Comintern line on the.trade 

'union question, had read everything he could get his hands on,' 

and remained convinced that he was following the. line. The 

party "m Canada", on the other hand, was misapplying it, and 
89 he could no longer follow its "sad march to the right". 

His resignation took place well after the reunification 

of the Nova Scotia miners within the UMWA had been effected. 

McLachlan was not in the end opposed to this decision, but to 

the way the party's original demands for certain guarantees 

had been quietly shelved. Onepreport in the Worker had / 

blandly observed that "it is not thought possible" that Johr; 
e , 

L. Lewis would grant local "autonomy" to District 26. In the 
* / 

context of the report, this implied that the demand should nae 
' - 90 -dropped, which to McLachlan was rank defeatism. Lewis, 

according to the union's international representative in 

District 26, Silby Barrett, approved the re-entry of AMW 

members with full rights and without fees or penalties, and 
1 - , . 91 

promised "sympathetic support" for future organizing drives. 
That was enough to convince the vast majority of AMW members, 
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92 and on 19 April merger was* finally agreed. • ,-

It may appear, then, that McLachlan was simply overtaken 

by events, and that his defiance was-essentially personal 

rather than political." ,That was the position adopted by some 

of the younger communists in the area. George .MacEachern, 

toiling away inside the plant council at Dosco, saw ( 

McLachlan's attacks on Lewis as understandable in light of 
> -

the older man*"s victimization at Lewis's hands but "' 

politically, indefensible as far as the interests of the 

steelworkers were concerned. He himself felt that Lewis had* 

changed, but that in 'any case,; "we had to trust him. We had 
. 93 *_/ r 

no bloody choice there." ijWas this position any more , 

T 

"Marxian" that McLachlan*s? Only history would tell whether 

the party's sacrifice of principles to tactics were 

justified. But there were already enough indications - some 

of which McLachlan pinpointed - to shbw that Lewis'had not 

been transformed, and even more significantly that- in the long 

run the party's support for bureaucratic, top-down unionism 

was at most an ambiguous contribution to the struggle for 
94 * 

socialism. . 
A 

-. M \ 

By the summer of 1936 the WUL had disbanded, "gone over", 

as the Winnipeg Free Press put it, "into the trenches of the 

once-hated enemy." ' In May the prodigal1s -return was • 

symbolized by*the lifting of the TDLC's 1929 ban on communist 
* » 

delegates. Back in the main-Btream, communists immediately 

A -
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took up thevideolpgical struggle for industrial unionism, 
t 

aware that this was ̂ already the subject of much wider debate 

t/han inf the'1920s when they were virtually alone an raising 
97 v. 

it. In this period J. B. Salsberg established his 

reputation as an analyst of trade unionism and protagonist of 

its industrial form. His numerous articles on the ̂subject 

always afl§̂ .ved at two basic conclusions: the case for 

industrial unionism was proven by the failure of craft 

-unionism to organize unskilled and semi-skilled .mass production 

,l workers*, and that debatmq the iss.ue in "abstract, almost 

/ "academic fashion" had to give way to immediate, -practical 
98 * activity. His case gained in urgency as the AFL-CIO 

split developed.. - • 
i 

In February 1936 the AFL attempted to assert its "supreme" 
0 * 

authority over the international unions m the USA and Canada 

over the CIO issue. To all Trades and Labour Councils 

President William Green sent a directive ordering them to 

refuse."allegiance, assistance or support" to the CIO. The 

rsesponse of" the TDLC was probably typical. While resenting 

preen's abuse of local autonomy, it, was reluctant to take any . 

action that might £orce a split in the Canadian movement. 

Consequently, it delayeja formal discussion of the industrial 

union question until late May. 99 

In the intervening period the Toronto labour movement 
0 

was given an object lesson in the rights and wrongs of craft 
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sr ' *" * * 
versus industrial unionism. The issue arose over the 

« 

question of how the Coulter Brass foundry was to be organized. 

Already, a precedent seemed to have been established by the 

t 
TLC's chartering federal locals at the General Steel Wares • " 

, i 

plants in London and Torontb. From the union base lm* the 

Toronto plant activists were beginning to link up with 

•workers in other city machine shops and foundries, of which ' 

Coulter Brass was the firsTr** to/make a definitely positive 
/ ' 

response. In April W." T. /arker, a delegate from the GSW >, 
plant, officially asked the TDLC to grant a federal charter 

to Coulter Brass, only for twelve different craft .anions to 
t ' 

. lodge jurisdictional claims. Even when the Coulter workers 

r 

made it 'clear that they wanted only an industrial union, the 

craft unions refused to yield. At this time TDLC President 

was John Noble of the International Brotherhood of Electical' 

Workers, a craft die-hard who would later act as the AFL's* 

leading anti-CIO hatchet-man. He refused to resolve the 
f 

^impasse, claiming it was outside^the council's powers. With 

Parker's Warning that "if we don't do something, they 

J_Coulter Brass workers] will be lost to this movement" 

* . * 
ringing in their ears, Toronto's intjprnat^onal unions finally 

• " v 100 * " . 
debated their position on the CIO. v (. 

In the period immediately before the, TDLC debate, tWe 

Daily Clarion took (j sounding of labour opinion", N It found a 
*JT 

predictable mixture, ranging from Noble, '•whe considered the 
' . • v 

craft unions fefcill the most effective defenders of working 
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class interests, to TDLC secretary John W. Buckley of. the 

Railway Carmen, who flayed this "self--sufficient ... 'holler 

ti],an thou' attitude", with all shades of"-Opinion in between. 

But unusually, the coirorfunist paper vastly, underestimated the 

degree of support for industrial unionism. At the May meeting 

the TDLC voted by 95 to 8 in favour of "the industrial form 

of organization as a necessary step m the unionization of 

p\e mass prpduction industries", endorsed the CIO and 
, _~ - •- - ;. 

criticised the AFL's attempt to stifle it, and rejected "the 

contention Jthat [tke CIO] must inevitably lead to dualism." t 

The party saw'this outcome as further proof that its tactics 

were working. v • 
. . t - -

The CPC.devoted the next three months to broadening the 

base of support for industrial unionism, working towards, a 

1936 TLC Convention which it hoped would prove as historic 

Y) " '' , . -, 

as the" AFL's of 1935. It<-recommended"three specific reforms: " -

first > the' TLC should work in close cooperation:* with the . 

Trades and Labour Councils to coordinate local and national 

• * •* 

organizing 'drives; second, ^Lt should create an "'Organization 
/ . ' . ' • r 

Department" to oversee .this drive where at affected the 
•"v " ' 
craft unions', the autonomy of which would not be questioned; 

» - • * * • • . 
and third, that it create another special department to 
coordinate^the activities*of the'proliferating federal labour 

J \ * * *' "• * 
•unions, with the ultimate .̂ intention'of uniting them into 

' ' * •* 

"national organizations with a centralized leadership?-. The 
- - • 

party also urged 'the TLC to build bridges to genuine *—* 
• ' - - , - - * 

0 I 

' * *- ' ' *" 0 - ' 

>" 
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103 "p rogress ives" .in- the ACCL. 

• / . - . " 

The party had a significant degree of sUcces*s m winning '*** 

grass roots support.for its proposals: four Trades and « 

Labour" Councils (Hamilton, Stratford, Port Arthur <and \ 
*" Vv 

Winnipeg) submitted resolutions endorsing the reforms tV*> the 

TLC. • But once again', despite thê pre's*fence of a sizeable"1 

contingent of communist, delegates, the,party found that con-

verting resolutions into/-action at a TLC Convention was a 

,difficult proposition' As-usual, the international officers 

of the craft unions formed a solid conservative bloc, while 

only one identifiable left winger,'.Henry Segal, gamed* -
• ' - f 

appointment to'a convention committee. t None of the three 
., ' • 

reforms was accepted. \ 
, 0 \ lh 

. * ' .. 

Left and right groupings at the Convention in Montreal 

conducted affair's in an atmosphere •noticeably free of rancour; 

the knowledge that less than two* weeks, earlier* the AFL had 

finally expelled the CIO psobab4.y actejffc as a calming 
104 - . $£ . - - • • ' 

\ , .influence. Because of their-recent outlaw status, - ,. 

^ ' Communists were particularly keen to, appear conciliatory. 

The best example-of this concern came when J."B. Salsberg, 
*• * * " -

intervened in a debate on a resolution calling for compulsory ' 
retirement of TLC officials a"t 60" or 65. Salsberg declared 

i _ . . . 

'*that this attack on theV*official family" of the movement was "' * 
* ^ . * .• . 
not "'progressive", and supported the resolutions/ committee's 

0 

i statement that the experience of such men as Paddy Draper was 
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indispensable to the labour movement, (the transformation m 

the party's view of Draper, scarcely, less miraculous than 

that concerning John L. Lewis, presumably had *something to do / 

with the fact that he was a member of the International 
*-•• <"~ 

• - * Typographical Union,„ which was a founder member of the CIO; 
ITU President Charles Howard was CIO Secretary). 

-. 4 
i . 

I 

When the convention got down to more substantive, issues, 

many delegates were less impressed by the* prospect of a 

vastly expanded Canadian labour movement than worried by the 

fear that their unions would have to bear* the financial 

brunt of. an organizing drive. in one debate on the 

possibility of the TLC's organizing a special strike fund to 

assist federal labour unions, the executive simply did not 

Conceive that this might apply to the TLC membersh,ip at 

large; if it«were to come'at all, it would have to come from 

the federal member ship„'alpne. On the other hand, some 

unions supported^a special general levy, not because they 

. were tremendously enthusiastic about a massive organizing 

""campaign, but because they were sick of^being panhandled from 

all directions; a central strike fund would at least impose 

order and eliminate bogus requests. R, J. Tallon, TLC 

Secretary-Treasurer (Draper had succeeded Tom Moore as 

President), neatly summed up the establishment's tunnel-

vision by pointing out that the Congress already provided-

federal labour unions with free copies of the Journal. Was 

this not enough? jr 
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-Few delegate's could see the point of a special central 

organizing departmentj and some argued that the issue of 
* • ' 

industrial unionism was an irrelevant American importation. 

When the Stratford Trades and Labour "Council spoke to its 
V / . " If ^ 

resolution calling for the TLC to charter •£ national,' 

mdustriaAy organized Furniture Workers' Union with juris-
* 

diction 'over all c.abinet makers, woodworking machinists and, 

upholsterers, the response was one of stunned silence. One 

speaker then suggested this question should be referred for 

the UBCJ's attention, followed by another who expressed 

amazement -that such a resolution could be made at a TLC \ 

V -
Convention. The left wing group made no intervention at all. 

In short, the Convention was a dire disappointment to 

the industrial unionists, and especially to the left. 

Salsberg had to admit that the party's intervention/had been 

a failure, especially since throughout convention week 

industrial unionism had been virtually the sole topic of v 

private "discussions, lobbying and caucusing". He felt that' 

the issue might have been pushed harder than it"was, but con

cluded that its failure to make a deep impression stemmed 

from the left's failure to "Canadianize" it. On.this 

reasoning he made translation of industrial unionism "and 

the CIO methods of organization[into] Canadian terms" the * 

party's immediate ideological task. 

The CPC's rdle at this juncture was rather different 
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from the way Irving Abella has presented it in Nationalism, 

Communism, and Canadian Labour. When it abandoned, the WUL/ 

the CPC did not sell out its support for Canadian trade 

union independence. Instead it chose to pursue this goal' 

inside the TLC as a subordinate goal to its mam preoccupation 

with industrial unionism. Arguably, given its experience of 

the TLC, the party's desire to promote Canadian independence 

was likely to prove forlorn. The"fact nevertheless remains 

that it openly discussed and organized support for the issue. 

#imultaneously it also tried to build bridges between the 

TLC and ACCL "progressives", such as CBRE Secretary M. M. 
* 

McLean\ being wel^ aware that the national trade union 

centre was on the point of splitting. This raises another 

question mark against Abella's suggestion" th,at in 1935 the 

farces of national unionism - the WUL, ACCL and National 

Catholic Syndicates - were so strong -that to "most observers 

at the time, it appeared that at long last Canadians were 

107 about to recapture control of their.own labour movement." 

Setting aside the 'certain impossibility of welding together 

catholic and communist organisations, the ACCL had givenvno 

encburagemeilf to WUL unity overtures in 1935 and its break-up 

in September 1936 suggested that it would not have been the 

most dependable organizing base for a national industrial ' 

,- . 108 union drive. 

109 ••The .split in the ACCL was and remains obscure. 
« 

Although the defecting group, led by W. T. Burford, charged 
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Aaron Mosher and M.-M. MacLean with pandering to "Aharcho- , 
- - ' ' • " % • „ 

Communism" (a favourite term in Burford's Canadian Unionist-, 

editorials), the political basis, of the dispute really" .,lay 

in the defectors* opposition to Mosher^& attempts to alixjn 

the ACCL with the CCF: the allegation of pro-communism was 

little more' than a smokescreen. Another more prosaic issue" 

divided the two groups: railroad amalgamation. Burford^used 

* 

his position as .editor of the Canadian Unionist tb%run. an y "*~ 

^article by Allan Meikle of the OBU, one of t*he defecting 

Lpjis-f̂ which pronounced in favour of uniting the Canadian 
' < 

National with the Canadian Pacific, a.suggestion that 

horrified the CBRE. When the Ae*CL split, most of the smaller 
A- - » •'* 

unions left to form (or more accurately, re-form) the 
- , • **--

Canadian Federation of* Labour (CFL), which, as far as can be A 
detected «from its monthly Labour Review, was characterized by 

.. - *» 

class collaboration, ""-anglo-saxon chauvinism, anti-semitism * 
110 ' *" . ' 

and extreme anti-communism. **"» ~ -
* * 

a> 

**• The point of this detour into the internal squabble's 6f 

the"ACCL is to suggest that oVer all the unity tactics finally 

adopted by the WUL best suited the interests of the"party andf 

Canadian workers generally. Although in £he autumn of 1936 

the "progressive" forces in the labour movement were in a 

state of limbo, having failed as yet either to draw-the CIO 

north or to convince the TLC to asstime a more assertive* 
0 

organizing function, the prospect for either of these goals 

was immeasurably better than that of uniting the disparate 
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forces of Canadian.national unionism. * Moreover, in this 
' . « & - • . ; 

situation, the CPC'.s experience of independent leadership 

stsoodjit in good stead. It Continued to lay the foundations 

* of industrial! unionism inside and outside- the CIO. Two 

examples underline not only, its capacity toJUj»e the new con- . 

ditions td organize Itfiere it had, previously enjoyed little .-
. * • 

success, .but also' its growing tactical flexibility. 
a 

- 0 

In steel communists wese quick to lrhk up with the CIO, 

" first through' tlje temporarily revived Amalgamated Association 

._ of Iron, .Steel and Tin Workers, and after June 1936 through 

the Steel Workers*. Organizing C*ommittee (SWOC). In Toronto 
. * - •- ' ' '. . " 
they established a'trade union centre to coordinate 

• * 
• organization of the cityIs mainly medium-sized plants, using 
the Shop paper of the General Steei Wares plant as a 
"* . ". Ill •collective organizer, In Hamilton the latter half of 

1936 saw three SWOCM.ocals formed, all with CPC members in the •/OCMJ 

leadership: and in ̂ ydney George MacEachern's efforts to- •l 

interest John-L.•Lewis in the Dosco steelworkers were finally 

- . * 112 
rewarded with a SWOC charter-in December. 

* , -

/ In the textiles industry the party operated through the 

' AFL'8 United Textile Workers of America fUTW). Working out 

- of, the TDLC Labour Temple they launched the Textile Workers' 

.Association, to clear the way for the UTW's entry. Tha AFL 

union had been moribund in the United States through the 

1920s and early 1930s, but was reborn in a massive organizing 

# 
*p 

\ * 
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drive in the Southern United States in 1934. Although it 
1 0 

declined again after the failure of that year's general 

strike, it could still be held up to Canadian textile workers 

as a mass organization. In July the first new UTW Canadian 
113 local was formed in Toronto. 

As with many a WUL union, the UTW made its first break

through in a militant strike, at the massive Courtauld's 

rayon mill in Cornwall. Organization here had been started 

by Frank Love, a local electrician who had been working in 

Toronto. There he became active in the Canadian Labour 

Defence League and Progressive Arts Committee, co-authoring 

the agit-prop play Eight Men Speak. In July he formed the 

rather anachroniatically named Rayon Workers' Industrial 

Union, which grew rapidly after a successful departmental 

strike to reinstate four young woman unionists. By 11 August . 

the union had been reconstituted as UTW Local 2499. With 

1,300 of the mill's 1,500 workers recruited," it lodged 

demands for improved wages and conditions and a union contract. 

When Courtauld's refused to negotiate with the UTW, Love and 

fellow communists Alex welch and Frank Haslam led the workers 

out in a three-week struggle which ended with most of their 

Semands won. One observer made the point: "The conpany does 

114 not recognize the union. But the workers do." 

•following the Cornwall strike, the TLC demonstrated its 

t 
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ability to learn from the left. In response to evidence of 

strong employer resistance to ."American" control it' chartered 

ten federal labour unions in the textiles industry, all"under 

the umbrella of the Canadian Textile Workers' Council: 
life 

behind the change of name the.union remained the UTW. 

The CPC remained the dominant force in the union until the 
* 11 fi ' 

purges of the early 1950s.*• 

Since I do not wish to anticipate my overall conclusion," 

I shall restrict myself.here to a critical comment on the 

account of th'e( end of the WUL experience provided in Canada' s 

Party of "Socialism. According to thi3 account, the period 

after 1935 saw conditions "becoming more favourable for 

deepening working class unity, the key to advance, particularly 
49 

A ' . in the labor movement." Hence the party, ever sensitive to 

shifts in the conditions of class struggle and unwavering in 

"its goal - to promote and, achieve working class unity ont 

the basis of militant policies" ,„ as early as February 1935 

grasped the opporl-̂ inity to issue a call for the creation of 

an all-in Canadian labour federation; an obviously timely^ 
•*» » * 

appeal, since.within a. year it had been able to merge the WUL 

unions with their "approximate counterparts" in the TLC. 

Meanwhile, it was unfortunate that the ACCL (the Catholic 

Syndicates are not mentioned)-remained outside the 
117 invigorated movement because of its "anti-TLC policies." 

As we have seen, the reality was, a good deal messier, and 

+* * 
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the CPC rather less prescient, than this account implies. 

.The February appeal had the virtue of being a genuinely 

independent interpretation of the emerging international 

Junity line, one that had roots, in a native radical tradition 

and recognized the WUL's positive achievements. On the other 

haj-fcl, it had the disadvantage of being impossibly 

, optimistic," not least because of the sharp cleavages between 

the jtorious union federations: the antagonism between the 

TLC and ACCL, for example, was thoroughly reciprocal. The 

official account also ignores such inconveniences as the 

CPC's abrupt change of tack in November 1935 and the * 
* 

decisive impact of the Seventh-Comintern Congress on Canadian 
< * 

communist policy. This is not to say that domestic 

influences wer6 entirely absent o£ that reorientation on the 

TLC was mistaken. Quite the contrary. Rather, it is to 

emphasize that^the.Jieciding factor was external, and not 

onCy denied the party*tactibal flexibility, but imposed a 

series of "opportunist" accommodations to a Tite bureaucracy, 

that had demonstrably not moved* to the left. Pandering to 

Paddy Draper and John L. Lewis could have been defended as a 

tactical necessity -̂ -but̂ tehese avowed anti-socialists were 

positively rehabi1itated. This was unity "from above" with a 

vengeance. Working class unity had, indeed, always been an 

indispensable "key to advance", but for communists the key 

to socialist advance had always been an independent, active 

wgrking-NClass guided and, on occasions, led by ah independent 
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revolutionary party. The manner of the WUL's liquidation 

represented an abandonment of that principle. 

-i A* 

•J 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

ORGANIZING THE UNORGANIZED: COMMUNISTS AND THE AUTO 

INDUSTRY 

The author of a" 1926 study of the Canadian automobile* industry 

summed up the history of trade"union organization in auto in 

three sentences: "Any attempt at organization of labour in 

the industry,has been practically non-existent.. The United 

Automobile, Aircraft & Vehicle Workers of America, constituting 

the only union of its type in Canada, had a branch (No.28) at 

Windsor. In 1921 its membership was onW 28 and it has now 

1 -
disappeared entirely." Between 1926 and 1936, when the CIO's 

* 

United Automobile Workers of America (UAW) chartered its first 

Canadian local, there were "still more "fruitless and sporadic 

organising attempts in the Canadian auto shops." In most of 

them, Communists were the main standard bearers of industrial 

unionism, which in their eyes was "the only hope" for the # 
3 organization pf mass production industries. This chapter 

examines their efforts in detail. 

' Although the first automobiles produced in Canada came 

on the market, as .early as 1901 and were the home-grown pro

ducts of Toronto's Canada Cycle and Motor Company, it was not 

until the s&conta decade of the century and as a branch of 

• V _ ^ - - • ' 
.. . * 
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American capitalism that'the Canadian industry experienced 

its first phase of rapid expansion. For most of the period ' 

between T910 and 1930 the Ford Company, based at Walkerville 

• then Ford City/East Windsor, was the dominant, force. 
* . •» 

Launched in 1904, it slowly expanded production to an annual 

output of 484 units in 1909. In 1910 it produced over 1000 

units for the first time, and thereafter its growth was 

meteoric: 1.911, 2675 units; 1912, 7000; 1913, 16,000.4 In 

1918 general Motors of Canada (GM) was created, based on an 

existing partnership between the McLaughlin Carriage Company 

of pshawa and the Durant Company; by 1926 the full range of 

basic GM models, the Chevrolet, Pontiac and Buick, were being 
0 ' 

. 5 
assembled' at Oshawa. The final member of the "Big Three", 

the Chrysler Corporation, began production in Windsor during 

1925, and with its absorption of Dodge in 1928 began a period 

of rapid expansion which saw it take 23.6 per cent of the 

domestic market in 1935. 

. Between 1907 and 1917 vehicle registrations rose from 

2,130 to almost 200,000, and expansion continued through the 

war years and into the 1920s, considerably aided by increased 

federal and provincial intervention in road building arid 

improvements and by technical improvements in the product it

self. The industry emerged unusually quickly from the 1920-21 

depression. Even before the 1928-29 boom employment and output 

rose sharply, almost doubling in both categories between 

1921-26. The lion's share of growth was concentrated in 

. - ! . . ' 
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Southern Ontario, where in 1926 55 of the country's 70 auto 

and auto parts plants were located. The two\ major auto 

centres, Oshawa and the "Border Cities" of Windsor, Walker-

ville and Ford City/East Windsor, experienced tremendous 

urban growth, the most dramatic occurring in East Windsor 

which saw its population rise from 3,138 in 1919 to 17,000 

in 1929.8 * 

Thfe-main attraction of the auto centres was the* 

possibility of earning unprecedented wages for semi-skilled 

or labouring work. By 1913, when -the going rate for common 

labour in the Windsor area was 20 cents an hour, Ford was 

paying its labourers 26.5--cents, assemblers 27.5 cents and 

- 9 . 

semi-skilled machine operators 29 cents. According to 

Ontario government reports, in 1919-20 only the absence of 

sufficient accommodation was stemming the rate of migration. 

from Oshawa's rural hinterland to the.GM plant and its feeder 

components plants and foundries, while in the Border Cities, 

where some of the companies were constructing dormitories for 

new migrants, both skilled and unskilled labour was earning 

"practically the highest rate of wages ... in any part of the 

Dominion." By 1925 average annual earnings in the auto 

industry stood at 01,577 compared to £97̂ . for, manufacturing 

industry as a whole. ' In ether words, a job in auto was the 

key to working class living standards almost unimaginable 

elsewhere: according to one parliamentarian, the Border 

Cities' reputation as a high-wage centre was international. 
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The legendary reputation of auto industry wages was con

sistent with the industry's overall image as the quintessence 

of modern capitalist* enterprise. The late emergence of the 

auto corporations meant that they could employ/ the latest 

innovations in plant lay-out, semi-automatic machinery and 

assembly-line techniques. Visitors to the auto plants were 

invariably struck by "the wonderful organization which made 

it possible to put cars together with such speed and exact

ness". One yisitor to the Ford, Toronto, assembly plant 

(opened in 1924) marvelled at the precision with which' 

"scores of men rubbing elbows at their work" operated, and 

13* concluded that "orderliness" equalled contentment. In 1928 

the Border Cities Star caught perfectly the triumphalism of 

the industry and its admirers when it asked: "Where in all 

£A '" 
the history of industry has there been progress to compare 

"5 14 
with that rolled up in the manufacture of cars and trucks?" 

But what about the workers? Were they as Contented as 

their orderliness indicated? To all appearances it seemed 

they were. The absence of trade union organization-and 

strikes was seen by many in the labour mopement as a con- .., 

sequence of manufacturers.' benevolence. Ford, in particular, 

was frequently acclaimed as a "good" employer in the labour 
•\ 

15 ' -

press. \Two-historians of the Ford Company have offered a 

simple explanation of, labour's quiescence: "with better 

wages the workers did not insist on unionisation." * 

, V 
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In reality,*! what Ford called the "wage motive-*f»was only 

one determinant of working class behaviour. Passivity was 

built into the labour process. Whether working on the 

assembly line, which in Canada was the dominant productive 

process at all auto plants except Ford, or on. specialized 
" > . * 

machine tools, auto workers did repetitive., monotonous jobs, 

from which conceptual skills had been a"*ff far as possible 

removed. An American analyst of the industry defined th& 

essential qualities of the ideal auto worker as "watchfulness, 

quick judgments, dexterity, guidance, ability and ... a 
4 

nervous endurance to carry through dull, "monotonous, fatiguing 
- 17 - ' 

rhythmic operations." Henry Ford boasted that the vast 
* * * 

majority of jobs in Ford plants could be learned in less than . 
18 

a day. By 1924 there were 4,000 semi-automatic machines 

installed at the Ford City plant, as many as the total number 

of workers employed. One typical machine, lovingly described 

by a house writer for the Canadian Machinery & Manufacturing 

News, performed four different reaming and drilling processes 

on crankshafts held in a rotating jig; the operator's sole 

task was to l'oam* and unload it. Given the ease with which 

"production" and assembly jobs could be mastered, most 

workers were well aware of their dispensability. 
0 

Seasonality, was another structural determinant of 

working class passivity. -The production year was divided 

into busy and slack periods - spring/sunser and autumn/winter 
» 

respectively - which automatically produced a labour reserve 
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lat could be used to discipline potentially disruptive 

elements. The common sight in the early weeks of the year of 

long lines of job-seekers trying for an early start after the 

seaso-APal downturn left its mark on workers. It reinforced 

their sense of insecurity and encouraged many to curry favour 

20 with supervisory staff. 

The auto corpoijations reinforced these structural 
1 

advantages by a variety of industrial relations' strategies 

and workplace control mechanisms. Collectively, these fell 

broadly into the category defined by the American economist 

Richard Edwards as "technical" control, but in the case of 

GM with*a substantial hangover of "simple" control. The 

latter involved the close, paternalist relations of pro

duction characteristic of small firms; the former was 

classically represented by the dictation of the assembly-line. 

Bridging the two was a combination of scientific management, . 

hierarchical supervisory control and welfare capitalism."̂  *P^ 

s / 
At Ford the control mechanism was basically coercive.. 

Ford assumed that the "wage motive" wa# all that was required 

to win the workforce's consent for any demands asked of it. 
p ' 

"We do not believe in paternalism", Henry Ford admitted. 

22 "No service to employees will take the place of wages." 

what Ford did believe in was strict workplace supervision by 

foremen renowned on both sides of the border for particular 

"viciousness", and by a rigidly enforced rule-book governing 
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employee behaviour both inside and in the environs of the 

plant. Absplutely outlawed were "shop-c*on*mittees, unions or * 

labor, leaders, since the relationship between the Ford Mptor 

Company and its employees is purely individual and every 

policy is designed with keeping it so." Smoking, defacing 

walls and running towards time clocks or pay offices were 

sufficient reasons for instant dismissal; all workers caught 

stealing were prosecuted; all were advised not to loiter "on 
** * • 

public walks in front of the company's premises" but to 
' 23 

proceed "directly home after each shift. Ford's only con
cession to community responsibility was to establish a three-
year apprenticeship programme for toolmakers, restricted 

24 to graduates of the Wmdsor-Walkerville Technical School. 

If Ford took "less interest in the worker than any of the 
. ***-

auto companies", exactly the opposite was true of GM. In 

stark contrast to Ford's heavy-handed policy, the GM system 

wound a cocoon of welfarism around the Oshawa workforce. 

This was company policy on both sides of the.border, but in 

Canada it was given a particular integrity by the residual 

paternalism of the McLaughlin family. . Oshawa's main annual 

gala, the GM Field-Day and Pic-Nic in August, symbolized the 

personal reciprocity that gave the company its small-business 

feel. Every year around 20,-000 people attended, watching and' 

in many cases.participating in a tremendously varied programme 

of sports, side-shows., music and aquatics. . It was not 

unknown for President R. S. McLaughlin to pitch in the soft-
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ball tournament, perfectly representing the event's over-

25 arching theme of mutualism and class harmony. 

Management urged Oshawa employees not to think of the . 

plant as a place in "which you are forced to make a 1'iVing 

... but as a school that gives you every opportunity to 

develop." Thus i*t tried to encourage individual self-

improvement in a variety of ways. Its "Corporation Savings 

and Investment Fund" gave workers a chance to "build up "an 

estate", while its "Modern Dwelling Houses "Plan" helped them 

'become home-owners; at Oshawa 55.6 per cent of those 

eligible participated in the former and no less than 75 per 

cent j8tt the entire workforce had company mortgages. 

Occupational mobility was encouraged by a training Scheme, 

based in the Walkerville truck plant and .again restricted to 

Windsor-Walkerville Technical School graduates, for foremen 

and supervisors, and by membership in the "Oshawa 

Educational Club". This was restricted to employees who had 

already proved their motivation by enrolling in night-school. 

From it the company hoped to produce "progressive, -energetic 

young men that industry can look to for leadership in this 

26 
era of keen competition and efficiency in production^" 

GM offered welfare benefits which, in a period of 

minimal state concern, were quite substantial. Health 

insurance plans defrayed medical and dental costs; injuries 

sustained on the job were treated in a plant hospital; and 
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•sickness benefits of 05 a week were paid for a maximum 13 ' 

weeks. The company also encouraged health by'sponsoring a 

wide variety of sports teams, using the latter, particularly 

the increasingly successful Senior Baseball Team, to link its 
27 identity to that of the surrounding community. It rounded 

out its superstructure of formally-organized leisure with 
'•*** 

glee clubs and orchestras. :v 

GM*s concern-for its caring image extended even into the 

way the work process at Oshawa was*portrayed in advertisements.-

GM workers were not the witless automatons of the Ford shops, 

but "veteran Canadian craftsmen ... skilled as only those can 

be who have grown up with their trade. 'They have mastered 

each his task as only one can who loves it ... and are.per-* 

petuating that traditional artisanship which is the just 

28 pride of Canadian labor." At most, this description 

related to a tiny minority of the Oshawa workforce, ., 

particularly toolmakers and trimmers. But; even this latter 

group, survivors from the carriage trade who made and 

installed cushions, •upholstery and internal fittings ("trim"), 

saw "all the'components" of their trade broken down for 

29 execution by semi-skilled workers in the course of the 1920s. 

The vast majority of Oshawa workers worked on the line, than 

which nothing was further from- "traditional artisanship",. 

The assembly line epitomized the contradiction at the 

heart of GM's representation of the Oshawa labour process as 
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organic and mutualist.- Management might claim that total con

ceptual freedom was one of its "inherent responsibilities and 
/- - -

duties", the execution of which was in "the long-term 
/ / 

interests of the business and, therefore, in turn ... the mass 

of employees themselves." Its welfare policies were 

designed with the 'intention of keeping that long-term 

perspective lodged in the workers' .consciousness. Their 

daily experience, however, was the assembly-jlme and its 

demands; demands over which they had no essential control. 

As one of a series of reports on the Oshawa plant observed: 

"The speed of the assembly line varies in accordance with 

production demand." .Moreover, when changes in tariff 

regulations in 1926 threatened to undermine the Canadian 
e 

company's competitive relationship to the American industry, 
Qshawa management did not hesitate to hint broadly that the 

plant might be shut down unless the workforce substantially 

32 raised its production standards. At such moments the long-

term perspective could collide with the workers' immediate 

sense of injustice - an emotion to which the reciprocal 

system implicitly told them they had a- right - and propel 

them into an, assertion of independence. There was,, however, 

no absolute certainty that this woulta happen, either at GM or 

anywhere else. Nor, until 1926, was there any indication 

that the industry would not continue its rather complacent 

progress. 
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Between 1926-29 the Canadian auto industry found itself 

in a political and economic conjuncture out of which cafcie a 

diminishing ability to maintain the complaisance of its work

force. There were four main events in this conjuncture. 

First, the Liberal budget of 1926 which sharply reduced the ^ 

tariff on imported automobiles; secondly, the particular 

problems of the Ford company; thirdly, the appearance of an 

industrial unionist tendency in the labour movement; and 

finally, the economic boom of 1928-29. The impact of the 

tariff revision vdiich was partly inspired by McKenzie King's 

wish to .curry faVour with Western voters and partly, through 

a provision to rebate 25 per cent of the tariff on imported 

parts to manufacturers using at least 50 per cent Canadian 

content, by a desire to stimulate domestic production, was to 

force price reductions and increase'competitive pressures on 

Canadian manufacturers. Despite the latter's grim predictions 

of industrial collapse, the tariff proved hifjily successful. 

Basic Ford and Chevrolet models dropped in price from #520 and 
• 4 

#730 in 1925 to #495 and #625 in 1928; and despite the 

standard cyclical, downturn in 1927 the indttlt-py- particularly 
33 

the^arts sector, entered an unprecedented boom.. 

One year afte**j the tariff debate the industry was hit by 

a fresh upheaval. For several years Ford had experienced 

increasingly sharp competition in the USA - though not in 

Canada - from GM. Against Ford's pristine and solitary , 

Model-T, GM offered a vigorous marketing strategy based on a 
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comprehensive range of models and, from 1923, annual model 

changes. In Canada, the Financial Post observed, Ford 

retained "enormous goodwill"; in 1926 it accounted for 54 per 

cent of Canadian output and achieved record net profits of 

#5.34 million. Nevertheless, when the parent company decided 

to replace the Model-T with the Model-A, the Canadian plants 

were included in the "Great Ford shut-down" from mid-1927 to 

early 1928, during which a complete Retooling was carried out. 

34 Between 8,000 and 9,000 Ford of Canada workers were laid off* 

The tariff controversy and Ford shut-down had a dynamic * 

impact on the Canadian industry. The former forced managers 

to think seriously about improved methods of production. 

Henry Ford himself observed: "I can tell you ... those 

fellows over in our Canadian unit are going to .manufacture 

35 more efficiently now. They'll have to." The latter .acted 

as a direct stimulus to Ford's competitors, all of whom 

expanded capacity in an attempt to capture Ford's market 

share. Even when Ford resumed production, companies like 

Chrysler, Durant, Willys-Overland and Studebaker refused to 

limit their aspirations and maintained nigh levels of output 

to meet "insistent and ever increasing public demand." 

The boom affected auto workers in two contradictory 

ways. On the one hand, especially after* Ford resumed 

operations in the spring of 1928, they found themselves in 

unusually advantageous labour market conditions; virtual full 
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employment reduced fear of sacking. On the other hand, again 

especially after Ford's return, they were beset by a major 

employers' assault on labour costs. The 1927-29 period saw' 
* * 

increasing employment of "American* efficiency engineers" in 

the Canadian plants, their intervention invariably resulting 
* 4 

in "alterations" to piece-rates, line-speeds and traditional 
working methods. Typically, Ford celebrated the achievement 

t. 

of record monthly output in August 1928.by cutting its work
force from 9,000 to 7,000 and speeding up the assembly-line 

0 

by a similar 22 per cent. Several of Ford's rivals, including 

Chrysler, Dodge and GM, employed one or other variant of 
t 

"group" bonus schemes, while this system did contain 

opportunities for members of a group to develop collective 

solidarity, it had several compensating advantages for 

management:, unlike individual piece-work it was often 

difficult to calculate and distribute; it could undermine 

solidarity by. turning faster against slower workers (and 

vice versa); and it forced' experienced employees to pass on 
0 

the tricks of the trade to newcomers. Some companies, > 

including Willys-Overland, GM Truck and Ford, cut wage costs 

by laying,off experienced' adult male' workers and replacing 

them with women and youths. A shop-gate leaflet from June 

1928 summed up working.conditions in the Border Cities: "In 

all the plants the workers are driven to the limit, the nine 

hour day prevails and overtime is at straight time." The 
• " 37 
situation at Oshawa was no different. 
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The emergence of 'shop-floor tensions coincided/Itrfth an 

external change in the arena of working class politics which 

made unionization of the auto plants a possibility. For most 
*• 

of the 1920s, as we have seen, the CPC's <efforts to promote 

industrial unionism foundered on its tactic of working solely 

within the craft union movement. One craft union, the Inter-
# 

nationaJ. Association of Machinists (IAM), had enjoyed a brief 

flirtation with workers, in a few auto plants duririg World War 

I. But after the open-shop drive of 1919-21 the 1AM was 

driven out as a collective force from every**large metal- . * 

working establishment and pushed into its redoubts in 

jobbing shops and'railway round-houses. Railway shopmen 

became the dominant voice in the union, and they were too . 

absorbed in sectional concerns to worry unduly about organizing 
» ** 

the unorganized. Leading Canadian official James Somerville 

repudiated industrial unionism- in principle and specifically 

rejected an organizing .drive in auto because there were too 

few skilled machinists to make it worth the IAM's trouble. 

When Detroit machinists coaxed the APL into reluctant aponsor-
, v - * ** . 

- , ** V 
ship of an auto recruitment drive in 1927, there was ho com-

38 " "r< 
plementary move into Canada. 

. • ' 

( A potential change in the situation was signalled by the 

creation of the All-Canadian CongresS*'Of,/E.abour in 1927. But 

even before its appearance, which communists hoped would lead 

to various induatrial union drives, the CPC had established a 

small presence in the auto centres, particularly in the* Border 

* & 
**-„ 
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Cities. when The Worker published a list of branch "con-
*- . 

< 

tributions to District 3's 1926 "Agitation and Propaganda 

Fund", the three largest contributions came, respectively, 
' « # 

39 from Windsor, Oshawa and Ford City. In both auto centres 

the party was based on the"ethnic communities; mainly 

Ukrainians in Oshava, Finns, Ukrainians and other Slavs in 

the Border Cities. It enjoyed its greatest depth of support, 

*,a&d potentially the most significant, in Ford City (East 

^Windsor from 1929) where in 1931 the Eastern European" 

population made up 25'per cent of the total, compared with 

9.5 per cent in Oshawa, 6.5 per cent in Windsor and 0.1 per 

oent in'Walkerville (where 93 per cent of the population were 
40 -either Anglo- or French-Canadian). It appears that the 

-unusually large Eastern European presence i'n Ford City was a 

function of a conscious Ford policy to recruit a multi-

ethnic workforce, perhaps as a barrier to collective action. 

AS early as 1918 Ford's Anglo-Canadian workers were, on the 

one hand, seeking the Windsor Trades and Labour Council's 

support for "a fair increase, equalized for skilled 

machinists and broom punchers alike", and on the other hand 

were reported dissatisfied with "the fact that a large number 
/ - 41 

of foreigners are employed in the plant". As far as the 

CPC/ was concerned, the presence of an ethnic workforce at the 

heart of tbie industry's decisive plant gave it advantages " 

that were lacking, for example, in the Oshawa GM plant, 

where GM followed a diametrically opposite-policy to Ford's 

•y ' 

*V3|f*"* 

*̂-} 
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of recruiting almost exclusively from the surplus farm 

"Ĥ  ' 42' 
population of overwhelmingly Anglo-Canadian Ontario County. 

The Border Cities CPC, however, also had some links with 

the "native" labour movement. As in other cities it used the 

International Hod Carriers' Union to place delegates in the 

Essex County. Trades and Labour Council, and it also enjoyed 
0 

support from IAM Lodge 718. The "most progressive local" in 

Windsor, in the Worker's opinion, Lodge 718 convened the 

Windsor Labour Forum, a non-sectarian meeting place for the 

Windsor-Detroit left at which CPC spokesmen were"prominently 
43 featured. Proximity to, Detroit was another advantage. In 

1926 communists won control of the-Auto Workers' Union (AWU) 

and its paper, the Auto Workers' News; AWU Secretary Phil 

Raymond was keen to link up with Canadian organizing attempts, 

44 and gaye Windsor communists assistance whenever possible. 

It also seems likely, with 15,000 Windsor area residents com

muting daily to jobs in Detroit, that some Canadians would 

have come into contact with the CPUSA and brought back copies 

45 
of its many shop papers. 

Communists began regular shop-gate meetings at the Ford 

plant in 1925. Until 1927, however, these proved uneventful, 

the party's exasperation being reflected in its designation 
** 

of the workforce as "Ford's slaves ... living in a fool's 

paradise of 'Fordism'." But in July 1927, with Ford highly 

sensitive to criticism of the decision to suspend operations, 
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the situation changed. The instant Tim Buck mounted his 

soap-box, he was hauled down and arrested. When an account 

of .this incident appeared in the Worker, the' party topk the 

opportunity to scoff at the hypocrisy of,bourgeois democracy, 

but was even more delighted at what it saw as the underlying 

meaning of. Buck's arrest: workers who had hitherto lived in 
* AC. 

their "fool's pafadise ... [were] now beginning to think." 

Sometime in winter 1927-28 the party sent Harvey Murphy to 

take charge of an auto campaign in the Border Cities. Murphy, 
*! 

who had been Secretary of the Ford city Young Communist 
# * 

League (YCL) in 1924-25, found a'job in Fond ci"rfy. and set 

about his task. It was against all expectations that the *' 

rank and file eruption Murphy had* been$eht to prepare for 

finally-happened - in Oshawa.* . 
0 

-/ . •' *- r 
Between March 1928 and March 1929 eight strikes occurred 

in an industry which had been free of industrial conflict for 

a decade. An examination of this rash of militancy' discloses 

much about rank and file attitudes, the relationship of 

workers to outside organizations and, of particular importance 

for present purposes, the effectiveness of communist 

industrial politics. By far the most dramatic of the eight 

was the first, which therefore receives the most detailed 

examination.' 

The March 1928 Qshawa GM strike was the only one to 
i - * i 

involve virtually the entire workforce of a major manufacturer, 
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and its ostensible conclusion in a victory for the workforce 

was seen at the time' as a decisive breakthrough, not only 

for the Canadian working class but for auto workers in the 

American plants too. As Maurice Spector observed?: "The 

. workers should be happy and contented by all the reckoning of 

ytoie efficiency experts and social welrlkre agents, but they 

are not^ Oshawa is a demonstration that the.spell of 

industrial slavery can be Jlfr-oken even in the automobile 

48 industry." The strike was led by the "trim line" on the 

Chevrolet and Pontiac tracks, a group predominantly comprised 
/ 

of veteran.employees; 75 per cent of them had at least 10 

years experience in the plant, But within days even the 

least experienced workers had joined them, including the 

trimmers' young female sewing-machine assistants. The incident 

which touched off the strike was the announcement in early 

March of a cut in piece-rates, but the walk-out was also based 

on 'several long standing grievances, including harsher work 

discipline and abusive foremen, the "Cumulative Earnings' 

System" (a form of group bonus) and the fact that an earlier 

49 piece-rate cut had been imposed in December 1927. Workers 

" knew that these grievances were arising during a period when 

the company was experiencing unprecedented success. 1927 had 

been "the largest [year] in production and sales in General 

Motors history", and in February 1928/ not normally a high 

production month, record output had been achieved. Hence 

their decision to strike was based not only on a sense of 
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mjustice, but on the knowledge that GM could not afford to 

have operations suspended - especially wî th a revamped Ford 
• 50 

once again looming on the horizon. - "The Strike began on 
•c , 

Monday, 26 March, was settled during the following week-end, , 
and the workers returned exactly a week after they had first 

<Y . . * • . • 
walked out. * - -

4 * 

Much of the interest in the week-long strike resided in 

the struggle between the ACCL, backed up by the CPC, and the 

TLC to organize the strikers. One issde that has not. been 

mentioned so far was GM's organization of a company union in 

1927, which it then used to win acquiescence in the December 
. « • 

and March wage-cuts. When they struck, -GM workers effectively 
* 

repudiated.company unionism; the immediate arrival -in the town 

of competing organizing teams allowed the strikers to choose 

the. kind of independent organization they considered most 

appropriate to their situation. The TLC team, led 

impressively by Vice,„Jresident Jimmy Simpson, promised the 0 

strikers "an industrial union - something tjiey insisted on *-

backed up by the full strength of the established Canadian 

labour movement. Against this, the ACCL team headed by 

Toronto National Labour Couno.il President William MacPherson y 

could offer only the dubious support of.a year-old organizat- " 

ion with no traditions or public standing. The tactics of 

the two groups were strikingly dissimilar. Those of the ACCL 

were set by Jack MacDonald and Harvey Murphy, who called for 
mass picketing Cthey described the strikers* failure to post -̂-

http://Couno.il
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£pickets until three days into the strike as "naive") arid no 

truck with arbitration by the state. Simpson, on the other 
' * A » 

hand, based his tactics on a perceptive reading of the* • 

strikers' demand for "fair play" and actively encouraged them 

to place reliance in a conciliation board under the Industrial 
* 

Disputes Investigation Act. This seems to have revived old m 

notions about Qffa willingness to deal reasonably with its * 

employees. The strikers repudiated the communists' "class 

struggle" tactics, accepted a settlement that'suspended the 

second wage-cut and contained a pledge from the company to 

deal with "certain superintendants and foremen" whose 

behaviour had been particularly Offensive, returned to work 

pending a conciliation board on the issues of union, recognition 
' ' * 0 

and the wage-cut, and joined en .masse International.Automobile 
51 

Workers' Federal Labour Union *&0. 18011. 
1 ' - ' » * 

To all appearances the CPC and ACCL had been comprehensive

ly beaten by a TLC, not only tactically smarter, but also «' 

miraculously.converted to industrial unionism. In fact, it 

was the questionable nature of this, conversion that kept the 

left-'s cause alive. It was not! AFL policy to override craft 

jurisdictions when it Chartered federal labour unions. The 

latter were primarily designed to hold workers together only 

for as long as it took the craft unions - in the case of'auto, 

machinists, moulders, carpenters, sheet metal workers and so 

forth - to sign up skilled workers and any semi-skilled who 

could be acconmodated; the remainder were left*in a sort of 
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of AFL policy, Tom Moore admitted on the same day settlement 

was reached, 30 March, that the Federal Labour Union was only 
y 

a temporary structure and that standard AFL policy would be 
53" * - » . ' , 

followed. This was not what -the Oshawa workers had ,agreed 

to, and their objections were reflected in the first, issue of*-

their plant union paper, The' Steering Wheel, which underlined 
<- ' t 54 - -

the union's industrial character. Doubts concerning TLC 

intentions began to emerge. And after the conciliation board 

announced its decisions on 4 May, the initial decision to link 
*• '< ' 

up with the TLC looked increasingly questionable. V 
" * • ' * 

The conciliation board's decisions amounted to snatching 
defeat ̂ rom the jaws of victory. Ignoring the fact that GM 

0 

Canada had just announced record sales and profits for"1927, 

the board, on which Simpson sat as workers' representative, 
» 

unanimously accepted the company's argument that Canadian 

productivity was intolerably lower than in its American plants' 

and that "this differential can and should"be reduced.* It 
0 

also announced that union recognition was unacceptable and 

that a review of wage rates would take place in the Fall, 

prior to the introduction of GM's 1929 models. The ACCL's 

summary of the announcement seemed unanswerable: "If the 
0 

bosses had had three representatives on the board instead of . 
one they could not have received a report more favourable to 

i 55 their interests." In complementing growing unease about 

the status of the Oshawa union, the conciliation board's 
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decisions allowed the ACCL alternative to return to centre 

stage. Against this background of rank -and file disillusion-
F 

ment, the CPC pushed ahead with its work in the Border Cities 
<* ** 

and formed the Automobile Workers' Industrial Union (AWIU) 

there in Junei. This period represented a major watershed in 

communist industrial politics. On the one hand, the*rLC was 

beginning to do what communists had been pleading for through

out the 1920s: in addition to the Oshawa union it chartered 

further auto workers' federal locals in Windsor and at .the 

Canadian Top and Body plant in Tilbury-. ' On the other hatid, 

coittmunists were increasingly'turning to the ACCL as the agency 

through which they could build genuine*industrial unions. 

Their clash with the TLC was symbolized by the launch meeting 

of the latter's Windsor federal* local, which they disrupted 

with persistent heckling, and pointed commenjts about Jimmy 

Simpson's role in the aftermath' of the Oshawa strike. 
* * - c 

Simpson, accompanied by an impressive international union, 

delegation including the AFL's Canadian-born .Secretary-

Treasurer Frank Morrison, was reduced to a tirade agairist 

"agents of Soviet Russia who would have the .workers' gain 

their ends by civil war, .instead of by .peaceful appeal to " '• 
57 ** 

their employers." , In establishing the AWIU -in direct 

opposition to the TtcVf federal unions, the CP*C implicitly 

- declared itself guilty of the craft movement's crime of crimes: 

dual unionism. The" possibility of a swift change of tack 
' 0 

towards work within the federal local*,does, not appear to 

4 . ^ 
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have been considered. - » 

i 

The AWIU organized around a programme of demands which » 

demonstrated its knowledge of rank and file preoccupations: 

100 per cent industrial union, all-round wage increases and 

abolition of bonus systems, a standard 8-hour day and 44-hour 

week, systematization of shift ,work with regular change of 

night-shifts and adequate notice of any changes, and overtime 

pay at time-and-a-half. At the same time, the AWIU raised 

the slogan "Remember Oshawa" and underlined that struggle by 

"the workers against their employers" was an essential part •>»*P*N 

58 of its policy. According to the Auto Workers' News workers 

began flocking into the AWIU "in greater and greater numbers" 

\ 59 

from its first appearance. It established locals m the 

Border Cities, Toronto (based mainly on the Durant factory) 

and Oshawa, where it quickly superceded the collapsing federal 

labour union, and in November received an ACCL charter from 

Aaron Mosher at its first national convention. Communist 

authority was reflected in the appointment of Harvey Murphy as 

National Secretary and in a constitution which enshrined • 

class struggle and rank and file democracy as organizing 
60 principles* In January "the union entered into talks with 

the Detroit AWU, out of which came plans .for international 

cooperation On issues of mutual concern, "strike assistance, 

etc A and a new set of aims and demands. The latter, com-

bining such issues a,e plant safety., state unemployment 

insurance and equal pay for equal work "regardless of age, 
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». --N 

* sex pr race", demonstrated the AWIU's growing sensitivity to 

shop floor concerns and simultaneous efforts to make the 

61 " " 
.union a political force. When the AWIU launched the Auto 

\ 
workers' Life in April 1929, it concluded an apparently 

* impressive period of institutional growth and looked set for 
i 

69 
an effective future. 

Independent evidence of the union's growth in the Border 

Cities comes from the decision taken towards the end of 1928 "* 

by the "Corporations' Auxiliary Company, one of the largest 

North American "union-busting* organizations, to shift its ' 
* 0 

operatives out of the TLC federal labour union and into the 
63 AWIU. This action, however, was one of pre-emption rather 

than desperation. The AWIU was growing, but its influence^ 

among the mass of auto workers was still very limited. This 

can be seen by looking at the remaining seven strikes in the 

March 1928 to March 1929 period (Table 7-1 ). 

With the exception of the final strike in the sequence-, 

all were "lightning" strikes lasting no more than a day and 

usually only a few hours. Wages were an issue in every strike, 

with "uncertain" group bonuses a recurring theme. But wages 

and-the quality of work itself were inextricably linked. At 

Willys-Overland,< for example, the strike arose over the 
%" 

unpredictability of piece-rate^ earnings caused by alternating • 

periods of high-intensity work and production bottlenecks; 

. at Ford, the issue was constant overtime at the usual hourly 
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Table 7-1 - STRIKES IN THE CANADIAN AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY, MARCH 1928-MARCH 1929 

Date * Plant , 

March^l928 GM (Oshawa) 

Group involved Duration 

later entire plant' 

Cause Result 

May 1928 ' * Willys-Overland Body assemblers 
(Toronto) 

July 1928 Chrysler 
(Walkerville) 

August 1928 Studebaker 
(Walkerville> 

August j^28 Canadian Top 
and Body 
(Tilbury) 

March 1929 Ford 
(East Windsor*) 

March 1929 Dodge 
(Toronto) 

March 1929 GM 
(Oshawa) 

100 Trimmers, 
body workers 

40 assemblers 

29 body workers 

various depart
ments 4t 

Chassis assemblers 

Tool and die 
makers 

one week 

hours 

4 

hours 

hours 

one day 

4 

hours 

speed-up, 
bonus, etc. 

for daily 
rates 

"uncertain" 
bonus 

wage rise 
i 

40 

wage rise 

reduction in 
working day 
(no overtime 
payments) 

com
promise 

unclear 

lost 

won 

lost 

won 

hours group bonus won 

• 2"s weeks wage cuts, 
••victimization 

lost 

Sources: PAC, SLF, Vol.340, files 15,' 40; Vol.341, files 65, 83; Vol.342, files 14, 
16, 19. Labour Gazette, The Worker, Auto Workers' News 

r 

I 
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rate and the demand was not, as might be expected, extra 

overtime payments but a reduction in hours. Tactically-, the 

strikes were marked by a creativity that belied the 

participants' inexperience. In two of them (Willys-Overland 

and Studebaker) workers struck "on-the-job" and negotiated 

directly with management inside the plant; at Chrysler and 

Ford various departments downed tools,, marched out and held 

plant-gate meetings in an atmosphere of spontaneous militancy. 

At Ford this produced a quick promise to reduce overtime 

demands, but at Chrysler an unfortunately timed rain shower 

dampened the strikers' ardour and the strike petered out. 

In general, the strikes had a certain.demonstrational 

quality. Workers were not posing 'an all-out challenge to the 

auto ̂companies. Rather they were presenting them with state

ments of their various grievances and making limited demands 

which, given the industry's boom situation, could be granted 

without excessive difficulty. They were trying to gain 

mode-^pe concessions., and in most cases these were offered. 

On the one occasion when the AWIU was directly involved, at 

Studebaker, the workers used the threat of joining it to 

extract a wage rise from reputedly the industry's lowest 

paying company. Harvey Murphy, who had given the Studebaker 

workers much assistance, argued that they would have to join 

the union to preserve their advantage. They nevertheless 

64 returned to work without formalizing union membership. 
r- * 

There were similar occurrences at Dodge, where the company 
i 
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preempted a rising level of union activity by immediately 

granting the strikers' basic demand for a return to 
65 

individual piece-work. 

This is not to say that companies were content to buy 

rank and file subordination. They'employed companies like \ 
•0 

the Corporations' Auxiliary to.provide them with information 

on union activists, and when the labour market favoured them 

took the opportunity to rid themselves of troublemakers. In 

January 1929, for example, around 20 AWIU members'were fired 

by Ford and Chrysler. The fact that at. least three 

officials in the union's Windsor local were Corporations' 

Auxiliary agents not.only gave the auto companies a decisive 

edge, but when the facr|bf their treachery was. made public, 
66 * * 

the"union itself was discredited. In late March 1929 the 

toolroom at GM struck against the victimization of several 

"AWIU members, including one, Charles Giles, who some years 

earlier had been secretary of the defunct Oshawa local of the 

International Moulders' Union.. GM, however, had been 

gradually importing skilled men from continental Europe, and 

successfully fought off the strike, perhaps aided by tfiê fact 
67 

that the t-oolmakers had not joined the 1928 strike. Union 
membership, then, was not something to be decided on without 

due deliberation. Even communists were capable of vacillation. 

In the evolution of the CPC's-industrial strategy the 

auto organizing drive had major significance. It "marked 

the initial steps of the.application of the. New Line", 
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consumed more funds than any industrial intervention with 

the exception of coalmining, and was as much a political as 
" 68 w ' 

an' industrial issue. When it was getting off the ground, -

it was natural that Harvey Murphy and Charles Sims, CP6 

-Windsor organizer, should look to party members to set an 

. example by joining "it. - However, most of the Finns and East 
* • 

Europeans who made up the bulk of the party membership were 
"in no particular hurry to join ... and even ih some cases ^ 

o 

refused'to do so." To Murphy and Sims this response 

represented unimpeachable proof that bolshevization was long 

overdue: the ethnic comrades excuses of "language 

difficulties; %... multifarious cultural activities, pressing 

and substantial real estate mortgages, etc." demonstrated 
- ' "* 70 , ^ 

their resistance*to the "New Line". In a sense this was * true. Yet their'resistance was also based on a reasonable 
' ' - * - . * 

fear of victimization. Many, of, them decided to "let the 

English workers join first"-, a point of view that precipitated 

a sharp clash between Sims and Nicholas Zenchuk, leader of 

the party's Ukrainian wing. Sims came off second best in 
- f * ' * 71 • * ' 

their encounter and was recalled to Toronto. But the line 

was pushed even harder by Harvey Murphy who Ordered party 

members to join the union or face expulsion. Depending on 

the general position adopted in the debate on the new line,_ 

.Murphy's actions were either "big stick" methods that pro

duced a "complete lack of confidence in the Party leadership" 
• * 

or extreme but necessary measures, without' which "there'Swpuld 
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0f 

correct - and that of Sims and Murphy does seem to have lacked 

flexibility - the reluctance of "party members to take a step 

that they equated with victimization helps explain why 
•S* 

relatively few non-party members joined-

The new line also influenced the AWIU's relations with 

the ACCL. As shown earlier, by the spring of 1929 the ACCL 
n 

was keen to disassociate itself from the CPC, while at the 

same time the CPC was adopting an increasingly critical 

approach to the .ACCL's class coilaborationism. It was not 

yet ready to cut itself adrift, however, at least where the 

AWIU, was concerned. The ACCL~"pT*vebably provided the auto 

union with a veneer of respectability: - it was probably more 

than coincidence"that the inaugural issue of the Auto Workers' 

Life featured articles by Aaron Mosher and ACCL Secretary, 
% 73 

Treasurer W. JP. Burford alongside another by Tim Buck. Two 
r 

months later the ACCL executive was taking a hard line on an 
appeal from Harvey Murphy for a temporary waiver .of per 

* -
• • • I o 

capita payments. In July, no per capita having arrived, the 
ACCL Executive Board voted unanimously for the AWIU's 

. ' 74 expulsion*. 

0 \ ' 

The union's excuse for non-payment of per capita was 

that a downturn in auto production had made dues difficult to 

collect. In fact, the auto industry boom ended in May 1929, 

anticipating by five months the October crash. The AWIU 
" • ' - . ' • • / . 
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failed to survive the summer and was reported liquidated in 

75 November. Five years passed before it reappeared in public. 

What legacy, if any, did the AWIU leave behind? From . 

modest beginnings m trade union forums and party meetings, 

through mass propaganda at plant gate meetings, to definite 

organizational forms, Communiŝ ts made the case for industrial 

unionism with increasing clarity and coherence. Although the 

AWIU failed to survive the industry's early slump, and in any 

case neN-er made itself representative of more than a tiny 

minority of auto workers, it is certain that the vast majority 

were made aware of the possibility of independent industrial 

unionism. Moreover, the 1927-29 conjuncture had to a degree 

eroded the consensual view of class relations in the 

industry. Workers had seen the auto companies manipulate 

wages, intensify work and victimize unionists; they had also 

seen them submit on occasion to rank and file demands - and 
» 

had seen those demands taken up and programatically formulated 

by the AWIU. In short, communists had sown the seeds of 

inevitable future struggles. Whether they would reap the 

rewards remained to be seen. 

The slump in the auto industry was caused, according to 

the Financial Post, by "over-extended production and a glut 

Of used cars that could not be moved ... aided and abetted by 

lack of stock market profits.*' Remove the reference to used 

cars and the same assessment could be made of all consumer 
« -« 
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goods industries at the time. What caused the* particularly 

.severe slump in auto-was the_, gtobal nature of "the crisis and 

the fact that 30 per cent of Canada's total output of cars, 

trucks and buses was exported, mainly to the British Empire. 
• ' 9 4 

In 1930 Canadian auto exports fell by 56 per cent, as both 

Australia and New Zealand among others took steps to raise 

tariffs and prevent capital outflows* Between 1929 and 

1932 output and value of production fell by 77 per cent, from 

262,000 units valued at #163.5 million*to 6,000 units valued 

at #38.5.77 

Until the letter part of 1933, the tendency was for 

busy seasons to become shorter and slack seasons longer. 

Monopolistic and consolidationist trends in the industry were 

accentuated. Dominion Motors, the last Canadian independent 

company, went under in 1934; in 1931 GM moved"truck production 

from Walkerville to Oshawa, laying off 200 blue and white 

collar employees; and in 1932 Kelsey Wheel and Hayes Wheels 

& Forgings merged as Kelsey-Hayes Wheel, closed one foundry , 
* * 

at Chatham and" consolidated production at Merriton and 

Windsor, the latter becoming Canada's' sole manufacturer of 

78 
auto wheels, hubs and drums. 

' Some companies were harder hit than others. Ford was 
1 

a particular victim. Badly affected by slumping export 
0 

sales (Ford accounted for around 75 per cent of Canadian auto 

exports), its failure to diversify its product range left it 

) 
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a poor second to GM in domestic sales by 1931; and by 1933 it 

had been overtaken by Chrysler, whiph actually increased 
»79 

" domestic sales during the worst of the slump (Table 7-II). 

Table 7-1I 

DOMESTIC SALES BY THE 'BIG THREE' IN EASTERN CANADA. 1931, 1933 

1931 » 19"33 % change 

GM 20,700 14,800 -28.5 

Ford ' 13,300 , 7,200 -48.8 

Chrysler . 7,000 8,290 +18.4 

Source: Financial Post Year BookNl934 (Toronto, n.d.), 69 

(annual figures based on a simple ̂ ectrapolation from first 

eleven months) 

. » • 

For auto workers the 1930-33 period was "very trying — 

many hundreds of men did not get even part time work." 

^Average annual employment fell by 53 per cent, from 16,400 to 

8,000# while at Ford the workforce fell by almost 68 per cent, 

from 7,100 to 2,174, between 1929-32. There were many cases 

of workers bribing officials for jobs? the going rate for 

auto jobs at one unofficial employment agency in the Border 

Cities was #80. Those lucky enough to obtain work had to 

accept whatever conditions management imposed. The auto 

companies were able to cut wages with impunity* Although Ford 
0 

made a typically quixotic attempt to raise wages in 1930-31, 

in the latter year it followed the competition and by 1933 
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81 cut the basic daily wage from #7 to #4. Work became more 

0 

mentally demanding and physically hazardous as companies 

resorted to running production at full speed for one or two 

days a wee""T. The Ford assembly-line presented a picture of 

bickering workers toiling to keep pace - after "any breakdown 

the line was automatically speeded-up - and suffering the 

clos*e attentions of dozens of foremen. Production workers 

suffered equally close supervision at their machines, and 

had to have "mind and energy ... centered only on the job at 

hand" to prevent an accumulation of articles, a subsequent 

rush to keep up, and, invariably, an accident. .Often workers 
4 

feared to report all but the most serious accidents, risking 

the possibility of later infection r|rther.thah gain a « 

reputation as a "careless" worker. - Another health hazard of 

this period stemmed from the growing^fashion for chrome 

finish. This was a, "live issue", for workers in metal polish-

m g , grinding and buffing plants, where it frequently caused 
82 "chrome ulcers". As foremen became more abusive* negative 
* ** 

replaced positive incentives and old workmates disappeared,/ 

the auto plants became an increasingly alien environment. 

Mass unemployment virtually removed any possibility of 

overt working class resistance to deteriorating wages and 

conditions. Workers typically felt that strike action would 
". • ' * * 

"have littfe opportunity, of 'gaining anything" and were 

rarely tempted to try it. There was a- brief stoppage inside 

the Fittings, Painting and Sanding Department at GM in April 
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1930, which may have led to the withdrawal*of a wage-cut. 

In January 1932 GM -Trimmers took similar action against 

"experimental" piece-rates'* demanding that they he- reduced by*, 

only % rather than between 50-60 per cent, and forced an 

-announcement from management that "so far as the shops "vfhere 

dissatisfaction'has made itself apparent are concerned" , 

there would be rate "revisions. In.November 1932 a dozen 

polishers and-, buffers at Coulter Manufacturing in Oshawa 

struck for three days against the firing of three- of them who -

- £ • * ' ' 

had asked for a wage increase. All twelve were reinstated 

after publicly retracting a negative statement 'they had 

issued on conditions in the plant and issuing -a, second state

ment declaring their "confidence that- our employers ... will 

pay a living wageto efficient workers." These were the only 

auto strikes between 1930-33 considered worthy of recognition 
83 by the federal Labour Department. * 

\ 

Union activity in such conditions was out of the 

question. In March 1930 the ACCL chartered the Canadian 

Brotherhood:of Automotive Employees, initially aiming at the 

organization of mechanics but planning "at the first , 
. ' • • 84 

opportunity ... to organize in the manufacturing field." 
The union folded before the opportunity arrived. Later the 

« 
* 

same year the Workers' Unity League (WUL) delegated George 

wanden to attempt to revive the AWIU, linking this job with 

one of building the unemployed movement throughout Southern 

Ontario. While he and colleague Harvey Jackson were on this 
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trip, the party was supposed to be taking financial care of 

Wanden's family responsibilities; it failed to do so, and 

85 Wanden- was forced to return to Windsor andiunemployment. 
** • 

•In mid-1931 the Border Cities CPC had a solitary shop group, 

at Chrysler, which actually managed to issue at least one 

copy of a shop paper. But in general the party's factorŷ -

work sihce the Onset of the crisis had "not improved to any 
86 

extent". Almost all party activity was located outside, in 

the unemployed movement. 

Since the unemployed movement is discussed, in detail 
* * 

later, only a few brief comments need be given here. .The, 

movement in the Windsor area was very highly developed, indeed 

was considered a model for other local "sections of the 

National Unemployed Workers' Association (NUWA). Earlier than 

most NUWA branches it combined mass public agitation with the 

construction of local and neighbourhood groups capable of 

fighting individual cases. It activized blacks, women, 

' ethnics and Anglo-Saxons for piece-meal struggles against 

evictions, rents and rates increases and for higher relief 

payments; simultaneously fought mass political battles over 

the right of free speech, the arrests of the "CPC leadership 

and the attempted "legal lynching" of the Scdttsboro^Boys; 

and was the basis of an unusually successful electoral inter-

vention, which in 1933 saw three "United Front" candidates 

elected to the East Windsor city Council. Its resilience was 

a constant Source of surprise and-dismay to the forces of the-
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state: the intelligepce.officer of the locally stationed 

Essex Scottish militia informed his superior* in September 

1931 that after the drive against the CPC,national "leadership 

the Windsor NUWA had been smashed; in December he had to 

report not only that his previous report had been premature, 
****_£' 
>ris but the "Surprising" fact that "many Ehglishrspeaking people 

' 'J ' ' L 
were joining" the *unemployed movement. By 1933 the NUWA had 
*" . - \ ' 

managed to transcend its ferocious early sectarianism and 

marched alongside other socialist and labour, groups in a 

1,500 strongsMay Day parade described as "the best effort at 

unity there has been in these parts." . This coalescence of 

working class forces was maturing at the precise moment 

positive changes "were occurring on the shop-floor-

A 

One message permeated all the party's unemployed work: 

that the unity and solidarity of class transcended all 

sectional divisions, whether of race, gender, age, skill or 

ethnicity. When unemployed activis'ts managed to find work 

they were expected to carry these 'ideas into the workplace, 

using them to build the case for industrial unionism. By 

early 1933 comnunist auto workers were cautiously"building up 

shop groups using the "personal" methods which the party now 
"*"—\ w 

considered theAaOst appropriate for clandestine organizing 

work. In April there were around 100 unionists spread across 

14- shop groups in 8 Border Cities plants. Each of the shop 

'groups*met regularly to discuss grievances and vet prospective 

members and engage in political discussion based on readings 
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from The Worker and Workers' Unity, with occasional forays 

into Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin. A representative of 

each shop group participated in a central "Shop Council", an 

88 embryonic local union executive. Of necessity, however, 

the development of even limited workplace activity remained 

slow. For most of 1933 around "«s of the male working 

population of .the Border Cities was unemployed, and most 

workers in the shops were happy to remain isolated from"the 

union nucleus. 
* ** % 

** Yet developments elsewhere produced evidence of an 
* 

approaching economic and political upturn. Throughout 1933 

the American auto -industry was convulsed by strikes. 

Observing one of the most bitter, at Briggs Body in Detroit, 

Windsor's radical Mayor David Croll detected "a change of • 

89 temper which is very significant." Closer to home., 
» 

Windsor workers could observe the rise of the WUL in Southern 

Ontario's shoe and furniture industries. During the Sttatford 
I' 

strike a furniture workers' delegjat-jioh attended a rally in 

Windsor.for the release of the*CPC leaders. When the-

strikers arrived, the-event was •transformed into a-Stratford 

solidarity rally and th'ey returned to their picket lines with 

• / 90 
a contz/ibution of #108. 

Over the latter part of 1933 and the ensuing winter, 

WUL organizers; notably Sam Scarlett and Fred Collins, made 

frequent visits to the Border Cities." By October, one RCMP 
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source reported, "a great deal of organization" had been 

completed and the situation in the auto plants had to be 

"very closely watched." Numerous meetings were being held 

"in out of the way places" and the communist network was 

canvassing many plants "in an effort to induce discontent 

91 * 
amongst the workers." 

The winter 1933-34 period finally saw a marked industrial 

upturn. From January to April most companies were working a 

five-day week, with GM reporting "an avalanche of orders, 

literally pouring in from all parts of. Canada", and Chrysler 

employing almost as many workers as in 1929. There' were even 

labour shortages in some trades, sucb^fe metal finishers, 

92 ^ ^ trimmers and machine moulders. The rising tempo of 

industrial activity was accompanied by a similar increase in 

the level of WUL organization. Local communist James 

Cochrane was singled out as thejaan most responsible and*was 

said to have made "some headway... particularly through the 

Foreign element." But.in late February, the authorities were 

' ' 93 

skeptical that arfy strikes would take place. Exactly a 

month later,- on 26 March, the Auto Specialties Plant was 

struck. 

According to the Border Cities Star, the WUL consciously 

decided to concentrate -on the smaller parts plants and. 

94 foundries rather than Jackie Ford or,Chrysler. Its' in-

t ention seems to have been to build up- momentum before moving 
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into the major factories. The three plants where strikes 

took place had respectively 250 (Auto Specialties), 100 

(Canadian Motor Lamp), and 35 (Windsor Bedding) workers. 

During March-April four similar workplaces - Walker Metal 

Products, Sandwich Foundry, Dominion Forge and Canadian Motor 
' n 0 * 

Products - were reported on the brink of strike* action. Such 

plants were easier to shut down and simply less intimidating 

prospects than the big companies. 

The Auto Specialties strike got the revived union off to 

an impressive start. At the time of the strike, the plant 

had been operating round.the clock producing malleable iron 

castings for'all of the -"Big Three"; its workers therefore 

knew that they were striking at an opportune moment. The 

strikers worked out their demands at a meeting on 25 March 

attended by 60 workers. The-'following day a delegation of 

15 sought an interview with management to present their 

demands, only to be met with a blank refusal and the firing 

of several unionists. In the course of the day, the entire 

workforce came out."- Their demands reflected a wide range of 

economic and social concerns: union recognition and 

/ recognition of a shop committee to arbitrate immediate shop-

floor disputes; replacement of piece-rates %*y daily or hourly 
4 

rates, ranging from 40 cents an hour for women, to 50 cents 

for labourers, 55 cents for sandcutters and anneailers and 60 

cents for moulders, coremakers, oventendera, sandmixers, 
/ - . 

' millwrights>and furnacemen; a rising scale of payment for 

i 
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moulders' apprentices, reaching the full scale after a year; 

95 an 8-hour day and time-and-a-half for overtime. 
0 

An indication that the strike had been well prepared " 

came within hours of the walk-out when the local communist 

apparatus swung into effective action. Committees for 

** negotiations, relief, picketing, defence and publicity were 

elected, thus achieving the aim of activizing the largest 

possible number of strikers. Pickets immediately took up 

their postflrat the plant and outside the Federal Employment 

Office, which was rumoured to have,called in strikebreakers 

from Hamilton, armed with leaflets produced by the publicity 

committee explaining their case,* Pickets operated on a 

round-the-clock basis, sustained by meals and coffee from-the 

strike kitchen set u-0under the supervision of Georgina 

Ketcheson, Windsor's leading woman communist, at the nearby 

Hungarian "Hall. At the first shift-change on the morning of 

27 March, several hundred of the area's unemployed arrived to 
0 , 

form a mass picket at the plant gates. As an impressed 
i* 

"Border Cities Star reported: "hundreds of picketers crowded 

the sidewalk in front of the plant, forming an impenetrable 

chain of moving humanity that stretched for several city 

"blocks."96 

Obviously surprised by the effectiveness of the strike, 

management quickly offered the negotiating, committee, first, 

rates of 45 cents for moulders and 40>cents for all other 

4-
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grades, then when this was rejected upped their 

scale between 40 cents and 55 cents., The second offer was 

placed before a mass, meeting, the same night, but when it was 

explained that the rates offered were average rates for any 

scale ̂ within ̂ hich workejrs could earn above or below the 
« • * - ~ *• 

average depending on ability - in effect a group bonus system 

and that union recognition was -refused, the meeting voted 

unanimously to stay eut. WUL organizers James Cochrane and 
* 

Douglas Stewart had no need to whip up a militant mood; in 

fact, they took pains to emphasize that the strike had arisen 

out of economic conditions and discourage the strikers from 

provoking the police. On the other hand, they did urge the 

strikers to reject a suggestion that David-Croll be called on 

to arbitrate the strike and saw that the meeting ended on a» 

suitably militant note by haying it.send messages of 

.solidarity,to Kitchener• s^striking shoe and furniture workers. 
• * * * • 

It seems likely that' their emphasis on moderation was a 

' response, to the *use. of. the Agents of Revolution pamphlet 

against those same .Kitchener strikers. When Fred Collins 

arrived from Kitchener to take charge of'the strike on 28 

-March, his approach was equally conciliatory. He.convinced 

the negotiating committee to re-open talks with management 

and -When it was offered a number of minor concessions*- ' & 

installation of showers, overtime pay after 10 hours, and 

recognition of a shop comittee - he urged acceptance of. the 

improved offer at a mass meeting in the Hungarian £all that 

/ 
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.evening.. A sizeable section of the«-#orkfo'rce opposed 

acceptance,-arguing that there should be a definite time-

period to the new wage* schedule and that a much more formal 
* -i 

contract with union redognition was needed. Collins answered 

these points by emphasizing that with recognition of a shop 

committee -and 80 p*er .cent of the workforce signed up the Auto 

Workers' Union^ the "Industri*al** had apparently been dropped) 

would have effective recognition, adding that the big auto 

companies would never allow the smaller plants to recognize 

the union. The militants reluctantly agreed, and Collins 
i 

brought the meeting to a clos"fe by calling for three cheers 

for the AWU, *a proletarian country" and "a#?proletarian 
97 ****"."> . ' *-V- . x 

world",y' 

Collins' motives in bringing the strike to a rapid con

clusion can- be partially inferred from his subsequent analyses 

of it for The Worker. This had a distinctly reformist tone. 

Arguing that solidarity and sound organization*could push 

back the bosses' "wage-cutting offensive", he-provided a 

picture Of workers 'gaining in confidence and experience as, 

they won partial gains, each stage in the struggle preparing 

the way for the next but never provoking a premature con-
' 4> 

98 frontation. Also at the back of his mind must have been a 
* 

desire to disprove the current allegations about the 

"political" character of the WUL. -But probably paramount was 

the.feeling, voiced by one .Windsor organizer,*^hat "with 

sufficient leadership the Windsor* situation now could develop 
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- 99 • ' 

into a second Stratford." As Stratford had provided a, 

significant ideological breakthrough on which a sharp incursion 

into light industry was based, so developments in the.Border 

Cities had tremendous implications for WUL intervention in 

basic industry. Its very importance demanded careful handling. 

One weeR after the Auto Specialties strike the situation 

did look veryWomising. A second strike at Windsor Bedding, 

a supplier of upholstery to the aueo plants, was settled in 

just over a day with the main demands of 35 cents an hour 

minimum wage and recognition of a shop committee granted*. 

A third strike began at the Canadian Motor Lamp plant in East 

Windsor; there were rumours of impending strikes elsewhere; 

and the AWU felt confident enough to up the organizational 

tempo at Ford and Chrysler, raising the slogan at-Ford of 
a » 

"back to 01 a day!" All of this collapsed when the Canadian 

Motor Lamp .(CML) strike ground to defeat. 

-- At the beginning there was no indication that the CML 

strike would end differently from the others. The company's 

108 workers displayed high morale, strike organization .was _\ 

effective, and, once again, the unemployed displayed exen(alary 

solidarity, 2,000 of them turning up at the plant gates when/ 

it was ruloured that strikebreakers were to' be: introduced. 

Defeat stemmed not from human failure, but from the fact*that 

CML Was an jinfortunate choice for strike action'. 

All-auto parts land components companies were plagued by 

i \ ***• • 

\ 

\ > • 

• - * < 

1 
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th'eir subordination to primary producers who took advantage of 

the high degree of comp*etition in the part's sector to establish 

» low prices and, particularly important in the present context, 

buy on a "hand-to-mouth" basis, placing orders only to meet 
** 

immediate production demand. The parts companies typically 

alternated between* dizzying bouts of high intensity production" 

and long periods of inactivity, regardless of which their 
102 workers had to be on constant standby. At CML one of the 

strikers' main grievances was unpaid waiting-time during slow^ 

periods. When they chosê , *o*"strike during such a slow period, 

the company was under no pressure' to settle and happily let 

the strike draĝ 'Oli. This had several unfortunate con

sequences for the strikers and the union. The latter's relief 

gathering capacities were exhausted by the end of the first , 

week, and.^hen East Windsor city council rejected the United* 

Front Aldermen's appeal to place strikers on the relief rolls, 

.morale began to disintegrate. The longer the strike 

lasted, the more the company and the Border Cities Star 

played on the "fed bogey" in an attempt to split the strikers 
105 from thê  union. By the time Fred Collins arrived,-the AWU 

commanded the support of only 20 strikers who continued to 

insist on recognition of at least a Shop committee. Coll*8|a 

and Stewart, after final discussions with Dominion Conciliat

ion Officer M* S. Campbell, convinced the recalcitrant 20 to 

return to a C J ^ K L S settlement whereby the Bast Windsor * 

Lssion ' Pollfce Commission would supervise the company's promise to 

-of-" increase wages in line with the federal cost-of-living index 

% 

% 
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From the WUL's point of view, the most telling commentary on 

the settlement was the total silence of the party press. 

pefeat at Canadian Motor Lamp was the first of a series 

of AWU reverses. ̂ The union's attempt to carry the struggle 
t 

into the major plants never really got going. Both Ford and 

Chrysler voluntarily raised wages, in March and May respect

ively, and Ford launched a purge of suspected unioV men. In 
107 May Chrysler laid off 500 workers as the upturn subsided. 

In late May one of the leading unionists at the Windsor 

Bedding plant*Peter Schwansky, was fired on the grounds of 

"inefficiency". Around half the workforce struck for his 

reinstatement, and after two days he was re-hired' Within 

. weeks, however, the company fired another member of the AWU 

t shop committee. On this occasion, the sacking stuck. When 

the shop comnuWCee"* called a meeting to discuss it, no rank 
* » 

and file members turned up. This was a signal for the company 
to press on with the removal of unionists. By the autumn AWU 

* 109 

influence had disappeared. Similar developments occurred 

. at the Auto Specialties' plant. The downturn produced the 

laying-off of the entire night-shift and numerous militants; 
* 

the operation of the bonus system caused fraction among the 

moulders, and workers began to argue that they could have done 

just as well from the strike without the AWU. When one lead

ing unionist was fired and the shop committe%**failed to 

obtain even a meeting with management, the "union lost its 

prestige" and collapsed. * ' 

it 
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In reviewing these two cases, the party placed strong 

emphasis on the inexperience of the union activists, which 
< 

showed itself in the poor "functioning of the union local and 

shop committee." This was tantamount to an admission that in 

the given conditions the AWU waS not capable of consolidation. 

Yet in a "special automobile issue" of The worker in October 
v. — — — — 

stress was placed on the fact that^"despite an even more „ 

rabid terror than exists in the auto plants", metal miners at 

Flin Flon and Noranda had succeeded i*OT3uilding'unionism (the 

inconvenient fact that these unions had been rapidly smashed 

was ignored). Ed. Cdcil-Smith, hitherto best known as a t 
4* * ** 

cultural critic, wrote that the AWU retained "several units 

in the shops of Windsor and East Windsor and contacts in many 

plants elsewhere", and both he ahd the paper's; editor insisted 

that the AWU remained the "only trade union body which has 

consistently tried to build an auto union" and which could ,, 
* 

still do so "on a basis of class struggle." 'passivity and 

defeatism about its future prospects had to be overcome by ' 

"careful organization". One obvious possibility was to 

develop activity around a militant, rank and file "Auto 

Workers' Code" against the collaborationist alternative the 

Hepburn government was allegedly planning to introduce. The 
111 * Worker published a "tentative"'model: 

1. unskilled minimum daily wage of 06; 7-hour day; 

5-day week. 

2. skilled minimum of 90 cents an hour. 

* Y 
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3. "Production to be governed by a committee of 

workers elected by the workers." 

4. universal one-hour lunch break. *" 

'5. employers to pay 2 per cent of payroll into an 

unemployment insurance fund. "Such fund to be 
4x 

administered" by a workers' committee. 

6. improved sanitary conditions (lunch rooms, lockers, 

etc.), ventilation and lighting. 

7s £he right to belong to the union of choice; to 
- - o 

bargain collectively between the shop committee and 

the management; and the "ttnrestricted right to 

strike and picket." 

8. complete enforcement of Ontario Workmen's Compen-

sation Act. 

9. "Equal pay for equal work for all youth and women 

» workers." 

Despite the Worker's adminitions against defeatism, the 

pessimistic view of the AWU's prospects was taking hold. Only 

days after the "special automobile issue" appeared, Fred 

Collins represented the AWU at the inaugural Congress of the 

League Against War and Fascism, where he expressed willingness 
to place the union's apparatus at the disposal of any' 

112 
organization willing to take it 'over. whether Collins was 

4 

simply responding, to the mood of an event where "unity" was • 

the keynote, of was directing his remarks specifically at 

' Aaron Mosher, the most prominent trade union leader to accept 
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an invitation to the Congress and whose ACCL\was rumoured to 

be reviving its-'intereat in the auto industry, Is unclear. -

But it is certain that a more realistic view •• the WULis 

capacities was dictating tactical modifications', **"" 

Two events in December probably reinforced this tendency. 

In the United States, the AWU officially dissolved, most of 

its members having already moved into the burgeoning AFL, 
> 

federal locals; given the degree of contact between Detroit 
* 

and Windsor, this move must have made.an impression on the 

113 Canadian AWU leadership. The vulnerability of the union 
49 

was driven home by municipal election results in East Windsor, 

where after a cohtest between, in the words of United Front 

Alderman Tom Raycraft, "Communism and Fascism", the left wing 

slate was routed. DuPring the campaign the left wing slate, 

including Fred Collins, stood openly as communists against the 

combined ideological opposition of'the Border Cities Ŝ bar, 

Eastern European antirjacpmunist groups, the Roman Catholic 

church and Ford, which allegedly threatened to fire every 

worker discovered to have voted for the left. A single 

Communist candidate was elected to the School Board; nine 
114 others were defeated. The AWU quietly disappeared in the 

aftermath of this defeat. " ^ 

During 1935-36 coomunist activity in the auto industry' 

was sporadic and virtually clandestine. The CPC did not 

try, as it did in steel, to draw together militants and 
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unionists froSTdifferent areas even in a loosely centralized 

industrial union tendency, but. seems to have consciously 

chosen \o concentrate its efforts elsewhere, perhaps aware 

that the same .degree of rank and file interest was not 

present. It did attempt to keep shop groups going, and had 

several in the Ford, Toronto, assembly plant which managed to 
• " 115 

produce the Ford Auto worker on a fortnightly basis. 

Communists were also active in one of only two strikes in 

1935, at the Fittings foundry in Oshawa, and in the only auto 
* ' •J"" ll6 strike in 1936, at Kelsey-Hayes.Wheel. They were not 

• - . » * * " 

involved in the Hudson-Essex strike at Tilbury., despite th* 

presence of a militant rank and file mood andenough time for 

117 them to mount an \ntervention. - , „ 
* . *-

«" - - • , 

, The most striking-feature of the CPC's ,r01,e in 1935 was 
» ": .- » 

what it did not do. It seems to have had no contact 4t all 

with the most important trade union development in the history 

of the North American auto industry: the emergence' of the 

United Automobile workers of America (UAW). The Worker 

carried a single report of the UAW's founding convention in 

August, which emphasized the stand of Frank Dillon, William/' 

Green's appointee to the UAW-presidency, against full- » 
^118 ^ ".""*. 

industrial unionism. This curious backwardness seems to -
have stemmed from two factors: first, the CPC had not 

-* i 

analysed the industrial union forces which were.shortly to 
t 

emerge as the CIO; secondly, the party remained reluctant 

to abandon its "All-inclusive^Federation of Canadian Labour" 

file:///ntervention
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model of unity through amalgamation and may have been-" 

reluctant to support developments which" would have strengthened 

American influence in the Canadian movement. Only after the 

November Central Committee Plenum and WUL Convention was the > 

party able to call wholeheartedly for auto workers to convert 
4 " 119 * 

their anti-boss sentiments into UAW affiliation. 

As in the steel industry, the party's zealous acclaim of 

the CIO was not rewarded with anything in the wa*y of material 

support. By the end of 193tNj-he UAW had enrolled something 

less than a fifth of the half-miilion American auto workers 

and was proceeding carefully towards its crucial confrontation 

wifch GM. Moreover, it was fina/i6ially dependent on John L. 

Lewis, who as Irving Abella has shown was reluctant to see 

the CIO venture into Canada before it had definitively 

120 
established itself in the United States. . CPC activity in 

* 
auto was therefore much the same in 1936 as in 1935 •* a 

I ' • •< . *• 

matter of watching and Waiting, -v ' 

** ' ••*•] 
0 * 

The upturn in the auto industry continued unabated 
1 ***« . ' 

through 1935, when there was a 47 per cent increase in .output, 
* ' ' • ' * • - ' . 

fell away very slightly in 1936 and rose sharply agarh in 
121 ** ** • . • 

1937. * In 1935 alL of(the "Big Three" introduced new 

technology, notably steel presses capable of producing the 

new all-steel bodies from a single pressing, and both 3M and 

Chrysler began plant extensions to produce more of the total 

product in their Canadian plants, (in the former's case, the 

decision to produce transmissions at its McKinnon industries 
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subsidiary in St. Catharines was a direct result of strikes 

at plants in Toledo and Cincinnati, the source, of Oshawa's 

122 transmissions.) New technology meant a reduction in 

manning in some sections, but" overall the rising level of 

demand and the opening of entirely new departments produced * 

a growing workforce and a relative stabilization of employ

ment. Ford's average, factory payroll, for example, rose from 

4,140 in 1^34 to 6,371 in 1935.123 - -

If the upturn in class struggle in 1934 was based 

primarily on a marginal shift of labour market conditions in 

favour of workers, how is the apparent subsidence of struggle 

in 1935-36 to be explained? Between 1933-36 more than 
4 

100,000 workers joined or re-entered the industrial labour 
A ' • 

* force and unemployment, was halved. Yet after 1934 strike 

activity fell below the 1933 level (Table 7-III). Part of 

the explanation lies with the growing willingness of 

employers to pass on some of their increased profits in,-

higher wages. Another partial explanation is that workers -

were reacting to the defeat of the. most decisive confront

ations in 19*34 by shifting from open conflict to informal 

* workplace activity, probing the limits of managerial 

flexibility yihile limiting risks. Workers' ."ability to 

wrest piece-meal concessions on a "do-it-yourself»" basis may 

v well have, fed generally the. sentiment arrived at by the 

Canadian Motor Lamp workers, that? "the value of accepting the 

AWU's leadership was.no greater than the potential benefits 

•** * . " " . ' * -
-. . . . . . 
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of independent shopfloor organization. 

Table 7-III 

EMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT AND STRIKE ACTIVITY IN MANUFACTURING 

INDUSTRY, 1929-1936 

1929 1933 1934- 1935 1936 ' 

No. workers 577,690 382,022 - 458,734 489,942 

% Unemployed 0 34 - 21 15 

Strike Days 

(non-coal 
mining) - 284,000 483,00.0 223,000 220,00<! 

Sources: International Labou«. Review*, Labour Gazette 

Evidence of workers' direct action ip inevitably 

difficult to obtain and assess, and impossible to quantify. 
* 

Nevertheless, it certainly existed in the auto plants, and 

was used both to exert some limited degree of shopfloor conr 
124 trol and to press for higher wages. Workers in the axle 

rtmei department at McKinnon Industries formed only one among many 

groups in the plant jpaid according to a widely unpopular 

group bonus system. Unlike most, however, they had a group 

leader who organized production and distribution of the bonus 

in a "fair and reasonable" way. When management removed this 

man from their group", the entire department signed a "round 

robin" and threatened to strike if his removal was not 
y ' 125 

rescinded. They won their point. - At GM Oshawa "several 
department stoppages successfully fought back intolerable 

{K 
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conditions and miserable wages." One, lasting only an hour, 

126 
brought promise of a wage rise for the trim room girls. 

\ 
Workers in' the hub and drum department at Kelsey-Hayes Wheel 

only had to meet together for the first Bime and talk about 

taking action against speed-up and overbearing foremen for 

127 management to announce a 5 cents an hour raise. 

If minor wage concessions could be won, building a union 

was much more fraught with difficulties' Reports in the 

party press openly admitted that despite widespread 

dissatisfaction and unrest in the autp plants, there was"no 

real support for a fresh organizing drive. One Ford worker 

agreed that "we need a union at Ford's as 'well as other 

shops, but we need the work too, and it is worth your job to 

' 128 

even^speak unionism at Ford's." Like the WUL, the UAW 

had not demonstrated a capacity to do more for workers than 

they could do for themselves. When it finally crossed the 

border in December 1936, it did so reluctantly and with 

mixed results. 

When James Napier began sounding out his immediate work

mates on taking action against ever-worsening speed-up at 
*< 

Kelsey-Hayes Wheel, he knew almost nothing about trader-union 
developments in the auto industry. When he sought informat-

it? 

ion, however, he came under the influence of CPC member Jack 

Wright, who fed Napier "a steady dose of communism" whenever 

he visited the fcool-crib. Napier learned quickly about the 
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UAW and CIO, and coming from a coal mining background in 

Scotland (he was born in Hamilton, Lanarkshire, in 1910) he 

was drawn.to the industrial union movement by the charismatic 

figure of John L. Lewis. Shortly after the incident when the 

company hurriedly announced a raise to forestall collective 

action.in Napier's hub and drum department, Napier and two 

colleagues, Roy Nantais, a French Canadian, and Nick Klinger, 

an Austrian, visited Detroit UAW leaders Walter Heuther and 
0 

'" 

Richard Frankensteen, whb were -just about to cell a strike at 

the Kelsey-Hayes parent plant. The Americans encouraged them 

t6 press ahead with the organization of the Windsor plant, 

and they returned to Windsor convinced that "the auto union 

was best fc-r us." The position regarding trade union 

affiliation, however, remained fluid enough for Napier and 

five fellow activists to have discussions with the Windsor 

business agent of the Bricklayers' Union, Percy Fisher, who 

-urged them to join the IAM. The day after they informed him ' 

of their decision to join the UAW, Napier was fired, followed 

in short order by four of the others. In his autobiography 

Napier suggests that Fisher sold the five" out to the company 
' . ** . ' ' . 

(he could not identify the sixth man), whoever did the 
129 ' 

Informing, the firings brought matters to a head. 

Immediately after the firings the CPC called a street 

meeting at which 38 Kelsey workers were signed up in the union, 

which received'it's charter as UAW Local 195 in mid-December. 

By 16 December, when UAW organizer and-CPUSA member Tom Parry 
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arrived i*n Windsor to take charge of negotiations for. the 

reinstatement of the victimized* men, over 100* of the 185 

plant employees had.joined. Parry, with Napier and Ken Ciark, 

another Local 195 founder member, immediately sought a 

meeting with management, when this was flatly rejected, 

Parry called a strike, and Windsor was for four hours treated 

to the spectacle of Canada's., first "sit-down" strike. After 

the' police quietly removed the strikers, the struggle 

reverted to a traditional pattern: militant picketing, 

arrests, strong solidariw from the unemployed, strikebreaking 

and mass meetings. During the strike, which ran from 16 to 
0 

29 December,- the Windsor strikers received strong, verbal 

support from the Detroit strike leaders. At a mass meeting 

on 19 December Richard Frankensteen inspired wild enthusiasm 

when he promised his Windsor audience that the two strikes 

would be settled in tandem. Pledging the support of 4,500 

Detroit workers, he urged the Canadians to toughen up their 

picket line vigilance and make sure "that no-one goes into 

that damned plant tomorrow. "* The following morning a pitched 

battle with police and strikebreakers effectively kept out 
! 

the scabs, but also led directly to the arrest of five 

pickets, including Ton Parry who was held in dtfftpdy for the 

remainder of the strike. Three days later, thPflmtroit 

strikers returned to work, seriously denting morale in 

Windsor. The arrival of Dominion Conciliation OfficerA 

M. S. Campbell on 26 December brought.the strike to a swift < 

conclusion .^By 29 December he had convinced the 70 men who 
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remained' out to return to a five cents an hour increase r- but 

without the reinstatement of the victimized activists. 

Detroit UAW'leaders greeted the Windsor settlement, which with 

the exception of the five activists' case was comparable to 

that gained in Detroit,,as a\ "signal victory". In James 

Napier's opinion, however, "Reuther sold us out." " 

-t *. 

The Kelsey-Hayes strike might seem to lend support to r 

Irving Abella's argument that in 1936-37 UAW affiliation wa's 

of doubtful bfenefit to Canadian auto workers• For 

Frankensteen and Reuther the Windsor strike was probably 

little more than a sideshowi in his family autobiography, 
131 

Victor Reuther fails even t*o mention i£. It seems 

likely, however, that the speed with which Reuther and 

Frankensteen reneged on the latter\s promise to fight for a 

,joint settlement had"^Les* to do with the Americans**--lack of 

trustworthiness or genuine^concerh*" for international 

• - ' ^-— V\ .' , 

solidarity than with the possibility that Frankensteen had 

.been caught up in the heat of the moment when he made his 

Promise and, more importantly, with the necessity of winning 

the much larger Detroit strike. Moreover, in the spring of * 

._193'7, after the UAW had -Jbn the GM sit-down strike injFlint, 
0 

the unionts communist Vice President Wyndham Mortimer 
>* m . *• "' 

successfully pressured Kelsey-Hayesr Windsor, to reinstate*" 
132 the five victimised men. . . . -

0 -. . 

' Mention of the Flint sit-down points to the main 

A-J. ' ^ 
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conjunctura*l reason for-the' UAW1 s slow and-reluctant incursion 

\ m 
into Canada in winter 1936-37. in the'months leading up to 
the first action in Flint the -UAW' leadership meticulously 

.. " . - . ./ I ' - -
prepared their battle strategy and nervously triled to. prevent 

* • * • I 
.1 • * -

or contain any local rank and file initiatives that might have. prematurely touched off the Flint struggle. 133 iith that' 

decisive struggle approaching, there was ho possibility.that 
• ' - • ' ' 1 

the UAW would devote time and resources* to a Canadian drive.. 

Hence, in CanjpEa as elsewhere, the growth of the UAW con-
;- tinued to depend on rank* and file activity and the \g\ial4-ty- of-

interventions l»y local radicals "*and activists. As we. have 

seen, t h e discontinuity of the industrial union tendency in* 

Canada, the reluct**jice of the TLC t o take a lead in 
_* 'eoorSinating. organization of the-%unor#anized, the communists' 

"- * *"*•.*•• *'• - 1 
reluctance to push the TLC in this direction and.^notj least, 

the fact that to* all appearances'rank and file auto workers 
*V • T -' * - v , ." .*• 

. ; * / . 

remained unconvinced of the ya"j.*ae of unionism,,.all contributed 

.'to Canadian isolation.'. Communists'continued .to do. what-they 
" 4 * 

could at*the loca l l^vel t but as one-£rga»i.*ter reported.from 

the McKinnoirk plant, where UAW Local 199 waS chartered in -
* . " •*;•'..• ... * - " » * - -• ' * 
lite December J»3©, ".we have only scratched the-, surface ... 

** * * • , - ' • » * ; ' , •• - . ^ > • ' • « * 

The seHtiajent for unionization is hereT Lack oft forces must 
4 ' . S -r not hinder us.* 134 ^ 

The -situation was fljfcally «:anafojlmed by t*he UAW victory 

•at Flint'in 

effect o n 

19*11. 'eh event that had as c§thart}ig an 
*" .- » f * ' - -J. 

ft* on Canadian auto Workers. Before* the 

% 

»"^-^44^ife»ijp-»*s-^ -. 
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Flint victory, UAW membership stood at 88,000; in the nê ct 

six months it soared to 400*000. The GM Oshawa workers whose 
*" * 

strike in April 1937 gave the UAW its first real foothold in 

Canada were thus participants in a trans-national class 

struggle based on an upsurge of working class confidence that 

itself stemmed from membership of an organization of proven 

potency. Whether, as Irving Abella has argued, the4Oshawa 
y 

strikers gained their victory entirely through their own 

efforts and without any material assistance from the UAW, it 
0 • V 

was their identification with the industrial union that gave 

them the1 inspiration to exploit their objective resources. 

• Could the Oshawa strikers and the Canadian auto workers who 

, followed them into the UAW have accepted the UAW's iaspirat-

. ion and rejected its authority? It is doubtful. In the 
. - Y 
previous ten years* they had learned a good deal, albeit in 

fragmented fashion, about unionism. Their support for the. 
•a 

..UAW was almost certainly inspired by the lessons they had 

. absorbed-, the UAW was-an industrial union; it had humbled-

X~ .' Y ! -
•» *̂ one of- t-he* giants of the industry; it was anxious - "belatedly 
.„ - to"recruit Canadian auto workers; and there was no / 
-*.• . - J-' ' - * i 

"alternative to-.it. After Oshawa it's international leadership 
9 ' • - ^ • . t . 

i was' assured. * ' . « . , " -., 
** * * , * • - *" ' -

. . * w *• * i - « ,-

.*. -What, then, can "be said'in conclusion.gf CPC efforts in 
--"'•'.. " - „ '. *«'.*"*"*' 
the auto industry? First*" and foremost* it is obvious that 

, * - • ' " " - . . - ' . ' - • # . . * ' * • ' -• , - . • . 

the AWIU and AWU were incapable' of .the, -cultural breakthrough,, 
• * " . » « 

* . ; • i * -
• * t . * • . , . » • • 

• . * • , * - • • . . . *» 
. * . • -* 

^ \ . . . . . - _ 
*44&mv*0&#fa0^f 
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the mass transformation of working class consciousness, 

achieved by the UAW. Nevertheless/ the communist unions were 

responsible within the Canadian context for unparalleled 

efforts in disseminating mass awareness of the concept of 
4 

* industrial unionism as a means of collective protection and a 

tool for the attainment of a workers'* voice in the auto • 4 
( industry. Quietly in discussion groups, raucously at plant 

gate meetings - to the eve of the Oshawa strike it was members 

* of the unemployed organizations who sold the United Auto 

Worker at Canadian plant gates - and furtively within the 

plants themselves, Communists provided information and a 

political focus that prepared handfuls of cadres forithe long 
» t -,0 * 

haul of building* the union. They also activized hundreds of 

auto workers *through strike action and unemployed agitation, 

providing experience of class struggle vital to the develop

ment of "class consciousness. If the CPC and WUL converted 

only a few auto workers to the revolutionary viewpoint, they 

undeniaMly awakened the vast majority of activists to the 

possibility of challenging their industrial subordination. 

While it is an exaggeration to argue that communists alone 

built the UAW in Canada, there is ho doubt that in the decade 

before the arrival of the CIO they were responsible for laying 

the lion's share of its foundations. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT-

COMMUNISM AND THE NEEDLE TRADES; FACTIONALISM AND DUAL 

UNIONjpB, 1922-1936 

-', ' K 
0 

The first .union formed independently by the CPC during the 

1928 "left turn*, was the Industrial Union of Needle Trades' 
j ' ' 0" 

Workers (IUNTW),-the creation of which represented the first 

climax of the "left" versus "right" factionalism that had 

pervaded garmmht industry .unionism in the 1920s. WHy was 

this, phenomenon endemic in the needle trades? What impact 

did factional struggles have OIL. the character df needle . 

trades' unionism? And what specific contribution did 

communists make aa factionalists and as organizers of the 

unorganized? This chapter considers these' and other issues. 

In general, the particular intensity of needle' trades• 

factionalism arose out of the nexus of the industry's 

structure, production relations,* and profoundly politicised 

workforce. We .begin by examining their interrelationships. 

'•' ' - • A • 
• - * * " • 

The decisive structural,features of the Canadian garment 
•?;• 

industry were extreme seasonality of production, small pro-
* 

ductive units in both men's and women's clothing, and 
extensive utilization of outside contractors, all of which 
contributed to the problems of maintaining union organization. 

0, * • .. 
, • 0 

Seasonality was a major source of instability and economic 

hardship. In the spring and fall "busy seasons", .running 
A ft 

> 
' 4 \ 
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respectively from, February to April and July.to October,'pro

duction proceeded4^ t a frantic pace with long periods of 

overtime. Relatively high earnings attracted a huge workforce**1**48* 

<r* 
to the garment districts of Montreal and Toronto. But in the 

4 

"slack periods" this workforce experienced "inordinate and 

oppressive unemployment." In the busy season, unions built 

their memberships; in the quiet seasons, with individuals 

vying for jobs and struggling to avoid victimization, union 
' i. 1 ' ' 

organization invariably slumped. 

In"Canada both men's and women's clothing were typically 

manufactured m small shops. In 1931 sixty per cent of men's 

clothing workers were in factories with less than 200 employees; 

127 of 182 shops had fewer than 50 workers, and only two had 
» 

2 » 
more than 500. Women's garment shops were smaller still. 
Between 1922 and 1928 t h e number of f a c t o r i e s r o s e Jff-ftom 293 t o 

• ^ " ' ~ 3 

444, but the average number of employees fell from 38 to 32. 
»• * 

Small shops proliferated "because of the ease with which would- » 

be entrepreneurs could\set up contract shops with a few sewing 

machines and minimal capital. Outside the larger manufacturers 

•̂hd wholesalers there existed in effect a dispersed system of 

assembly-line production, with contractors producing One part 

of a garment o? assembling pre-cut sections. Contract shops 
4 

were almost always non-union, operated on. a piece-work basis 

and had wage rates as much as 50 per cent lower than in the j 

sporadically organized "inside" shops. The latter, by 

threatening further contracting-out, regularly forced t*e . 
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unions to accept wage reductions or increased production 

quotas. Nothing approaching stable union control existed in 
* . * • 

-. ^ -
this period. 

Union ieaders considered Outside contracting the 
-"jr 

4, ' * 

industry's greatest evil. At a mass meeting of Montreal 

cloakmakers in'1922 International Ladies' Garment Workers' . 

Union.(ILGWU) President Ben Schlesmger' pilloried the ̂ "riff-

raff [who werej strangling the legitimate manufacturers and 
» 4 - " 

.... doing much harm to the workers." The ILGWU and the 

Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America (ACW), the dominant 

union in men's clothing, tried to forge ah alliance with the. 

"legitimate" manufacturers against the contractors, ignoring 

the fact that >the larger companies benefited from the system. 

The Toronto ACW on one occasion-informed the "inside" 

manufacturers that it was "not, the union's business" to 

organize the contract shops. The manufacturers disagreed and 
5 the contract shops remained non-union. 

„« » . - . 

Immediately before and. during the world war, the garment * 

unions were in a sufficiently powerful position to enforce" 

unico-management cooperation. After the 1920-22 employers'' 

offensive* however, their appeals for cooperation stemmed 

entirely from a perceived position of weakness. All the 

garment unions suffered severe membership losses in the early 
i ' 

1920s. The*' ACW was driven Out of Hamilton and seriously *, 

weakened in Montreal and Toronto, while after-a "defeated 

,-•,.. *-y ̂  
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.strike, i'n 1920 the fLGWU saw-its Toronto membership slump from 

1,400 to"30£). The ACW staged a partial recover*y when the 

economy turned upwards after 1925, but the ILGWU's revival 

had to wait until the raid-1930s. 

\ 

-. Rebuilding union strength in the 1920s was complicated 
V 

by internal divisions in an increasingly heterogeneous work-
/" « • 

force. Many manufacturers, a-Montreal correspondent reported 

to the ACW's weekly. Advance, "made it a practice to reCruit 

... "workers from among different nationalities ... ?to keep the 

workers divided among themselves." The ACW corabatted this 

difficulty by chartering "language" locals on an industrial 
basis, supplementing the established Jewish and Anglo-

0 •»' 

Canadian craft locals (of cutters, pressers, operators and so 

forth). Although this tactic carried a danger of institutional

izing ethnic rivalry, there was general agreemeht by .both left 
, - « 

and right that it was necessary to organize and hold increas-
8 

ing numbers of Italians, Slavs and French Canadians. -One of .. 

the ILGWU's main'problems concerned the influx of Anglo-

f ' 

Canadian and French Canadian women into the industry, ;. 

particularly into dressmaking. The union began discussing , 

the possibility of organizing these women in Toronto as early 

'as 1922, and with the* assistance of the-Toronto District 

Labour Council (TDLC) launched'an organizing drive in 1924^ 

only to .see the attempt founder on the "mutual suspicion" 

prevailing between Anglo-Canadian women and the Jewish 
9 

unionists who ran the> ILGWU, 
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Both the ACW and ILGWU actively recruited, a female 

membership, In which regard they were considerably rabre pro

gressive than the many unions which avoided organising women * 
» 

making up 50 per cent of the workforce in meh's clothing and 

or actually proscribed them. On the other hand, with women 

75 per cent in women's, failure to organize them would have 
A 

been suicidal. It was a generally held belief m the labour 

movement that women were fundamentally lacking in class con-
-r 

f * 

sciousness ana therefore especially difficult to organize. 

Women, it was-felt, tended to-look on wage labour as a brief 

interlude between adolescence and marriage and failed to 

perceive the long-term importance of building trade unionism. 
* ' • «. 

Some male-dominated trade unions used this argument as a pre-

text for apathy. The garment unions, unable to 'afford the 

luxury of condescension, drew the lesson that special efforts 

were necessary to recruit women. Hence they periodically 

reduced initiation fees for women, used women org&nizers -

whenever possible -and encouraged women to be active in union 
f 

affairs. It appears that women unionists were more active on 

the "social" side of union life; at one 'dance convened by the 
* 

Toronto ACW English Local 233 it was the "Ladies' Committee -

Sisters Finch, Hilley, Wigley, Moore, Kelly, Cliff and 

Gracey"-who "provided and served" the refreshments. This 

does*not mean that women were shunted.into "auxiliary" work 

by'male,prejudice; women may have preferred to play their 

part in a familiar, unthreatening environment. On the other 
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hand, Mary Finch, a.veteran garment worker, was President of 

* *' c 
Local 233 in 1927. , ffc>reover, when 'Montreal ILGWU business 

agent*"Israel Feinberg*found that se>jeral hundred'women coat 

finishers in the industrial Local 43 were "staying away from meetings because they don't find it congenial to meet together 
\ • with the men"*, he, informed the international- office that he 

was considering chartering a separate -women's finishers' 
* 

local. _ ' 

The garment .unions found that during upswings rin class 

struggle they could recruit* women members. The ILGWU was . 

1-

delighted yto organize 400 French Canadian wOmen during a 

/ cloak-makers* strike in Montreal $n February 1925, and ACVi 

organizer Julie Lesniak had some success in organizing 

Polish women during, another Montreal strike in March 1930. v . • 
It doe%seem, however, that women were ugually less likely to 

join and more likely to leave.' Apart from1 the cultural-

barriers which may have left women reluctant t9 intrude, on a 

masculiine environment, it was also the case that the garment 

unions did little to challenge the super-exploitation of • ** 

women or their -job "ghettoization". The systematic existence 
•4 . 

of sexual wage differentials, frequently paying male workers\ 

double the female rate for the same job, and the exclusion of 
4 *. 

women from the most highly paid crafts, such as cutting and 

pressing, made union membership relatively much more > 

expensive for womeft and sustained the material basis of- their 
** 13 ' 

"lower" class consciousness. « 

£ * ' • 
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When the left's.factional challenge got under way in. the 

mid-1920s,tone of. the communists' main criticisms of right-

wing/ leadership was that it "lacked the will to organize 

[or] the required mental baggage for the task." There is 
> ^ 

evidence that attempts to organize newcomers to the industry 
' •/ 

were prompted by .this criticism. Certainly communists had 

significant -y-jfluence among Slavic and Italian garment 

workers, suggesting that it was they who were the most active 

* 14 * 
rank and file organizers. • i **• 

a 

* r * 

At the core of the communist critique -was the view that 
t 

the right had abandoned the socialist principles on which both 
J4 -v 

the ILGWU and ACW-had been founded and had come to terms with 

the bourgeois order. In the 1910s mass strikes and rank and 

fil*e shop control had co-existed with,, but were gradually being 

superseded by, more-bureaucratic forms of unionism: city-wide 

collective bargaining between union joint boards and employers'* 

•organizations, mediation of disputes arising in the life of a 

contract by "impartial arbitrators", and union-enforced 

"standards of production" as an alternative to piece-work and 

the threat of uncontrolled sub-contracting. 'The central 

figure in the development of-what was termed, '"'borrowing from 

another time and place, the r"New Unionism" was ACW President
 / 

Sidney Hillman. A pragmatic* radical,who stood outside the 
' * . -
New York Jejwish socialist mainstream, Hillman saw the 

i 

institutionalization of industrial relations in the needle 
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ftrades

sas a simple tactical necessity. Unlike several o'f his. 

•> colleagues who insisted that .the "New Unionism", with its 

labgur banks, insurance companies and real estate investments, 
- u 

was "in the fullest sense antii-capitalistic", Hillman 

unashamedly acknowledged its collaborationist essence. *If • 
t \-

* . • /-^ 
. the firm makes a good profit", he observed, "the workers are 

*. -
in a better position to ask for a raise. When the employer 

_ 
goes out of business, the wor)e*Jrs lose their jobs. The 

success of the business iaf something which both .the employer 

> - * 16 
and the union consider of first importance." / 

Some union leaders were embarrassed and defensive about 

their deviation from pure class struggle principles. An 
r « -

editorial in the ILGWU*s weekly Justice in 1925 argued that 

* . - . ,r, 

everything the union did was aimed ultimately at "weakening 

the power of capital in our. industry". Presumably, the 

decision of the union's 1924 international oonvention to drop 

the socialist preamble from its constitution was one such 

anti-capitalist act. The ILGWU's official biographer, writing 

also in 1924, was more candid: socialism had become "a more 

or less distant goal which [in the view of the ILGWU leader

ship] can be attained only by means of a general change after 

the workers have acquired the qualifications necessary for the 

responsibilities o^ economic life." To the left, deferral * 

of socialist goals, categorical rejection "of the revolutionary 
*vT> 

overthrow of capitalism for the foreseeable future, and the 

realities of a^quirjjig "qualifications" for the exercise of 

i . 
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- political power were symptoms of degeneration and defeatism. ' - ̂  

. * *" * 

Factionalism had been an accepted part •ô .life* in the 

garment trades "since* the early 1900s. But until the emergence 

of the Trade Union Educational Le*ague (TUEL.) splits had been • 
1 w 

based largely on -questions of tactics and organization. 
t 

After 1922, such issues became "complicated by general 

political and social questions'" as the New Y*-qrk-*""»ased Jewish 

left/ of which sections of the Jewish communities of Montreal, 

Toronto and Winnipeg were satellites, split culturally-and 

politically into bolshavik and non-bolshevik groupings, each 

with its "discrete set of politico-cultural institutions: 

Jewish Daily Forward ST Freiheit; Arbeiter Ring or Arbeiten 
- 18 

Kultur Ferband; Socialist Party or Communist Party. " ' 
„i * 

Partisans of the two ideological positions worked and fought 

together daily in the needle trades. 
.•-> ' . - • . - . * 

A needle trades' section-of the TUEL first-appeared in 

Canada in September 1922, and immediately extracted a'promise *" 

from ILGWU President Ben Schlesinger to "ferret out the rats 
" 19 v •• ' 

... undermining our local [Montreal] union edifice." In 

reality, however, its early activities were sporadic and 

parried little -threat to the right-wing leadership. .As late 

as 1924 only a handful of communist shop "nuclei" were 

operating in Toronto, while in Montreal-the entire party 

"fraction" in all branched of the needle trades, with a totaj* 
• " ~- * 

workforce of over 10,000, numbered 19 persons. On the other •« „ 

I 
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hand, 1924' also saw- the' ILGWU international convention 
* , " 

proscribe the TUEL and the CPC's Jewish Propaganda Committee 
21 launch its own Yiddish weekly, the Kampf. These develop-

ej ments quickened thej pace' of ideological division. 

: ' • v, 
Compared with contemporary events in the United fftates, 

factionalism in the ILGWU's Canadian local* was remarkably 

22 

muted. When the international office underwrote organizing 

drives In 1924-25 and 1927-2*-, communists actively participated 

restricting their opposition to criticism of the. international 

organizers' aversion from strike* .action and emphasis on class 
23 ' 

collaboration. Such opposition |*B .they offered, however,' 
* r m 

still proved offensive to the right-wirtg ILGWU leadership in* 

Toronto and New York., During Julius Hochman's 1925 organizing 

drive the Toronto Joint Board (TJB) announced plans to . 

investigate the lefts, and an editorial lh Jusbice counselled 

the Canadian rank and file to beware the "Satan of" Internal x 

disorder, factional fighting and disunion", portentously 

observing: "We may yet have to return to tnis subject at 
• 24 -

- some other time." In 1927 TJB Manager Sol Polakoff 
*\] 0 

attributed the union's weak condition "in considerable measure, 

to the pernicious activity of a group of Ccanmunists ... who 

- acting -jointly with their fellow disrupters in other cities, 

haye diverted the energy of• the workers from constructive 

work "to strife .and confusion}*^ • • 
With both left and right accepting that the external 
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pr,essur6s of contracting and the influx of non-Jewish women 

I . - J 
workers into the industry had to be combatted, an 

\ ' 
• individual's position in the factional fight depended on 

whether he/she approved the left's call for continuous 

Struggle or the right's collaborationist approach. The CPC 

placed its line dn a more solid organizational footing after 

' April 1925, when following the renewed call for bolshevization 

the Jewish section m Toronto became increasingly "active in 
, • — * • 

organizing shop committees ... [to generate] ... a maximum 

.« nwrtber of lef-t wing sympathizers" in the forthcoming ILGWU 
0 

26 " ' 

elections. In the autumn the left won a dominant position 

in Cloak Operators/'Local'14, electing CPC member Max Shur 

President. Although Local 14 remained a left-wing'bastion 

until 1928, the left's lack of influence elsewhere suggests 
* *-* 

that most rank and filers at that moment were not predisposed 

to" engage m militant struggle. When Polakoff reneged on a 

v ̂ promise to" launch a general strike in the spring 1928 season -

on the basis of ̂ hicb* he had won communist assistance in 

Organizing through the previous winter - there* was little 
27 protest from the rank and file. The right responded by 

moving against communist influence in Local 14; the left by 
28 

formulating plans for an entirely new union. . ' 
ft _ 

While these events were taking place, factional struggle 

developed "to a much higher level in the ACVf, not least 

because the men's clothing union was more capable of 
0* 
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withstanding the strain of a sharp political struggle. Yet 

ironically, until 1924 Communists portrayed* the ACW as a 
» *% 

shining example of the united front,in action; so much, so, 

the union's Secretary-Treasurer Joseph Schlossberg observed 

in 1927, that their effusive praise was actt̂ alA-

29 embarrassingl The reason for the left's approval was 
* 

Sidney Hillman*s sponsorship of the Russian-American < 

Industrial Corporation, by means of which funds were raised 

and American machinery and expertise exported to reconstruct-

^the Russian clothing industry. When support for the Soviet 
> 

Union was the "left's yardsticltŵ f political probity, Hillman's 

pro-Soviet role stifled criticism of his^ domestic rol-e as 

protagonist of the "New Unionism". In 1924, however, this 

situation changed when Hillman supported the expulsion of the 

CPUSA from the Conference of Progressive Labor Action in order 

to win Robert M. LcFollette's acceptance of its nomination 
i . 30 

as Farmer-Labor candidate in the 1924 Presidential election. 

From that point, Communists referred to him in exactly the 

.same terms as his counterparts in the ILGWU. 
1 

Several factors contributed to the vigorous nature of 

the left's factional challenge in Canada. There was a 

particularly strong residue of support in the ACW for class 

struggle tactics and socialism. As one historian has- noted, 

the ACW was "the lodestone of the left*#ard movement" among 

immigrant workers in the period of, the First World War and its 
31 * 

aftermath. Even in the political downturn of the 19#0s 
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these views persisted. They were reflected in Schlossberg's 

a n d The Advance editor J.B.S. Hardraan's efforts to place a 
v 

radical veneer on fH*llman*s unapologetic pragmatism, but were 
a. 

held more convincingly by several CPC members who had played 

pioneering roles in building the ACW m Canada: John Boychuk, 

James Blugerman and Abe Temkin in Toronto; Mike Buhay, Jack 

Margolese and Isaac Shulman in Montreal. Communists had a 

sufficiently, high profile in the ACW to be considered as a 

genuine alternative leadership before the emergence of 

factionalism; through the 1920s they frequently held local 

office.32 

. - "**<% 

The, CPC's strongest argument against Hillman*s "New 

Unionism" was its predicatipn oh a degree of cartelization 

*> 

that simply did not exist in Canada. While some of the 

largest men's reajiy-made clothing companies in the USA were 

willing to grant union recognition, their equivalents in 

Canada - Eaton's and Simpson's - were resolutely anti-union. 

Moreover middle-sized companies found "sub-contracting and ' 

the "runaway" system too convenient. Where a high degree of^ 

union control dflR} not already exist, establishing city-wide 

"standards of production" was virtually impossible, and even " 

where union recognition'existed it was frequently meaningless. 
t. 

Manufacturers played one union shop off against another: 

"each shop or each man fighting for himself took the place 

of collective action, with the result of favoritism, 

dscrimination, and still' further demoralization." By 1924, ddsci 
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Mike Buhay claimed, the dues-paying membership in Montreal 

was 700 - out of a paper-membership of 5,000 - ahd the-only 

rank and filers who attended union "meetings were the , ' 

unemployed, who were endeavouring "to impres*s. the officialdom 
- \ ' "N - ' , 3 3 - 0-

with the seriousness of their situation*" '.• 0 

Sidney Hillman's biographer provides support for-.this 

account. In both Montreal and Toronto, he admitted, .the rank 

S <v*#4* e'rship." 

They were therefore receptive to the TUEL manifesto issued in 
-v- » . "~""^ 

April 1925, which'called on them to reappropriate the 

militant traditions of "the Amal-gamateti Spirit" and prepare 

themselves for a more active role in" running the union, tfith 

the shop Committee rather than the Joint Board the centre " - ' 

of union life. The left called for a fight to achieve the 
v 

40-hour .week, complete eradication of piece-work and the 
institution of maximum standards of produgtion; and also for*. 

* " ~' 

strengthened shop control by eliminating probationary periods 
'*- ' 35 

and theVbosses' right to suspend workers without a hearing. 
/ 

.1 

At the end' o*f the fall season, the Montreal Joint Board 

responded to mounting criticism by resigning en\masse and 

refusing to run a single Candidate in the ensuing elections.* 

i .36 
The entire left wing slate was returned ^y acclamation. In 

'. ' *} 
Toronto left-wing expectations of a similar coup were- dashed 

- » « 

by a surprisingly conclusive victory for the incumbent. 
Rosenberg-Strom Joint Board leadership. It transpired, 
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*• ' , 

however,, that the election had been rigged. Full disclosure 

of the facts coincided with a visit to Toronto by Joseph 

SchlOssDertf, who had been cal led fc© Toronto t o help "the Joint 

Board.-resist demanps ,for fresh elections. Confronted with the 

true facts, an embarrassed Schlossberg had no alternative but 
* ** • . : . 

to dismiss Rosenberg and Strom. A new election, resulted in 
. • > ~ - . : ' - ' _ " • 

the'victory of a united .front slate of^Temkin and S» Stoiberg, 
* * J* ' 37 

who was not a communist, as Joint Board Managersi. Thus, by 
" . . . «*« 0 ^ vr 

"April 1926 *the left was", a dominant force in both major garment 
* • . ' ' * - . " - • 

centres. -
V y **• 

*> * _ •-

Communists knew that the hard part of ̂ % i r programme lay 
* . * - ' *?*• * 

.- * • « * -

ahead. It had been relatively easy to supplant a discredited 

leadership, but"mobilizing'the mass of the .rank and file was 

another matter. In Montreal they spent the winter of 1925-26 

instiling confidence in the membership. They fulfilled 

premises to reduce operJRLng expenditures by cutting the. 

*»' - W * * '. 
number of business agen# from five to three and the level of -

0 ** . - - - _ ^ 

full-timers* salaries to below that of the average industrial 

* • 

wage, encouraged workers to attend regular shop meetings, "and 
' 4 <tf * ** » 

- ** 38 
called sever aft shop strikes to* enforce the 44-hour, week. 

The union also faced 'the problem of winning the inter-
• , ^ 

hational leadership's support for its planned organizing 
* * " . * • — - * * » * <•*> 

drive: Sidney Hillman1s response would be crucial. Perhaps 
i 

surprisingly, Hillman gave the left its head. From June on-
. * •00 

wards he lavished assistance on Canadian organizing drives, 

- . ' - ' * ' ' 
,-* « •£* ' * • -

% -
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not only in Montreal but also in Toronto and Hamilton. At the 

same time, he made sure that the international leadership 

gained the maximum amount of kudos, first by presenting its 

three international organizers, Hyman Schneid and Sander 

Gems m Montreal and Nathan Wertheimer in Toronto/Hamilton, 

*~***as the orchestrators of the drive - conveniently ignoring 

the- left's preparatory work - then by striking a militant 

posture that wrenched back possession of the "Amalgamated 

sprrit". Hillman and Schlossberg spent several days in 

Montreal before and during the general strike, which began on 

28 July,, urging mass meetings to remember the value of unity 

and solidarity. As The Advance pointed out, their presence 

provided "ample proof ... that [the ACW] will spare no 

efforts :.,- to completely unionize the Montreal "clothing 
*~*^«. 

market." The union endorsed militant picketing, and after 

5,500 workers returned to union conditions on 9 August, it 

kept the strike going for a further three months at three 

hold-out shops. Although these strikes petered out, the 

international leadership had done enough to outflank the 

39 left's challenge. 

The campaign in Toronto and Hamilton was less dynamic 
. . > 

and less succesi-ff-ul. Instead of proceeding with a general 

strike m Toronto, as the left urged, Wertheimer concentrated 

on reviving the union in Hamilton, arguing that as the main 

"out-of-town" centre for Toronto manufacturers, Hamilton had 

to be made secure before Toronto could be tackled. But despite 
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claims that Hamilton was "well,pn the way to becomiriif* -

* 40 unionized", the drive foundered. Not until September were 

strikes called there, and even then only at two shops. More- . 

over, the international- union contributed only *a tiny-fraction 

of'the cost of maintaining them: local members contributed 

#15,200 <Sf the #16,000 raised for their support. .The strikes, 

were kept going throughout the winter, but despite the approach 
< * • * - • 

of the spring season, which raised hopes that the shops would 
r t 

be forced to settle, Hillman personally intervened to call 

fthem off in February 192*7. 

« 

Why the international's role in the two organizing 
drives was so different is hard to explain, but over all it 

t. 

was surely designed to combat the left wing challenge. 

Hillman underlined his, tactical flexibility by replacing the * 

militant postures of 1926 with a new campaign of class 

collaboration in 1927. Piece-work had long been anathema to 
4 

the ACW membership, but with even increasingly demanding ' 

"standards of production" proving incapable of buying 
i * 

cooperation from the manufacturers, Hillman decided that the ." 

union had to permit piece-work in i,ts .contracts. In -May 1927 

he sent Sander Gems and Elias Rabkin, editor of Fortschritt, 

the union's Yiddish weekly,' to conduct an "educational 

campaign" in Montreal and Toronto. The Advance was tactfully 

silent on the course of their campaign., but the content of 

their educationals can be gleaned from one of the paper's 

contemporary editorials. This denied .that the union intended 

* 
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wholesale introduction" of piece-work, adding that In any 
i . 

event piece-work would still be governed, by "standards of 

production" agreements and-hence would.not be.detrimental to * 
\ 0 . *' 

union a conditions. .However", it concluded by asserting that " . 
r -i ** *' 

"the only tenable position [isj that whether or not piece- . 
* •» " 

rates are*1 preferable tp a time-basis of pay, the. unton shop 
* • " »v 42 

is preferable*to -a non-union shop, under all circumstances." 

In ̂ ffect, the union was'recogniz'ing its inability to sustain 

existing union "̂ conditions. . - ** 
* - • 

" '' " " ' ' \ _ •,-

According to The Worker"700 ACW members at a mass meeting 

in 'TorOnto gave" Gems and Rabkm a "hot reception". Time-work 

had been a recognize'd principle ever since the formation of 

the ACW in Canada, -while- the case against piece-work was 

-stronger than ever. As the left saw it, apart fr̂ m- ' :. 

intensifying the work process,'piece-work would raise pro

ductivity to a level* that would inevitably lead to increased 

unemployment, which in turn would undermine job security for 

the employed* Its logical -outcome was a return to the open 

shop. J As always, the left's answer was. militant struggle* 
43 

until every contract shop was in the Onion. 
•"-"""I** 

v. 

On this occasion, however, the left failed to. carry the 

rank and file In June Hillman joined Genis and Rabkin in 

Canada to prepare the ground for an all-out assault on left-
c 

wing control. In the run-up' to the September local union 
** ^ - "" ' ^ elections he used his prestige to .discredit the "puppets of 
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the Trade Union Educational League", allegmg that they had 

' failed to-carry gut such basic union tasks as collecting dues 

and had undermined working class unity by campaigning against 

the' international leadership'. The ACW, Hillman observed, had 

*a deserved reputation for encouraging political debate, but 

since the TUEL.had abused*the limits of tolerance, it had to 

44 * 

be met with "firmness". Hillman's attack transformed the 

elections into a.votehefif confidence: the international 

leadership or the left? Not surprisingly, the left suffered 

a smashing defeat' in the election of bueine"ss agents, all 

five-of its candidates losing by margins of between five and 
45 twenty to one. 

The international leadership then moved to consolidate 

its victory in the election of Toronto business agents and 

local executives in the tya cities. For this struggle 

propaganda alone was not enough. According to The Worker, 

Hillman issued a blanket warning to leftists that they faced 

expulsion if they continued overt factional activity, while 

Y international officials spent over #10,000 buying the support 

of those they could hot intimidate. Whether all these 

charges were true, the international officials did suspend 

several le'ading militants, personally supervised elections in 

two left-wing locals - Local 209 in Montreal and Local 211 in 

Toronto - and lifted the charter of ItaJrian Local 235 in 

Toronto, placing ̂themselves in a position to determine 

' eligibility both "to vote and to stand in the election.; 
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Deprived of its best known candidates, the left had to run 

/ 

replacements who lacked personal standing. All went down to 

4*7 defeat. 0 

The most surprising feature of the second batch of 

elections was that thte left's margifî of defeat in the 

^ 

election of Toronto business agents was much narrower, • running 

at less than two to one in the right'"a favour. A possible 

explanation jof the discrepancy is 'that while the majority of 
4 

the rank and file supported Hillman with varying degrees of 

enthusiasm, some Toronto rank and filers may have felt that 

the international's role in the 1926-27 strikes vindicated the 

TUEL's case, whereas their Montreal counterparts had seen the 

J*e.ft fail to consolidate union control ill the year sihce the 

general strike (the only two strikes fought in 1927, against a 
* « 

wage-reduction and the imposition of piece-work, hajjU-been'lost). 

The .majority in the two centres may have hoped that in. 

supporting' Hillman, even if"it meant accepting piece-work, 

they might exert a degree of control over what, apparently, 

48 could not be defeated. 

In the early months of 1928 the left was encouraged by-

evidence of residual influence in Toronto to step up its 

ant1-administration propaganda. When it issued a series of 

leaflets attacking the Joint Board's conduct of negotiations' 

for a new contract, it brought the factional struggle to a 

climax. The Joint Board, moving to 'complete the "liquidation 
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. V 
of leftism", imposed a total ban on factional literature and 

warned that any member distributing TUEL leaflets or copies 

of the Kampf in union shops would face severe disciplinary 

action. Six tailors were subsequently charged with I 

flaunting the ban,, and after refusing to turn up* at their 

disciplinary hearing they were expelled from the union and 

fired from their jobs. -An attempt̂  by the TUEL to call out 

workers, from the shops involved' only brought further 

.expulsions, of around twenty-five unionists. And when the 

-, TUEL then tried to make political capital frdm- the union's 
* - - • * 

repressive acts, The. Advance suggested that^workers teim>ted 
• ' **,>. ' . ' . " * * * . ' • 

to Show syn*j-"lathY for- the expelled .men think first about the" * -
* - - * * - *-

» 0 • 

* . . . 49*. * 
case of Trotsky ana his* followers. With-anti-communism on 

*? . - » * . * " * » - . • • 
"the rise" in both main, garment unions, _ii was -an'j.appropri*ate _ 

• *".' V ** ' • ' * - ,- - " '." 
, 'mbmbftt for 'a (tactical stocktaking. " ' " • **. • 

The decision to launch the.JUNTW was £aken -with remark 
" . ' • . * ' . * • - . ' 

able swiftness, given that in the United States, where** - * • 
• -' » 

. - * . -

expulsions from the international garment unions had occurred 

* "̂*7'- • *" ., „-.** 
on a much heavier scale, the same* decision came several- * . 

51 months later. In May 1928 an account of the "Presefit 

Situation in the Toronto Cloakmakers"" in the YOung Worker 

indicated'that the Canadian left had been holding discussions 

with the "New York and Chicago rank and file" and were .in 
0 

agreement with the necessity of "tak[ing] the situation into 
, C _) 

their own hands and build[ing] Up a strong industrial union." 
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If the implications here were not entirely clear, Maurice 

Spector removed any doubt that the CPC planned to launch a 

dual union when he announced to a meeting of 5,000 Montreal 

garment workers on 1 June that: "We will now build our own 

unions; build them from the bottom up; unions of and-for the 

rank and file and not company unions for the benefit of the 
53 • bosses." • But why were hew "rank and file" Unions necessary? 

And why, in particular, was the "go-ahead given so promptly to 

the IUNTW? 

The party's explanation for the formation of the 

industrial union was that the "company" unions (this became a 
0 

stock pejorative) had signally failed to organize more than a 

fraction of their potential membership, had ventured outside 

" *• < 

Montreal and Toronto with reluctance, and had been indifferent 
54 

or insensitive to Canadian needs. t The last consideration ' 

(was'the most novel and the most significant. It pointed to 

the le'ffr's increasing orientation on the All-Canadian Congress 

of-Labour- (ACCL), using-the national dimension as the'main 
*•"- * 

aroWent'against renewed and intensified factional struggle , 
** *" r ' 

* - " ' . * ' 
.and the AQCL itself as an answer-to* the inevitable complaints * 
0 - . . • * • * • .. ,* . .* ' " 

thatf*»dual'ttnioni«m-i»was" a .recipe fer isolation. After the -
. w -> . • , * « » > . . , * .: „_ „ - •*.. -

. IUNTW's launch-'-in.*. August'1928 i t -had considerable contact With 
*- " - - "" ' ' • ' ' > ' ' .*'."- * - " ," 

the ACCL, and "the l a t t e r ' s leaders exp'ectedto gam .i ts 
? . * ' '. " • • ." a . - m-

affiliati.on. As late as Mgitetabex 192a* J. B. Salsberg, 

IUNTW National Secretary, 'held out this prospect m an *\ 
* m ** 

article in the ACCL's Canadian unionist. In this instancef 

7 
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however, Salsberg was making a last personal stand against 

the party's rapid progress towards,, complete trade union 

independence. The IUNTW never affiliated to the national 

centre, and by the end of 1929 Salsberg had resigned from the 
. . 55 

union and been expelled *by the party. 

Two other.factors influenced the earl/ launch of the 

IUNTW. One was' the party's desire to cx>ni*5JLy with the 

decisions'of the Fourth Congress of the Red International of 
* * ' 

Labour Unions, held in Moscow in March 1928, at which, 

*r 

Canada's representative, Mike Buhay, won approval for the 

CPC's "present policy that unorganized workers should be » 

encouraged to join Canadian unions", and where the main 
56 

tactical thrust was towards the formation of "red" unions. 

Another was the role of youth in the industry and in the 

party. The YCL.had always been particularly active in the 

garment trades, agitating*for full right °f union participation 

for young workers, as well as reduced initiation fees and 

membership dues commensurate with their lqwet earnings. It 
*• 0 

had long argued that" one of the garment unions' main short

comings was a hidebound leadership' lacking in concern for the 

problems of younger members.. When debate on splitting from 

the internationals, began,** it seems, likely that YCL members 

pushed hardest for, a break, playing the same role in the 

garmont unions as their organization did generally. 
* * ' * 

Like the later decision to-launch the WUL, the* creation 

^~^ m 
\ - I 
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of the -IUNTW was not preceded by any substantial discussion 

at the. rank and- file level. It was not clear, for example, 

whether the unien would concentrate solely on. organizing the 

unorganized or intended to recnuit members of the existing 

unions. It gradually became clear that its first priority 

Was to organize dressmakers in Toronto and Montreal and all 

branches of the trade m the growing but largely neglected 

Winnipeg market. Nevertheless, before the IUNTW was 

officially launched, it operated as the Cloak and Dressmakers' 

58 Union, indicating its intention to challenge the ILGWU. Its 
• * * . 

early policy with regards to other garment unions, such as the 

ACW and the International Fur Workers' Union (IFWU), was also 

" vague-. Immediately after the IUNTW's founding convention, for 
^ « ** 

example, Conaftunists tried to set themselves up as an alter

native leadership during an ACW general strike in Montreal. 

But even after the international union seized this perfect 

opportunity to. present itself to the public as a responsible 

^organization, voting at a mass meeting to expel communists 

"non seulement des rangs de 1'Amalgamated Clothing Workers' 

Union, mais aussl de tous les ateliers de la confection des 
* 

• vetements d'hommes", the CPC continued to follow factional 
59 ' 

tactics aimed at making the ACW a "fighting" union. 

Similarly, in the Toronto locals of the International Fur 

Workers' Union (IfWU) the party made a major push to force a 

^ split early in 1 9 2 ^ then in June, while claiming that it 

controlled Local 40, Toronto's largest, it announced that no 

• \ 
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split would be carried ou^ 'until the left had built its 

influence in .Locals 35 and 65, and urged leftists to stay in 

and "strengthen the fight against reaction"* In November/ 

1929, however, the party Political Committee voted to 

discipline members in th'e needle trades who refused to leave 

the internationals. 

Called on to operate a murky strategy on which they had 

"scarcely been consulted, rank and file party members exhibited 

,"a lot of nervousness - almost pessimism." One needle trades* 

organizer described a fraction meeting as "fruitful (though 

rough)", an. indication that rank and filers were not loathe 
A. 

to point out the dangers of openly identifying themselves as 

* " ' 62 communists. As far as activity in the "company" unions 

was concerned, lack of tactical unanimity remained a nagging 

problem. 

The party's internal problems did nothing to ease those 

of the, union, of which one of the most pressing was a lack 
*» 

of competent Organizers. The various purges of Trotskyists 

and Lovestoneites in 1929-30 deprived the union of a valuable 
< 

cadre of needle trades activists. In January 1929, for 

example, ten of twenty-expelled Trotskyists were garment 

workers, while early in 1930 Mike Buhay and Jack Margolese ' 
6*1 " 

were among those expelled as "right opportunists". In his 
year as National Secretary J. B. Salsberg appealed time and 

again for additional organizers and financial support, and 

{ 
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grew increasingly disillusioned when not only was neither 
i _, . 

forthcoming, but two of his best organizers, Norman Freed and 

Joe Farbey, were dispatched to YCL jobs. When Salsberg left 
. - 64 -

the union in November 1929, it wa» in desperate straits. » 

Many of the difficulties facing the fledgling union were 

exposed during its first industrial action, at the Durable 

Waterproof Factory in Toronto. There was no questioning the, 

union's militancy or resolution. It kept the strike going 

ifrom November 1928 to February 1929, maintained militant 

picket lines, and sustained the strikers' morale by house-to-

house collections and dances. However its argument that "it 

should be the duty of all class-conscious workers"" to support 

the strike only underlined the union's lack of preparation.-

Defeat produced an immediate slump m morale and-membership. 

Against this experience, the union could claim early 

_/ """S 

successes in Winnipeg, where communists had gained a small 

footholdlnr 1926 when they led, an unsuccessful furriers' 

strike. Since then, despite a growing garment industry, both 

the furriers* local and a small ILGWU local had gone out of 

existence, leaving the IUNTW with?only the manufacturers to' 

fight. Between March and July 1929 the industrial union led 

five strikes involving various groups in both men's and 

. women's clothing. All but one brought g-jins, and even the 

single defeat at the Western Glove Company was to some extent 
4 

offset by the union's success in bringing out in solidarity 

Yfo 
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66 * * V 

150 workers from other shops. It was instructive, however, . * 

that all*the gains made were economic. In every instance a 

demand for elimination of. piece-work was not conceded, an 

indication that^.th^IUNTW shared the international -unions' ̂ , -** -

inability to reverse the'erosion of workers' control. 
0. 

Outside Winnipeg successes were scarce, a fact the party 

loader ship attributed to the union's* retention of craft 

locals. In 1930, therefore, the.̂ union abandoned its old 
* / 

0 / » ' 

structure in favour of a'"revolutionary" democratic .centralist 

arrangement based onvindustrial shop groups. This change, . 

m 
Annie Buller predicted, would-activize the membership and 

" 67 -bring forward fresh rank and file cadres. In fact, it made 
* 4 •" 

no difference. The' union was Virtually inactive in 1930, * * 
* •* 

+ « y 

unable to make a breakthrough among the unorganized and still. 

unsure-of how to operate, if, at "all/ inside the "-internationals. _ __ 

A major source*©f its difficulties was revealed by Tom Ewan's 

' I 

response to Joshua Gershman's request for clarification on the \ 

position of party members in the international unions* Instead 

of examining concrete evidence from the* membership•s 

apcumulated experiences, Ewan chose t^jBbur over^omfntern , 

documents before coming up with the answer that "a certain 
*- 68 "" amount of flexibility" was required. When the party , v 

leadership reviewed the development of the IUNTW in preparation 

for its Second National Convention in 1931, this same refusal 

to consider seriously the realities of the Canadian situation' 

was evident. Scarcely a mention ŵ as made of working class V 

/ 
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demoralization, police repression or mass unemployment. 

Instead, the union's stagnation was primarily attributed to 

bureaucratic tendencies, on the part of the union leaders, 

who had allegedly been more concerned with the quality of 
* ' - « 

69 tneir office furnishings than.jwjith building'the union. 

The union's only consolation in the early 1930s was that 

its "rivals were suffering just as muqh hardship. After 1931 

• i N>* 

the ILGWU Toronto Joint BoareTisonceded so much ground to the 

employers and Clamped down so firmly on the minority of rank 

and file medmers who wanted to fight that TJB Manager Abe 

Kirzner informed the international pffice that unless "we 

take a drastic step and put some teeth into(our organization 
70 ... we will be wiped off the map." A succession of wage-

0 * 

cuts granted by the ACW between,-1929-32 resulted in a massive 
*• * 

rank and file revolt in Montreal, .which resulted in the 
* international union's replacement-by a new ACCL union, the 

71 United Clothing Workers of Canada, in the summer of 1932. , -

With "spreading pessimism and uneasiness in the ranks" of the 

' ** ' 72 international unions, openings began to appear for the IUNTW. 

y-. The IUNTW shared î th. its international counterparts the 

saj-fe problems of rank and file demoralization, poorly attended 
* • 

"union meetings and sporadic dues payments.^ Where it differed 

from them was in its refusal to be intimidated by the 
. **» 

depression. The communist leadership's "stress on willpower 

and resoluteness may haye blinded them to genui-he practical* 
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difficulties, leaving them vulnerable to defeat and more 

demoralization, but it also drove them to make efforts that 

brought real gams in union organization. When the IUNTW 

'concentrated on organizing the unorganized, it began to 

prosper. Its largest achievement was organization of the 

dress trade. 
* 

When the IUNTW was first organized, a Trotakyist observer 

wrote in 1930, "over 300 young dressmakers flocked to join", 

only for the dressmakers' local to collapse because of the 

party's failure "to give the young leadership of the local the 

73 
necessary lead and advice." Its rapid rise and fall 

motivated the ILGWU, which m the view of the same source had 

long been skeptical about' the possibility of organizing the 

dressmakers, to launch a new drive. After the ILGWU won a 

Toronto cloakmakers' strike in February 1930 - a victory that 

proved short-lived— it chartered Dressmakers' Local 72 and 

recruited on the basis of a promise to strike against the 

"unspeakable" conditions prevailing in the dress trade. Not 

until the latter part of 1930, however, when it was faced 

with renewed industrial union activity, did the ILGWU begin 

* - 74 
serious preparations, for a general strike. 

Although the IUNTW made heavy play of the illusory 

nature of the cloakmakers' 1930 Victory'!, it was" clearly losing 

the competition for the dressmakers' allegiance when it called 

a dress strike on 13\January 1931. On the same day as an 

• A 
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ILGWU mass meeting attracted 1,000 dressmakers no more than 

3Q0 "dressmakers answered -the IUNTW strike call. In less than 

a week the strike collapsed, the ILGWU having provided 

V 75 
strikebreakers from among its own unemployed members. 

4 

The dressmakers' preference for the international union 

probably stemmed from the same reasons that, for example, 

sent Oshawa's striking auto workers into an AFL Federal Labour 

Union rather than the communist-led Auto Workers' Industrial 

Union in<£§*28. As one participant in the American organizing 

drives of the 1930s, later put it: "Workers becoming newly 

unionized tend to gravitate towards the official labor move-
76 

ment, no matter what its condition may be at the time." 

The ILGWU had tradition, prestige, financial backing and a 

style of organizing which probably related more effectively 

to the consciousness of the dreSsmakers. When it told them 

there was "a proper manner to handle a trade dispute", 

meaning in this instance the exploration of every possibility 

of finding a peaceful settlement before authorizing strike 

action, it spoke to their inexperience in trade unionism and, 

77 no less important, their desperate economic situation. "On 

the other hand,, it also spoke to its own desperate desire to 

avoid a strike. The ILGWU established 23 January as. the 

first strike deadline, but that date was only one of several 
•** 

to come and go before the union finally took a strike ballot. 

Exactly one month later, the dressmakers voted by 863 to 126 

for-strike action. On 24 February 1,500 of them answered the 

call.78 

\ 
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The second.dressmakers' strike placed a .question mark 

against several of the CPC's contentions regarding the 

irredeemably treacherous character of the ILGWU leadership. 

The latter may have been, reluctant to fight* they may even 

have hoped that by providing strikebreakers during the- IUNTW 

strike they would encourage the dress manufacturers to offer 

a satisfactory compromise; but when the strike was called, 
r 

they "fought with a vigour belying their earlier caution. 

Their strike demands were no less extensive than the industrial 

union had demanded: wage -increases of 10 to 15 per cent; a 
J*-

44-hour week with over-time limited to 2h hours a day. and no 

weekend work; and shop level arbitration of s'uch» issues as 

piece-rates, vacancies, discipline and dismissals. One con- -

temporary analyst noted: "Naturally such control.is opposed-

by the employers who see threatened not only their authority 
V 

... but also their profits if the chance of taking rush profits 
79 is denied them." The militancy of the union's picketing was 

reflected in over 100 arrests made in the course of the ten 

week strike. The hard-pressed international office con

tributed #30,000 in strike pay - additional funds came from 

the Jewish labour movement locally - and also made available 

a women organizer, Sadie Reisch of the National Women's Trade 

Union League. When the strike was terminated on 7' May, the 

ILGWU announced that~75 per cent of the strikers were new 
- -. 

working under union conditions and that the struggle would 

continue to earn similar gams for the remainder. Although 
- i.-
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it did not say how it planned to continue the fight, the union 
0 • 

"* 80 
,had clearly established a base in the dress trade. 

The industrial union responded to its apparent political 

defeat with a display of philosophic calmness: in the long 

run, it argued, the really important aspect of the two strikes 

was .that over 1, 5"0"6 young women had gained the concrete 

experience of class struggle ou£ of which political under-

, standing and class consciousness wottid flow; moreover, when - -

the ILGWU inevitably sold the dressmakers out, this increased 

81 • " . class consciousness would push them to" the left: • Refusing 

l-jo be daunted by the worst years "of the depression1, the-IUNTW -

began educational programmes designed ""to develop a cadre of 

leading comrades", entered into "revolutionary competition" 

with its English counrTerpart, and even called some strikes: 

6, in 1931, 7-in 1932, and 9 in 1933.82 MeanwhiSLe, Local 72 
* ft'*! 

folded during 1932. 

Between 1931-33 the IUNTW dress campaign had to be 

more a war of attrition than a frontal assault. .The union set 

aside its earlier predilection for striking on any pretext and" 
i 

quietly abandoned its pure "revolutionary" structure. In both 

Toronto and Montreal, where in 1931 it had two French Canadian 

organizers at-work, the union established dress pressers' and 

cutters•"'clubs as transitional union forms. In 1932 further 

-flexibility was shown, when the Montreal Dress Cutters' Union 
'- \ » 

(MDCU) was formed under communist leadership. This was a con

cession to craft sqaHJrtism, hut as one of its organizers laterv 
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noted, it was simply easier to recruit "men ... who knew that 

they were going to make a living by remaining in the trade." 

•Moreover, the MDCU's left-wing leadership was notably success-

ful.in winning their members' support for dressmakers' 

strikes. In. Toronto the pressers* and cutters' clubs were 

not as advanced, but by 1933 the industrial uniOn claimed to 

havej-prganized 25 per cent of the gutters andlfeo per/cent of 

the'pressers. The latter, a traditionally privileged group 

now threatened by heavy steam presses, were often involved in 
• fc 

84 ItJNTW strikes. 

ILGWU officials were well aware of these developments. 
. * 

Hyman Langer reported from- Torontp that the pressers' and 

cutters' clubs were bedevilled by "inner strife and lack of 

accomplishment" and if necessary could easily be "smashed". 

He was quite prepared to do the smashing, -since "if we ignore 

[them] it will afford the [lUNTW] an opportunity of entrench

ment and this would prove detrimental to us.* He had allowed 

a group of ILGWU sympathisers in the dress trade to. use the 

premises of the defunct Local 72, but "in spite of our personal 

sympathetic leanings ... we have avoided directly taking part 

or assisting them." 

While the ILGWU continued ohly to observe developments in 

the dress trade, the IUNTW went from strength to strength. In 

the latter part of 1933 it held numerous shop meetings to 

sound out rank ahd file opinion on demands to be placed before 
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the Toronto manufacturers at the start of the* following spring 

seaso/i. In December it moved to spacious new premises on 

Spadma Avenue, celebrating the event with a New Year's ball 
a6 • 

and banquet. • 

This institutional growth reflected a general trend in 

the WUL towards "professionalism". Similarly, its leaders' 

conduct of the 1934 Toronto strike indicated the extent to „ 

which WUL practice had converged with that of the reformist 

unions. By the end of December 1933 the IUNTW's basic 

demands were known: union recognition, abolition of con

tracting, the 40-hour week and general wage increases'. On 9 

January a meeting of 800 dressmakers authorized strike action, 

but IUNTW Toronto Joint Board Manager Myer Klig then gave the 

dress manufacturers another week to come to terms. On 16 

January he made an unsuccessful last-ditch attempt to achieve 

a peaceful settlement, and the'strike began the following day. 

/ 
By 22 January the vast majority of the dress shops had 

i 

settled, speedy termination of the stride having resulted 

partly from the strikers*', solidarity but ma%nly as a consequ

ence of the union's willingness" to compromise. The union 

gained recognition and some of its wage demands, but • 

acpepted a 44-hour week and, as a "small concession", agreed 

to permit a further 4 hours to be worked before overtime pay 

became,, due; in effect,, it accepted a 48-hour week. „ Joe 

Gershman announced that "the union as well as the strike 
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leadership consider the agreement satisfactory. It will help 

in the abolition of sweatshop conditions ... and help do away 

with the growth of the contracting system which is a menace 

to the industry." Gershman's statement, and especially his 

new-found concern for "the industry.", could have come from 

87 any ILGWU official. 

Despite this hint of emergent class collaborationism in 

the IUNTW, the communist union was still much more willing 

than its competitors to organize in the face of capitalist 

resistance; and nowhere was resistance stronger than in the 

Montreal dress trade. In the latter part of 1933 and 
**• * 

immediately after the January strike, several Toronto dress 

manufacturers relocated in-Montreal to escape the IUNTW's 

88 " 
attention. The* prospect of a massive "runaway" movement 
' / ( V-
made organization of the Montreal trade essential. 

Ône of the main reasons for industrial relocation in 

Montreal was the sharply defined ethno-religious divisions 

which seemed to have immunized French Canadian workers from, 

the WUL. Communists were intensely conscious of their per

sistent failure to connect with the French Canadian working 

class, which for them had an exotic/symbolic quality com

parable to that which blacks had for the CPUSA. On one 
* * « 

occasion, the Canadian Labour Defence League and the Inter

national Labour Defence, its American counterpart, actually 

entered into "revolutionary competition" over recruitment--* 
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within.these* tvb groups. The belief that French Canadians 

were "backward and priest-ridden" had a contradictory impact 

on Montreal commtinists. • On the one, hand, it was not unknown 
- ' ' ' 

for Young Contmunists in particular to dismiss French 
' < 

Canadians as "something .•..- not wort-h bothering about ... not 

part of our class." But at the same time, the IUNTW was 

making special efforts to draw French Canadians' into me*mber-

ship and activity by means of needle workers** "social clubs" 
""* .« - * 

and exposure-.of the- widespread custom of paying young French 

' Canadian women a", dollar a "day le'ss than their* Jewish 
"**\. 90 - * ' ' * 

colleagues. • - ' . , ^ , • 
*• « * . • 

• . • -

•.After Jf932 the industrial union had increasing involve-
* * 
"* * 

ment with* the**mainly V°ung J"rench;*Canadian dressmakers. As 
* " 

"LJoshua Gershman, Salsberg's successor as IUNTW National 

Secretary, explained, however, the French Canadian "girls" 

tended to take a back seat to -the "rtfore active, more 

'militant ... Jewish girls". Organizers had to "go visit 

many parents ... and convince them that it's ... all right 
\ ,T 

to belong to the union, that they will, because they now 

belong to the union, assume*the dignity of labour ... Many 

parents agreed with us, but the Church really worked against 
91 us." By 1934 the union had broken down some of the 

cultural barriers to unity*and solidarity, but clearly much 
remained to be done to cr.ĝ te a rank and file to whom these 

qualities came automatically. " * 
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In preparing for the Montreal dress strike, the IUNTW 

leadership pinned considerable hope on the possibility that 

the Dress Cutters' Union might enter the IUNTW, or that it 

92 would at least come out in solidarity with the dressmakers. " 

The DCU's strategic power had been demonstrated irt August 1933 

when a two-week strike earned it contracts in almost 100 dress 
• 93 . 

shops. Frank Breslow, the DCU's communist manager, 

supported uniting the two unions and urgfed his rank and file 
». * * 

to strike in concert with the IUNTW, but was forced by his 
*J " 

members to enter negotiations for a renewal of the 1933 

contract. Fearing that a new contract signed before the 

dressmakers came out would almost-*rcert£iiily keep the cutters 
•9 

at work, Breslow contrived an impasse on the issue of com

pulsory arbitration, and when the dressmakers struck on 22 

August, negotiations were still in progress. Two days later 
94 

the DCU broke them off and joined the strike. 

The dressmakers' strike was a major manifestation of the 

1934 working class upsurge and a testament to the IUNTW's 

increasing effectiveness as an organizer of the unorganized. 

Over 3,000 dressmakers struck, a figure that probably surprised 

the union as much as it did the Dress Manufacturers' Pro

tective Association (DMPA). But with so many workers on 

strike, it was crucial to the ever-penurious union that a 

settlement be reached quickly, as in Toronto. Unfortunately 

for the union, the DMPA chose to make a stand, and the strike 

was lost well before the union officially called it <$>ff on 
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According to the CPC, defeat in Montreal stemmed from 

two factors. First, Montreal's capitalist class saw an 

industrial union victory as a potential threat to its control 

in all branches of industry and therefore provided the DMPA 

with the financial support needed to starve the union out. 

Secondly, the DMPA was given assistance by the ACW and ILGWU -

although what this assistance consisted of was never 

specified. There may have been something to these claims. -

Both groups involved had their own relspns for wanting to see 

97 I 
the IUNTW crushed. There were, however, other factors 
involved. 

i 

The union made one major tactical error. One week into 

the strike it flatly refused to accept Quebec Minister of 

Labour C.,J. Arcand's offer of arbitration under the recently 

passed Labour Agreements' Extensions Act. Given the CPC's V 
f contemporary opposition to all "labour code" legislation, the 

union's position was understandable. Moreover, at that 

juncture rank and file militancy was at its peak, with 

strikers fighting pitched battles against police and company 

"goons", and Arcand's intervention was seen as a blatant 

98 

attempt "to break the mighty mass strike." But notwith

standing the union's justified cynicism about the likely effect of state intervention, its position was short-sighted. 

1C 

I 

9 
On the same day that Arcand made his offer, Gustave Frj|ncq, 

t 
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pillar of the Montreal labour establishment and Chairman of 

the Provincial Minimum Wage Board, made a scathing attack on 

the "shameful" conditions in the dress trade and the 

"flagrant violations of the law" routinely perpetrated by the 

99 manufacturers. In any arbitration procedure the union 
* 

could have used Francq's authority to prove the justice of its 

demands. When it rejected this course of action out of hand 

- without consulting the rank and file - it played into the 
*• » 

hands of the Manufacturers, who had immediately accepted 

Arcand's offer and who had consistently argued that the IUNTW 

was more interested in making political capital than in 

improving conditions for its members. 

The "red bogey" may well have contributed to the break-

down of solidarity among French Canadian workers. Although 

the union denounced as "foul lies" allegations that large 

numbers of French Canadians were scabbing on the strike, a 

view consistent with the party's desperate desire to believe 

that French Canadians generally" were surging to. the left, it 

does seem that the opportunity to move out of unemployment 

into work or from lower to better paid employment proved too 

great a temptation. ILGWU official Bernard Shane wrote to a 

Toronto colleague that 550 Jewish pressers and cutters had 

been replaced by French Canadians, and Joe Gershman later 

admitted that hundreds of Jewish dressmakers experienced 

•i 4. 4. 4. 1 0 0 similar treatment. 

-t. 

I * 
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"This crushing defeat virtually ended any hope of 

sustaining the industrial union in Montreal. It also com

promised the left's position in the international unions. In 

the ILGWU, Shane gloated, communists were "not to be seen nor 

heard ... [they] are dead to the world." An indication of 

the unrest among the ranks of left-wing garment workers was 

the MDCU's decision in December 1934 to enter the ILGWU as 

Local 205, a decision that helped earn Fjank Breslow*s 

102 expulsion from the party. By the spring of 1935 Gershman 

was privately admitting that "the possibilities of building an 

103 IUNTW in Montreal are very slim." Indeed, the union never 

really recovered. 

Outside Montreal the picture was different. The union • 

continued to organize the unorganized, moving into previously 

neglected sectors such as work clothes and leather goods and 

into outlying garment centres such as Hamilton and Kitchener. 

It consolidated its hold on the Toronto dress trade by renewing 

its contract - without strike action - in January 1935 and by 

increased attention to social and cultural activities: "Stag 

v 

Nights" for the dress cutters, an Industrial Union Athletic 

Club, weekly educationals on "trade union problems", and 

"Moonlight Excursions" from Toronto to Port Dalhousie, complete 

with orchestra and dancing. And until mid-1935 it remained 

the only garment union active in Winnipeg. 
*< 

But while these signs of growth were real enough, they were 
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only part of a general revitalization of needle trades' 

unionism. From a point in 1932 when its membership had 

' slumped to 24,000 and the international office could not 

afford to pay its telephone and electricity bills, the 

ILGWU seized the opportunities opened up by the New Deal to 

rebuild its membership to 200,000 in 1934. The ACW 

enjoyed a similar revival. In Canada it regained control.of 

Montreal in 1933 and launched a drive to organize the Quebec 

"country towns" in 1934.' This rediscovery of militancy 

caused further erosion of the IUNTW's distinctiveness and 

stimulated discussion of trade union unity. 

There was a certain irony in the fact that Winnipeg 

should see* the first reunification of the IUNTW and ILGWU," 
0 

since with the exception of a brief and unsuccessful attempt 

by Abe Kirzner in 1931 to resurrect Local 32, the IUNTW had 

struggled in isolation to organize the Winnipeg shops through-
107 out the worst depression years. Its efforts deserye 

-consideration. , 

The flurry of IUNTW activity in 1929 hinted at the 

' readiness of Winnipeg's garment workers to accept«<a militant 

lead.' But any suggestion that the union might enjoy a smooth 

path to industrial dominance was rapidly put to rest by the 

impact of the depression: in 1930 not only were there no 

needle trades* strikes in Winnipeg, there was not a single 

108 
strike of any kind recorded in the entire province. ' As was 

•*r 

y 
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the case nationally, the union's fortunes were closely bound, 

up with party factionalism. In February 1930. local IUNTW 

organizer Max Dolgoy, a left-wing activist in the Winnipeg 

garment trades since the OBU period, was one of. the "right 
• " 9 109 

opportunists" expelled in the purge of alleged Lovestoneites. 

The party's search for a suitable replacement ended with the 

appointment of Izzy Minster - a^Toronto hougepainter! By the 
v 

end of 1930 Minster was the Scapegoat,for the union's -chaotic 

state,' and his replacement was demanded. Instead, a hard- . 
*• 

pressed Tom Ewan sent Joe Gershman and Annie Bulhtr at various 

junctures to give Minster support. He was in charge when the 

Jacob and Crowley Manufacturing strike* broke out in 

February 1931.11"L 

This strike, which veterans remember as the industrial 

union's real breakthrough in Winnipeg, was almost a paradigm 

of contemporary revolutionary unionism. Before it, union* • 

organizers had concentrated on building links with one group, 

the cloakmakers, and when rank and file support for positive action developed they actually urged caution*1, fearing *hat 
s * 

their lack of influence among dressmakers and furrier* made 

the fate of strike action unpredictable. In the event, not 
0 

only Y*ere all three groups equally willing to fight, but the 
k _ L 

Winnipeg labour movement generally rallied,ground it with its 

most inspiring show "of solidarity since tne 1926"furriers'* 

strike. Nevertheless, the strike was lost. 
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Events followed a standard pattern. Twenty-seven of "the 

•"126 employees refused to join the strike, adding a certain 

sharpness to picket-line activity which resulted in pre-

r - - . r 

dictable clashes and arrests. The company made heavy play of 
> 

the*-union*s communist connections, and was backed up by 

Winnipeg's rabidly anti-communist Mayor, Ralph Webb, who 

claimed he had received a death-threat from the party. The 

IUNTW countered with^ts usual argument that the strike had 

arisen purely out of economic necessity, the main issues being 

wage-cuts and firings. Joe Gershman even denied' that the WUL 

was a communist organization. This claim reflected the 

union's lack of* confidence in its ability to sustain the 

strike against a resolute employer, so, too, did its 

oscillation between intransigence and accommodation. It 

initially refused point-blank to accept a proposal for. 

arbitration by a city council,committee headed by ILP member " 

and Provincial Labour Bureau Secretary Edward McGrath, then 
« • ' 

,changed its mind under red-baiting pressure. Having made 

this decision, it demonstrated its good faith by suspending 

picketing} but simultaneously made regular announcements that 

preparations were going ahead for a general needle trades' 

strike should arbitration- fail. The results were two-folds 

on the one hand acceptance of arbitration offered a bolt-hole 

for the "immature" workers; while the resilience of the 

militants was under-mined .by the union's failure to carry out 
112 its threat to call a .general strike. Moreover, when the 
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company saw the union's^ tearfulness exposed, it broke off 

negotiations and announced raat it considered the strike 

terminated. When the union put the question of continuing 

the strike to a mass meeting on 25 February, the workers 

voted by 70-40 to return. , 

After this defeat, the union entered a period when it 

was "in a hell of a state", with low attendance at shop 

meetings and organizers experiencing severe difficulties in 

113 squeezing union dues out of the membership. -Yet it was 

sufficiently organized to pull out 70 workers at the Wall, 

Ma toff and Stone factory in October, in an unsuccessful 

'•*»attempt to win the reinstatement of- three union cloak 

114 cutters. Its willingness to take on the employers even in 

the most adverse circumstances may "have earned it the tacit 

respect of workers who were as yet largely unprepared-to take 

strike action - there were.no garment strikes in 1932*. When 

conditions changed, as they did in a small way in 1933,,the 

IUNTW could expect to* reap the benefits. 

In the six months between the WUL's "March Drive" and 

its Second National Congress in September 1933, total WUL 

membership in Winnipeg rose from 170 to 955, of whom 500 

115 we're garment workers. This upward growth undoubtedly 
^̂ *~v » 

continued into 1934, in line with the economic upturn. 

Between July 1933 and August 1934 the WUL led 19 of 20 „ 

strikes in Winnipeg, involving as itell as the IUNTW, workers 
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in baking, meat packing, textiles, furniture and metals. .. In 

the garment industry the IUNTW lost no time in taking a 

bolder- public role and exploiting,the new opportunities. 

When employers began granting voluntary wage rises to fore

stall union activity, the union urged workers not to be com

placent, but to realize that their interests lay in 
•- 4 

strengthening workplace organization to a point where they 

could wrest further concessions; It won a variety of 
» * 

demands in a number of shops, but was particularly active in 

the Model Cloak Company. It won recognition and reinstatement 

of.an activist there after a one-day strike in May; in July 

it won by negotiation wage increases for one department and 

the right to provide new employees as Vacancies arose; and in 

August it won further wage increases and the abolition of i 
116 * * 

piece-work and sub-contracting. . , ' 
y » ¥ 

All of this was achieved without a written contract. With 

rank and file confidence at a high,1 the union chose tp rely on 

verbal agreements that placed^ little constraint on it's freedom 

. of action. Indeed, one federal official complained*, the union 

had said that .contracts "had no meaning as far as they were . 
117 

^concerned." The union underlined its militant mood in 

^other ways. In a strike against victimization at the Hurtig 

Fur Company, it supplemented aggressive picketing by calling 

out all itsTrambe,rs in a ̂ wo-hour mass picket of the plant;" 

over a thousand garment-workers and other sympathizers.answered 
118 ' ' the call. It also gave backing, to weaker gisoups, such as** 
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strikers at Standard Textiles and Western Packing. 
r 

- * • 

«. By 1934 the IUNTW was a major component of an increasingly 

mature left-wing movement in Winnipeg. Communist aldermanic 

andidates Jacob Penner and Martin Forkin, the latter local 

WUL* secretary, ran up record vote totals in their successful 

campaigns in 1933 and 1934. May Day 1934, according to the 

Winnipeg police department, saw a lower turn-out' than in 

previous-1 years. Nevertheless, at the Winnipeg Free Press's 

possibly conservative estimate, 4,500 workers and their 

families marched in the m a m communist parade (The Worker's 

r figure was 6,000). Winnipeg communists were also 

precociously actiye in anti-fasci'st work, and were beginning 

to develop a socialist cultural politics through the Pro-
*** 9m ** 

gre-ssive Arts Club and £he Wprkers.' Photo Group. To all of 

these developments, however, the industrial struggle was 
0 , m ' 

central, as indicated" by the workers' Photo Group's first 
* •"• * 0t 

public exhibition, consisting mainly of "snaps" of May Day 
1*20 "marches, unemployed demonstrations and strikes. 

/ t 

x ' 

It was the communists' strike activity in the early 
« 0 _ 

months of 1934 that inspired an-^apoplectic Ralph Webb to urge 

new federal legislation to "deal with them [communists] in 

a summary way, without remands or appeals, deportation con

tributing part of the sentence.in every 'case possible*" Webb 

would have been dismayed by IUNTW Secretary Louis, Vassil's 

confident announcement, at the unipn's Fifth Anniversary 
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Banquet in March 1934, that preparations were already under 

way for a general cloakmakers' strike "to take place about the 

121 
end of July." Preparations evidently went better than 

expected; the strike was ..called on 5 July amidst confident 

122 
predictions of quick success. 

The union's confidence seemed well-founded. It had 

re'cruited around 95 per cent of Winnipeg's 500 cloakmakers, 

among whom there was a hig'h degree of support for the strike; 

workers voted by 313 to 39 for strike-action. In addition, 

the union was led by two experienced organizers, Louis 

Vassil, union secretary since early 1933, and Myer Klig, who 

*r, 

had recently arrived from Toronto but who had lived in 
A -

^ m n i p e g from 1918 u n t i l 1927, when h i s a c t i v i t i e s in the 
1 ?3 

furrieri^-strlke earned him a'blacklisting. Over 400 

cloakmakers answered the strike call, and although some shops 

continued to operate, they did so "in a badly crippled 

condition." In two shops where the union had a long-standing 
\ . / 
\ presence, Montreal Cloak and Wall, Matoff and Stone, the 
\ *» 124 
strike was 100 per cent. 

- f . it t 

pBut the strike was lost. Although the union doggedly 

emphasized economic issues - its demands were 20 per cent 

increases for workers earning less than #20 a week and 15 per 

cent for those earning more, time and a half for overtime, 

and union recognition with a signed city-wide contract - the 

employers equally doggedly played on the red-bogey, a-tactic 
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that£ gained resonance from the ideological campaign_*5ur-rentJiry 

being waged*against communist "subversion" at Flin Flon. It 

/- is more likely, however, that the decisive factor in the 

strike's failure was, as on so many occasions, the left's' 

inability to sustain a major strike for any length of time. 

The Workers' International Relief and Farmers' Unity League 

did what they could,*%ut with the Flin Flon strike soaking up 

' " most of their resources, the manufacturers were able to sit 

tight and let economic hardship do its work. As soon as the 
* '• union signed an individual agreement with" Model Cloak and 

announced its willingness to do so elsewhere, it more or less 

acknowledged that the strike was failing. Jacob and Crowley's 

announcement -of a return to full production was only one 

illustration of a gradual drift back to -work of cloakmakers 

4 who had probably not expected such strenuous employers' 

opposition. On 10 August Klig called off the,strike. 

Although he tried to put the best possible face on this 

"tactical retreat", claiming that the employers had promised 

* 15 to 20 per cent increases and no discrimination, the union' 

had undoubtedly suffered a major setback. 7 When this was 

followed in" quick succession by the Montreal debacle, the 
. . ""» 

union's entire future was thrown into question. 

i Given that the industrial union's difficulties coincided 
/ 
/ with the resurrection of the internationals, the latter1s,» 

I * * f 
\ especially the ILGWU's, reluctance to push positively for 
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trade union unity was surprising. In Junê  a Winnipeg 
p m 

correspondent urged the TOronto and New York offices of the 

ILGWU to Send in an organizer"to .pre-empt the forthcoming 

cloakmakers" 1 -strike. Sam Kraisman endorsed this line, 
•* 0 % 

/ 
writing to the union's Executive Secretary Frederick Umhey-
that "af the Communists gain some recognition from the 

employeVs ... they will entrench themselves and will be^in a 
\ ' * . ' 1 26 

position*, to do us a great lot of damage." No action was 

taken,. hoWver, perhaps'because the international office 

felt it was simply a matter of time before the IUNTW melted 

away, a view that could only have•gained, in influence after 

the Winnipeg and Montreal strikes., In this situation, the ,. 

unity movement needed a push, and this came from a quarter 

that underlined the endemic character of needle trades' •*" 

factionalism: the Left Opposition (ILO). 
** 

Canada's Trotskyists had originally welcomed the form

ation of* the IUNTW as a potentially militant organizer of the 

dress trade. Early in .1934, however, paradoxically at the 

moment the IUNTW was gaining its first major success in 

Toronto, they began to revise this opinion; and after the 
t 

Montreal strike they finally concluded that the IUNTW was *• 

incapable- of fulfilling its early promise. During the 

January dressmakers' strike they saw the IUNTW leadership. 
0 

purposely avoid an opportunity to forge working class unity 

in practice. A day before the IUNTW walk-out, the ILGWU had 

brought out its 2,000 Toronto cloakmakers, and with members 
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of the two women's clothing unions crowded together on the 

streets around Spadma Avenue, it seemed in the strikers' best 

interests that the two unions should coordinate their strike 
4 

action. When the LO issued a leaflet to this effect, however, 

the CPC District Committee immediately countered with its own 

leaflet, characterizing the LO's "fake appeal" as an abject* 
« 

attempt to pull the dressmakers into the ILGWU. It then 

called on the ILGWU rank and file to reject their 

"treacherous" leaders and prepare for unity "in the single 

Industrial Union ... UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF THE WORKERS' 

UNITY LEAGUE."127 '̂  ' 

The CPC leaflet also reiterated the essential distinction 
" i 

between a "revolutionary" and a "reformist" union, a 

distinction which the actual conduct of the two strikes 

questioned. In this regard, Trotskyists became increasingly 

cynical about the union's claim to be a radically different 

kind of organization. One, a. member of the IUNTW, wrote to 

the Kampf (in response to its appeal for pre-IUNTW convention 
9 

discussion articles) that union life was marked by •'passivity", 

with a union leadership quite Content to keep the rank and 

file inactive. Since there was no principled difference 

between the two ladies'" c|othing unions, there was no reason 

to avoid the issue of trade union unity\ which was not an 

"abstract slogan .v. [put a] stern necessity ... rapidly 

impressing itself ... on the rank and file." He called for 

the broadest discussion of-the issue, carried out in public, 
; Y& 
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-and free from "any manoeuvring for 'domination' and 

'control' [by] any particular union or officialdom." The 

128 
Kampf declined to print the letter. 

The CPC's contention that the LO was in the ILGWU's 

pocket was incorrect, as scathing Trotskyist criticism of the 

international union's leadership of a strike by dressmakers 

129 a£ Eaton's Toronto factory made plain. Nevertheless, it 

was also clear that, despite its preservations about the 

ILGWU, the LO increasingly considered it a better vehicle for 

garment workers' interests. When the IUNTW issued a leaflet 

to the ILGWU rank and file in September .1934, calling now not 

for them to abandon their union but to force its leadership 

to discuss unity, the LO responded by asking whether the 

industrial -union leadership would now state plainly that "they 

will ... accept Unity without it being1under the leadership 

130 of the Workers' Unity League." The industrial union 

refused to consider such ari unequivocal declaration. . 
* y 

Towards the end of 1934 the ILGWU finally started to move 

against its communist rival. In December Sam Kraisman spent 

several weeks in Winnipeg.preparing the ground for the 

installation of a new local. According to one report, the 

Winnipeg needle workers were unimpressed and sent Kraisman 

packing. But he had evidently seen enough to justify 

perseverance; in May 1935 the union allocated a full-time 

organizer, Sam Herbst, to Winnipeg. In June it launched an 
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ideological campaign to win over the Toronto dressmakers, 

holding a mass meeting at which Charles Zimmerman, Inter-

national Vice President, Manager of the New York dressmakers' 

local and ex-communist, used the winding-up of the IUNTW in 

the United States -bo appeal for a break from its Canadian 

counterpart. As the Toronto Daily Star reported, however, 

the Vast majority of the 850 dressmakers present emphatically 

jec rejected Zimmerman's appeal. In the wake of this 

decision, the Toront/ Dressmakers'-Progressive Unity Group "* 

(Pl|) was formed. / /**\_3 

Trotskyists/were the organizing force inside this new 

faction, which jan(nounceoy,*vits existence with the publication 

of its manifesto in* the Workers'" -Party paper, The Vanguard 

(the LO had be :ome the Workers' Party at the turn of the year). 

The manifesto reiterated Zimmerman's arguments and attacked 

the IUNTW leaders' irresponsibility in "playing politics" at 

the membership's expense.- Yet it also offered a generous and 

radical unification programme, reflecting its own political 

sympathies and its awareness that the industrial union retained 

substantial rank and file support: immediate IUNTW 

disaffiliation from the WUL and application for an ILGWU 

charter; admission of all existing IUNTW members to the 

ILGWU "without.discrimination"; a power-sharing agreement 

between the IUNTW and ILGWU Joint Boards until new elections 

were held, these to come within 40 days of the merger; the 
4. 

new leadership to begin immediate preparations for a spring 
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1936 organizing drive; and, as the first practical step 

towards unity, an immediate meeting between the two 

132 
executives, to" iron out practical details. 

Had Gershman and Klig grasped the opportunity, the 

IUNTW could well have entered the ILGWU intact, with "̂  

communist,leadership entrenched in a dressmakers' local. As 

yet, however, the party line on trade union unity remained 

., confused. According to a report from Winnipeg, the liquid

ation of the IUNTW in the United States had caused tactical 

problems for the industrial union . On several occasions party 

* members had travelled to New York to defend the IUNTW's con-

t m u e d existence in Canada on the grounds that the left had 

133 •*! 
"too much to lose." As the CPC prevaricated, the PU 

faction's position hardened. 

The industrial union's immediate response.to the PU 

group*s appearance was to write it off as a "few disrupters". 

It then went oni to impose f •"•*£**£?and suspensions on PU 

supporters, one of its mostxjirequent targets being S. Macy, 

the Trotskyist who had written the attack on the union's 

bureaucratization noted earlier. This only -succeeded in 

^driving the PU group into closer alliance with the inter

national labour movement - both the TDLC and the Arbeiter 

Ring allowed the PU group to use their facilities - and into 

134 :e. 

>ceeded̂  

an aggressive^ anti-WUL -stance. 

While this campaign proceeded,, similar events were 

- t 
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^developing rapidly in Winnipeg. The crucial figure here was 

ILGWU organizer Sam Herbst. A crafty, unorthodox 

individual, Herbst spent the first month after his arrival 

establishing cordial relations with the local CPC and IUNTW 

leadership, becoming particularly friendly with Louis. Vassil. 

He played the left leaders along, encouraging them to believe 

that unity within the IUNTW remained a possibility, and was so 

• plausible that he was welcomed at party and industrial union 

policy meetings. On one occasion he even called a discussion 
4 

meeting in the WUL hall and advertised it m the Kampf. 

While apparently working with the left, Herbst was secretly . 

negotiating with» a number of clothing manufacturers and 

signing up members into ILGWU Local 16. He concentrated on 
* 

the decisive- Jacob and Crowley shop, where he was aided by the 

arrival of a young Toronto Troskyistj Harry Clairmont, one of' 

the group -of garment workers expelled from the party in 1929. 

While Herbst worked on management, Clairmont pushed the PU 
^mm 135 

arguments anflb the rank and file. 

In July/Herbst was sufficiently confident in the ILGWU's 

position to/make his real intentions public. In an address to 

the Winnipeg Trades and Labour Council he launched a scathing 

attack on the industrial union's record in the city. In his 

view the IUNTW, especially after the 1934 strike .when its 

leaders had "begged" for workers to be taken back on any 

terms, had a nerve to consider itself a real union. Sooner or 

later, he claimed, the Canadian IUNTW locals would^have to 
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follow their American counterparts in re-entering the ILGWU. 

He would welcome a prompt decision in order to build Local 

216 and establish union control. If, however, the IUNTW 

continued to dodge the inevitable, it would lose all its 

remaining influence as rank and file cloakmakers came to *s*fee 
•"* 

that the past seven years had been wasted. When Herbst 

followed up this attack with the announcement a few we,eks 

later that \lacob and Crowley had signed a contract with * 
responded with vitriolic -v Local 21$, outraged communists 

denunciations'or Herbst.and Clairmont, and on one occasion, 

Herbst claimed, with physical violence. 

__. P 

The unionization of Jacob and Crowley marked a turning-

point in ILGWU/IUNTW relations in Winnipeg. The. industrial 

union's position there was easily the most vulnerable in 

terms of the unitv^debate. Unlike in Montreal and Toronto, 

it was essentially a cloakmakers' organization. In the 

manouvrings around the unity debate, it became a useful 

bargaining tool: the industrial union could afford to 

surrender it, and thereby underline its Own good faith, 

without surrendering its claim to represent the mass of the 

dressmakers. In late August, therefore, Gershman and Sam 

Kraisman, who at least in public was the roost conciliatory _ 

Canadian ILGWU official, travelled together to Winnipeg to 

supervise the IUNTW's entry into Local 216. A mass meeting 

on 29 August voted for the merger,'based on the PU programme 

but with a proviso that only "goodstanding",IUNTW members * 

file:///lacob
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would automatically receive' ILGWU membership. wlth*#that 

decision the industrial union passed peacefully from the 

Winnipeg scene. * „ 

In the dress trade the party still .ruled out "uncon-
* 0 

ditional liquidation" of the IUNTW, continued to suppress the 

PU movement and, as late as October, spoke only of the need 

for "mutual understanding" when it approached the ILGWU with 

a proposal for a new organizing drive in the Montreal dress 
138 u * 

trade. e The ILGWU saw no need to make any*concessions.' ' 

Already, it had enrolled the Montreal dress cutters, and it 

was aware that every passing day made more embarrassing the 

gap between the IUNTW's professed desire for unity and its 
4 

reluctance to accept the inevitable. When the WUL National 
Convention finally' set the seal on the unity line, the 

. ** 

Vanguard was quick to make political capital: 

The Progressive Unity* Group ... have for months . 

been subjected to the most bitter attacks ... Now 
v. 

without \ .blush [the communists] accept the 
" m 

'-group's program holus-bolus. Two leaders of the 

International Cloakmakers, [Hyman] Langer and 

Herbst, who but yesterday were black reactionaries, 
-f 

are singled out at the League convention as "truly 

progressive elements." In fact, Boss Gershman, 

probably with a job in the International in mind, 

asks to be placed on record that this is his •** 
139 "* 

honest opinion. 
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Whatever Gershman's aspirations, if the* p'arty thought 

that its belatedly conciliatory rhetoric would smooth the way 

, to a simple takeover of ILGWU Local 72, it was soon disabused. 

^ By the end of November the IUNTW had applied for an ILGWU 

charter for the Toronto dressmakers; in December or January 

it was given the WUL's permission to disaffiliate, to make 

the unification process easier., Nevertheless, the WUL 
w 

continued to press fogr terms of entry identical to those 
a* 

originally suggested by the PU group which continued in 

, existence until at least Februa*j"j£>1936. The ILGWU -simply 
v 

handed over the issue to International President David 

Dubinsky, who, according to Gershman, was "too busy looking 
* • - . ~*"-\ 

after New York affairs" to attend to Toronto. Both Gershman-

and Salsberg voiced mild criticism of the local ILGWU's 

foot-dragging approach, but Salsberg was quick to dismiss the 

suggestion off some WUL4 members that the left trade union 

leaders should subject -reformist obstructionism to "a 

mefciless broadside", arguing instead that the WUL should 

patiently agitate for unity among the reformist unions' rank 
• * i 

and file and, through frank discussion, dispel any remaining 

qualms about,con-munist motives. In March 1936 the two 

sides finally concluded a compromise settlement, whereby 

Byman Langer would supervise a two-month registration period 
* 

during which IUNTW members would enter Local 72 either as 
individuals or as shop groups on payment of a nominal 

•a ' 
initiation fee, followed by the presentation for rank and file 

' - / 

» * ..- * * * . > , f 
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endorsement of "a unified slate on a fifty-fifty basis." By 

the end of May unification was complete - with a local 

executive consisting of three communists and three 

141 * 
Trotskyists! 

In an article in Justice Hyman Langer provided an 

interesting postscript to these events. Reporting "no ground 

for regrets", he remarked that his confidence in the viability 

of unification stemmed from the knowledge that the "rank and 

file leadership" - the CPC - would "pursue the 'New Line' 

inexorably." He had not been disappointed: the left-wing 

had not only "done yeoman work to wipe out from the memory all 

previous conceptions of the International, which they 

bestowed on the membership", they had also "done much to 

142 silence the incorrigible, elements in the organization." 

This, surely, was the final irony. 

Between 1922-36 communist policy in the garment trades, 

despite the formal tactical changes of 1928 and 19,35 and even 

the abject lurch.into bureaucratization towards the end of the -

period, had as its„stated aim the development of "class struggle 

unionism". This was never achieved. Although from time to 

time communists did prove capable .of promoting and leading 
"- * 

interludes of working class militancy -' a quality never far 

from the surfacê  Of an industry where daily class antagonisms 

were unusually sharp - their argument that the one way to 

combat the "chabs* of the garment trade was through unrelenting 

£ -*>***.»*,&* m 9 m j, 



struggle to organize every "bedroom", "kitchen" and "cockroach" 

shop convinced only the tiny-imndrity of the rank and file who 

were already close to communism. As the majority knew, and 

as communists themselves realized when they were in power in . 

the international locals and the IUNTW,* the likely consequence 

of a series of frontal assaults on the employers was- a series 

of defeats. *> 
** * f 

To defeat both class collaborationist trade union leaders 

and intransigent employers required rather more tactical 

flexibility than the left possessed. The struggle for power 

in the 1920a made no political sense. Not only did it cut 

against the gram of the united front strategy, but it'could 

only conceivably have been successful in conditions of a 
» 

general political crisis within the garment unions on both 

sides of the border. Such was not the case. In the United 

States factionalism developed to its highest level in the ,• 

ILGWU and International Fur Workers' Union, but scarcely 

troubTe"d--theACW. In Canada', while there was skirmishing in 
^ " ~ " * * * * - ~ * * ^ - * •*• • 

the ILGWU and I t W J ^ i e f t / r i g h t conf l ic t was a t i t s sharpest •*-* 
^ v >•"*** 

in the ACW. The latter, however, expertly led by Sidney •' 

Hillman, was more than capable of absorbing the communist, 

challenge. Throughout the 1920s there was never the-slightest 

possibility of a left-wing takeover of a single international 

garment union. , - - ' - . . * 
• / 

What, then, of the decision to form the IUNTW? In a 
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sense, to ask whether that decision was justified is not very 

helpful, since the situation in the Comintern dictated that 

such a decision would have come sooner or later. Nevertheless, 

it would be a mistake to absolve the CPC leaders from 

responsibility for their actions, if only because those who 
9> •» 

took, the vital decisions have continued to-maintain, in the 
words of Joshua Gershman: "We never took orders from 

143 anyone1" The-crucial question is whether, by forming the 

IUNTW, the CPC advanced the working class's capacity for 

struggle.. 
» 

A good case could*Be made for the pioneering organizational 

work of the IUNTW,in the dress trade and in Winnipeg and else

where. While the response of the international unions to the 

depression was to go limp,- communists did go out. and 

organize": this was the positive side of their emphasis on 

sacrifice and willpower. 'And even" when they failed to 

establish functioning unions,' as in the Montreal dress trade, 
* . * 144 

„ they laid the foundations of -future progress. It is 
i 

-doubtful whether they could have performed equivalent tasks as 
9 " \ • " -* 

oppositionists in the internationals. -

- b• - „ * ' . 
- I , 

This' situation changed An 1934. .On the one hand, the 

international unions rediscovered some of their militant 

traditions in the working class upsurge provoked by the 

* economic .upturn and the New Deal. On the other hand, the 

exigencies of daily trade union life eroded much of the 

IUNTW*s distinctiveness. There is insufficient evidence to 
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draw a firm conclusion on the validity of the Trotskyist 

critique of the union's bureaucratization, but Hyman Langer's 

observations on the communists' voluntary adoption of a 

disciplinary function in controlling the "incorrigible 

element" in the unified union, does suggest that the communist 

commitment to rank and file self-activity was at best tactical. 

After 1934 there was no sound reason to delay unifying the 

garment unions. The left's inability to formulate a coherent 

policy ultimately deprived it of much of the influence its 

organizational contributions warranted. More importantly, it 
9 

delayed rank and file unity at a moment when opportunities to 

exploit the changing balance of class forces had never been . 

better. Thus, as m so many cases during^the depression, "• 
— . ». * - • 

while tribute can be paid'to the commitment shown by.numerous , 

individual communists in organizing and leading class 

struggle, questions can Still be ;asked of the over-all 

quality of their leadership. 

T t 

i" • 

\ ' ' . \ 

\ 
\ 
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CHAPTER NINE 
« 

•FIGHT, DON'T STARVE': ORGANIZING THE UNEMPLOYED, 193>D-1936 

Few working class activists from the depression years would 

have denied that the CPC played an "unequalled part in the 

unemployed movement. Lakehead organizer Michael Fenwick, who 

later broke with the party, has observed that coramunis*ke- were 

"the only ones who fought in the unemployed ranks. Nobody, 

but nobody cared." As Vancouver CCFer Alex Fergusson -

remembered it, the CPC "was very militant in those days and 

very aggressive and hard-working and they organized the 

unemployed." In reality, communists were not the only 

activists in the unemployed movement. Virtually every left 
9 

wing organization - and some on the right - contributed to 

the struggle. The CPC's uniqueness lay in its attempt to 

build a national movement with Concrete political aims. The 

main question to be -answered in this chapter is: -how well 

t did it succeed? In the; Course of answering this question we 

will also examine how and why the CPC's analysis of and 

relationship to the movement changed over time. At the onset 

of the depression, communists saw mass unemployment as the 

key to the creation of a revolutionary situation. Following 

"the estimates of njAlnent Marxists in the Soviet union", 

Leslie Mjjrris claimed early in 1930 that the mass of the 

J* ' 
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unemployed had already assimilated the concept of 

"structural unemployment" and were prepared for "a political 

offensive against the capitalist government and its chief 

' • 2 

ally, the social reformist traitors." Five years later, in 

the rather different political moment of-the Popular F»ont, . 

anti-capitalist struggle had been diluted to the single 
00 

demand of "adequate and genuine unemployment and social 
insurance", aro'und which the party was striying to unify "the 

3 ' "" 

widest progressive forced". In the-first section of the 

chapter we will eraLore some of the obstacles standing in 

the way of the party's aspirations to hegemony over a 

revolutionary unemployed movement; in the second we^will . 

examine the development of its strategy and tactics between. 

1930-33; and in the final section we will examine the process 

and consequences o*ythe CPC'*s reversion to united front 

politics. - ' -̂  

Contrary to Leslie Morris's assessment, the onset of the 

depression did not spark an imediate outburst of working 

class struggle. A full year elapsed before there was broad 

recognition that workers were experiencing, in the words of 
4 

the Carpehters' Monthly Bulletin, "a new kind of depression". 

To most workers economic downturns were part of the natural 

order of things, a fatalism very much-encouraged by the state 

and the capitalist class. Together they strived*fo present 

an optimistic face to the world, responding to any sign o£ a 

7 levelling-out of the slump with a confident prediction that 

" # 
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"the tide of. economic adversities has now turned," 

Politicians, loathe even' to admit that there was such a 

"tide", rejected out of hand any suggestion that***sOme system 

of unemployment insurance or a massive public works 

programme were needed and would support only the most minimal 

tinkering with the system. One popular panacea .was the -

semi-private make-work scheme run by coiraittees of local 
businessmen,- industrialists, clergymen and other civic 

M 
leaders. Such schemes could absorb small pools of unemploy
ment and bring "into active and sympathetic contact the more 
*. - * 

and the less fortunate members of the community".. Toronto, * 
' -

Hamilton, Winnipeg', Edmonton and Stratford all operated 
. * - > . .. 7 "Man-a-block" .or "Give-a-raan-a-job" schemes^ 

« 

The political, impact of mass unemployment was further 

dulled by the CPC's- failure.to achieve hegemony over the 

organized working class response. A large proportion of the 

Canadian working class exhibited the apathy and demoralization 

that, according to the.American historian John A. Garraty, 

were typical responses to the depression. As he saw it, by 

the time workers had "suffered enough to become rebels ... 
' * R 

they [had] lost the capacity for militant-protest.-" Many 

contemporary social scientist's observed ""feelings of hope

lessness and lowered morale", "loss Of self-respect", 
•< 0 ~ ' 

"broken spirits ... hopeless despair ... [and] dependent 
attitudes" among the unemployed of Toronto, Montreal and 

9 * - • . 
elsewhere. Building a militant unemployed movement,on.such 

.*• " " I " . . ' ' - ' . \ 
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a base was no easy task. 

But this was only part of the story. Garraty, for s 

example/ draws very selectively from his single Canadian 

source - Harry M. Cassidy's 1932 study of unemployment in 

Ontario - and fails to note Cassidy's comment that "faith in 

the existing social and economic institutions of Canada is , 

being broken down daily",or his observation that "social 

disaffection" was growing among employed and unemployed 

alike. The same social scientists who"observed 

demoralization also reported an inchoate^- and sometimes not 
* . 

so inchoate -^critique of the state growing among the 

destitute. McGill sociologist Leonard Marsh heard unskilled 

workers in particular make "vindictive ... emphatic and * 

outspoken ... criticisms of existing conditions". 

Against the view that apathy was the typical response of 

the unemployed, it is more plausible to argue that attitudes 

ranged across a broad spectrum, between apathy and class-

conscious activism* It was the activists' job to win over, 

the vacillating intermediate bloc. And in Canada they 

undeniably, if sporadically, succeeded. Tens of thousands of 

Canadian participated in the unemployed movement at some 

point in the 1930s. The problem for the CPC was that most 

of them did so as members of non-party organizations. 

When the unemployed began to organize, they were less 

concerned with the politics of unemployment than with having • 

JSfWr itr*?**'*' *p*-"»WA*™E3»ri «*•*-**»-••*-<'** 
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something done about an -exceedingly grim existence.\ Lacking 
* - \ 

in "formal education and experience in public office"' they 

often deferred to leaders who possessed these skilly* In 
4 " " 

many instances individuals with labour movement backgrounds 
were prominent in the -leadership of independent unemployed 

13 ' * 

groups. But proletarian credentials were by.no means 

mandatory, and it was quite common for ex-army officers, 

professionals and activists in the establishment parties to 
\ 14 

be in leading positions. Not surprisingly, they brought 

with them an aversion from political radicalism and, 

especially, from involvement"with communism. Distance from 

the radical wing of the movement was preserved by the 

principle of non-partisanship, which was itself facilitated 

by the movement's political heterogeneity. Thus, during a 

relief workers' sttike in New Toronto in 1935, Workers' Unity 

League representatives were twice refused permission to 

address mass-meetings on the grounds that the struggle was 

"entirely non-political ... not a move to further the 

interests of any political party, but definitely to,obtain 
* 15 ' 

adequate relief for all unemployed." 

Some unemployed grOups*, especially those in which 

veterans* organizations, were active, consciously strived to 

keep the movement passive. But this became increasingly 

difficult as the state continued its feckless response to the 

crisis. Even the most moderate organizations were forced to 

adopt militant methods. The secretary of the Mount Dennis 

http://by.no
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(Toronto) branch of the avowedly anti-radical Canadian 

Workers' Association expressed well the moderates' diletls-ma. 

"Our organization", he wrote to provincial Premier George 

Henry, "has done quite a lot to keep Encouraging the men who 

are unemployed from engaging.in radical demonstrations. But 

Sir,-it is going to.be hard to keep them in check if some-

thing is not <$one soon-.* The une^loyed, he added, wanted to 
% ***v • 

« 

. work. -But if there was no work, familieW had to be fed, and 

the, "huge accumulation of profits" by ̂ employers, stock brokers 

and insurance companies would have to bearNsome of the cost. 

' * i- •' \ 

This single reference to the "huge* accumulation of ** \ 

profits" in capital's hands reveals the.extent to which the 

language of militancy was gaining acceptance among the jobless. 

The "extremist manifesto" issued to .North York municipal 

council by a joint delegation of four workers' organizations 
17 in March 1933 was almost a paradigm of this development: 

r * -

The money, food, clothing and houses are here. 
We, the workers, have built them; we have 

, produced them by the sweat of our brow. By 
our labor we have made it possible for the -
capitalist class to accumulate millions of ' *• 
dollars in profits and dividends. All over' ., 
the country there*, are huge stores of the 
necessities of life in the warehouses while 
thousands are starving. . _ . * 

Thousands of houses and buildings are empty "• 
while, workers are evicted from their homes, and 
single men are herded into slave camps. 

i Hundreds of millions of dollars produced by 
the toil of the Canadian masses are-being paid 
in profits and dividends to capitalists in 
Canada and abroad, while the wages of workers 

U 
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are cut, and workers and poor farmers starve. / 
The workers have created and are creating * '. 
all the wealth in Canada, we must demand 
that the needs of the unemployed be looked 
after before profits are paid. Dividends 
must be cut, taxes must be increased on the 
incomes of the rich, the stored-up food and 
.clothing and the empty houses all must be » 
used to satisfy the needs of. the million i 
unemployed and their families. 

„It is impossible to read this statement without seeing some 

communist influence: in the assertion of labour as the 

source of all value; in posing t^e contradiction of poverty 

in the midst of abundance; in demanding production for use 

before profit; and in the general terminology of class 

struggle. In addition, the statement^was appended to concrete 

demands for a 10 per cent winter increase in the value ox 

relief vouchers and the right to use vouchers outside the 

municipality. Drawing the linkages between immediate 
' 

ecOnomic needs and wider political perspectives was one of 

the CPC's basic strategic aims. The movement,*therefore, \SAs 

adopting positions first mapped ouf by the CPC in 1930 ? 

but still, for the most part, independently of the party\ To 
•• ' "*i 

4 

understand how this position was reached, we have to return, 

to 1930. t ' 
H » "* 

The National Unemployed Workers' Association (NUWA.) 
* **" *» 

began life as a section of the WUL. In reality, its 

national character was purely nominal. Tom Ewan was under so 

much pressure trying to launch the "red" unions that he had 

little opportunity to build the NUVfA. Throughout 1930 no 
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unified campaign plan for the unemployed movement was " 

issued, and such development as took place depended on 

prevailing local circumstances. Thus, while police 
4/ 

harassment made open activity virtually impossible in • 

Montreal, Toronto and Hamilton, in Vancouver, where the 

battles between the police and the unemployed were often 

ferocious, an active NUWA branch with-its own weekly paper, 

the Unemployed foorker, was in existence by late 1929. 

Vancouver's early pre-eminence was based on the presence 

of Allan Campbell, an articulate and extremely militant "Red 

Clydesider" whose experience of organizing the unemployed 

went back to the early days of the" communist movement in 

Scotland; and also to the presence, in the first depression 

winter, of a huge number of single*, transient unemployed. 

According to Campbell, there were 10,000 such men in January 

1930, the vast majority "without any assistance". At least 

until the provincial and Department of National Defence relief 

camps siphoned off a large proportion of them, this group 

provided the mainstay of a particularly active and militant 

organization. The Vancouver NUWA held over 100 public 

demonstrations in the course of 1930, with crowds of a 

19-thousands or more quite unexceptional. 

Vancouver's confrontational mode, which was consistent 

with the "leftist" «tempe» of the international movement, 

tended to set the NUWA's early standards. B*y the end of 
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1930, however, activists in other centres were finding this 

orientation unsatisfactory. Whereas the Vancouver branch 

benefited from the transient unemployed's tendency to settle 

in the city, elsewhere the unpredictability/of the transient 

population made the building of a stable organization 
* 

impossible. Organizers in Montreal and Toronto went so far 

as' to argue that concentration on the transient population 

iploymer 

complex". Because mass unemployment was now permanent, they 

argued, the NUWA had to be established on a permanent Ibasis, 

rooted mainly in working class neighbourhoods. This wOuld 

require fewer - but better prepared - demonstrations arid the 

adoption of concrete demands to which ordinary workers, could 

relate. As one Montreal organizer pointed out, when #15, a 

week was a good industrial wage, the NUWA's demand for #25 a 

week unemployment relief seemed more than a little "far

fetched"!20 

% • 
The unfoldxng tactical reorientatxon did not go 

unchallenged. VancQUvei". communists saw it as- part of a 
*v 

conspiracy to depreciate their efforts and as an indication 

Of growing "opportunist" pendencies at the centre. Mainly 

through the voice* of Malcolm Bruce they entered into a 

polemic that, the CPC Political Bureau claimed, "could very 

easilyj become the basis of a factional struggle within the 
21 . 

Party". • Vancouver's opposition possibly contributed to 
the centre*s failure to generalize the emerging trend until 
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the latter part of 1931. 

One city where the new tactics were quickly assimilated 

was Windsor. The NUWA had enjoyed a shadowy existence there 

since its formation, and it wa's not until earlyl931 that 

its demonstrations and meetings aroused any great interest. * 

By then the unemployment situation was acute, "largely due to 

inactivity on the part^of automobile and kindred industries 

and to the rigid enforcement of commuting regulations by the 

22 

Immigration authorities at the Port of Detroit." A shop-

gate meeting at Ford in mid-February drew a crowd of 800, 

and on 25' February an even larger number of unemployed rallied 

to the "International Day of Struggle against Unemployment". 

The arrest of 14 NUWA members on this occasion was taken as a _ 
**• *-t . 

sure sign that'the movement was on the rise. 

While never abandoning mass demonstrations, the Windsor-

NUWA consolidated itself^by combining them with painstaking 

work at the neighbourhood level. By mid-1931 it had 

developed a standard procedure that brought it into continuous 

contact with the unemployed. Two or three comrades would be 

delegated to a neighbourhood where they would familiarize 

themselves with local residents and their /problems simply by 

knocking on doors and talking about the NUWA. They would 

leave each household with two cards. One gave basic 

information about the organization and urged families facing 

problems with landlords or the utility companies to get in ' 

A 
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touch with the local secretary; the other consisted of a 

questionnaire on that household's particular concerns. On 

the basis of information received, the NUWA branch would 

draw up a brief leaflet for different neighbourhoods, 

showing how their ̂ various social needs would best be met by 

forming an unemployed council affiliated to the NUWA. Each 

new member recruited to the organization would then be 

issued with a membership card which read on one side: "HANG 

THIS REMINDER IN THE KITCHEN". 

When the cupboard is bare; when threats are made 
/ to cut off relief, when electricity, gas or -Water 

is discontinued, or if ar*.y worker is to be 
thrown out on the street because he cannot pay 
his rent, or at any time that the unemployed are 
discriminated against, COMMUNICATE WITH THE 
LOCAL COUNCIL OF THE NATIONAL UNEMPLOYED 
WORKERS' ASSOCIATION, 61 Pitt Street East, 
Windsor. 

The NUWA organizes and fight for NON-CONTRIBUTORY 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, FOR IMMEDIATE CASH 
RELIEF, FOR FREE ELECTRICITY, GAS AND WATER AND 
AGAINST EVICTIONS. ORGANIZE UNEMPLOYED COUNCILS. 
'FIGHT, DON'T STARVE, - Executive, NUWA.24 

% " * 

By no means every campaign of the Windsor NUWA success

fully mobilized the unemployed*, An attempt to organize a 

city-wide boycott of* an increa-Se in gas rates had limited 

25 * 

^impact. Nevertheless, the-organization was taking root. 

Initially, like the party itself, it was basedjpredominantly 

-̂ among Ukrainian, Hungarian-and CroatjLan immigrants. By the 

end of 1931, even after a period of harsh police repression 

following the arrest of' the CPC leadership, it was clear that 
the NUWA was breaking down Anglo-Saxon workers' alleged 
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immunity from radical infections. "It is surprising", the 

Intelligence officer of the local Essex Scottish Militia 

reported in December, "to see how many English-speaking * 

people are joining. However, it'is presumed that this is 

merely caused by the lack of unemployment [sic] and when 

business conditions turn for the better their ideas will 
JO 

26 * * 

change materially." The Eastern European community did 

remain the mainstay of Mhe left wing movement, but there 

were no obvious signs that Anglo-Saxon support diminished. 
The turn towards "permanent activity" received Comintern 

*• 
sanction in the spring cjf 1931. An article by RILU head 

\ 
Lozovsky called for more effective intervention in daily 

struggles in order to show the masses that Communists were 

'•'the ohly advocates of definite demands for the defence of 
* 

the*daily needs of the proletariat, who propose at the same 
27 time forms and methods of struggle." Later the same year, 

Osip Piatnitsky, Secretary of the Comintern Executive 

Committee, elaborated on this theme in a bodket urging 

party* members to pay the closest attention to such issues as 

food allowances, housing, and cultural/educational work,- all 

of which bad to be* linked where possible to industrial and 

28 ^ _ 
trade union intervention. But it was not the CtBlfctern's 
imprimatur which finally pushed the NUWA to adopt . 

•trial 

* * 

"permanent activity" as a national strategy. Rather, it was 

forced to do so in response to growing state coercion, which 

itself had been induced by the NUWA's massively successful 
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/ 
national demonstrations in February and April 1931. ' 

i t 
In January 1931 the WUL launched the "biggest mass 

'A campaign ever undertaken" by the party: the'struggle for the 

Y • ' 
r WUL Bill for State Non-Contributory Unemployment- Insurance. 

Accprding to the party, this campaign' was of a revolutioQary character,'arising from the contradiction between the 

>oary 

objective necessity of the centraljdemand and the impossibility 

of its achievement within a decayihg capitalist system. The 

belief was"that, as more and more workers became convinced 

thatjjthe demand was" just, they would inevitably be forced to 

consider the methods necessary,to win-it and would grow in 

class consciousness with the realization that they were con-

29 fronting the issue of state power. The party set itself an 

initial target of 500,OjC**Qc**.signatures for the WUL Bill, but 

hastily reduced this figure \o a more realistic but still 

sizeable^lOO ,000. 

Seven weeks before the bill's planned presentation, the 

CPC was able; to gauge the campaign's progress by observing the 

response to the 25 February Day of Struggle. It was 

pleasantly surprised. According to The" worker, at least 

50,000 people took to the streets, with demonstrations at 

least a thousand strong in Vancouver, Saskatoon, Winnipeg, 

Port Arthur, Fort-William, Tiarmins, Sudbury, Windsor, 

Hamilton and Toronto. According to an internal publication, 

"Thousands and thousands" of hitherto -unapproachable workers 

A J. 
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had been drawn towards the party. The WUL, Tom Ewan added, 

had firmly established its "ideological force and m 
30* influence". * i 

0 ^ Even allowing for an inflation o*t the numbers turning -
* ' " * I \ 

out, the Day of Struggle did ptovide evidence - that trie 

communist message was getting through to the masses. \ It 

was surely more- than coincidence that in the wake of this **" 

* * ' * ' 1 
" . • ' • \ 

demonstration the state stepped up the tempo of -its .anti-
\ • \ * 

Coranunist activitflw and took the decision to move towards^ 
31 <? \ 

outlawing the party. The events of 15 April gave fjarrbher 
proof of left wing'Advance, ̂ The WyTJNjust failed to reach 

' ' - " ••> \ * - * '« 

its target, gaining 94,000 signature's. An estimated 85,000 

workers demonstrated across the country, and most important « 

of all, the WUL delegation .garnered raw material for reanis of» 

propaganda when it interviewed R. B. Bennett: His coa*ments, 

ranging from the observation! that unemployment was the right-

„ ful reward for those who had not.practiced thrift t6 his 
' . ' •" • ' , - * * . » • * 

unequivocal statement that "neither, this government nor any 
•"4" - . 

other government" that I am a jnember of wril ever grant 
" ' - * s- . . 0 *"* 

' unemployment insurance. We will not put a premium on idle-' 
* ..- " " * - - ' - ' * • 

ness and we will txfc pyt our-'people On the dole'*, immediately 

*' - earned him*"\he, title of "Starvatioh Bennett*. , The NUWA 
• . \ 

invoked* them in.urging the unemployed to continue the 

st#ugg^e "ruthlessly and relentlessly, withjthe sane degree 

•*' of .class eonsciousness. exhibited by the millionaire"* premier , 
' • ' • ' . i * ' * 32 ** 

of an imperialj.st govferriment." when the RILU praised the -
• - - • _ \ • - . . . * 
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"very significant success ... achieved ... in the'struggle' \ 
** 

for the Unemployment Insurance, Bill which found its highest 

point in -the demonstrations throughout Canada on April 

15th", the party must have fe*f,t that- its years on the side-

33 lines qf the class struggle were over. 

This intervention performed two very positive functions 

for the CPC. It undeniably brought communists into contact 

with more workers and their families than ever before: in the 

*" first six months of 1931 the WUL national office issued * 

"' 16,000 NUWA membership cards, with an unknown number, 

independently enrolled (against national instructions) by 

" 34 several, local NUWA branches. Of equal importance was the 

therapeutic impact on the party's internal relations. After 

, "tf̂jJo solid years of inactivity and internal strife, the " 

opportunity to engage in»collective, practical action towards-
* ' * <f 

â  definable goal helped clear up a host of personal and 
< • * . " ' . * 

political disagreements. A euphoric Charlie Marriott 

reported from Winnipeg th*)*r not only were the local "boss 

papers" still discussing the 15 April demonstration "in 

. different tones of alarm", but that 'the tapprochement 

„",. ^between the [Anglo-Canadian' and Ukrainian] leaderships, ds 

very good1." During the campaigngin Winnipeg, the party 

• distributed 200,000 leaflets on the wuL""Bil*U" and on the 

week-end after 15, April kept the, momentum going-by calling 
. another mass demonstration when almost aa many-people turned 

i. . ^ - • ,i " • ' „ 35* 

oyt and oyer a hundred Copies of The Worker were sold. . 
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These successes inevitably provoked a coercive response 

from the state. The NUVifA was a prime target, and several • 

branches suffered raids between March and July 1931. Allan 

Campbell, who had became something of a bexe noire for the 

British Columbia authorities, finally pushed his luck too 

far. Arrested once again in January on charges of "inciting 

to riot" and "sedition", he was tried and convicted in March, 

*A6 

sentenced to a year in Oakalla prison and later deported. 

A similar fate befell Ron Stewart, leader of the Victoria 

Workers* Alliance, .who received a two-year .sentence for 

"inciting to mutiny". Afte;r his arrest, the British Columbia 

Provincial Police (known to the "left as [Attorney General 

R. H.] "Pooley's Hooligans") and RCMP raided the headquarters 

of the Workers* Alliance and its paper, the WotQrrs' Voice\ 

taking away its typewriter, stencils and other office . 

supplies. For the time being, the organization was driven 
37 underground. 

0 

The combinat'ion of political success and state 

repression stimulated communist sectarianism. The Canadian 

Labour Defence League urged members to look on these attacks 

m 
as part of a world-wide process of "fascization" "(•ther 

t 

examples were the. Scottsboro case in the United States and 
the alleged subversion by the "Industrial Party" in the' 

p 

Soviet Union), which would actually help communists establish 
A * 38 

themselves as tne only guardians of the proletariat. 
Rather than suggest the advisability of seekihg political 0 
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allies, repression made it more essential for communists tp 

differentiate themselves from class collaborationist fakers. -

Party literature thus constantly "presented labour and 

socialist spokesmen in the most derogatory, terms. A cartopn 

in the first issue of the Ottawa NUWA's Unemployed Worker 

summed up this approach in representing R. B. Bennett as the , 

classical top-hatted, pot-bellied plutocrat, whose relation

ship to reformist labour was symbolized by his holding up a 

hoop through which Labour MPs A, A. Heaps and Angus 

Macinnis'were jumping. Elsewhere in the drawing-, .J. S. 

Woodsworth is shown as a goat ramming if"s"""*head against -a 

brick' wall, .over which two rats-named Tom Moore and Aaron 

Mosher are disappearing. In the background, a huge mass 

demonstration demanding "Work of Full Maintenance" is 

39 - ' 
gathering. , * 

The practical aim of this cartoon was to undermine 

ttempts by the federal parliamentary .Labour group to IK 

organize, apparently in concert with the ACCL, a "General 

Union of Workingmen" among the Ottawa unemployed. The party 

considered it a duty for comrades to -challenge physically any 

attempts at organizing unemployed groups- outside the NUWA. 

"We must npt be afraid", Tom Ewan told a Vancouver organizer,, 

"to.set up new organizations of the unemployed because we 

might be called splitters ... we will be called this^anyway i 

40 "* / >-*• * 
so what does it matter?" > This meant that members were to 

disrupt rival meetings, a tactic with thoroughly negative 
• * 

consequences. In Ottawa,*where the NUWA*had only-been formed 
• 0" 
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in ApriJ. 1931, the handful of party and NUWA members - as 

usual, mostly Eastern Europeans- - who tried to disrupt 

Woodsworth*s meetings invariably lost out in the physical 

exchanges. NUWA organizer Saul Cohen,•"a-small, 

insignificant, gentle guy", reported in June that it was 

"getting positively dangerous for* me to go out unless I 

41 have a big bunch with me." He asked to be replaced. 

In Windsor, where the-vNUWA had several hundred members by 

mid-1931, communists successfully broke lip meetings 
** " i 

addressed by Heaps and Woodsworth, ostensibly called to 

launch a new Labour Party m Windsor but which, in the ' 
* . - l 

' local ̂ NUWA'a opinion, were really designed to encroach on 
\ 

.NUWA successes. The Heaps meeting on 26 June ended in chaos, 

- with.'fights inside the hall and in adjoining streets. 

1 Hostilities only, ceased when a detachment of the Essex 
. * * • 

Scottish Militia arrived. The CPC tried to use the develop-,, 

ment for propaganda purposes, arguing that when "the fakers 

pressed the police and militia into their service", many 
. • • 

members of the international unions present were so disgusted 
v * ** 

that "they tore up £heir AFL cards". It added that'Heaps had 
• . 

42 exposed himself as a."social fascist". . The most important 
J / W .B . * ' 

- consequence of the-affair wee that several NUWA leaders 
teceivecf ieggthy HaJLl sentences. 

< *» - * . * s .* 

- :*» v * - V 
-•_.... „ - , 

. Until the August arrests, the party appeared almost to .* 
welcome regression. Despite private admissions that this was 
making j-*ublic activity more and more difficult, the leader-

' • ** " ' - \ 
* , > , ^ *" • 

' • • \ 

. '• * * *. 
* t ' . • . . ( . *-

» • B * -» §} * - i i » f^w»*M« ̂ w»»T.yw ••.'<•.' i' ru~00049"<m'0« ̂ tyswtejt ̂ t, ,M i**̂  -• 
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ship convinced itself-that the working class would come to 

the rescue if the State attempted a major crackdown, In 

reality, the party'.s sectarian behaviour was having an 

"•immobilizing impact on working class solidarity. This became 

all too clear after August, when communists had ,to come to 

terms with the fact that workers were not becoming 

revolutionized at anything like,the rate once imagined. The 

party's subsequent generalization of "permanent activity" 
>. - ' ' 

methods of unemployed work and adoption of less abrasive 
i*» 

attitudes- towards the non-party left were necessary 

act-on-modations to this unpleasant reality. By the time the' 

RILU issued a critique of the NUWA asttoo narrowly "leftist", 
/ -L' - ~y 

the organization had'already been detached from the WUL and 
r 

reconstituted as the National Council of .Unemployed Councils 

CNCUC), the change of name symbolizing a,\thoroughgoing shift" 

towards small-scale struggles based on the nei{"fhbourhood and 

the block.43 

" - • * 

Although this change was in many respects a rational

ization of" existing practices, the broadening-out process it' 

*" envisaged went much farther than piany local activists • 

expected. It was based on-two'premises. First,- the* 
. * ' ' ' * .' r 

unemployed were - being pushed by "the" logic of .experience" into 
collective-, increasingly militant activity." Unfortunately,* 

j" ' ' . * * « . ' " « 

they were gravitating in tod many cases not to the .NUTAjPf but 
' - '' « ' 1 , ' * ' , ' " ' • ' Y 

ir)to-'"hundreds or 'independent neighbourhood unemployed-
, -

organizations ..". most of. them under reformist ideology and 
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leadership." Second, the NUWA had to change its sectarian 

habits and reach out to workers who were not already militant, 

countering the popular belief that "one [had] to be a 'red' or 

a Marxist to attend" NUWA meetings. Indeed, it was now 
« ' * 

possible to attract those who "might never attend a meeting 
*** 

or read a workers' paper ... It does not matter if they voted 

for R. B. Bennett, or if they still believe capitalism is 

the only possible system." , Communists had to pull this npn-

political layer into activity'by organizing around small local 

struggles, "rloreovet, they had to give the politically 
« 

inexperienced room to lead. It was,a "sectarian folly" to 

insist that'uneinployed councils'affiliate to the NCUC. 

Affiliation would happen in due time as the.network of 

activists thrown up by the new unemployed councils became con-

vmced of the superior organizational' capacities of the party • 

nucleus. This did not mean a depoliticisation of the 

unemployed movement: communists still had to provide political 

-analyses of events, expose labour* fakers and show how local ' 

struggles related to ,the political demand for state non- A 

contributory'unemployment insurance. Rather, it meant that 
* « ** 

concrete activity should always take priority over abstract^ 
propaganda. In effect, the unemployed- councils- were to be . ., 

44 . " 
miniature united fronts. 

V ' ' " * ' -
- ' 1 »• « 

" In some centres the change to.the unemployed council 

system was .welcomed. * In ̂Windsor it was already, well under . 

way by January 1932, prompted, however, less by the positive 

« - • " ~*S ' - " , •' * . 

k " . ^ *' - *• ,-̂ V 
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virtues outlined above than by the fact that surveillance 

and harassment of NUWA mass meetings had frightened off many 

supporters. Fear of being struck off the relief rolls was an 

increasingly strong deterrent to public identification with 
i 45 
radicalism. Conversely, in Vancouver the belief that the 
new tactics marked a "retreat in the face of the Bennett^^ 

**> 

government's offensive" led to strenuous resistance. Many 

Vancouver activists, who had managed to combine a substantial 

amount of neighbourhood work with regular mass agitation, 

felt that the likeliest consequence of the new orientation 
*•• 

would be to give "reformist fakers" an opportunity to 

establish an undeserved base. As late as October 1932 a 
* 

.section of the unemployed movement, retaining the original " 
i 46 ' ' 

name, split off from the mam body. Yet, ironically, once 

the political purpose of the change was fully accepted, the 

unemployed council movement probably achieved its most complete 

expression irv.Vancouver. An examination of the Vancouver* 

movement, therefore, points the way towards an explanation of 

the national movement's restricted impact. 
* * * 

' . * * " -

By January 1933, after roughly six months' of the new-' \ • _ 
system, there were 114 "block 'cor**misJ-t£es-'Cwith a .total active 

i_ '" * " '47 

membership of 2,287 men and women in the Vancouver area. 

Around this nucleus, there was a much larger periphery which 

could be mobilized aa situations' arose," as at-one'* 
demonstration.in February 1932 (part of the'preparations for 

* - ~ ' ' • . * ' " 

that month's British Columbia "Hunger March") when between 
. ' \ * • / ' ' ' • ' . 

. / . . 
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15,000 and 30,000 people attended a rally at Cambie Street 

grounds.48 Increasingly, though, the unemployed>ere drawn' 

into the daily life of the unemployed councils, fighting 

over such issues as evictions, health care, gas and ' 

electricity disconnections and the myriad of issues arising 

out o-f the relief system: "getting on the relief rolls, 

levels of relief, emergency, allocations and so forth. One 
(3 t 

' campaign brought about decentralization "-_>£ 'relief 

dispensaries, thus freeing residents from the irksome 

necessity of [joining the weekly "cjunny sack parade" to the 
49 - central dispensary in downtown Vancouver. ^ 

Another important area of concern was health care1. Mass 

unemployment, Leonard Marsh observed in 1938, "increased 

enormously the demand for free Or- subsidized [medical] 

services, which even in ordinary tithes are not available on a. 
' 50 ' 

sufficiently comprehensive or systematic scale." Such was 
* A ' 

the case m Vancouver, where the city provided only two 
doctors to cope with demand in the free out-patients depart-' 
**• - 3 \ 
ment of the General Hospital. "Needless to say, they cannot 
even begin to handle' even the "emergency work ... the city haa 

. * , -" • ii%e~ - '' . ' . ' 
• simply left* it to the private practicioner to carry on' without 
** '.* * flx* # " " 
.pay*"„ Much of the unen%)loyed councils* work Was taken up 

* * " ' - . • • * - " 

with finding- sympathetic private doctors who would accept* 
v „ ' ' 

' 51 new patients iwithout guaranteed payment. They also*. 
« » * • • *-

^--collaborated with the-Women's Labour League td pr'e'ss for. 
V • ..' J? / ' -' * - *-' '-5: 

.birth con t ro l c l i n i c s and improved, carc 'of expectant mothers.- ; 
? - <*» : -: • •' • 

. • . - • • * * - ' ) 
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In this regardVthey sought to challenge entrenched ideas 
r *• 

about accepting "charity" and build support for state inter

vention. They urged the unemployed to take a critical view 

of existing services, for example by exposing the failings of 
r 

public health officials. According to the Unemployed Worker, 

Burnaby's Medical health Officer regularly confused patients 

and treatments. The Burnaby Unemployed Council, believing 

that "the unemployed ... have been at his tender mercy long 
54 enough", gathered data to support a demand for his dismissal. 

In attempting to convince workers of their right to make 

demands on the s£ate,%unemployed activists had no desire to 

promote passive reliance on an instrument of bourgeois class 

rule. At all ti,mes they encouraged thfe unemployed to see 

/ - T 
themselves as the prime agents of change. Each eviction 

successfully resisted, ever-}-*concession, squeezed from the 

state by direct action, the argument ran, was an- increment 

of working class power. If only a small minority of the 

unemployed councils' rank, and file saw the struggle quite so 

' clearly, there were instances when large numbers of 

unemployed showed a willingness to think and actfin new ways. 

- A good example^ was the well-organized campaign mounted by the 

- Burnaby'Unemployed Council in winter 19l32'-33> against*-price 

increases in stores where relief vouchers were cashed. 

Initially, resentment focussed On-the storekeepers (one block 

committee felt it was a pity the "gentry" could riot .be sent 

to the Soviet Unien, "as we *&now what fate [they] receive 
/ 
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there.") By the time the campaign culminated, however, 

attention had been shifted to the municipality's duty to 

increase relief allowances. By January-1933 the unemployed 

council had sent several delegations on fruitless attempts to 

gain emergency allocations. Its patience exhausted, the 

council mobilized 400 men and women, occupied three stores 

and sent a final demand to' the^unicipal relief office. When 

this was rejected it gave its members the order to take what 

they needed. It then left to avoid a police detachment, but 
55 promised to repeat the procedure as and when necessary. 

On other occasions workers occupied relief offices and other 

public buildings - including* the Maillardville police station! 

- to publicise their demands. 

A major contributory factor in establishing the basic 

solidarity underpinning direct action was the movement's 

social life. In his memoir of the movement in Vancouver, 

Ronald Liversredge devoted one brief comment to this aspect: 

"The social evenings of the Block unemployed,councils were 

happy, well-attended affairs-with a concert in which, talent 

of all nations took part, and then a light refreshment of 

J '* ' . 57 ' 
cc*ffee and sandwiches." This probably gives a false 
•^ * . ' . ' . i 

impression of the relatiye weight of social .and political 
4 ' ' , ' • -. 

activities. At a time when commercial recreation was for 

many ah unaffordable luxury*: the unemployed councils provided 
** »**• 

numerous low cost. di-frersione*, from the grimmer aspects of life 

on' the dole*:. Jnouse parties, dances, children's outings*}. 
• ; / • - * - - • * 
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films and sports. "Next Friday at 8 p.m.",' the Waterfront 

Neighbourhood Council announced, "we will hold a social and 

dance and "there will be 3ome pep to it. This is the real 

stuff and the admission is free." Qrganizers used social . 

affairs 'to initiate contact and draw new members into 

political work. At one house party run by two"block councils 

in the East End neighbourhood, three new members were signed 

- up and a dollar was1 raised from 'the 25 party-goers to buy a 

59 subscription to The Worker. Once introduced to the social 
» 

programme of the unemployed movelpent, new members gaihed 

access to a complex of similar activities offered by the 

wider revolutionary movement. Between 9 January and 4 

February 1932 anyone with the inclination and stamina could 

have attended seven social functions: WUL Concert and Dance 

*(9 January); NUWA Youth Committee Banquet and Dance (18 

January),; YCL Dance (18 January); Lenin Memorial Week Concert 

(22'January); CLDL Scandinavian Branch Social (25 January); 

YCL Dance (28"January); Workers' Sports' Association Dance 

60 ' (4 February). It seems reasonable to assume that some • 

.^workers whose original concern was a cheap night'out might 

well have later found themselves occupying a relief office 

, or bolstering a lumber workers' picket line. 
' • > 

If socials and dances introduced new workers to the 

' I * * 
unemployed councils, political education was Intended to 

-
consolidate their commltnunt. Ideally, each regular block 

0$ * > 

committee meeting was to contain an educational component, 

A 
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usually in the form of a short talk and questions at the end 
» 

of normal business. With little time to put a message over 

to men and women who may often have had little previous 
•0 

.exposure to left w m g debate, organizers had to limit them

selves to pithy expositions of revolutionary politics. One. 

talk" by "Comrade-W. Alexander" to Kingsway Block council 3 
r 

on the issue "Why We Are Unemployed" may well have been 
typical." Alexander 

• ~ * 
reviewed working class history and the abolition 
of exploitation - capitalist - [and] showed con
clusively thai under the present system 

* unemployment was inevitable and that, the Sun and 
the Province to the contrary, 'prosperity' i-s 
something we will never have again. V — 

He also stated emphatically that parliamentary 
power is capitalist power, regardless of the 

. political party administering it. Mass 
organization and mass pressure, he stated, were 
the only trustworthy instruments of the workers. 
Mr. Alexander concluded by comparing the lot- of 
the worker' in the USSR with our own and it is ,. 
safe to say that none Of. us felt conceited or 
even contented with'our own conditions.^1 

0 

Members were encouraged to educate themselves by reading left 

wing literature, and the best organized councils regularly 

sold,, quite large quantities of the Unemployed Worker (which v 

had a weekly sale of 1,250 copies in January 1933) and The 

Worker, as well as smaller sales of American and British 

communist periodicals and the usual selection of books and 
6̂ 2 

pamphlets, particularly those of the CLDL.» 

The unemployed movement undoubtedly made .a major con

tribution to the growth of the left wing movement in British 
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Columbia. The CLDL, for example, saw its British Columbia 

membership rise from 3,300 in May 1934 to 6,000 - 45 per cent 
63 ' 

of the national total - in March 1935. Moreover, as the 
-0 - , 

economy revived, the political groundwork laid by unemployed A 

1 activists also supported trade union growth, most clearly in 

the "lumber and longshore industries.^. % 

0 . • . / • * * * . f \ . 

The unemployed movement itself, however, reached a 

plateau in 1933, following which it lost much of its political'^ 
**" 65 * j-

momentum* Writing in the fall of^J.933, B.C. provincial * 

unemployed leader Bill Purvis arttjribû ed the ftarty'c-- loss of 

' dominance in the movement to the fact that leading members 

had forgotten that the vitality of the unemployed struggle 

depended on activity around immediate economic grievances. 

Instead of keeping in close contact with the rank and file, 

the party had concentrated on keeping control of the 

uneniployed councils' conmittee structure. It compounded 
4 

this error by Sucking the best new recruits into admin- -

istrative work and allowing "hair-splitting arguments" on 

tactics (precipitated by a" fresh'wave of police repression 
early in 1933>**to, penetrate the block committees. Most 

harmfully of all, it attempted to divert,the'unemployed 

away from their own immediate concerns into the provincial 

e 

J* 

party's various campaigns, notably the NovenuWr 1933 • 
1 ' •- • « „ - • * " . , r-

election when the CPC ran under the alias of the B.C. workers 
. ~^%~ ' 

. and Farmers United Front. The upshot wasjthat the unemployed 

-voted with their feet, forming independent groups,or moving 

v • ' . • • • . ' \ - • ' * 
'• ' * ' 

i • • • . . 
I . i 

*> y 
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" closer to the --CCF and SPC. By the end of 1934, less than 

a year after dismissing the-CCF as an "agent of the boss 

- class within the working class", the CPC was working with it 

in the "B.C. Joint Committee on Unemployment". 

/ 
In arguing for a* return to fundamentals, Purvis was < 

.̂ effectively admitting that the party's onginaL view of an 

easy .transition from economic to political action had been 

wildly optimistic. Yê t, his analysis of political develop

ments inside the B.C. working class was partial and unduly 

pessimistic. He could well have argued that communist 

tutelage had helped give the unemployed the confidence to. 

take independent action when communists failed to deliver the 

goods. Nor was this simply a matter of the party's tactical 
r 

shortcomings. It was also a reflection of the B.C. working 

class's growing political sophistication, as expressed in its 

discriminating use of its class forces. Looked at«in this 
*• 9 

way, we can understand the concurrent growth in the province' 

of the CLDL and CCF\- and the failura^of the communist 

electoral intervention, widely seen as fraudulent and 
n 4 . - 68 

manipulative. • ' 
m 

Purvises account betrayed a vexation that can perhaps be 

attributed to the fact that the unemployed movement had not 

been used to build the party, "if, however, party aspirations 

in this regard had beOn more modest at the start of the 

'depression,' some solace could have been derived from the 

growth that had taken place. Figures for party membership in 

4 
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the province in 1930 are not known, but they were certainly 
v -

much lower than the figure of 1, 200 members which in mid-1935 
69 placed District Nine second only to Southern Ontario. 

* „ 

Mpreover, five, times that number were members of the CLDL.-

They formed a small, but significant, periphery which for 

various reasons was broadly sympathetic to the CPC but unable 

to -join it - perhaps because this, was a step that required 
70 

more commitment and selflessness than most people possessed. 

Yet the fact remains that the linkages of economic and 

political, local and national, campaigns had not become 

routine m the province where communist activity generally 

was most advanced. Did the failure to make these linkages 

mean, as the party had predicted, that "reformist illusions" 
** » . - -

were being postered among the rank and file? Did it also 

mean that the communist world-view was being rejected? To 

answer these questions we have to look again at the national -

picture and the campaigns of the NCUC. 

t 

The NCUC was launched at the National Unemployment Con

ference of March 1932, the first of a series of national and 

provincial conferences and hunger marchesi each of which was 
a 

the culmination of several months* preparation. Activists 

used them to demonstrate thei-r organizational capacities, 

present Qiemselves as legitimate mouthpieces qf the A , 

unemployed, exchange local experiences and connect them up . 

with national and international events, and generally to 
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? 
extend and deepen the struggle by directly confronting the 
**- -' - . 
state. —•v' 

These events sharply defined the "us" and "them" of 

class struggle m unmistakeable physical terms. When the 

^Workers' Economic Conference met in Ottawa in August 1932,-. 

comparisons with the Imperial Economic Conference were ' 

inevitable. While the "pot-bellied ... empire economic big 
. . . * . 

shots" enjoyed the best accommodations Ottawa could offer, ' 

the "̂ Lean and hungry lot" at the Workers' Economic Conference 

met in an abandoned garage, which the delegates-themselves 

had cleaned and whitewashed and which served as the sleeping 

quarters for more than a hundred of them. Early arrivals 

even built from, scratch the benches delegates were to sit on, 

not surprisingly in rather les3 comfort than the "imperial

ists" who met in the parliament buildings. A. E. Smith later 
emphasized the workers* moral superiority: "Their's was an 

72 empty show. But our-conference throbbed with "-vitality. " conferei 

f The basic demand proposed on all such occasions was 

non-contributory unemployment insurance. ' This differentiated 

the party politically from most other sections of the labour 

movement, which were generally in favour of some kind-of 

contributory scheme encompassing workers, employers and the 

7-3 -
state. For the CPC, non-contributory insurance was to come 

solely at the expense of the capitalist class, by means of a 

steeply graduated income tax, and was to represent a 
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reordering of state priorities m favour of 'the domestic 
"*: . 

and international interests of the working class. Speakers 
4 

at the Workers' Economic Conference pointed out that a * 

diversion of Canada's rising, military expenditure into 

unemployment insurance would paye the added value of reducing 
74 imperialist pressure on the Soviet Union. Other demands 

were proposed in accord with local priorities. At the Nova 

Scotra Unemployment Conference in March 1933 delegates called 
4 m 

for an end to Canada's trade embargo against the Soviet 

Union, to permit acceptance.of a major Soviet order by the 

"province's dreadfully depressed steel industry. The 

'Manitoba Hunger March in October 1932, concerned with the 
4 

plight of the "agrarian proletariat*"', demanded waivers on 

tax arrears and moratoria on farm evictions. 

Organizers never expected these claims to be granted: 

the main benefit to be derived lay in the propaganda that 

could be made when they were refused. On the one hand, here 

were delegations claiming to represent not just an 

insignificant rabble but a natipnal mass movement - precisely 

214,614 strong, according to the Workers' Economic Con-

77 ference. On the other hand, they encountered capitalist 

governments unwilling to yield any significant concessions 

and content for the most part to su*rround themselves with the 

full panoply of state power. This, of course, documented 

the left's thesis that the essence of the bourgeois state 

was coercion. -> 

A 

\ 

*> 
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In many instances it appeared that the- state expected f 

insurrection.* Mam€***ba Premier John tBracken, having refused 

to meet a provincial unemployed delegation-, deployed "a large ' 

body of provincial and city police to oppose'any attempt at a 
*"*v 

forced entry." If the front-lme proved inadequate, a "large 
detachment"-of the Royal Canadian" Mounted Police" was waiting 

7fi * 
in the basement, tear gas at the reaqy. In the "police-

4* 

thronged corridors"^ of the Nova Scotia Legislature1 the-re war's 

so much confusion and apprehension at rumours of "a hunger 

march, of an attack on the building" that no-one noticed a 

handfulv of men from the Halifax Unemployed Council picking 

J * ' 
their way through to Premier -Gordon Harrington's, office, 

79 U where they quietly handed over their demands and left. *(. 

R. B. Bennett's security precautions for the National 

A 
Unemployment Conference"were, in the editorial]opinion of the 

Ottawa Journal, "uncalled-fpr, unnecessary, and un-Britiah". 

In a "scene that smacked more of Fascistart than of Canadian con- » 

stitutional authority", the spectacle of antarmoured car 
/ . 80 """ * 

patrolling Parliament Hill seemed particularly excessive. ' 

For the subsequent Workers• Economic Conference Bennett 

actually- tried to prevent* workers from travelling to '\ -
• 0 

Ottawa, by having the RCMP conduct stop-and-search operations 

on all east-bound freight trains in western and northern 
8*9 * 

Ontario. When he met a delegation-from the conference,'"he 

was surrounded by a personal bodyguard of RCMP detectives, 

and while the meeting took place**; several thousand Ottawa t 
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residents -were treated to the spectacle of a^baton-charge by 

the city police on ah open-air rally. Some of the bystanders, 
1 

aacordintg to'an account in Canadian Forum, -were themselves 
* • / . " • * . , * 

beaten up "mercilessly", which disposed many of them to over-
/ ' 32 

look the demonstrators* flaunting of a ban on the ra]/}.y. 

By 1*JB2 R. B. Bennett's repressive,instincts were so well 
4k* 

. known that bnly vejaj* limited* political capital could be made 
*** 

from them. i.But the fame could not be said of the United / 

Farmers of Alberta administration's handling of the provincial 

, ' hunger march in December 1932. Premier J. E. Brownlee banned 

the march, a decision later*endorsed by the ILP-cohtrolled 

Edmonton city council. When 2,000 marchers, mainly farmers, . 

ĉoal-miners, and unemployed Edmontomans, ignored the ban, an 

estimated"crowd of 10,000 witnessed "one of the most 

sensational scenes ever presented" to an Edmonton audience. 

The RCMP-rode into the march, tore down banners and 

indiscriminately beat up marchers and bystanders.. • The 

unemployed attempted to resist, building barricades and 

•taking to adjacent ropfs, "from which a fusillade of sticks. 
r • 

and. stones" was hurled at the RCMP and city police. Within 

minutes, however, the police had routed the march. They then 

drove their advantage home by raiding the premises of the 

/ Young Commfcnist - League ,ax9d the Ukrainian FarmerTLabour 

Temple Association and arresting seven members of- the ten-man 
delegation'which had managed to interview Brownlee 

» 

83 
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„- * , ' , . .. 
< In a letter to the Alberta Labor News,- an ILP member 

summed up the political lessons of the affair: "in the city 

of Edmonton, with a Labor Mayor and a Labor-council majority, 

and in the province of Alberta with a farmer government in 
the saddle, unemployed workers and destitute farmers afire • 

* '* . 
beaten up if they want to march to the government buildings 

* 84 to protest their sorry plight." , Communists could not have 

expressed it'better. When ,*>kl!tnly a month later, the UFA 

1 voted to affiliate to the COT", the party was able to add that 

the fate of the march was an object lesson in what workers 

85 
could'expect if they confronted any future CCF government. 

t ' . 

Gradually, the liability of overt coercion began to dawn 

^>on the state. Tne Ottawa Journal remarked on the change that 

had taken place between the Workers' Economic Conference and 

the January 1933 National Hunger March. On the latter 

occasion, demonstrators" "Were permitted to roam at will on 

Parliament Hill, and there was no display of armed force such 
86 ' -> 

as greeted the last invasion." In several cities there 
* 

.were demonstrations in support of the national delegation, but 

only at Nelson, B.C., was there a clash between marchers and 

87 ***** 
the*police. At the Ontario Hunger March in 1934,.new 

V 

provincial premier Mitchell Hepburn was affability itself. 

Not only did he accord the 200 marchers a friendly/welcome} 

but he declared his personal support o£ the unen*p**loyed' s -

"full and unrestricted rights to meet, speak*, »and drganize in 

' 
every city and -tillage of the province." Tp this end he 

' i •• 

"*» ' ' • '' . ' 
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over-ruled a city council ban on the march's closing ra}.ly in 
- » - - 0 

r 

. Queen's Park. He also made^ vague promises to support unemploy

ment insurance legislation, prevent evictions and take action 

against "gross mdustnal-'abuses". According to the Toronto 

Star, the marchers left the parliament buildings "cheering and 

shaking hands," with Hepburn and hî s two radical cabinet 
• 88 * 

members, Arthur Roebuck and David Croll. 

- % ""v *"* 

Hepburn's adroit handling of the march won the CPC's-

grudgmg tribute. By jumping to defend freedom of speech and 

assembly, The'Workermoted, Hepburn had helped deflect 

attention away from,the essential economic issues into a 
v 

largely abstract debate about bourgeois freedoms, and had 
managed to give no real guarantees about translating his 

89 slippery demagogy into action. All this was true enough 
(and the Hepburn government did prove to be just as -

parsimonious' as its Tory predecessor, as the CPC "predicted). -

- y .Yet while the Canadian state generally was demonstrating an ' 

improved ability to absorb dissent, it'was* nevertheless being 

forced to concede political space' to the left, providing 

opportunities for an expansion of the arena and constituency 
* * 

0 

of revolutionary politics. Precisely this process developed 

* in Toronto during the summer of 1^33, when communist 

organizers literally "seized the streets" after a three-year 

period when mass public activity had been non-existent. 
' ' • .*. 

According to a report in the internal bulletin of the » 
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CPC's Toronto section, local intervention in the unemployed 

movement before winter 1932-33 half depended on "the concen-
. *" 

trated effort of a few comrades and the sporadic work of a 
' I 

few others."* Mapy co-tirades had "shown a despairing attitude 

which manifested itself"in a vocal yearning for a 
** 0 

(St'*' » 

spectacular mass demonstration such as -Jfl known in the West." 

Only in the recent past had the party as a whole accepted the need to get down to the small tasks that earned the 

90 unemployed's trust and confidence. Within-months, however, 

^ ' ' ' \ 
those who longed for more dramatic action had \heir wish 
fulfilled, whenthe Toronto Unemployed Council launched a new 

" - ' '-"•'• ' ' J 
"Free Speech Fight". The "struggle against poliae terror and* 
political reaction'*1,, local unemployed leader^ James Houston 

* * \ 
'observed, woul'fl now develop the "more clearly ... political 

91 - ' ' 
side" of the unemployed struggle. 

• " » 

'.00 . 

The party decided to launch the Free Speech"- campaign 

when it observed the unusually strong resistance p*ut up by 
its unemployed audience in Alexandra Pafik against the police's 
" . . . -i * 

dispersal of the meeting, .usually a routine procedure when 
** ' - ' 
communists were involved. A few days later Houston 

persuaded the organizers of a CCF meeting in Queen's Park to 

let him speak from the platform. Houston announced that the 

" , Toronto Unemployed Councu.1 was using this opportunity to 

lcfcmch. the 'Free Speech fighli because of the political • . _ 
# ' . • •* 

significance of^Queen's Park: "the seat of the Provincial 

Gpvernment ... the place that Prime Minister R. B. Bennett 

( 

file:///heir
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-s. 

/-\> 

started his election campaign and a park where the workers 
'{ . "*-" 

\ artd their organizations met and^nad discussions as far back 
\ * » 

as 1870; in short it is the historical battleground of the -

working class of Toronto and cannot be closed to the workers 

in this period." Once Houston started to speak, the police-

stepped in to-break up the meeting, but were forced to give 
" 92 

way when the -CCF orgahi*zers threatened to prosecute them. 
T. 

The contemporary rise of the CCF was a tremendous boon 

to the Free Speech fight. Throughout 1933 the new party was 

both a catalyst and a beneficiary of working class aotivism 

in the Toronto area. The Toronto Star provided such 

extensive coverage of this new phenomenon that a Worker 

article claimed that the Liberal paper was trying to 

p&b^icise the CCF as a suitably "harmless" medium for 
• 93 

emergent working Class consciousness. Its mam mode of 

organisation during its 'infancy was the open-air propaganda 

meeting which,' unlike those of the communists, were free of 

police harassment.* When the party launched the Free Speech 

.fight, rt had no'qualms about latching on to CCF meetings. 

Communists would approach the CCF with a request to address 

its audience. If this was granted, either the communists 
• •". * 

obtained an -audience or the police broke up the meeting. If 

the CCF refused, the communists mpved a short way off and 

held their own meeting; and if the police then moved in, the * 
•• -. 

party could score points against both the police and the CCF. 
Communists denied that these were cynical tactics or that 

. * 
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communists were only interested in free speech for themselves, 
r 

Houston stressed that-the Toronto Unemployed Council was'out 

to win "Free*Speech for all workers and working-class 

94 organizations in the city of Toronto". 
v ' - 5. 

• f 
Between May and- July police harassment of oommuni3t open-

air meetings was -absolutely relentless. When normal methods 
* * 

* 
failed, the police turned to harsh innovations. After one 

meeting in Trinity Bark was broken up, aommunists turned out 

in greater force at the same venue the following night. Even 

the Globe, a staunch defender of the^police department and 

-Police Chief Dennis Draper, reported yiat -the second meeting 

was proceeding peacefully-until the 'single motor-cycle 

policeman in the park drove to the speakers' stand and, 
\ » 

turning his cycle away from the crowd, revved his engine to -

expel exhaust fumes over the listeners. This was thef signal 
4 

for a further twelve motor-cycle officers to form a circle 

around the crowd. As the Globe described it: •"'just a few ,. 

feet ffcom the speakers they stepped on their throttles. In 

less time than it taljes to write it, one could not see more 

than a few yards. This was too much for even the staunchest 

of radicals, and they scattered in all directions", pursued 

by eight horse-policemen. Later in the evening, an incipient 

0 
demonstration on Spadma Avenue was broken up by, the same 

95 method. 

.' The left's response was instantaneous. ". A combined CLDL/ 

Unemployed Council delegation went the same night to the 
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meetmg of the Toronto Board of Control and submitted to , 
t 

Mayor William Stewart demands for action against the Police t 

t 

Commission and a^>olicy statement on free speech and assembly 

in city parks.* Stewart gave the delegation short shrift, and 

was particularly hostile to the youthful Houston. A few days 

later, however, he announced that ."free"speech within the 

law" would be allowed in specific areas of three downtown 

parks; elsewhere, games-players and picnickers would be left < 

in peace. The Globe was delighted at "Mayor Stewart's Good 
i 

Plan" and ridiculed the left with an appropriate metaphor: 
« * 

"Just as it promised to bloom in finest flower, Mayor Stewart 
96 pulls park oratory up-by the roots." 

^> 

The" Globe's- confidence was misplaced. As Houston 

explained m a letter to the rival Star, Stewart's plan was 

both unacceptable and unworkable since there were too many 

working qlass organizations holding open-air meetings to be 

accommodated by the three designated parks. The Unemployed 

Council alone had a schedule taking .in seven parks, including 

three favourite venues which were not on the list - Trinity 

Park,' Allan Gardens and Queen's Park. Decisively, the left 

had no reason to believe that the Police Commission would 

use impartially its discretionary powers to decide whether a 
97 meeting'was "within"the law". His organization intended to 

ignore the plan. 

Obviously the authorities could not allow such open 
0 

defiance of the new policy and continued to harass corantmist . ^ 

i 

J 
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meetings. A combined force of horse, foot knd plain-clothed 

policemen dispersed crowds of over a thousand in Trinity 

\ 98 * 
^ Park on 2 and 9 August". On 10 August, however, the"police 

' * ' . 
intervened only to prevent Houston from sneaking, an action 
which highlighted the arbitrary character of their 

99 » 
surveillance. ' On 15 August a major show-down took place. 
During that day, members of the Communist-led Workers' l£x- .. 

' *-

Servicemen's League (the "weasels") distributed handbills 

headed "Heroes of 1914 - Bums of 1933", advertising .a meeting 

that night m Allan Gardens. A cr,owd of over 2,000^gathered, 

despite attempts by an unusually large police contingent to. 
* -

bteak up groups as they formed. Suddenly, the crowd moved to 
the eastern extremity of the park- to mass around two 

v *• 
organizers who had unfurled a banner bearing the meeting's 

,slogan. At«*this point, a detachment of motor-cycle police 

arrived and repeated its exhaust fumes tactic. A number of 

fight's broke out between police and dem.onstra.tors and it took 

almost two lioure to clear the park. Several arrests were 

, vioo made™ 
* 

The Allan Gardens incident brought growing criticism of -

Chief Draper's methods to a head. Under the headline *\ 

"Toronto's Cossacks", %\he Star published a. letter from an armŷ  
1 

veteran who had attended the meeting, ""tough "not a red", 

^Ex-Company Sergeant Major William Smith, a veteran of the-

First Canadian Division in the World War and a current 
» * 

militia member, was disgusted at behaviour which reminded him 

/ 
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of Germany5s treatment of the Belgians. He intended to make 
* j " * 102 

.his .feelings, f-eit a t the* next municipal election.* . 
. " " . " . ' • ^ .< ' ' " 

'bourgeois commentator* who opposed- repress ion „ tended to take 2 • ' *•" •--> - '" ' " • " the pragmatiC'-view that i t gave; "the communists the-rood and • . • ^.. 
103 ' 

drink which*they seekuB . Among" working c lass organizat ions , 
however, there was a"positive'rallying to the Communists' 

* - . ' 
' > •> " 

defence. At one s6lidarjrty*^neeting in Earlscourt Park the 

platform was shared by Maur-fce Spector of the International 
' . * • " • 

Left Opposition an*d John Buckley of the CCF. The very fact 
.*' ** " 9 'Y '" 

^ t h a t the Trotskyisf •organi'jjatioja could conyene a--meeting .in 
.*•<• -- / - - ^ t . . 0 ; 

support of the CP.C'was"an ind ica t ion of t h e l a t t e r ' s -success 
' - • ' . . - » • * . * * • - • ' . * * 

• " * 104 » -•in making its. fight.a general working class issue. . Two 
. ^ . . ^ ' . - - . ^ 

• ' * - , . » « • * * - " * i 

nights 'after the Allan-Gardens incident, a combined meeting 
* * * * ' • - ' . - , - ' 

of the**"unen»ploye,o Xouncil artd the WESL drew 5,-O0Q. ' '̂ " 
demonstrators to Earlscburt Park.# All the. Speakers ""shot 

• 0L * * ' ' 

•defiance* at- the numeflus plainclothesmen present and . 

' 1 • •* • * ' . " * 
challenged the police?to interfere.". WESL. spokesman William 
. * " * * ' . * . . " ' * ' • * . - - - * * « * ' . 

Willecombe argued that' the orderly character of.the. meeting 
' ' • • r • -

showed that responsibility for past disorder's lay -aith the 
** 0- -

police. He added, however, that only the audience's size that 

night had prevented further attacks. This was "a great a 

yictfory for free speech in Toronto 1.. The implication was 

that sustained mass action could produce even greater 

victories. 
•00 

. . By the end of Attgust, the Free Speech fight had been 
won. The police continued to disrupt some meetinfS, but there 

•**» 

, •*J0**»0f0ltt 
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was no systematic campaign of repression. In September the 

Toronto Police Commission finally ordered Draper to "cease 

interfering with public meetings unless the law was actually 

broken." What, then, was the significance of this 

campaign? In common with the hunger marches and unemployed 

conferences, it made sure that unemployment remained a 

political issue. It helped the revolutionary left sink 

•a ir roots in the Toronto working class movement and.brought new 

cadres forward. Three of the most active unemployed leaders, 

James Beattie4; James Houston and Fred Collins (who was also 

WESL Vice President), within months were organizing WUL 
* 

107 unions and leading major strikes. ' Most significantly of 

all, in terms of later developments in the politics of 

unemployment, the campaign pushed communists into united 

action with other left wing organizations, notably the CCF, 

thereby hastening the CPC's shift away from ultra-leftism."' 

As in the trade union field, change in the party's political 

perspective was slow and indecisive. But it was in its 

•unemployed work that the process of working patiently inside 

Y 
the'class, rather than as a remote vanguard, first took 

shape. This process, and its implications for the CPC's 

relations with the wider unemployed movement, will now be 

examined. - . ~\ 
0f" 

Breaking with sectarianism did not come easily for marty . 

comrades. One from the East End Toronto section, writing in 
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March 1933, remained unconvinced that broadening out the 

movement was in the party's best interests'. "Is it not 

better", he asked, "to have a smaller movement under strong 

-revolutionary influence than to build up large organizations 

108 
and lose control?" The NCUC replied the following month 

with the pamphlet Building A Mass Unemployed Movement, which 

staf.e*8**that communists had a duty to be active in any 

unemployed organization "of a working class character and / 

4 Composition" which recognized the necessity of militant 

109 economic struggle. WUL Secretary Charles Sims added that 

it was vital#to-break from the idea that potential allies had 

to accept every" CPC proposal "lock, stock and barrel", a view 

that in the past had left communists in a "'united front* 

made up of ourselves". \ • f * 

This tactical shift -'did not imply a reduction in 

independent party activity among the unemployed. Communist 

organizers cofitinued their efforts to 'draw unemployed 

organizations together and generalize the struggle. The 

creation of the Lakeshore Central Executive of Workers' 

. Associations," catering to the vJbrking class suburbs to the 

west of Toronto, seems to have been a party initiative; its 

« " 111 
President*", Ernest Lawrie, was a party member. After a 

**-*"""* ""y 

Visit by Ewart-Humphreys; communist President, of the Mount 
* * -

, Dfinnis branch of the/York Township United Workers' 
" * * • 

Association., unemployed organizations in Kitchener, Waterloo, 
Gait and Pr*fs*ton decided to form a, central executive to 
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112 coordinate activity. Similar developments took place in 

' 113 : 

Calgary and Halifax. And in March 1933 there was a 

particularly impressive unity initiative in York Township, 

vrath Humphreys' organization convening a "United Workers' 
• • ' *• * 

•Conference"-which attracted delegates from 30-working class 

organizations, inaluding CCF and ILP branches and property-

qwners',' veterans' and rate-payers' groups. Even the 

*»Trotskyist Left Opposition, never inclined to mince words 

"where •"Stalinist" united fronts were concerned, considered 

this one "more in the nature Of a co-r*rect Leninist approach" 

, and therefore of considerable potential for broadening the 
•*" 114 ' 

scope of the unemployed movement. 

The party was always,keen to grasp any opportunity to 

politicize the struggle. A good case in poiwt was its 

attempt to make a cause celebre of the Nick Zynchuk case. 
This occurred in March 1933 when Zynchuk, an unemployed 

Ukrainian, was shot in the backSand killed by a Montreal 

policeman during an anti-eviction demonstration. Although 
* 

Zynchuk's relationship to the party was never clear, the CPC 

had been active for some time among the Montreal unemployed, 

particularly in the Verdun and Rosemount districts^, and 

immediately took up the case. The CLDL pilloried the 

results of a coroner's inquest, which not, only whitewashed' 
0 

the police's actions but praised their forthright treatment 

of "les strangers". when it was discovered that the officer 

who had shot Zynchuk, Constable Joseph Zappa, was a member 
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of a fascist organization, the CLDL made* the case the centre

piece of a pamphlet comparing Canadian developments with 

"Hitler's Horrors". By then Zynchuk had been accorded a 

revolutionary martyr's funeral. This became a major 

political demonstration, with more than 10,000 Montrealers 

following the cortege. The WUL chipped in with a national 

appeal calling for the construction of an unemployed movement 

strong enough to ensure that no "cowardly police, thugs" ever 

again drew "a murderous gun against.unarmed workers". The 

Progressive Arts League illustrated this argument in a 

hastily written agit-prop play on the case, performing it at 
115 a number of unemployed conferences later in the year. 

Despite this effort, the case fizzled out, and after a 

tactful period of 'suspension Zappa returned to his beat. 

Outside patty ranks it .aroused minimal interest. J. S. 

Woodsworth waited three weeks to raise it in the House of 

' 116 

Commons, and then only to ask a single innocuous question. 

Canadian Forum would have ignored the case entirely had not a 

subscriber written demanding to know why it had gone 

unreported. The magazine's explanation was that repression 

in Montreal was so well-known that the incident was not 
117 especially newsworthy! * , 

Woodsworth's response to the Zynchuk case helps explain 

the*CPC's apparently contradictory policy of appealing for 

united action with the CCF leadership while subjecting the 

v • 
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new party's politics to an increasingly sharp critique. In 

summer 1933 the NCUC issued uncoriditional invitations to the 

CCF, TLC, ACCL, ILP and other labour groups to contribute to 

the planning of the September National Unemployed Congress, 

only for Woodsworth to dismiss the appeal put of hand, 
90* 

i t A 

arguing that "we feel that even palliatives of this kind 

[unemployment insurance] may be secured not by means of 

resolutions or deputations, but by sending men to parliament 

who as their numbers increase will be able more and more 

effectively to demand rather than to beg." NCUC National 

Secretary Hannes Sula urged him to consider the possibility 

of a joint parliaraentary/extra-parliamentary campaign - a 

significant concession - but warned him that unemployed 

workers would not forget his* refusa.l to descend into the 

real arena of the daily struggle. Parliamentary oratory, 
118 

Sula suggested, had hot stopped, a single eviction. 
i * "** 

m. 

Through 1933 the CPC gradually expurgated the personal 

element from its critique of "social fascism" but continued 

to construct an image of the CCF as a party whose exclusively 

parliamentary policies objectively operated to "hold the 

masses in passivity" arid prepare their crushing "under the 

119 ' r 

Fascist iron heel". This argument received its'most 

complete formulation in Stewart Smith's Socialism and the CCF, 

published in February 1934 and offered to working class 
120 activists as a "guide to struggle". 
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The existence of this book gave the CCF leadership a 
. * ' ' . 

sound reason - in addition to the mistrust built up since 
v * 

1929 - for doubting the sincerity of the' communists' unity 

121 I ' 
appeals. But it-was not the case that it "ef fectively 

« 

destroyed any single point of contact there juxght have been 
for some cooperative activities between the two parties or 

122 their"members." Rank and f,ile members of the two parties 

actually "debated the merits.of the communist analysis, and 
* 

the heat generated- did not inhibit united action in a variety 

of areas. At the same time as they were debating £he 

question "Can and does the CCF help the working class*?", CPC 
*- I* 

member.Mitchi Sago and CCFer Alex-Stewart were working 

together in the Flin Flon Unemployed Association and laying 

the basis of trade union organization at the' mine and 

smelter ;# in the 1934 strike Stewart was. the" leading rank and 
123 file militant. On the specific issue of fighting 

evictions, the CCF national leadership's failure/to giv#a 

lead left local members with no alternative but to work t-

alongside^the CPC. Particularly in Ontario, where the 

provincial leadership lacked a concerted policy until mid-

1935, rank and file cooperation was a persistent embarrassment 

to the CCF, which was giving "considerable attention to the 

business of establishing and maintaining a distinct and 
, 124 favourable public image." 

Despite this high degree of local cooperation, the 

refusal of the CCF,(and ACCL and TLC) leadership to consider 
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a united campaign for unemployment insurance meant that the 

unemployed movement remained largely a party affair. After 

1933, while the CPC never formally abandoned its aim of 

building a national unemployed organization capable of 

exerting substantial pressure oh the state, it effectively 

set aside this project in favour of more pressing tasks. 
^ 4 % 

9* 

Notable here was the shift, following the economic upturn, 

into trade union activity. This drew off several leading 

unemployed organizers, such as Houston, Collins and Beattie 

m Toronto, Lenihan in Calgary, and Tom Bradley in 

Vancouver; all moved sideways into the Workers' Unity 

League. Emphasis on immediate*local struggles was 

intensified, with communists increasingly operating as the 

most militant, elements in explicitly non-partisan coalitions. 

The insertion of their activism and organizing skills into 

united front work with the unemployed was reflected in the 

rising tempo of unemployed activity in 1933. But it was in 

the period 1934-36 that the unemployed struggle reached its 

depression peak. 
K 

The massive recrudescence of unemployed militancy in 

these years stemmed directly from the Bennett government's 

decision to change the form of its contribution to unemploy-
*"* > 

ment relief.- From 1930 to mid-1932, the federal Tories had 

contributed #20 milli«fca year to relief, 80 per cent of 

which went to municipal work projects. In 1932 Bennett 

swallowed his personal aversion to the dole by allowing 
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municipalities to distribute the federal contribution as 

direct relief; Bennett, however, never lost his fear that 
j * 

the dole would shatter self-reliance arid encourage 
• > \ .' *• 

fecklessness, and after adjuring the provinces at the August 

1934<tDominion-Pro\*inclal Conference to toughen up conditions 

for admission to the relief rolls (many unemployed, he 

alleged, were squandering relief paymentk on "movies, candy ' r 
and beer"), he introduced a #40 milliq-ar Public Works Cpn-

- •' 

struction Act*, and abandoned direct relief contributions to 

the provinces. Although he later modified this decision and/-

restored direct relief contributions, he* did so in the form 

of fixed monthly grants,which reduced the federal contribution 
125 ' * 

/N. by 22 per cent. The cut was then passed on by the pro

vinces to the municipalities. Despite federal and provincial contributions, unemployment 

• relief remained a municn-pal responsibility and from one 

municipality to another there were wide variations in both 
0 

standards of provision and regulations Regarding access to 

relief rolls, task work requirements and forms of payment 

(vouchers or cash Or a combination of both). All of 

these areas could be - and were - contested. Thanks in no 
* ' ** 

small measure to the CPC's efforts to develop organizational 

links across.municipal boundaries, unemployed organizations 

in the less favoured municipalities wer***vConstantly striving 

to achieve parity with the more favoured. .At the same time, 

relief standards were nowhere so munificent that the 
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127 relatively better off could afford to stand still. The 

threat to existing standards posed by the 1934 federal 

economies "was promptly answered by mass resistance, nowhere 

• t. « * 128 
more impressively than in Southern Ontario. 

No soOner had Mitchell Hepburn's Liberals won the 1934 

provincial election than Minister of Welfare David Croll 

announced plans to "clean 'out the fakirs" from the relief 

129 • * rolls. In February 1935 he imposed the first of several 

cuts m grants to the municipalities, which not only made 

Him something 'of a hate figure, but inspired a wave of 

demonstrations', Occupations and "strikes" by-relief 

recipients. Notable here were the struggles in East York', 

130 York Township, Niagara Falls, London and Stratford. In 

terms of the CPC's contribution one of%the most instructive 

clashes was also One of the first: at Crowland Township in 

April-May 1935. 

'Located in Wellahd County, Crowland Township had 

established a radical reputation by 1933. With more than 

a third of its population of just over 3,000 on relief in the 

spring of 1935, the local council's decision on 2 April to 

reduce relief payments and increase work requirements 
•• 

provoked a sharp response from the 300 family heads affected 
• _ • j 

(single men were^excluded from the relief rolls). They con

sidered existirffPlevels inadequate and were aware that work 

schedules in some neighbouring*municipalities, such as« 

,s 
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Welland and Niagara Falls, were less arduous. On 3 April 

they unanimously struck work and lodged counter-demands for 

a 25 per cent increase in relief rates and inclusion of 

single men. The council responded by ending relief payments 

to strikers and their" families, and after nearly *six weeks 

132 forced them to accept the cuts. 

Throughout the first month, the strikers displayed 

impressive militancy, solidarity and discipline in the face 

of totally intransigent local and provincial administrations, 

Twice attacked with tear-gas," they saw four of their 

leaders arrested and detained, had the threat of 

deportation held over them, and were accused by David Croll 

of being the dupes of "Lilliputian Lenms". Moreover, after 

agreeing to a week-long "armistice", they were only finally 

forced to submit after seeing their strike headquarters --the 

Ukrainian Labour Temple - burn down m mysterious circum

stances. Conversely, they had the full, support of their 
* - " . , • * > 

wives and children, with many of the- latter staying away from 
* - u > 

school to participate in daily demonstrations; their ranks ,* 

yielded a solitary strikebreaker; and they never publicly 
* *** i * 

repudiated the communists in their strike leadership, despite 
00 . 

I 

persistent red-baiting by Hepburn, Croll and the local 
i 

council. Attempts to cast leading comm̂ lhist Frank Haslam as 

an "outside agitator" and a "spellbinder", were seen as 

ludicfous. He was indeed an outsider - from Humberstone, 

five miles away! But he had been resident in Crowland for 

. • • • - f 
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eight months. The suggestion that he had cast a spell over 

the rank and file was actually offensive to such as strike 
, ,/ 

committee chairman Thomas Martin, a non-communist war 
i 

veteran whose personal experience and faith in the character 

\ of "the support we have behina^s" gave him the confidence to 

trade verbal jousts with^Hepburn. 

The strikers enjoyed the support of local shopkeepers. 

They also enjoyed the outspoken support of the Reverend Fern 

A. Sayles, Pastor of the Maple Leaf Mission and erstwhile 

chairman of the township welfare board, who argued that the 

'strikers had been "bullied and bludgeoned" into striking by 

a hard-faced council. Sayles also scored the area's other 

churches for complacently accepting the council's claims and 

"remaining asleep while children are in danger of starvation".' 

Most of the strikers' support, however, came £rom the 
_/~"*^ 

CPC. Apayt from Haslam, at least one other party member, 

Williarn Douglas, who apparently was an "outside agitator", 

helped organize the strike. As already stated*, strike head

quarters were in the Ukrainian Labour Temple; the ULFTA also 

operated a strike kitchen and gathered food from sympathetic 
> ' Z A 

farmers. The CLDL organized a "smash the frame-up meeting" 
. Y 

to mobilize a defence effort on behalf of the detained strike 

leaders (Haslam, Douglas and ttwo others). The CPC arranged 

for 50 under-10 schoolahildren to be billeted with Toronto 

families. This initiative, however, lasted only, a few days, 
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until Hepburn threatened to charge the Crowland parents under"" 

the Truancy Act. Leading communist unemployed activists 

Ernest Lawirie and Ewart Humphr,eys travelled to Crowlancl m an 

attempt to med^te the strike, and may have helped,convince 

the strikers to accept the coolmg-off period that began on 

28 April. It was during this period that the Ukrainian 

Labour Temple burned down, after which it became imppssible 

to sustain the strike's momentum. According to the Reverend 

Sayles, after the township council saved face it made several 

135 concessions,' granting almost all the strikers' demands. --

4 -

The Crowland .strike was a significant turning-point in 

the development of communist unemployed activity. The party's 

support of the strike was predictable, but the prominence it 
1 p 

> 

thereby derived was an embarrassment. Instead of a struggle 

around fundamental economic issues,- the stride became an 

ideological struggle against the "red bogey" and an object. 

lesson .xn the perils of political isolation. It did nothing 

to promote the party's contemporaneous goal of unity with the 
* 

CCF (which, as the federal election .approached, was more than 

evter anxious to establish its consMtutionalilfcfc*) Wnd the 

experience was never repeated. From the middle of 1935, the 
'«* "" 

CPC's drift into popular front politics accelerated. 

Individual communists continued to. be the most outspoken 

critics of the failures of- the capitalist state. They could 

10 depended on to provoke sharp rhetorical clashes with state 

V Y 
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\ * 

officials »*hen ̂ he latter received unemployed delegations, 
„ and were' always in the foxefront"of local struggles. Thus, 

r 

Young Communist League member Joe Derry, one of the leaders 

of a massive hunger march from the Toronto suburbs iiji April 
» 

1935, replied to .Mitchell Hepburn's taunl-, that Derry would 
V J ] 

refuse a farm jobVif offered one (the Ontario Liberals had 
\ W; 

just announced a plan to ship .single^unemployed men out\to 

the coAitrysidf) , b$ agreeifng with the premier: "In 19,35 a 

' young man doesn't have to work for twp meals a day, a'shirt 
1 oft 

and a pair of pants, for that's all the farmers will pay." v 

• In December 1935 Ewart'Humphreys unsuccessfully agitated for 

York Township's unemployed to come out in solidarity with the 

East. York relief strikers. "A defeat in East York", he 

argued, "will be a defeat for the workers of York Township . 

..". workers of other "municipalities f_must] join in militant 
137 *** 

action." Ernest Lawrie did manage to bring his Long 
" 0 Branch Workers' Association out in concert with East York; he 

f 
> 0 

even took relief work expressly* to pull out men who had 
0 

refused to strike. 

But as a matter of general policy, the CPC increasingly 

gave priority to unity over militantn struggle. To some 

•O extent it was'forced to do so by local opinion. When the 

party-influenced Lakeshore Central Action Committee issued r>J 

a pamphlet calling for intensified resistance to the Hepburn 

government's most recent relief cuts, without prior con

sultation with affiliated bodies, ""the New Toronto Workers' 
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Association refused to distribute the pamphlets and denied 

the Action Committee use of its hall for a previously 

arranged meeting. NTWA President A. McDougall, himself a 

militant, explained that while many of his members agreed 

with the sentiments expressed," the*/"r"efused to have' their 

organization'used as\a "political football". Similarly, 

during the York Township relief strike in June 1936, the 

Ontario Veterans' Protective, Association threatened "strike 

leaders that if any party politics were introduced, or 

•propaganda spread around, the veterans would withdraw their 

140* support." Especially in York Township, where the United 

Workers' Association was under communist control (a 

"Stalinist clique" was the Trotskyists' description), any 

militant activity had to be prefaced by denials that 

unemployed leaders were "exploiting the unemployed for the 

benefit of the Communist Party" and assurances that "aril 

shades of opinion were included" in-the struggle 141 

As the scope of the united front gradually expanded 

across-class lines - by the autumn of 1935 it already embraced 

small-businessmen - the CPC moderated the character of its 
- a ' ' 

daily practice and its immediate aîrts in order to attract 

"the petty bourgeoisie, the office employees, and the pro-

142 gressive intelligentsia." In line with the work performed 

by the CLDL, which by mid-1935 was "adapting [its] activities 

to [its] objective of becoming a broad mass organization con

genial to a"D*u as well as open to all who stand for the 
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defenŝ e of democratic liberties and for the defense of 

arrested workers", and the Canadian League Against War and 

, ^Fascism (formed in October 1934), the unemployed movement was 

rendered acceptable to non-proletarian elements. Clerics 

A ' gained increasing prominence in unemployed activity arid 

communists openly solicited the support of local businessmen. 

According to one critic of communist unemployed policy, what 

this new orientation meant was that when strikes actually 

occur*l*i, communists shared with the CCF a "passive folded 

arms policy" and were "more concerned with maintaining their 

respectability" than with pursuing the more militant policies 

145 necessary to win the strike. 

That the source of this criticism was the Workers' 

Party, formerly the Left Opposition, dpes not vitiate the 

contention that the CPC's political aspirations for the 

146 unemployed movement had been transformed. By the end of 

1935 it had surrendered not only immediate revolutionary 

goals, but also the attempt to build a national organization 

capable of mobilizing the unemployed on a mass struggle 

basis. "The party's response to the decision of the British 

Columbia relief camp strikers," in May 1935, tcfllaunch the 0n-

to-Ottawa, Trek provided on early indication of this tendency. 

•'• » . CPC 1 * t have b « . e ^ t e a to' grasp an apparently 
f , 

excellent opportunity to develop a national propaganda 

campaign. Instead, it opposed the Trek and urged the ̂strikers 

to stay in Vancouver, arguing that "the Fight against the 
i t * • •*• 

I 
* 
t 
r 

\ ' 
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Bennett government must be fought out in each\ locality." The 

party attempted - and even then half-heartedly\- to initiate 
•* 

complementary treks from Winnipeg and Ottawa only after the 
147 strikers ignored its exhortation. Although the November 

1935 Central Committee plenum criticised the party's failure 

of vision, and added a brief note on the general weakness of 

work in the unemployed movement, there was no improvement in 

party activity in 1936. In that year, there was a decisive 

shift away from mass action, when the party decided to 

replace hunger marches with the Sending of deputations, con

sisting of one delegate per municipality, to petition pro-

* ' 149 . 

vincial governments. Inuhis keynote speech to the 8th 

National Convention in 1937, Sam Carr's brief comments on the 

unemployed movement had an appropriately valedictory tone; 

they amounted tb littlevmore than a ritual statement of 

support for unemployment insurance (even the prefix "non-

contributory" had been dropped) and an assertion that through 

its outstanding contributions the party had won "for itself 
150 the respect and love" of the unemployed masses. By then, 

with the party embroiled in the CIO upsurge, the unemployed 

struggle was no longer a priority. 

In 1930 the CPC saw %he unemployed movement as the cutting 

edge of class struggle: through action and experience the 
• *"v 

unemployed masses would come fairly quickly.to a thorough 

awareness of-their class interests; the party's role was to 
>* 

make interests and goals synonymous; when* that happened, ^ 

*"** 
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economic struggle would become political .struggle. Clearly, 

this prediction, rooted in Marx and Lenin, was (excessively 
** 1 

optimistic. Many workers were slow to recognizje the nature 

of the crisis, and even when-they Sid only a minority were 

willing to mount collective resistance. A further minority 

were drawn to the party's unemployed groups - and a still 

further minority accepted the general politics of conrmunism. 

Many who were prepared to utilize communist organizing skills 

were convinced neither of the necessity nor desirability of 

carrying the struggle outside their immediate localities. 

y Crucially, their "do-it-yourself". reformism often worked, with 

the local state yielding to direct action on countless . 

occasions. Conversely, the demand for state non-contributory 

unemployment'insuipence failed to bridge the gap between local 

struggles and the struggle for state power.N Indeed, it may 

even have fostered "reformist illusions", in so far as those 

who were convinced of its' value to the working class may have 

reasoned that the likeliest means of obtaining it- would be 

to remove R. B. Bennett from office. The CCF* was .always the 

likeliest beneficiary of class conscious plectoralism. 
I 4 

To what extent can we talk of-the party's achievements 

in the unemployed" movement?* Certainly, it never came close 

to fulfilling its revolutionary objectives. But within more 

humble.limits, a solid case can be made for the party's con

tribution %o a general strengthening of the working class 

movement. It ejPPlished unemployment as a quintessential!*^ 

w-Hjnlw* m * W n % t 
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class issue, potentially capable of breaking down the barriers 

of ethnicity, race and skill that operated against the ^ 

151 emergence of militant class consciousness. It 

demonstrated again and-again that solidarity could be built 

ybetween employed and unemployed! on an impressively large 

number of occasions*- the unemployed gave indispensable assist-

ance to industrial workers. On the other hand, the employed 

rarely reciprocatea.*. Here one might argue that communists 

would have done a more effective job of linking the needs of \ 

the employed and unemployed from within the union mainstream, 

fox even in their most stable period the WUL unions were 

rarely in a position to give material assistance to the 

152 unemployed. More.positively, the CPC was responsible to" a. 

.major extent for providing the movement with the arguments, 

organization and militancy that pressured the state to 

' sustain existing levels of relief expenditure at least until 

the onset of economic recovery. •» 

The most influential long-term consequence of the 

Y- - • 
unemployed movement was to prepare Canadian workers fos the 

/ industrial struggles of the late 1930s and 1940s. Although 

much more research from a rank and file perspective will be 

needed to explore fully the relationship between the two 

developments, one can argue with a reasonable degree of 

security that the connection was a close one.- As we have 

seen, the CPC recruited from the unemployed ranks new cadres 

who became industrial organizers as soon as economic con-
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dLtions made the change possible. More important than that 

is the impact of the movement itself in bringing tens of 

thousands of,, workers together in collective activity.. While, 
99. 

unfortunately for the CPC, it did not launch them into 

revolutionary action, it taught them the techniques of class 

struggle and convinced them of their capacity to make and 

win demands. It is mconveivable that the lessons absorbed 

in battling for a more "dignified poverty failed to be filed 

away for use in other fights. 

\ 
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CONCLUSIONS 
- • • .i.i. Mnpi. — I . I . i , % 

I 

This study has attempted a-reassessment of the CPC's con

tribution to working class politics in the 1920s and early 

1930s, especially in the area of the party's primary activity, 

trade union and industrial intervention. Here I will « 

recapitulate (and perhaps clarify) my main arguments, drawing 

oufe-the moments at which they challenge or support existing 

knowledge. They differ to some degree from the three, main 

established positions: from the official 'line' in refusing 

to skate over embarrassing episodes that detract from a self-

image df continuous integrity and tactical *•' correctness •; from 

the social democratic approach v-hich sees the communist 

tradition as essentially alien and harmful, and denies the 

validity of revolutionary politics in Canada; and from the 

orthodox Trotskyist position which neatly denjarcates 'good' 
/ 

and 'bad' periods of party history at'the dividing line of 

Stalin's assumption of control over the Russian party and the 

Comintern. I have tried always tp keep in mind the objective 
" * . 

possibilities open to the CPC, as determined by the interplay 

between the will and intelligence of its members and the 

structural peculiarities of the period; but to keep an overly 

judgmental attitude at arm's length is not always' easy when 

dealing with an organization in which discussion of 'betrayal*, 

'errors' and 'turns' was the meat and drink of everyday life. 
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It is up to the reader to decide whether I have struck 

right balancê . 

One consequence of the general historiographical consensus 

on the 'lunatic' character of the 'third period' (a view with 

which I broadly concur) has been a tendency to exaggerate the*""/' 

successes* of thej^receedmg united front years: this is, 

1-especially true of Ian Angus's Canadian Bolsheviks. "• In * 

reality the united front line adumbrated in Lenin's 'Left ^ 

Wing' Communism: An Infantile Disorder and articulated by the 
< 

Third and Fourth World Congresses Qf the Comintern contained 

an essential flaw ;that seriously limited its: utility for the 

fledgling CPs outside the Soviet Union. As Antonio Gramsci 

ruefully noted in 1923: "the tactic of the united front, 

laid down" with considerable precision by the Russian 
- * 

comrades ...'has in no country found the party or the men 
2 * * 

capable of concretizing it." Gramsci clearly felt that the 

fault lay entirely with the tactical failings of the nqn-

Russian parties. If.such an unusually independent communist 

could be mistaken", it is hardly surprising that the much more 

intellectually dependent CPC should exhibit similar deference. 
' 0 

• The united front was openly admitted to be a manoeuvre, « 

a holding* action until such time - never thought to be more 

than a few years - as thfe,revolutionary tide shifted back * in 

favour of the working class and communists could abandon their 

temporarily useful social democratic/labourist allies. Lenin's 

I 
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! 
call to British communists to support the Labour Party "in 
the same way as the rope supports the hanged man" makes *the 

3 point. This exhortation was-not only open to a. sectarian 

reading", it reflected Lenin's personal miscalculation of the 

balance of political loyalties within most western labour 

movements. In Canada (and'certainly- in Britain) it fed a 

native strain of sectarian contempt for 'labour fakerdom' and 

a communist self-image rather obviously at variance with the 

CPC * s actual status within the working qlass, which in turn 

made the communists', offer, of .tactical'alliances transparently^ 

cynical. Any political kudos that the CPC might have expected 

*• . * to gain from the Trades and Labour Congress's rejection of its 

handshake, was certainly dispelled by popular awareness that v 

•behind the handshake lurked hostile intentions. 

• Burdened by this ambiguous perspective, the CPC at no 

time identified the allies with whom it hoped to fight; it 

offered contradictory images of its united front agency, the 

Trade Union Educational League, which it then scarcely 

attempted to place on an operational footing; and instead of 

building a mass base for its programme of trade union ". 

'renovation' by patient work in union locals and in workplaces, 

lt presented its slogans of Amalgamation, Industrial Unionism 

and Trade Union Autonomy as abstract propaganda of manifestly 

party origin. Although some of the more thoughtful party 

members did from time to time suggest adopting .a more modest 

posture, both in terms of initiating activity and in" 
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relat'ing to the trade union leadership, the party largely . 

forgot the Russians' insistence on rooting communist politics 
* 

in the small 'economistic' struggles on which workers were 

willing to fight. Until the orientation on national trade 

unionism, it almost seemed as if the leadership was content 

to build towards a decreasmgly effective intervention at the 

annual TLC convention. In designating that event the "annual 

humiliation and betrayal"- of labour, the party revealed it*S 

own'*- surrender to fatalism. 
* r i . 

This is not to say that the CPC was incapable of 

independent thought. Its support f,or Canadian Trade Union 

Autonomy was a genuine initiative rooted in an indigenous left 

wing nationalist tradition - although of course the party did , 

not pose it in that way. Moreover, the CPC did try to take a 

flexible stand between the TLC and ACCL, using the latter to 

attempt what the TLC had shown'no inclination of doing -

organization Of the unorganized - while holding out the 

ultimate prospect of reconciliation. Given the degree of 

animosity between national and international union leaders, 

this tactic would always have been difficult to handle, but 

until 1929 and the emergence of the Comintern's "new line" 
i « 

there seemed to be ne alternative. 

No matter how imperfectly the CPC had implemented the 

recommendations of 'Left Wing' Communism, it was fearful of 

entirely dispensing with them. Althovigh disenchanted with the 

4 
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TLC and not fully convinced about the ACCL's viability, the 

party was politically unprepared for a total break. Until 

Moscow intervened through the Lenin school graduates, this 

had simply not been considered. Even then, it seemed to carry 

ah obvious danger of isolating the party .from the organized 

working class and was embraced with something less than 

relish. Foot-dragging,, however, was all the resistance the 

party leadership was prepared t° mount. The supple 

choreography displayed by both Tim Buck and Jack MacDonald 

(and even, briefly, Maurice Spector)- in shuffling into line 

with Comintern wishes was indicative of the power realities 

of. the moment. 

The immediate consequences of the "class against class" 

line were clearly negative. Leading a revolutionary or 

"pre-revolutionary" struggle for state power (the Comintern 
***. 

was typically obscure on this point) in a period of sharp 

economic downturn, with widespread working class defensiveness 

• . ' ** 

and demoralization, would have been a hazardous venture for a 
if 

party securely rooted.in the" national movement. For a still 

marginal party like the CPC it waS an almost incredible task, 

and was'seen as such by the party rank and file. Scarcely 

consulted, and unwilling to accept the personal risks 

demanded, they voted with their feet, joining the general 
4 

exodus from the Communist movement at this time. 

Ye£ before writing off the 1929-34 period as a ruinous 
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aberration, we have to ask whether the long-term consequences 

for Canada were irredeemably negative. Did the newline 

fatally isolate the CPC from the working class? Did it weaken 

the latter's capacity for resistance? Could the party itself 

have mayde heavier political gains from continuing with the 

united front approach? A case can be made for'answering "no" 

to all three questions* *Had the party continued its 

orientation on the TLC and ACCL, it could possibly have 

stiffened their resolve in face of the depression and might 
i 

have woh recruits from among those disenchanted with the trade 

uniqn bureaucracy's fatalism. Equally arguably, however, the 

party might have been pulled dowJfl by the general mood of 
0 

demoralization that swept Over the labour movement m the A 
•f 

early 1930s. Similarly, the sectarianism inherent in the new 

line cut against the principles of working class unity and ^ 

solidarity and probably alienated the party from a layer of 

possible supporters. On the other hand, the very "hardness" 

of the new line guaranteed that those who accepted it would 

not be intimidated by any of the difficulties it involved. • 

The attachment of revolutionary goals to trade union organiz

ation also guaranteed that the latter task would be taken up 

with great seriousness of purpose. It is hard to envisage 

CPC members taking the same degree of commitment into %he 

more constrained, circumstances of work within the reformist 

bodies. 

4 
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In the early years confused and often inexperienced 

organizers inevitably made mistakes and breached the 

principles of revolutionary unionism. They called for fool- • 

hardy action and lost patience with workers who were slow to 

respond; they were often incapable of listening to Ihd 

learning from the people-they presumed to lead; and rank and 
V 

file self-activity became an unaffordable luxury 'rather than 

a staple of practice. But while there were many more defeats 

than victories, this was not the full story. On many occasions 

organizers showed adaptability, tactical flair*and a willing--

ness to dispense with useless revolutionary formalities, such 
." 

.as sectarian point-scoring against "social fascists". - These 

attributes brought few out-and-out victories, but over time 

the Workers-' Unity League gained experience, built credibility 

and restored at*least a small degree "of confidence tp a 

chastened working'class movement. 

- Regardless of the WUL's presence, the economic upturn 

that began in the latter part of 1933 would have been 

reflected'in an increased level of industrial militancy. The 

fact remains,-however, that whenever the working class were 

spontaneously on the"move, communists were invariably the . 

first to respond with aid and direction *• if they had not 

already been active in laying the groundworks of organization. 

Communist achievements may have been limited, inasmuch as they 

never firmly established a lasting industrial union in any of 
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the. basifc industries. However, if that were the sole criterion 
* 

of success, one would have to call the CIO between 1935-40 (a 

comparable lifespan to that pf the WUL) a failure. - Success 

cannot .simply be appraised as a question of visible profit and 

loss, but even on that basis'it is erroneous - not-to say 

ungenerous ->*to argue that the "familiar outcome" of WUL 
5 

organizing was "violence, martyrdom and misjery." WUL 

organizers, even if inclined to re-sort too readily to the 

rationalization that no strike was ever "completely" lost, 

were not conspicuously guilty, of adventurism. Their 
v 

particular tactics -'exploiting•rank and file militancy, 

encouraging class solidarity (most notably between employed 

and unemployed), sharpening the political edge of class con-
V . 

% . 

sciousness -» were to a great extent influenced by the 

exuberance of the newly organized; they were also designed 

for victory, not heroic defeat. Desmond Morton and Terry 

Copp argue that the WUL's politics provided.the state with -

an exceSkLonal pretext for meeting sttikes with repression. 

.In fare*̂ T as the. CIO "and Catholic Syndicates discovered in the later 3.930s, any trade union using "militant organizing methods 
6 

encountered similar opposition, No-one criticised the WUL's « 

tactical failures more" harshly than the party itself, the 

7 E ste van miners' strike being a classic example. But although 

changes were, made, the WUL discovered that greater patience, 
; .. - . * . 

•"professionalism" and wil l ingness to compromise could only be 

supplementary to mi l i t an t ac t ion . . 

4-]&<*&i4lPK4m** 
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That some workers held negative views of the WUL is not 

in question. Such views, however, were as likely to have 

stemmed from established feelings as from dissatisfaction with , 

the WUL's actual performance. The Stratford patriots who 

forced Izzy Minster to kneel down and kiss the Union Jack 

, before throwing him out of town, were exhibiting the nativist . 

component of ant 1-communism that was coming increasingly to tho"/ 

fore in the depression years. The small, Jewish" Minster was 

an easl^ertarget (in every sense) than the burly Celt, Fred 

Collins. The repudiation of this action by Stratford's best 
- " " 40 

* 

respected labour leaders was a measure of the WUL's success in 

helping to.build not .just a base of militant'unionism, but a -

class conscious -community. Even in defeat workers derived 

sustenance from their relationship with thevWUL. The Flin Flon 

woman who discovered lasting comradeship and-sisterhood in the 
, , , 

course of the unsuccessful 1934 struggle - surely not an 
• - *% 

isolated case - points up the fatuity of rating the WUL 
9 

according to dues-paying membership and contracts signed. 
*f»v'*>. Finally, there is the question of the WJL's distinctiveness 

Here I agree with Norman Penner that the term "revolutionary 

10 unionism^Vas politically and practically irrelevant. AS 

Comintern analysts in 1928-29 frequently stated, .Leninist 

revolutionary unions could only conceivably be built in a 

period of generalized revolutionary crisis. But in such 

instances, as James Hinton and "Richard Hyman usefully remind 

us, "trade unionism which becomes revolutionary thereby 
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negates and transcends, trade unionism.*""*"*• There was no 
0 

revolutionary situation in Canada in the early 1930s. Mass 

unemployment, instead of rousing the masses, left them 

uncertain, defensive and in many instances demoralized* 

Communist activity among the unemployed stimulated assertive 

action on a substantial' scale, but not to the point of 

exhausting the grudging responsiveness of the state. And 

ft 

while solidarity from the unemployed often boosted the con

fidence of strikers, mo'qt; workers chose to keep ̂ their heads 

down and wait for conditions to change. The general level of 
•M 

confidence structured the possibilities open to the WUL, 

forcing it at the moment of its great influence to adopt . 

practices less and less distinguishable from those of its 

reformist rivals. The WUL Mas different in its resilience, 

intransigence and anti-capitalist commitment, all inspiring 

qualities that contributed to the growth of the party - and 

athe left generally - in the mid-1930s. If the ft*UL experience 

proved anything, however, it, was that inspirafc|8p was not 

enough. There were no short-cuts to socialisjL rf. 

\ 
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